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IN MEMORIAM 

IRACH JEHANGIR SORABJI TARAPOREWALA 

Dr. L J. S. Taraporewata, the doyen of Linguisticians in India, passed 

away in Bombay on January 15, 1956. He was born on the 22nd July 1884, 

at Haiderabad (Deccan) where his father Jehangir Sorabji TanapoREwaLa 

was the Superintendent, Central Treasury of the Government of the Nizam 

of Haiderabad. Young TaRAPoREWALA matriculated in 1898 from Bhadra 

New High School, Bombay, and graduated from Elphinstone College, Bombay, 

in 1903 with Honours in English and Sanskrit. He went to England and 

joined Grey’s Inn, London, in April 1904, and was called to the Bar in 

January 1909. He spent his vacations in France and Germany to study 

French and German. On his return to India he was appointed Professor of 

English at Central Hindu College, Banaras. In 1911 he was awarded e Gov- 

ernment of India scholarship for scientific study of Sanskrit in Europe. He 

went to Cambridge and was admitted into Fitzwilliam Hall (October 1911). 

He took his B.A. degree there. Then he joined Wurzburg University and 

took the Px.D. degree in July 1913. At Cambridge he read Sanskrit, Com- 

parative Philology, Arabic and Persian under Professor E, Rarson and 

Dr. P. Gites, Professor NicHotson and Professor E. G, Browne, respectively. 

At Wurzburg he studied Avesta (under Professor C. BarTHALomag), and 

Sanskrit under Professor Julius Jouty, and Science of Education. He 

obtained the doctorate degree “summa cum Laude” on the thesis “Some 

Notes on the Adhyaksapracara (Book on Kautilya’s ArthaSastra).” 

On his return from his second visit to Europe Dr. TARAPOREWALA was 

appointed Headmaster at Central Hindu Collegiate School, Banaras, In Sep- 

tember 1917 he joined the University of Calcutta as University Professor 

of Comparative Philology. Beside his duties as Professor and Head of the 
Department of Comparative Philology he held classes also in Sanskrit, Persian, 

Gujarati and German. He introduced the study of Avestan at the University 

by revising the M.A. Course in Comparative Philology. For three years (1927- 

29) he delivered lectures as Visiting Professor of Iranian Studies at Visva- 

bharati, Santiniketan. In January 1930 he joined as Principal, M. F. Cama 

Atharvan Institute, Andheri, (Bombay). After his retirement from this post 
in May 1940 he was appointed Director, Deccan College Postgraduate and 
Research Institute, Poona, and he held this post till 31st October 1942. 

In October 1955, Dr. TaraporEwata went to Iran as Professor of 
Sanskrit and Indology at Tehran University. But he soon fell! ill and had 

to be brought back to India (November 1955), 

- 



SUKUMAR SEN 

Dr, TARAPOREWALA was a learned man but his learning sat very lightly 
on him. His amiable disposition blended with culture and learning made 
him 

Was 

dear to his pupils and friends. As a leading Linguistician in India he 
connected with several Universities in this country as an examiner or 

as advisor. He knew several languages, Indian and European, modern and 
classical. He was a founder-member of Linguistic Society of India and was 
elected its President several times, first in 1929. He was also elected at 
various sessions of All-India Oriental Conference as a Sectional President. 

1914 : 

1928: 

1937 : 

1955 : 

Among his other academical activities the following may be mentioned. 

Lectures on Comparative Philology, Bombay University, 

Lectures on History of Zoroastrianism, Kama Oriental Institute, 
Bombay. 

Wilson Philological Lectures, Bombay University. 

Lectures on Avesta, Summer School of Linguistics, Poona. 

The more important contributions by Dr. Tararorrwaua include the 
following : 

I 

2. 

10. 

Some Notes on the Adhyaksa Pracara (PD. thesis), 

Selections from Avesta and Old Persian, Part I, Calcutta University, 
1922. 

Selections from Classical Gujarati Literature (in three Volumes), Cal- 
cutta University, 

Elements of the Science of Language, Calcutta University, Second Edi- 
tion, 1951. 

History of the Parsis in India (contributed to Cambridge History of India, Vol. 1). 
The Religion of Zarathushtra, Adyar, Madras, 1926. 

The Future of Linguistic Studies in India (Presidential Address, Philo- logical Section, Second Oriental Conference). 

Some Aspects of the History of Zoroastrianism (Government Fellowship Lectures at K. R. Kama Oriental Institute, 1927). 
Inaugural Address of the Linguistic Society of India (Lahore 1928). 
The Indo-European Homeland (Presidential Address, Philological Sec- tion, Sixth Oriental Conference), 
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Gatha Ahunavaiti (An English Rendering), Bombay, 1944. 

Some Aspects of Iranian Studies in India (Presidential Address, Iranian 

Section, Seventh Oriental Conference). 

The Gathas of Zorathushtra, Bombay, 1 

The Divine Songs of Zarathushtra, Bombay, 1951. 

Linguistics in India (Indian Linguistics, Chatterji Commemoration 

Volume, 1955). 

Tth March, 1957 Sukumar Sen 



RECIPROCAL INSTRUMENTAL IN BENGALI 

By 

Sukumar Sen, Calcutta 

The idiom of the reciprocal instrumental is unknown in Old Indo-Aryan 
and not attested in Middle Indo-Aryan so far as I know. There is, however, 
Sporadic occurrence of the idiom in late Sanskrit which may have come 
from the spoken language. For instance: adya yuddham tvayd mayd ‘today 
there will be a fight between you and me’, 

Bengali, however, shows this idiom although no grammarian of the 
language has taken note of it, Professor S. K. CHATTERJI in his Bhasd- 
prakaés Baiigala Vyakaran, the most detailed grammar of the language, how- 
ever, notices an idiom of the reciprocal agent case in modern Bengali; e.g, 
bap-betdy jhagara karche ‘the father and the son are quarreling’, But in 
the historical idiom of the language this sentence should better be bape betay 
jhagaraé hocche ‘a quarrel is going on between the father and the son’. In 
grammatical analysis of the first sentence the nominative of the verb 
karche is bép-betay which forms a dvandva compound as it were. In the 
second sentence the nomina tive is jhagaraé and bape betdy are in the instru- 
mental case implying reciprocity, To show that this idiom of the reciprocal 
instrumental is a regular and historical idiom in Bengali I quote some addi- Pinel tna 

méaye jhiye jhagara ‘quarrel between a mother and her daughter’ (nur- 
sery rhyme). 

core kim@re dekha ndi ‘there is no meeting between a burglar and the smith (that makes implements for him)’ (proverb). 
tomay Gmay dekha holo ‘a meeting happened between you and me’ 

(Taconre). 

ebar vind tomady Gmay amara eka ‘now, my lute between you and me we are alone’ (Tacorz). This is a very interesting construction where the reciprocal instrumentals are in apposition to the nominative plural amara. 
jale sthale kanakani ‘there is a whispering talk betw the and the land’ (TAcone). ie, "ars 
The last example leads to the iterative variety of the reciprocal instru- mental. Thus: kane kane katha ‘whispering talk’: literally, ‘a talk between 
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ear and ear’; galay galay bhav ‘very close friendship’; literally, a friendship 

where the persons hold one another’s neck. This idiom is also connected 

with such reciprocal and iterative compound
s in Bengali as galagali ‘close 

(friendship)', kandkani ‘whispering’; hdtahati ‘scuffle’; and Sanskrit (adverb) 

kesakesi, etc. 

The first instrumental of the two reciprocal fo
rms has lost the ending 

and therefore has appeared as the nominative
 and as a result we find the 

gai bachure bhév thakle bane giye dudh dey ‘if the cow and her calf 

have an understanding the milk is supplied (by the former to the latter) 

in the woods’. 

bhai bone mukh dekhadekhi ni ‘the brother and the sister do not 

meet each other’. 

In these two instances the first instrumentals were originally g@ie and 

bhdie. The normal phonological change is responsible for the apparent 

nominative forms. 



NOTES ON THE PHONOLOGY OF MUNDARI 

By 

John J. Gumpzrz, Berkeley, Calijornia 

In collaboration with H. S. Brercmr 

0. Mundari, which is one of the Munda or Kolarian languages, is 

spoken by about half a million speakers
 over a large area in Southern Bihar 

and Northern Orissa. It is one of a large group of closely related Munda 

languages, including Santhali, Ho, and several others which are referred to 

by the name Kherwari by Guienson.’ The present analysis is based on the 

speech of one informant, a native of Mongolpur, P.O. Onorda, District Mayur- 

bhanj, Orissa, a teacher with the Orissa Government Tribal Welfare Depart- 

ment, who is bilingual in Mundari and Oriya, and who also speaks Hind
i 

and English.* The dialect recorded here shows very close resemblance to 

the Bhumij described in the Linguistic Survey of India, which, as GRieRsON 

himself states, is almost identical with Mundari. The informant himself 

refers to his speech as Mundari. 

1. Sir George A. Gatenson, Linguistic Survey of India, Vol, IV, Calcutta, 1906. 

Other literature dealing with Mundari includes: 

J. Horrmann, Munderi Grammar, Calcutta, 1903. 

P. O. Bonn, Materials jor a Santali Grammar, Benagaria, 1929, deals with a 

closely related language. 

2. The bulk of’ the material for the analysis was collected in the course of t
he 

seminars in Linguistic Field Methods at the second and third Schools of Linguistics, at 

Deccan College, Poona, in the summer and fall, 1956. 

Thanks are due to Professor S, M. Katne, Director of Deccan College, for defray- 

ing the special costs of the seminar; to the Government of Orissa Tribal Welfare Depart- 

ment for lending the services of the informant; and to Mr, Phillip Banxen for reading 

the manuscript and providing helpful comments based on his own fieldwork with Korwa, 

a related language. 

The analysis is based on a text of about 1200 items, This is, of course, not enough 

for a complete description, and the conclusions presented here will have to be tested 

with a much larger body of data before they can be accepted as definite, 
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1. The dialect has the following phonemes : 

Vowels 

i, e, a, 0, U. 
Consonants 

Labial Dental Alveolar Cacuminal Palatal Velar Glottal 

Stop + pb td t,¢ k, g 

Affricate .-- 
c, j 

Trill ob r 

Lateral .. 1 l 

Nasal o® m n n 

Spirant 
s 

h 

Juncture, (represented by space). 

11. Normal Vowel Values. /i/ indicates a lower high front vowel: 

[i], e.g. /ipil/ ‘star’; /bir/ ‘jungle’. /e/ indicates a mean mid front vowel: 

[E], eg. /seta/ ‘dog’; /gel/ ‘ten’. /a/ represents a fronted low central 

vowel: [a<], eg. /data/ ‘tooth’; /san/ ‘firewood’. /o/ indicates a mean 

mid back vowel [Q]; e-8- /coke/ ‘frog’; /hon/ ‘child’, /u/ stands for a lower 

high back vowel : [u], e.g. /kumbal/ ‘hut’; /kul/ ‘send’* Back vowels are 

rounded; all others are un
rounded. The normal articulation of

 all vowels 

is fairly tense. The tongue position of /i/ and /u/ is slightly lower than 

that indicated by the correspo
nding short vowel phonemes in Standard Hindi. 

Je, o/ are considerably lower than Hindi /e:/ and /o:/. The tongue position 

of /a/ is similar to that of Hindi /a:/. 

1.2. Positional Allophonic Variants. The following variations in vowel 

quality occur: Before retroflex consonants, front vowels and /a/ are retract- 

ed and retroflex, back vowels are retroflex, e.g. /pela/ ‘friend’; /gada/ 

‘river’; /gona/ ‘cow shed’. Before final unaspirated stops (i.e. the phonetic 

glottal stop and phonetically glottalized stops), vowels are tenser than normal, 

‘/i/ and /e/ are retracted, /u/ and /o/ are fronted and less rounded than 

normal, e.g. /dek/ ‘climb’; /ulit/ ‘kite (bird)’; /ut/ ‘mushroom’; /losot/ 

seve Veonters in the way shot
s directed at a target cluster a

round the bullseye. 

4. All forms with verbel glosse
s are quoted in the root form. 
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‘mud’, In initial position all vowels are preceded by a slight glottal constric- 
tion. 

In addition /a/ has a number of other allophones, Before intervocalic 
(non-syllabic) /i/, after /h/ before /r/, and before /rh/, /a/ is raised 
and centralized: /taian/ ‘crocodile’; /jharka/ ‘window’; /barha/' ‘wild pig’. 
a/ is fronted before and after /r/: /taran/ ‘shoulder’. /a/ is slightly higher 
and more retracted after the labialized allophone of /b/ or /p/ (see 2.2.): 
/duba/ ‘can’; /kuba/ ‘hunchback’, 

In the diphthongs /ai/', /ui/, and /oi/ the final element appears as a 
palatal off glide before final ,k/, e.g. /pampalaik/ ‘butterfly’; /muik,/ ‘ant’; 
/horcocoik/ ‘lizzard’. One other solution would be to assign the off glide to 
the glottal stop and set up the resulting segment as the final. allophone of 
/e/, This would eliminate the contrast between the gap in distribution of 
final voiceless stops (see 2.). 

13. Nasalization. Vowels are nasalized after all nasals. The nasaliza- 
‘tion is especially pronounced in final vowels, e.g. /gama/ ‘rain’: /mu/ 
‘mouth’; /Kapa/ ‘one-eyed’; /ina/ ‘that’. In the words.of the type CVV’V(C), 
where V' is a non-syllabie yowel,> the nasalization extends over all vowels, 
e.g. /muiu/ ‘calf’; /naua/ ‘new’, Vowels are further nasalized before /n/ 
or /n/ plus consonant, e.g. /kanth/ ‘wall’; /thonta/ ‘beak’, and before /niV/, 
e.g. /inia/ ‘T’ (see 2.3.). 

14. Vowel Length and Stress, In single word utterances length and 
Stress are predictable and therefore not phonemic. There are several phonetic 
degrees of vowel length. Wowels are longest in words of the type CV, e.g, 
/ka/ ‘no’; /'ti/ ‘hand’, They are slightly shorter in words of the type CVC 
or CVCC, and in the first syllable of words of the type CVC’V (C), where C’ 
may be /Ti, /my, AS, /d/, /n/, or /s/, e.g. /dal/ ‘beat’; /bing,/ ‘snake’: 
/madi/ ‘rice’; /buru/ ‘mountain’; /gama/ ‘rain’; /kulam/ ‘chest’. Before 
other consonants and consonant clusters in disyllables of the above type, vowels are shorter yet, e.g. /seta/ ‘dog’; /ili/ ‘rice wine’: /sanga/ ‘potato’; /jharka/ ‘window’. Vowels are still shorter in non-final syllables of words 
of three or four syllables, eg. /dakati/ Tobber’; /kokoetani/ ‘beggar’. 
Vowels are shortest before final stops; e.g. /urik/ ‘cattle’; /setak, ‘morning’; 
/got/ ‘pick fruit’; /dup/ ‘sit’. Final vowels in polysyllabic words vary 
‘between length similar to that of CV and CVC. They tend to be longer 
than the vowel of the preceding syllable. 

5. C indicates any consonant, V any vowel, unless otherwise indicated, parenthesis indicates that the item may or may not be there, ie: 
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In words of more than one syllable stress 1s fairly evenly distributed. 

The last syllable is slightly more stressed than the rest, although occasionally 

in the same word, stress may be on the first syllable in one occurrence and 

on the second in another. Syllables ending in a phonetic glottal stop or @ 

glottalized allophone of a stop are considerably more stressed than others. 

In utterances containing more than one word, it is necessary to 

distinguish two kinds of stress: utterance primary and secondary. The 

primary stress usually coincides with a rise in pitch. The available data is 

not sufficient to determine whether this stress is part of the intonation 

pattern or whether it should be treated as a phoneme apart from rise or fall in 

pitch. 

15. Diphthongs. Clusters of two vowels are called diphthongs. In 

these clusters the first vowel carries the greatest amount of sonority, the 

second vowel carries only slightly less. The following diphthongs occur: 

Last element /i/: /ai/, /oi/, /ui/, &-€ /hai/ ‘fish’; /gointha/ ‘dried 

cow dung’; /kuila/ ‘coal’; /muik/ ‘ant’. 

Last element /e/: ae/, /oe/, e.g. /paera/ ‘dove’; /baenga/’ ‘carrying 

pole’. /koe/ ‘beggar’. 

Last element /u/: /au/, /ou/; eg. /hau/ ‘red ant’; /ghau/ ‘wound ’. 

Last element /a/: /oa/, /ua/, /ia7, /ea/, eg. /joa/ ‘aw’: /sua/ ‘parrot’, 

/real/ ‘bed’; /dorea/ ‘sea’: /kia/ ‘needle tree’; /nulia/ ‘coconut’. 

Last element /o/: /e0/, ©-8- /keonta/ ‘fisherman’. 

There are two instances, in the data, of long vowels in contrast with 

the vowels described in 1.2. Both of them are loan words from Oriya. In 

both cases the vowels in question are considerably longer than the phonetically 

long vowels discussed in 14. They will be written with double yowels in 

this analysis: e.g. /daali/ ‘Jentils’; /buu/ ‘wife's elder sister’ ® 

16. Non-syllabic Vowels. The allophones of /i/ and /u/ are non- 

syllabic medially between vowels, e.g. /tuiu/ ‘jackal’; /moiat/ ‘one’; /naua/ 

‘new: /toua/ ‘milk’. Phonetically, vowels in this position have less vowel 

color than the final elements of diphthongs; occasionally they are accompanied 

by a small amount of palatal or labial friction noise. Since these non- 

syllabic vowels show some similarity in pattern to consonants, they might 

have been analyzed as /y/ and /w/. The data shows, however, no initial 

non-syllabic vowels. One other argument for this analysis is the fact that 

f. More information ia needed to determine the exact phonemic status of these 

vpwels, , 

Zz 
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allophonic nasalization in disyllabic words with medial non-syllabic vowel 
extends over the entire word (see 1.3.). This is not true in the case of 
medial consonants. 

2, Consonants, Mundari has eighteen consonants, including ten 
stops, two spirants, three nasals, two laterals and one trill. All consonants 
may occur in word initial and medial position, with the exception of /n/ 
and /1/. In word final position the data shows only voiceless stops /p/, 
ft/, /t/, and /k/, nasals, laterals, /r/ and /h/ after stop. /g/ appears 
finally as part of the cluster /'ng/ (see 2.3.), 

2.1, General Allophonic Features. The phonetic values of consonant 
allophones differ considerably according to the position of the allophone 
within the word. Initial nom-aspirate consonant allophones are preceded by 
a slight glottal constriction. This is most pronounced with voiced consonants, 
Initial stops further show strong plosion, initial /1/, /s/ and nasals are some- 

times preceded by a slight vocalic onset. In medial intervocalie position 
stops show less plosion and spirants less friction than initially. In words 
of the type CVCV all medial consonants except /d/, /l/, /n/, /s/, /ra/ 
are fairly long. In final position /p/, /t/, /t/ are strongly glottalized and 
unreleased; /k/ appears as a glottal stop (see 2. 2.). Since there is no contrast 
between single voiced and voiceless final stops, it would be possible to 
assign the final allophones to the voiced stops, if it were not for the fact 
that this would make it difficult to handle the contrast between /taink/ ‘ (to) 
milk’ and /jomeaing/ ‘I eat’, (see 2.3.). Final /l/, /m/ and /n/ are relatively 
long; /1/ and /n/ sometimes have a vocalic release, A similar release occurs 
also after stops and /]/ before other consonants in medial position (see 2.6.), 
e.g. /siknik/ [slk'nI?] ‘mosquito’; /kadla/ [kadéla] ‘plantain’, If this release 
were treated as a full yowel, it would be necessary to set up either a phoneme 
of stress or another vowel phoneme to take care of the contrast between 
the above items and words like /dakati/ ‘robber’, where the medial /a/ has 

2.2, Stops. /p/ and /b/ indicate voiceless and voiced bilabial stops 
respectively, e.g. /pela/ ‘friend’; /ipil/ ‘star’; /bing/ ‘snake’; /rabang/ 
‘winter’. Initially before /o/ and medially after /u/ before /a/, /b/ has a 
slightly labialized release [b”], e.g. /boda/ ‘goat’; /nubak/ ‘darkness’, The 
final allophone of /p/ is a glottalized unreleased stop [p’], e.g. /up/ ‘see’. 

/t/ and /d/ represent voiceless and voiced dental stops respectiv with tongue position similar to that of the equivalent Hindi sounds rei /taian/ ‘crocodile’; /hatu/ village’: /doho/ ‘lake’; /sadom/ ‘horse’, The final allophone of /t/ is [t’], e.g, /ut/ ‘(to) swallow’. In words of the stricture /NVt/ or /NVV'Vt/, where N is any nasal and V’ is non-syllabie /i/ or /u/, 
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the allophone of /t/ is [n’], a glottalized voiceless dental nasal, e.g. /met/ 

‘say’; /moiat,/ ‘one’. 

‘4t/ and /d/ are voiceless and voiced retrofiex stops, pronounced with 

the front of the tongue resting slightly behind the alveolar ridge and the tip 

curved towards the palate, e.g. /tangna/ ‘peg’; /data/ ‘tooth’. /duba/ ‘vessel’; 

/canduk, ‘moon’, In intervocalic position, before /h/ plus vowel after another 

vowel, and before /g/, /d/ appears as a retroflex flap [r], e.g. /gada/ ‘river’, 

/kudhi/ ‘lazy’; /bedga/ ‘dwarf’, The allophone of final /t/ is [t'] ee. /iargi 

japut/ ‘rainy season’. There is one instance of [t’] medially before /k/, 

eg. /tutka/ [tut’ka] ‘neck’? 

/c/ and /j/ indicate voiceless and voiced palato-alveolar affricates, 

which.pattern phonemically like stops. They are produced with the front 

of the tongue placed against the hard palate, slightly behind the alveolar 

ridge, e.g. /cilka/ ‘how’; /muci/ ‘cobbler’; /jojo/ ‘tamerind’; /jiling/ ‘tail’. 

/&/ and /g/ represent fairly retracted voiceless and voiced velar stops, 

eg. /kiring/ ‘to buy’; /taka/ ‘money’; / gel/ ‘ten’; /haga/ ‘brother’; (for /g/ 

in the cluster /nqg,’, see 2.5.). 

The glottal stop, which has been described as a characteristic feature 

of Munda languages, appears in three allophonic forms.2 In words of more 

than one syllable and in monosyllables before diphthongs, in utterance medial 

position (ie. not before speech pause), the value is [?] or [*], &¢- 

[lay?] ‘stomach’; [kaw?] ‘crow’; [giti?] ‘sleep’; [pampalay?] ‘butterfly’. Be- 

fore pause in these same items the glottal stop is followed by a voiceless 

vocalic release plus aspiration. The nature of the release is determined by 

the preceding vowel, eg, [lay?ih]; [kaw?uh]; [ertrelh]; [pampalay?ih]. 

After voiced consonant plus simple yowel, or after a single vowel, the glottal 

stop is followed by a voiced vocalic release somewhat lower and more cen- 

tralized than the preceding vowel. This release occurs both utterance medi- 

ally and before pause, e.g. [d3?a<] ‘water’; [de?a< ko] ‘water (plural)’; 

[e?a<] ‘arrow’; [ni?i>] ‘wound’; [de?e>] ‘climb’. All the above allo- 

phones are in complementary distribution with /k/, which does not occur 

finally. Phonetically they share the feature of plosion and voicelessness, and 

they are also fairly close in point of articulation. They can therefore be 

considered as allophones of /k/. The items given in the above examples 

T. Tt might be possible to write this word /tut ka/ (see 3.), however more evi- 

dence on the occurrence of /t/ before /k/ is needed for a fi
nal solution. 

& CE Gwuersox, Horrmans, and Bonprxc. The first two refer to it as ‘checked 

consonants’; Horrmann uses ‘checked vowel’. All of them however agree in using one 

symbol for the three phonetically quite different allophones, 
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may therefore be written phonemically as follows: /laik/; /kauk/; /gitik/: 

/pampalaik/; /dak/; /dak ko/; /ak/; /nik/; /dek/. 

23. Nasals. /m/ indicates a voiced bilabial nasal, eg. /meram/ 
‘goat’; /gama/ ‘rain’. /n/ represents a dental nasal with tongue position 
similar to that of /d/, eg. /nida/ ‘night’; /bana/ ‘bear’; /taran/ ‘shoulder’; 
/san/ ‘wood’, 

There are a number of other allophones of /n/. Before final /t/ and 
/th/ there is free variation between [~] and the nasal stop with nasalization 
of the preceding vowel, e.g. /unt/ ‘camel’; /kanth/ ‘wall’. (There are no 
examples for final /t/.) Before medial /t/ and /1/ and final /k/, only nasa- 
lization is audible, e.g, /keonta, ‘fisherman’; /aunla/ ‘a fruit’; /taink/ ‘ (to) 
milk’? Nasalization in these environments is more pronounced than after 
nasals, (see 1.3.), 

/n/ has the allophone [n] before /g/ and medial /k/. In final posi- 
tion the /g/ is not released, so that the cluster /ng/ appears as [n‘]. Finally 
after /ai/ the allophone is considerably fronted ([m<]), and the preceding 
vowels are strongly nasalized, eg. /ranga/ ‘red’; /tunki/ ‘basket’ /jang/ 
‘seed’; /kaing/ ‘not (infl.)’. Before and after /i/ plus vowel there is free 
variation between [i] and the nasalized palatal spirant [f], eg. /inia/ 
[Inia] or [Iya] ‘my’; /iniam/ [Ifam] or [Ifam] ‘(to) ery’. 

/n/ is a retroflex nasal with tongue position similar to /d/, eg. /man/ 
‘a plant’; /mendhi/ ‘sheep’. In fast speech /n/ sometimes appears as a nasal 
flap, in medial intervocalic position, eg. /kana/ ‘one-eyed man’; /cene/ 
‘bird’. 

24. Spirants. /s/ indicates a voiceless alveolar spirant, produced with the front of the tongue placed against the alveolar tidge, e.g. /sanga/ 
‘potato’; /sasang/ ‘turmeric’. 

/h/ is a glottal spirant having two allophones, [bh], a voiced glottal spirant pronounced with considerable friction in the glottis, occurring ini- tially before vowels and also medially between vowels and after yowels before consonants, e.g, /hotok/ ‘throat’; /mohu/ ‘honey’, The allophone [*] (aspiration) occurs initially, medially and finally after stops (for examples see 2.6). 

2.5. Laterals and Trills. /l/ appears as a dental lateral with tongue position similar to that of /d/, e.g. /lutur/ ‘ear’; /ruli/ ‘wristband’; /maskal/ ‘light’. /1/ represents a retroflex lateral with tongue position similar to that 

2. These are the only examples in the data, 
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of /d/. Finally before pause it appears with a central vocalic release [1°], 

eg. /kuli/ ‘wife’; /bengal/ ‘brinjal’. 

'/r/ indicates an alveolar tongue tip trill accompanied by a fair amount 

of friction noise, e.g. /rembil/ ‘cloud’; /sarsar/ ‘finger nail’. 

26. Consonant Clusters. Aside from aspirates, ie. clusters of con- 

sonant plus /h/, most consonant clusters occur
 only medially. There are no 

initial clusters, and finally only /ng/ and sequences of nasal plus aspirates 

occur. 

Medial two consonant clusters fall into the following groups: 

(a) Nasal plus consonant: /mp/, /mb/, /mt/, /nd/, /nj/, /ne/, /nd/; 

/nt/, /nk/, /ng/, /nt/, /nl/. (Examples for the last four are given in 2.5.), 

e.g. /pampalaik/ ‘butterfly’; /rembil/ ‘cloud’; /cimtung/ ‘when’; /hende/ 

‘black’; /honjar/ ‘wife’; /gulincu/ ‘sling’; /phundi/ ‘white’; /thonta/ ‘beak’. 

(b) Lateral trill or spirant plus consonant: /Ik/, /Ip/, Ak/, As/, 

/rk/, /rg/, /ra/, /rn/, /re/, /Ts/, /sk/, /st/, e.g. /talka/ ‘foot’; /silping/ 

‘door’; /kalkom/ ‘crab’; /kalsa/ ‘vessel’; /arki/ ‘wine’; /jargi japut/ ‘storm’; 

_ /bardulit/ ‘bat’; /jhorna/ ‘stream’; /murci/ ‘vegetable’; /sirma/ ‘year’; 

/sarsar/ ‘finger nail’; /maskal/ ‘light’; /mastur/ ‘teacher’. 

(c) Stop plus stop, stop plus nasal, nasal plus nasal: /pk/, /pt/, 

/pn/, /dg/, /en/, Am/, /mn/. (For dic in /tudka/ see 2.2.). In all these 

clusters the stop is followed by a central vowel release, the quality of which 

depends on the vowel of the preceding syllable, it is [1] after /i/, [9] after 

/a/, ete., e.g. /capka/ ‘disease of the tongue’; /cepta/ ‘flat’; /pipni/ ‘eyebrow’; 

/bedga/ ‘dwarf’; /siknik/ ‘mosquito’; /dhemna/ ‘a type of snake’. 

(d) Consonant plus lateral, trill, or /s/: /pl/, /dl/, /el/, /kl/, /tr/, 

/tr/, /r/, /hl/, /hn/. Stops are followed by a vocalic release before 

retroflex /1/. E.g. /diplang/ ‘when’; /kadla/ ‘plantain’; /phogla/ ‘toothless’; 

/mukli/ ‘knee’; /putra/ ‘elder brother's son’; /cetre/ ‘miser’; /sukri/ ‘pig’; 

/dahli/ ‘turban’. 

Three consonant clusters are few. All of them begin with a nasal 

plus homorganic stop, The medial stop is followed by a central vowel 

release: /mbl/, /ndr/, /ngn/, /ngt/, €-€. /rembla/ ‘black gram’; /bindri/ 

‘spider’; /tangna/ ‘peg’; /sungti/ ‘friend’. 

Aspirates show more similarity in pattern to single consonants than 

to clusters. They are analyzed as clusters here to avoid sett
ing up a special 

phoneme of aspiration. Aspirates occur initially, medially and finally. They 

also enter into clusters with other consonants. All stops and medial /r/ 

and /l/ may be followed by /h/. Examples for final aspirates are some- 
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what rare in the data; only /ph,/ /th/, /ikh/, and one example of /gh/ occur, 

(a) Initial aspirates, e.g, /bhagina/ ‘sister’s son’; /pharca/ ‘clean’; /thega/ ‘(to) kick’; /dhali/ ‘strong’; /dhelka/ ‘clod’; /thote/ ‘a type of arrow’; /chota/ ‘tame’; /jharka/ ‘window’; /khecol/ ‘jump’; /ghirni/ ‘lizzard’. 

(b) Medial aspirates, e.g. /gadha/ ‘ass’: /atha/ ‘stick’; /kudhi/ ‘lazy’; /ajhanar/ ‘wife’s elder brother’; /panicha/ ‘bow string’; /barha/ ‘wild pig’; /dalhi/ ‘chin’, 

(c) Final aspirates, e.g. /kaph/ ‘woman's earring’; /joutukh/ ‘marriage present’; /roth/ ‘chariot’: /maharagh/ ‘dear’, 
(d) Clusters of consonant plus medial aspirates, e.g. /cortha/ ‘without seruple’; /cunthi/ ‘miser’; /mendhi/ ‘sheep’; /nampho/ ‘lamp’; /majhla/ ‘second’, 

(e) Clusters of nasal plus aspirate (final), e.g. /kanth/ ‘wall’; /benth/ ‘cane’, 

less consonants are relatively fortis; stops are glottalized before pause, /n/, /r/, and /m/ are relatively long, etc. see 2.1). The situation in words of more than one syllable may be illustrated by means of the following examples: 

1. /ne bing/ ‘that snake’. 3. /khup ko/ ‘good (inflected) ’, 2. /rabang/ ‘winter’. 4. /capka/ ‘disease of the tongue’, 

has no glottal constriction. In example three, the [p’] is the [k] is relatively fortis, In four, [p] is not Pn eE: Bene oe Stops are relatively lenis. This type of distribution may be analyzed in two ways: talon os Dostible to set up separate phonemes for gloctahier all oleae alized (J, lenis [b}, [b] preceded by glottal constr ee ee for all other allophones mentioned above It is also possible to set up a phoneme of juncture. The latter solution is preferred here. Phonetically. juncture is characterized by allophonic features of the segments that precede 
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hesitation in speech, but this is not always s
o. In fast speech, on the other 

hand, juncture is often not heard in places wher
e one would normally suspect 

it. Juncture is written as space. 

The term word, as used in this paper, may b
e defined as a stretch of 

speech between two junctures. The phonemic word division arrived at by 

this definition does not always coincide with the traditional word divisions 

for Mundari, which are based on morphol
ogical rather than phonemic 

criteria. Thus, in /ti ko/ ‘hands’, the phonetic length of the [i] segment 

is longer than the [a] in /taka/ ‘money’, an
d the allophone of /k/ indicates 

the presence of word juncture. Similarly, verbal forms like /jom gia/ ‘eat 

(future)’; /senok tana/ ‘go (present)’ are two words phonemically, since in 

the first example the [m] has length characteristic of word final 
position, 

the [g] is the initial allophone; in the second, the allophone of /k/ is [?]. 

The above remarks should not be construed a
s a criticism of the traditional 

word divisions, since this paper does not deal with morphology. They simply 

serve to point out possible interesting differences between phonemic and 

morphological words in Mundari. 

4, Syllable Structure. The following types of syllable structure 

occur, Words of one and two syllables are most frequent. Words of three 

and four syllables are rare. 

(a) Monosyllables: VV, VC, VVC, VCC, CV, CVV, CVC, CVVC, 

CVCC," eg. /ae/ ‘seven’; /up/ ‘hair’; /ack/ ‘he’; /ing/ ‘I’; /ka/ ‘no’; /hai/ 

‘fish’; /bir/ ‘forest’; /gaul/ ‘milkman’; /bing/ ‘snake’. 

(b) Dysyllables: VCV, VCCV, VCCVV, VCVC, VVVC, CVVV, 

Cvvvc, CVVVvCC, CVCV, CVVCV, CVCVV, CVCCV, CVCCVV, 

CVCVC, CVCCVC, eg., /utu/ ‘a vegetable’; /arki/ ‘wine’; /upnia/ ‘four’; 

/olak/ ‘house’; /aiak/ ‘his’; /naua/ ‘new’; /taian/ ‘crocodile’; /maiang/ ‘bent 

back’; /gudu/ ‘mouse’; /kuila/ ‘coal’; /penai/ ‘weaver’; /ranga/ ‘red’; 

/bohnai/ ‘elder sister’s husband’; /tasat/ ‘grass’; /bengal/ ‘brinjal’; /rembla/, 

‘black gram’. 

(c) Trisyllables: VCVCVC, CVCVCV, CVCCVCVC, CVCVCCV, 

CVCVCVC, CVCVVVC, CVCVVVCC, eg., /ajhanar/ ‘wife's elder sister’; 

/dakati/ ‘robber’; /bardulit/ ‘bat’; /cikalka/ ‘how’; /katikat/ ‘stick’; /kataiam/ 

‘deaf’; /jomeaing/ ‘(I) eat.” 

_ (d) Four syllables: CVCVVCVCY, e.g. /kokoetani/ ‘beggar’. 

Words of three or more syllables are rare in the data. 

10. Cf Gammson and Horrmann. 

IL In these examples “C’ indicates any simple consonant or aspirate. 

22, In vowel clusters of this type, the first vowel is part of the third syllabl
e, 



TRACE OF AN OLD PALATAL *zh >j IN SANSKRIT 

By 

M. A. MeHENDALE, Poona 

It is well known to the students of the historical phonology of Sanskrit 

that IE palatal gh survives in Sanskrit as h (< zh). It seems, however, 

probable to demonstrate its survival also as j (< 2 with loss of aspiration) in 

an OIA form ujjayati occurring in the Satapatha Brahmana in the description 

of the Vajapeya sacrifice. 

One of the peculiarities of this sacrifice is the drawing of the seventeen 

Suragrahas along with an equal number of the Somagrahas. About the 
symbolism of this act we read in the Brahmana (5.1.2,10-13); atha saptadasa 
Somagrahan grhnati/ saptadagsa Suraigrahaén Prajadpater va ete andhasi yat 
Somas ca Suraé ca tatah satyam 4rir jyotih Somo ’nrtam pipmé tamah 

Suraite evaitad ubhe andhasi ujjayati sarvam va esa idam ujjayati yo Vaja- 
peyena yajate Prajdpatim hy ujjayati sarvam u hy evedam Prajapatih (10). 
sa yat saptadasa/ Somagrahdn grhndti saptadago vai Prajapatih Prajdpatir 
yajiah sa yavan eva yajio yadvanty asya matraé tavataivdsyai tat satyam 
Sriyam jyotir ujjayati (11). atha yat saptadasa/ Surigrahan grhnati sap- 
tadago vai Prajaépatih Prajapatir yajiah sa yavdn eva yajio yavaty asya 

métra tavataivasyai tad anrtath papmanam tama ujjayati (12). ta ubhaye 
catustrimgad grahah sampadyante/ trayastrimsad vai devih Prajapatis 
catustrimésas tat Prajipatim ujjayati (13). Eccrtts translates (SBE 41.8-9) 
the above as follows: “He (the Adhvaryu) then draws seventeen (other) 
cups of Soma, and (the Neshtri) seventeen cups of Sura (spirituous liquor), 
for to Pragapati belong these two (saps of) plants, to wit the Soma and the 
Surd;—and of these two the Soma is truth, prosperity, light; and the Sura 
untruth, misery, darkness: both these (saps of) plants he thereby wins; for 

he who offers the Vigapeya wins everything here, since he wins Pragapati, 
and Pragapati indeed is everything here (10). Now as to why he draws 
seventeen cups of Soma;—Prag&pati is seventeenfold, Pragipati is the sacri- 

fice: as great as the sacrifice is, as great as is its measure, with that much 
he thus wins its truth, its prosperity, its light (11). And why he draws 
seventeen cups of Suri;—Pragapati is seventeenfold, Pragiipati is the sacri- 
fice: as great as the sacrifice is, as great as is its measure, with that much 
elk ge a raape te its darkness (12). These two amount 
to thirty-four cups; for there are thirty-three and Pragipati 
thirty-fourth: he thus wins Prag&pati (13).” ai ee oe 
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Now in the above extract the use of ujjayati with Prajapati and sarvam 

idam is quite understandable since this identification is common in the 

Brahmana literature and according to the Ap. S. S
. the very purpose of the 

Vajapeya sacrifice is the winning of Prajapati (cf. Prajapatim dpnoti 18.1.3). 

What strikes us, however, is its use with bo
th Soma and Sura (ubhe 

andhasi) without apparent distinction when the former has been identified 

with truth, prosperity, and light and the latter with untruth, misery, and 

darkness. Ecceuinc translates ujjayati in both contexts as ‘wins’. But it 

must be admitted that this reads rather awkward. It is reasonable for the 

Brahmana passage to tell us that the Adhvaryu seeks to win f
or the sacri- 

ficer truth, prosperity, and light with the help of the Somagrahas, but it is 

quite contrary to our expectation to hear the same text tell us that 

the other priest seeks to win for the sacrificer also untruth, misery, and 

darkness by drawing the Suragrahas. 

In all our ancient literature, whether philosophical or otherwise, we 

often find passages to show that gods and men have aspired to gain truth, 

prosperity, and light and not their opposites. To give only a few instances 

we may cite the following about truth (satya) :— 

tasya va etasyagnyddheyasya / satyam evopacarah sa yah satyari 

vadati yathagnitn samiddham tam ghrtenabhisificed evam hainarz sa uddipa- 

yati tasya bhiiyo-bhiya eva tejo bhavati $vah-évah greyén bhavaty atha yo 

‘nrtarn vadati yathagnim samiddhath tam udakenabhisificed evan hainam sa 

jasayati tasya kantyah-kaniya eva tejo bhavati évah-svah papiyan bhavati 

tasmaéd u satyam eva vadet/ Sat. Br. 2.2.2.19. Ecce.inc translates (SBE 

12. 312-313) — “Now, attendance on (or, the worship of) that consecrated 

fire (agnyadheya) means (speaking) the truth. Whosoever speaks the truth, 

acts as if he sprinkled that lighted fire with ghee; for even so does he 

enkindle it: and ever the more increases his own vital energy, and day by 

day does he become better. And whosoever speaks the untruth, acts as if 

he sprinkled that lighted fire with water; for even so does he enfeeble it: 

and ever the less becomes his own vital energy, and 
day by day does he 

become more wicked. Let him, therefore, speak nothing but the truth.” 

Similarly we get passages to show that it was prosperity ($r7), and 

not its opposite, that was considered desirable by gods and men. To quote 

again from the Satapatha Bra 1411.3: ta dsata/ Sriyamn gacchema 

yasah syamannadah syameti tatho eveme satram sate ye satram dsate Sriyamh 

gacchema yasah syamannadah sydmeti / Eccetine (SBE. 44.441) —“They*® 

1. For the desirability of truth as a protective power also cf
. the famous instance 

given by Uddalaka Aruni to Svetaketu in Ch. Up, 6.16. For the use of the verb 

Vii with satya cf. satyajit VS 17.83, AV 4.17.2, satyajiti Katy. $S. 19.5.4, 

2. ie, the gods. 

. 
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entered upon the session thinking, ‘May we attain excellence! may we become glorious! may we become eaters of food!’ And in like manner do these (men) 
now enter upon the sacrificial session thinking, ‘May we attain excellence! may we become glorious! may we become eaters of food!” 

It is hardly necessary to give again many instances to show that what applies to truth and prosperity, applies equally to light (jyotis). To give a random instance from the Reveda we may cite: jiva jydtir adimahi (7.32.26) “living, may we obtain light", and refer to the famous prayer from the Brhad. Up. tamaso ma jyotir gamaya (1.3.28) “Lead me from darkness to light.'" 

As against the above passages showing that it were satya, Si, and jyotis which were considered as desirable Possessions, we may cite a few others just to show that their opposites were never sought to be ‘won’, but were deemed as worth ‘striking down or driven away’ both by gods and men, 
(1) anrta: dvatiratam dnrténi visva rténa Mitr@varuna sacethe / RV. 

1152.1, “Alle Ungesetzlichkeitent unterdruecktet ihr; 
ihr haltet es mit dem Gesetz Mitra und Varuna!"5 
(GrLpwER) 

(2) pépman: yatha vai manusyi evath deva dsan te *kiamayantavart- 
tim papménern mrtyum apahatya daivim samisadam gacchemeti ta etam Caturvithéatiratram apasyan tam 
aharan tendyajanta tato vai te *varttirn Pipmdnam mrt- 
yum apahatya daivith sarnsadam agacchan ya evam vid- vdmsas Caturvimésatirdtram Gsate ‘varttim eva pipmd- nam apahatya griyam gacchanti grr hi manugyasya / daivt sarisaj.... (TS. 7421-2), Kerra (HOS, 19.600): 

"As are men, so were the gods in the beginning. They desired, ‘Let us strike off the misfortune, the evil of death® and reach the conclave of the Bods,’ They saw this twenty-four night (rite); they Erasped it, and sacrificed with it. Then they struck off the misfortune, the evil of death,* and reached the eonclave of the gods. Those who knowing thus perform the twenty-four night (rite) strike off the misfortune, the evil, and win Prosperity, for the conclave of the gods is in the case of man prosperity... ,”%7 | 
3. Also cf, RV 2.27.11; 3.34.4: 4.1.14 ete; VS 8. 522021; ay 8.1.21; 8.2.2: Sat Br. 14.1.1.33. 
4 Rather ‘untruths’ and ‘truth’. 
5. Also cf. EV 7.66.13: vs 6.17; ete. 
6. Hather ‘evil (and) death’. 
A M may also be noted that while taking fire from the Garhapa , ane ana uddhara pipmano ma yod ovidpin Bor ca tidvame acing { eh 8S, 266). Also cf, RV 1.249: 3.7.10; VS 3.45: AV 1.115.1-3; 10.1.10; 3.4: ete, 
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(3) tamas; saurydm bahuripdm alabhetimtim evadityém svéna bha- 

gadhéyendépadhavati sd evasmat timah pipmanam apa- 

hanti praticy asmai vyucchdnti vyticchaty dpa timah 

pipmanam hate / (TS. 2.1.10.3). Kerr (HOS. 18. 144): 

“he should offer to Sirya (a beast) of many forms; verily he has resort to 

yonder sun with its own share; v ily it drives away the darkness, the evil, 

from him, the dawn shines upon him, he strikes away the darkness, the 

evil." 

Tt will thus be seen that we often come across passages to show that 

anrta, etc., were not considered fit to be ‘won’ in the same sense as satya, etc. 

It should not be argued against the objection raised here to the use of ujjayati 

with anrta, etc., to say that it is used in the sense ‘to conquer, to bring under 

control’. For apart from the fact that wd,/ji is not used in this sense else- 

where, it is worth noting that we do not come across statements to illustrate 

the use of 1/ji with anrta, papman, and tamas. What we get instead is their 

use with verbs to mean ‘to cross over, to go beyond’, ‘to strike or drive away’, 

‘to burn’, or ‘to shake away, to abandon’. A few instances may be given 

here which are taken from the principal Upanisads.* tarati gokam tarati 

pipmanamh Mundaka 3.2.9, nainam papmd tarati sarvarh papmdnath tarati 

nainath paipmad tapati sarvath papmainam tapati Brhad. 4.4.23, papmanam 

apahatya Ait, 3.8.4, Br. 1.3.10,11 (papmanam mrtyum apahatya athaind 

mrtyum atyavahat), hanti pipmanam johaiti ya evam veda Br, 5.5.3,4; apahata- 

papmad Ch, 8.7; garire papmano hitva Taitt. 2.5; ya idam sarvam papmano 

‘trdyata Ait, 2.1: afva iva romani vidhiiya papam Ch. 8.13; sarvan p&pmana 

ausat Br. 1.4.1; yady api bahv iva papa kurute sarvam eva tat sampsaya 

Br. 5.14.8; papanudam Sve. 6.6; na sa papmano pydvartate Br. 1.5.2; evam 

hasya sarve pipmanah pradiyante Ch. 5.24; tasmai mrditakas@yaya tamasas 

param dargayati Ch. 7.26; tamasch param gamisyatti Maitri 6.30; svasti vah 

pardya tamasah parastat Mundaka 2.2.6; tamah pranudati Maitri 2.2; bhittvd 

tamah Maitri 6.24. 

Starting then from the fact that anrta, pipmen, and tamas were con- 

sidered as something ‘to be driven away, to be given up’ it is possible to 

suggest a more satisfactory explanation of ujjayati when used with them. 

In all probability it seems to stand for an older form *ujjhayati (<*uj-Zhayati) 

meaning ‘abandons, gives up, etc.’ The loss of aspiration in this form 

to have occasioned its mingling with ujjayati ‘wins, etc.” which occurs 

8 We may also cite: éaévat putrena pitero ‘tyayan bahulam tamoah/ Ait.Br, 7.3. 

témas is called djusta in BV 7.75.1. 

o. For other literature one may do well to look up to the Per
tersburg Woerterbuch 

under the respective words, 
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so often in this section of the Satapatha Brahmana. This (ud-)*jhayati can 
be derived from IE root * ghéi ‘verlassen, fortgehn’ which is given by WALDE- 
Pokorny I 542-43 and Pokorny 5418-19. *jhayati (lst conj. cf. Avestan 
participle uzayanto) is obviously akin to Sk. jahati (3rd conj.) ‘abandon, ete.’ 
going back to IE “ghé, from which we have the past participle ujjhita 
(ud +- * ghitd) with the same prefix as in * wjjhayati." With this explanation 
the text under consideration would mean that the drawing of the seventeen 
Suragrahas was intended for symbolising the abandoning (and not winning) 
of anrta, paépman, and tamas. When ujjayati occurs in the expression ubhe 
andhasi ujjayati we have naturally to suppose that here both ujjayati and 
*ujjhayati have fallen together so that once ujjayati means ‘wins’ when it 
refers to Soma, and once it means ‘abandons’ (as coming from * ujjhayati) 
when it refers to Sura. 

The passage quoted at the commencement of this article can now be 
translated, with the necessary changes in Eccenine’s translation, as follows: 
“He (the Adhvaryu) then draws seventeen (other) cups of Soma, and (the 
Nestr) seventeen cups of Sura. These two (saps of) plants, to wit the 
Soma and the Sura, belong to Prajapati; of these two the Soma is truth, 
prosperity, light; and the Sura is untruth, misery, darkness, Both these 
very (saps of) plants he thereby (respectively) wins (ujjayati) and abandons 
(ujjayati = * ujjhayati); for he who offers the Vajapeya wins everything 
here, since he wins Prajipati and Prajapati is indeed everything here ... sae 
And why he draws seventeen cups of Sura; — Prajipati is seventeen-fold, 
Prajapati is the sacrifice: as great as the sacrifice is, a5 great as is its measure, 
with that much he thus abandons its untruth, its misery, its darkness. These 
two amount to thirty-four cups; for there are thirty-three gods, and Prajapati 
is the thirty-fourth; he thus wins Prajapati.” 

It may now be shown that the above interpretation of the passage based on the two-fold derivation of ujjayati is supported by the ritual practice of the Vajapaya and further by a literary usage in the Mundaka Upanisad. First then to the ritual. The method of drawing and disposal of these two sets of cups, viz. those of Soma and of Sura, clearly show that it was intended from the beginning to keep a complete distinction between the two, and that the two were not allowed to co-mingle. The two were purchased separately, had a separate entrance, separate drawing, separate placing, and separate disposal. This procedure is a clear pointer to the fact that there Was no question of ‘winning’ the Suragrahas and what it stood for, not also 

10. Sk. ujjhati ‘leaves, gives up, ete.” occurring from the epies is clearly formation from ujjhita as already noted by Usurxsece (Kurz, Et. W.). His ie ee planation based on WackenNace I, 164 is not probable, For the above explanation of ujjhita < ud-hdé through ud-zhitd see Leumany IF 58.20 (1942). 
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of ‘conquering’ them, but undoubtedly abandoning them, giving them away. 

To give some details about the procedure it may be mentioned that the 

seventeen Soma cups are drawn by the Adhvaryu seated in front of the 

axle of the Soma cart with his face westwards, while the Sura cups are 

drawn by the Nestr (or Pratiprasthatr according to the Ap. $.S.) while 

sitting behind the axle with his face turned eastward (Sat. Br. 5.12.16). Then 

there are two separate earthern mounds (chara) erected for depositing the 

cups, one in front of the axle for the Soma cups and one behind the axle 

for the Sura cups. The purpose of erecting two mounds is stated as net 

somagraha@mé ca suragrahams ca saha sddaydma (5.12.15) “lest we should 

deposit together the cups of Soma, and the cups of Suri” (Eccettnc). The 

Adhvaryu and the Nestr do not hold the Soma and the Sura cups beyond 

the axle— nej jyotis ca tamas ca samnerjava (5.12.17) “lest we should can- 

found light and darkness” (Eccetmxc). The Adhvaryu now says samprcau 

sthah sam ma bhadreva priktam™ with reference to the Soma cups before 

placing them on the mound, The Nestr, however, says, vi preau stho vi ma 

pipmand priktatn with reference to the Sura cups. The significance of the 

latter mantra is explained in the Sat. Br. 5.12.18 as— “Even as one might 

tear a single reed from a clump of reed-grass, 50 do they thereby tear him 

out of all evil: there is not in him so much sin as the point of a grass 

blade." (Eccetma). This passage 45 well as the following given below 

should leave no doubt about the interpretation of ujjayati with the Sura 

cups as coming from * ujjhayatt. In the following section we are told that 

the Somagrahas are offered and drunk at the evening pressing (8. B. 5.12.19). 

But about the Suragrahas we read —‘“And the Neshtri, taking the cups of 

Suri, steps out by the back door. He walks round by the back of the hall, 

and placing one (of the cups) in the Vaisya’s, or Raganya’'s, hand, he says, 

(SB, 5.15.28) ‘With this I buy him of thee!’ For the Soma is truth, 

prosperity, light; and the Surf is untruth, misery, darkness: he thus imbues 

the Sacrificer with truth, prosperity, and light; and smites the Vaisya with 

untruth, misery, and darkness.” NG). 

i. VS. 94. 

12, tad yathesihamn mutjid vivphed evam enati sarvasmadt pdipmano vivrhatas 

fazmin na tdvac canaino bhavati yivat trnasigram/ 

13. cree ora to the toki
ng of the Madhugraha from

 a Valiya or « Sidra tf 

exchange of the Surdgrahas. ‘The Madhueraha is then give
n to the Brahman priest (cf, 

also Katy. $5. 14.4.15-17). 

14. anena ta imam niskrindmiti .... satjrm evaitac chriyam jyotir yojamane 

dadhéty anrtena pipmand tamosd Vaidya vidhyati’. 

it f= worth noting that the Su
rd is not offered in the Ahava

niv®. The Sura cups. 

are token ip the Mirjaliya, 
shaken, and drunk by those

 who participated im the rac
e 

Cf. Ap, SS, 18.7.2, 4, 8. 
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Now about the Upanisadic passage in favour of the interpretation of 
ujjayati in the sense ‘to win’ only when going with satya and not its opposite 
anta. In the Mundaka 3.1.6 we read the famous line — satyam eva jayate 
nanrtam. It has been usual to take satyam here as the subject of jayate™5 
and accordingly translate the line as ‘truth alone conquers, (and) not 
falsehood.’ But there is some difficulty about this interpretation, because in 
the principal Upanisads satya appears only as something to be described, 
being often identified with Brahman, Atman, Aditya or Dharma;"* or as an 
object of updsand or knowledge;"" or as a means to obtain the soul. About 
satya as something worth seeing at death we have the well known verse 
from the Isopanisad 15 (also Br. 5.15.1): hiranmayena patrena satyasyapihitam 
mukham/ tat tvamh piisann apdvrtu satyadharmaya drstaye//® But nowhere 
does satya appear as a subject being associated with any activity as its 
agent.™ In the light of these observations it would not be possible to construe 
satyam as the subject of jayate in the line referred to above, Also the 
context does not justify it. Just in the preceding verse we are told about 
truth (and knowledge etc.) being used as a means by an ascetic to obtain - 
the soul (satyena labhyah...... hyegsa atma...... vam pasyanti yatayah 
kstnadosah — Mundaka 3.1.5). An ascetic (yati) is the subject there, satya 
the means, In our verse, in the second half, we are told that the sages po 
along the devaydna to reach the place which is the highest store of truth 
(yendkramanty rgayo hy aptakdéma yatra tat satyasya paramam nidhdnamn) 
A sage (rsi) is the subject here, satya apparently the object. In between 
these two statements, it is not correct to regard satyam as the subject of 

15, The controversy about the reading jayate or jayati may be left for the time 
being to 8 critical examination of the manuscript material, 

16. tad eted akgaramh brahma sn prin tad u vada manah/ tad etat sotyam tad 
amrtam tad veddhavyark Somya viddhi// Mundaka 2.2.2, tasya ho vd etasya brahmano 
mama satyam iti/ Chand. 83, satyath hy eva brohma Br. 5.4; tat satyorh sa dtmd tat 
team asi Svetaketo/ Chand, 6.8.16; tad yat tat satyort osau so ddityah/ Br, 5.5.2; yo val sa dharmah satyam voi tat/ Br. 1.4.14. 

li. te devaih satya eva updsate/ Br 5.5.1, also 6.215, satya te eva vijijiidsi- 
tavyom/ Chand. 7.16. 

18. satyena Iabhyas tapasi hy ega dtma simyajanena brakhmacaryena 
Mundaka 3.1.5; evam dtmani grhyate ‘sau sotyenainath taposd yo ‘nupasyati/ Sve, 1.15, 

19. On which Loveners (Varuna, p. 26) observes: “Aber auch die Sonne ist doch nur ein Abglanz der hoechsten, reinen Wahrheit. Erst wenn in der letzten Stunde die Seele den Koerper verlaesst, schaut man rein und unverhuellt die Wahrheit hinter der Decke der Sonne.” 
20. Perhaps the only exception could be in the cosmogonical account in the Br, Up. 5.5.1 where we read: dpa evedam agra dsuh/ ta dpah satyam aspjanta sotyath brahma brahma prajdpatin......But usually here satyoth and Brahma are considered identical. Hence Hume translates: “.....That water emitted the Real - Brahma (being) the Real—; 
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jayate. Obviously a yati or a rsi is intended as the subject and satya the 
object, The line therefore means—“(He) wins for himself (hence 
perhaps the use of Atmanepada) only truth and not untruth (as means and 
as an end)."” It would be interesting to cite here Sankara’s comments on 
this passage, though his ultimate interpretation differs from the one suggested 

here as he does not take satyam and anrtam as objects of jayate. He says, 
“na hi satyanrtayoh kevalayoh purusdndéritayor jayah pardjayo va 

saembhavati/ prasiddham loke satyavddina ‘nrtavddy abhibhiyate na viparyayo 
"tah siddham satyosya balavat sidhanatvam/”. 

One cannot object to this interpretation on the ground that in the 
preceding verse (Mundaka 3.1.5.) and in the present one (3.1.6) yatayoh and 
rsayah are plural forms while in satyam eva joyate we have supposed yati 
or Tsi in the singular. For, in the present section of the Upanisad we find 
the use of singular in many other verses, But if the point is still stressed, 
it has to be pointed out that jayate lends itself being interpreted also as 
3rd plural Atm. »/ji in the 2nd conjugation attested in Vedic forms 
like jegi. 

It is thus clear that the Upanisadic line satyam eva jayate ninrtam 
gives good evidence to show that in the ancient tradition it was truth alone 
which was regarded as fit to be won and not untruth and that the use of 
Vii was suited for satya and not anrta, It would, therefore, be correct to 
take ujjayati ‘wins’ only with the Soma cups, and not the Sura cups in the 
Brahmana passage; in the latter case ujjayati = *ujjhoyati ‘abandons’, 



SINGING IN LUSHAI 

By 

William EBricut, Poona 

Students of linguistics, when first becoming acquainted with tone 
languages,! sometimes wonder how such languages are sung: is there any 
agreement between the phonemic pitches of syllables and the pitches of the 

song melody; or is one pitch system sacrificed, as it were, to the other? 

Information on the question has been given by George Herzog for the Navaho 
language of the South-western United States? and by ¥. BR. Chao for 
Mandarin Chinese* The different answers given for these two cases point 

up the fact that no general answer can be given to the question, and that 
each tone language must be investigated separately. 

In connection with the 1956 Summer School of Linguistics at Deccan 

College, Poona, the situation has been investigated in Lushai, a Tibeto-Burman 
language of Assam. The source of information was Mr. Lal Renga Samo, 

whose home is the town of Hmawngkawn in the northern Lushai Hills. He 

proved to be both an excellent linguistic informant and an accomplished 
singer, and I wish to record my gratitude to him. 

As a preliminary to the discussion of singing style in Lushai, a brief 
discussion of Lushai phonemes may be in order. Lushai phonology has 
been described by Eugénie J. A. Henpenson,‘ and her ‘systematic’ transcrip- 
tion is equivalent to a phonemic notation. The distributional statements 
given by her, however, are not completely adequate in terms of Mr, Samo’s 
speech. 

The syllable in Lushai may be defined as the sequence of consonants 
and vowels occurring with one of four contrasting tones. These tones may 
be written as follows: /// high level; ,/4/ high-to-low falling; /*/ mid level 
in syllables ending with a short vowel, mid-to-low falling elsewhere; /V/ 
low-to-high rising. 

1, The term ‘tone language’ is here used as defined by K, L. Prme, Tone Languages 
(University of Michigan Publications, Linguistics, vol, 4: Ann Arbor, 1948), p, 3. 

2. ‘Speech Melody and Primitive Music, Musical Querterly, vol. 2) (1934), 
pp. 452-466, 
2 ‘Singing in Chinese,’ Le Maitre Phonétique, ard series, vol. 39 (April-June 1924), 

4. “Notes on the Syllable Structure of Lushai.” Bulletin of the School of Oriental 
and Ajricnn Studies, University of London, vol. 12 (1948), pp, 712-725, 
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Lushai utterances begin with one of thirty-one contrasting consonantal 
sounds. Of these, seventeen are, relatively speaking, phonetically simple, 
and can be established without serious question as single phonemes: /bdg, 
ptk?, vz,fs,lr,mnn/. All the remaining initials, in spite of their greater 
phonetic complexity, may then be also interpreted as units, so that a syllable 
pattern with single initial consonant phoneme is recognised as prevailing 
throughout the language. We thus have aspirated stops /ph th kh/, sono- 
rants with voiceless onset /hl hr hm hn hn/, plain affricates /t] tr c/, and 
aspirated affricates /thl thr ch/. It should be emphasised that digraphs and 

trigraphs such as /ph hl tl thl/ are used only for graphic convenience, and 

are intended to represent single phonemes in each case. 

Of the contrasting syllabic elements which follow the initial, five are 

phonetically simple; these are the short vowel phonemes /i e ao u/. From 

this inventory, a pair of two-phoneme vowel clusters are formed: /ia ua/, 
pronounced as even-level diphthongs. Following this precedent, phoneti- 

cally long vowels may be regarded as clusters of identical vowels: /ii ee 
aa oo uu/. 

Syllable-final elements include the single consonants /p tk ?1rmnn/ 

and the clusters /1? r?7,. In addition, final semivowels occur, with or with- 

out following glottal stop: phonetically, [iui? u?). If these semivowels are 

considered allophones of /i u,’, the phonemic inventory is kept at a minimum, 

but clusters of three phonemic vowels must then be recognised in sequences 

like fiai iau uaj]. If, on the other hand, the semivowels are considered as 

occurrences of phonemes /y w/', the phonemic inventory is increased, but 

the sequences /iay iaw uay/ can be accommodated in the same VVC pattern 

as /iap iam uap,/’, 

The latter analysis is supported by the fact that the proposed phonemes 

/y w/ also occur as syllable initials—not at the beginning of an utterance, 

but internally, as a result of sandhi change. Thus /hniay, ‘near’ plus the 

question-marker /?%m,' is pronounced in slow speech as /hniay-?&m/, but 

more normally as /hnda-ytm/ ‘is it near?’; /zaaw/ ‘wide’ in a similar situa- 

tion produces slow /zdaw-?@m/ and normal /zia-wtm/ ‘is it wide?’® 

The present data differs from Henperson's in showing contrast be- 

tween single (short) and double (long) vowels before syllable-final semi- 

5. The proposed /yw/ remain in complementary distribution with /iu/ respec- 

tively. They are considered separate phonemes, however, following the principle given 

as follows by K. L. Pires, Phonemics (University of Michigan Publication, Linguistics, 

vol, 3; Ann Arbor, 1$M7), page 137: “Two sounds are submembers of a single phoneme 

provided... -that the total distribution of the submembers united into a single phoneme 

does not give a heavily nonsymmetrical result out of balance with the pressures af 

non-suspicious sequences in the language.’ 

4 
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vowels: thus /z4y/ ‘to cut’, /siay/ ‘elephant’; /néy/ ‘to have’, /neey/ ‘cer- 
tain’; /sdéy/ ‘to say’, /sdoy,' ‘to punish’; /hmiy/ ‘spindle’, /hmiliuy/’ ‘lip’, 

In terms of the aboye phonemes, the Lushai syllable can be said to 
consist of a tone plus one of the segmental patterns CV, CVV, CVC’, CVVC, 
and CVC”, In these formulae, C is any consonant; C’ is one of the voiceless 

stops /p t k ?/ or one of the voiced sonorants /Irmnnwy/; C” is one af 
the non-nasal voiced sonorants /lrwy,'. To this statement only one excep- 

tion has been found: a word meaning ‘steep’ is pronounced either as /?éoy/ 
or as /?éoy"/', where the second alternant introduces a pattern CVVC"?. 

The system of phonemic notation here proposed must be supplemented 
by one other symbol: the hyphen, indicating syllable division. This is not 
itself a phonemic feature,* but simply a device for distinguishing medial 
consonant clusters from the medial single consonants which are written with 
digraphs; thus /thla-thar/ ‘new moon’ is distinguished from a hypothetical 
* /thlat-har/, 

It may be of value to compare this phonemic writing with the Roman 
orthography in use among the largely literate Lushai people.’ This practical 
spelling, invented by Christian missionaries, ignores tone completely. Its 
symbolisation of the consonants and vowels is, however, fairly accurate. 
Most of the phonemes are written in the same ways proposed in this paper; 
the exceptions are ft for /tr/, th for /thr/, ch for /e/, chh for /ch/, ng for 
/n/, ngh for /hn/, no symbol for syllable-initial /?,, h for syllable-final 
/?/ (as well as for initial /h/), i for /y/,,u for /w/, and aw for //o/. 
Phonemic double vowels are written with a circumflex accent, except when 
syllable-final and before semi-vowels, in which cases they are usually not 
distinguished. Syllable division is normally not indicated, so that a word 
like eo /cak~?&ay/ ‘crab’ could be mistaken for a hypothetical */ ca-kday,/ 
or the like, 

Two samples of Lushai singing may now be considered, The first is 
one verse of a modern song entitled (in conventional spelling) ‘Mizo kan nih kan liwm e,’ with words and music by a composer named Rokiinga, The 
informant sang it from a song book entitled Thalaite Hla Bu (Aijal, Welsh Mission Bookroom, 1952). The words are here recorded phonemically as 

6. Syllable division is analyzed as a phonemic feature in languages such as Cantonese and Chiricahua Apache by Charles F, Hockerr, A Menual of Phonology (Inter- mA ph ni of American Linguistics rs, Vol, 21, no, 4, part 1; Baltimore, 1955), PP. 
7. This is the orthography used in James Herbert Losnatn’s Dictionary of the Lushai Language (Bibliotheca Indica, Work No. 26] : 10 Indica, Work No. 261), Calcutta, Royal Asiatic Society of 
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pronounced when spoken rather than sung, The melody has been transcrib- 
ed, with the help of my colleague E. C. Dmtock, in terms of notes of the 
treble staff. Notes of the lower octave are underlined. Sharps and flats are 
indicated by plus and minus signs respectively. The length of each note is 
indicated by a fraction following it; a raised dot after a fraction indicates an 
added half length. Diagonal lines indicate bar divisions. 

Ci/Ft F} Ft -Bt/C} At FR -Bi/At AR-BY At/GY 
mi z6w kin ni? kin ISo mé kin tléan 74 thfa? bok sii 

Ci/F}- Fi Fi: -Bi/C}- Ai Fi: -Bt/Ad- Fi Gi Gt/Ft 
kin ril rdu p6? %& sda yé kan hmid 74 thin bék sii 

FE} /E} EY Ft Et/EY ER Dt FE / GE GE FREY DE / Ch 
kin ram kin hnim din chia? ndan thin lin ti thian hii min 

Ct / Ft FL FE Ct / CEC} At FE GE / At At FE GY GE FS 
kin hai kin ffl kin fin nd4té thia min °i hm4o "Ap 70 

A free translation runs as follows: ‘We are glad that we are hill people. 

Our hills are pure, our minds are high, and our name is known. For the 

welfare of our country and community, purifying our hearts, let us use 

properly our bravery, our knowledge, and our wisdom.’ 

A comparison of lexical tones with song pitch in this material shows 
no particular agreement between them. Thus, in the first line, the rising- 
tone syllable kin, 60, and sii are sung with level or falling pitches. The only 
falling-tone syllables of the song, rau (line 2) and fin (line 4), are both 

sung with level pitches. The falling pitches which are sung in the first two 

lines replace lexical tones which are rising and high. 

This lack of correspondence might, perhaps, be expected in modern 
Lushai songs, which, like this one, are strongly influenced by Occidental 
music. It is also possible, however, to examine a ‘old song’, one which 
presumably antedates contact with the West. Such a song is the following: 

Dt Dt Dt Gi/Bi- -BYe Be /-Bi Bi At GP 
hmia na? ctian khéia hmiin 74 léen kin  nii 

/D} Gt Bi Bi/At Gt 
7 = Iéen kin ni 

D} Dj} D} Gt/G}-B} By -Bi Gi/ Bt By Bi 
titu na? °é 1rd? ?4an néem thén hnian kin kda ra? 

Bi D} Bi -Bi Bi Ai/ Gi Bi Bt Ai/G% 
mial za pily in min lo dap taa 78 
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Di Git Cs/Ci A} Aj /B2 Bi} A} G} / Gt A} -B} A}/GY% 

6y Foy 76y..... 20. 74 léen ?éem my ay 7A léen %@em may. 

A free translation is: ‘In the past we lived, we lived in the same village. But 

now between us faithful friends a great obstacle has come. Alas, alas, what 

longing, what longing!’ 

Comparison of the two systems here again shows a lack of corres- 

pondence, Of the eleven rising-tone syllables in the song, for example, ten 

are sung on even pitches and one on a falling pitch. The seven falling pitches 

of the melody replace three mid-to-low falling tones, two high-level tones, 

two rising tones, and one high-to-low falling tone. 

It thus appears that the sacrifice of lexical tone to song pitch is not a 
new phenomenon in Lushai singing, but may well be aboriginal. Since 
differences of tone serve to distinguish meaning in Lushai,’ we may wonder 
whether the complete distortion of lexical tone in singing makes it difficult 
ta understand the words of songs) The informant’s answer is, ‘Tt is not 

difficult for us." That is, the tome contrasts of Lushai may be completely 
obliterated without seriously obscuring the meaning of sentences—a sign 
of the language's redundancy. To quote Hockett,? “This redundancy implies 
that, most of the time, a certain amount of distortion, added to the message 

at one point or another along the route it follows, leaves the message still 
intelligible,’ 

8. As in piim ‘whole’, piim “to ripen) ‘piim ‘belly, and plim ‘splash’, 
9. A Manual of Phonology, page 214. 



“SAMSKRT ‘KAVA- AND RELATED WORDS” 

By 

Rey. A. Estettza, S.J., Bombay 

Under the title “Samskrt kava- and related words”* T. Burrow (the 

well-known author of the excellent book “The Samskrt language”) has fol- 

lowed up a study made by H. W. Barney in “Transactions of the Philological 

Society,” 1954, pp 144—where the latter draws attention to an Indo- 

Iranian base kav-: ku “to be small”. 

1. Burrow’s Explanation. 

The study of this base and its applications and derivatives in Samskrt 

gives T. Burrow the opportunity of throwing abundant and new light on a 

host of Samskrt words. I shall list here the chief ones so as to excite the 

reader's curiosity towards his masterly treatment of this particular problem: 

kumiara, komala 

keavapatha, kavdgni, kavogna 

keava-tiryaiic-, kavdri, kavatnu- 

akaw- 

ku- as first element in many compounds 

Kead-, ka-, kim, as first element of compounds 

keubja- vs. urubje- 

abkipira- vs, purtam, pirtt- 

Burrow’s brilliant analysis and his thorough and wide-ranging gather- 

ing of all relevant facts yields a fine harvest of new and illuminating results, 

as the interested reader will find for himsell. 

My purpose is to try and throw further light on one particular point: 

the use of ka- (Kod, kim) vs. ku- as first element of compounds. 

Burrow’s explanation, with which I, on the whole, fully agree, is: 

(a) Keu- has nothing to do with the interrogative pronoun; but belongs 

to this base and root: ku : kava, 

OIA wp 

*Chatterji Jubilee Volume of Ispran Lovcurstics, 16, 187-193, 
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(b) Its original meaning is “small”, not “bad”—but the pejorative 

meaning is semantically derived secondarily over “too small, mean, inade- 

quate, deficient”, as testified by examples and their meaning. 

(c) The use of interrogative pronoun forms as pejorative prefixes, 

similar to ku- is to be explained as a purely Indo-Aryan analogical develop- 

ment, due to “the homophony existing between ku- “little, poor” and the 

interrogative ku- (in kiitra, ktiha, etc.). Confusion between these two, and 

connecting them whether consciously or unconsciously, led to other forms 

of pronominal stem being used like the pejorative ku-. The commonest form 

so used is the neuter kad-, and in this case, there was obviously a striving 

to avoid using ku- before vowels, because in that case it would lose its 
_ syllabie quality. The feminine ka- is much less frequently used and tends 

to carry with it an additional idea of effeminacy, as in kapuruga-. The neuter 

kim is laid down in P. 2, 1, 64 to be so used in the sense of blame, but it 
is only very sparingly so used”. 

2, A more complete solution. 

It is the anomaly of the use of the feminine kd- that should arouse 
our suspicions and lead us on to find a more complete and satisfactory solu- 

tion to this problem. Bunrow’s implied explanation (that its use was con- 
nected with the fact that it tended to carry an additional idea of effeminacy) 
is not satisfactory, since his very example (“kapurusa”) indicates that this 
idea comes from its being associated with “purusa”. In a patriarchally-mind- 
ed culture a deficient man is a womanish man almost necessarily. 

I think we shall be on the right path if we take into account both the 

historical and the linguistic-phonetic aspects of the problem. 

(a) ka- vs. kava- 

The starting point is one word that is most likely to be the same—only 
represented in two different historical and linguistic phonetic stages: kava- 
patha: kapatha, 

Kavapatha is attested by Panini as occurring in a (now extinct) vedic 
text, but kapatha is evidently taken from the later dista language which was 
already being penetrated by MIA (P4li-prakritic) phonetic developments— 
one of the chief and earliest ones being the weakening of intervocalic-»v- y- 
(as witness the rgvedic intruder prauga!). This, in conjunction with the 
presence of the labial -p-, would naturally lead to an assimilating influence 
—giving a living word, as pronounced: kavapatha: kaa(v)patha: kapatha. 
And since the other chief word is k@purusa and it offers the same phonetic 
conditions (reinforced by the presence of the u-vowel after the -p-), we can 
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all the more find satisfaction in the process: kava-puruse: kaa(v)purusga: 

kapurusa. And this finds full confirmation in the next example: kavosna- 

(an old stitra word) vs, kosna; where the dissimilating influence of the u- 

tinged -augna : ospa, on the one hand retained (in the literary language) 

for a time the syllable value of kava-ugna while on the other, the popular 

trend went the whole hog towards pali-prakritic kogna (over kausna). That 

the last example of the series also confirms this explanation should not be 

difficult to see: ka(v)aksa: kadkga: kakga—where the following guttural 

was an extra help for the disappearance of the -v-. 

(b) kad- vs, kava- and ku- 

Since the above explanation is complete and satisfactory, we can take 

a step forward and examine the case of the compounds with kad. Leaving 

aside the formerly mis-interpreted kad-artha (of X, 22, 6), we have an old 

vedic kava +-ari: kavari and akavari (together with akava) protecting the 

trisyllabic pronunciation of the similar *kavarya- which we can safely assume, 

since the very existence of kavari and kavdkga and kavogna shows the arti- 

ficiality or lateness of Pamini’s rule about the substitution of kad for ku 

before vowels. The trend of the old language was rather to substitute kava 

for ku in such a case: that is shown both by the old examples studied above 

and by the natural striving for clearness to keep the two elements distinct— 

as against the trend towards a ksaipra-fusion: hence kavari, not kvdri, etc. 

So, on the one hand, the similarity in sense and sounds with kavdri 

tended to keep ka(v)arya vs. kérya (which would be the natural evolution 

of the word in the spoken language) trisyllabic, and on the other hand the 

presence of the homonymous “karya” must have worked for a dissimilation 

of the two. Hence the hiatus-state ka(v)a: kaarya (which would naturally 

tend to equalise the two vowels) must have worked towards a hiatus- 

bridging ka(y)Grya, which was then resanskriticised as kadarya—since any 

reconstruction as ka(h)iirya—would have meant a kérya (unexemplified 

elsewhere in the language), while a kim-arya would have meant a different 

word. On the other hand the very existence of the word kad-artha and 

kad-vat in ancient texts must have supplied the necessary support and 

analogy—together, above all, with the analogical formations already ac- 

cepted in kapatha kdpurusa, etc., which made an interrogative-like first 

element acceptable. 

(ce) kim- vs. ku 

This was reinforced by the case of kimpuruga. Here we have to start 

from a natural doublet of kava~purusa: keu-puruga. Such a word would, in the 

living later language, give a “ku (m) purusa”—which is phonetically-linguisti- 
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cally, it seems to me, a “natural”; and then the -u- between a k and (m)pu- 

would become indistinct enough to suffer the influence of the many words 

of the language compounded with kim- (beginning with rovedic kimyu, 

kimmaya, to say nothing of kimcit with its trend to a depreciative meaning) 

while there was nothing in the language to help an initial kum-. Add to 

this the obvious likelihood that a living trend to dissimilation (of the three 

consecutive -u-) would operate: whence kimpurusa for ku(m)purusa, 

On the other hand, it is natural to expect that the spoken language 

would have such doubles kavapurusa: kupuruga, since kava was dying out, 

while ku- remained a living and lively factor in the further development of 

the “Sista-bhasa". Hence the double occurrence of kapuruga: ku (m)puruga- 

kimpuruga and the others pointed out above. (Cf. also kapatha: kavapatha 

vs. kusrti). Moreover, in the case of kimpuruga the tendency to assimilate 

it to the interrogative pronoun must have been practically irresistible, owing 

to the simultaneous existence of what looked like an obvious feminine parallel 

in ka-purusa; so much so that even without any other linguistic-phonetic 

trend at work this would be the likeliest explanation in this particular case. 

But the palatal trend of samskrt gutturals in general will also have partially 

helped. 

With all the above cases at work on the analogical feeling of the deve- 

loping language, the only other case in older vedic texts is easier to explain: 
kimSila- “having small gravel-stones”. On the one hand, if the original was 

kusila- a pronunciation ku(m)éila- with an assimilatory trend to kiméila 
would be quite on the cards. But two further factors would naturally ope- 
rate towards the same change: first, the desire to differentiate it both from 
kusela and from kudgila; second, the fact that, as the language developed, the 
meaning of ku- as “small” was disappearing and only the meaning “bad” was 

alive. Now it was nonsense to call a field that had only “small” stones 
(original meaning of the word) a “bad-stone-filled” one; for, having small 
stones, it was rather praiseworthy than censurable; while the substi- 

tution of kim allowed the word to be classed among those that contained 
the merely depreciating kim of the later kimpurusa sort, which meant “having 
no stones worth considering". Hence this seems to be a wilful remodelling 
of the word under the influence of the semantic evolution of ku-, besides 
the analogical and other possible reasons indicated above. (And this applies 

also to kimpuruga-). 

3. A word on the right method 

In the course of the above essay, I have tried to show in actual 
practice the method of studying the phenomena of Samskrt as living- 
phonetic-linguistic facts, For it is my deep conviction that the study of 
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Samskrt, not as a literature but as a language, has been too much under 
the spell of the mere written-printed word—forgetting often, to its own 
undoing—that Samskrt is primordially an oral-auricular fact and that the MSS 

or books, especially in the oldest stages, are only representations of an 

oral-living reality. This in India and with regard to Samskrt is, if anything, 
more true than in the case of practically any other language. We have 
always to break through the wriften letter to the living speech behind: 

through the dead lipf to the living 4ruti. The unifying simplicity and 
thorough covering of all the recorded facts in a satisfactory manner should 
be a further recommendation for this explanation: ku-: kav- plus the living 

language explain everything. 

4. ‘A Confirmation in point. 

In an article in Ivnrca (Silver Jubilee Volume of the Indian Historical 

Research Institute, Bombay, 1953) this writer gave the outline of the new 
approach to a text-critical reconstruction of the Reveda Samhita on which 
he is preparing a work for the near future. It is based on the fact indi- 

cated above that the rgvedic text must be viewed and weighed (as against 
the epic texts!) as an ancient living oral-rhythmical literary product re-edited 
by much later mere-grammarians, whose own living speech had evolved, 
towards Panini and away from the rsis, to a very large extent. The Sam- 

hita is thus a palimpsest: This, in itself is no new discovery; but the ruth- 
lessly logical application of its corollaries leads to astounding results, Let 
us give a sample. 

(a) “kavd-sakhah” (hap. leg.) and its lessons. 

The revedic words around kava- (connected with the above problem) 
include, besides a-kava- (5 times), the forms kavd-sakhah (once), kavdari- 

(once) and akavari- (twice). What akavdri is should be clear from another 
precious (hap. leg.) relic: brhad-ri hence it is a-+ kava+ri. Therefore 
the original form is really “akavari" and the lengthening of the @ in -va- is 
a mere rhythmical one, subject (for the rsi-kavis!) to the exigencies of 

thythm and metre, In the case of kavd-sakhah it is demanded by its metri- 
cal position (V, 34, 3): (I transcribe the texts restoring diphthongs, visargas, 

ksaipras and the yati-avasanas. +- means samdhi); 

(a) ya(h) asmai ghramsdi uta va yi(h) fidhani 
(b) sdémam sunéti bhavati dyumdim dha 

(d) tanéisubhram maghdva y4h kavasakhéh 
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But any novice in rgvedic metrical lore (as we indicated in our article 

referred to above) can detect the redactorial touches here, while the real 

expert will further see the principles that led the redactors to change the 

true rsi original which must have been (as we shall more conclusively show 

in our coming work): 

(a) ghramsai ya(h) asméai uta va ya(h) idbani 

(b) somam sunoti, dyumaan bhavati sah 

(c) apa + aha Sakrah tatanustim thati 

(d) tanisubhram maghava + i(m) yah kavdsakhah 

That the redactor wanted his yah in the regular-normal initial position 

in pada-a (though it kills the initial rhythm, so beautifully exemplified in 
pada-b)—is clear; and so is too that the yah in a demands a sah in b; but 

the redactor has lost the living use of the vowel-resolution and the rhythmi- 

cal lengthening in dyumén + bhavati, and cannot make a decent jagati except 

with the “clever” changes he makes in words and their order. As for c, 

the same redactor, who has lost the freedom of rhythmical lengthening, 

would necessarily shun an initial apa + ha, and besides would want 

to avoid the possible misunderstanding (apaha)—hence the easy trick 

of repeating the preposition apa and avoiding the tabu-beginning of a pada 

with 3-hrasvas! But it is also equally likely that the redactor had either 

misanalysed apé-+ha as apa+aha, or (as we have assumed) still more 

likely that he actually had an original apa + aha, from which he borrowed 

his “aha” for the editing of the, for him faulty previous pada b. This makes 

us rather prefer apa aha, at least provisionally. Finally the deictic i(m) 

in pada d gets lost in a reciter’s haplology with the adjoining yah, But the 

meaning and the position of the words simply demand it unquestionably. 

All this seems unnecessary—and it is so, as far as the mere pivot-word 

kavasakhah is concerned; but it paves the way for the next step. For it 

shows quite blatantly how the redactor is led by his grammatical precon- 

ceptions (born of a later linguistic stage) to edit the text—just as we all 

know incontrovertibly that he did systematically do in countless cases with 

the samdhi conventions. And this logically makes him guilty (on princi- 

ple!) of such-like tamperings, the moment he can be suspected of meddling 

with the rhythm-pattern or with archaic speech trends, The benefit of the 

doubt is for the archaic rsi—against the redhanded later-day meddler that the 

samhita-kara is proven to be. 

(b) The influence on the “(a)-kavarih” group 

Now, for the next step, the first thing to note is that the above kava- 

sakhah is the one and only. (hep. leg.!) compound with kava- which occurs 
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in the family-books besides our akavari (twice only), and that the only other 

compound with kava, kavéri, is an hap. leg. in X, 107, 3. The second thing
 

to notice is that, wherever it occurs, akavari or kavari invariably breaks 

the rhythm-pattern, if taken as written in the samhita—while if it were 

written in the etymological way, a-kavil-ri, it would be, on the one hand, 

unbearable to the samhita-kdra (because it always would involve for him 

a taboo 3-hrasva beginning of pada—which he will only accept ad contrecoeur 

when all his tricks fail to produce something rhythmically better!) but per- 

fectly viable to the rsi-kavi, who would most naturally-normally make use 

of the ancient rhythmical lengthening and read a-kava-rih, thus giving a 

perfect initial rhythm. 

Therefore, it is absolutely certain (and we shall further confirm it 

in our coming work with innumerable cases scattered over the whole 

samhita) in the light of what we have said above that the samhiti-kdra has 

followed that analogical trend so well exposed by OLDENBERG (especially 

in its, so often and obviously, completely mistaken and even foolishly mis- 

guided applications): he has made of the correct kavd-sakhah his model for 

a rhythmically impossible (in situ!) a-kava-ri—in order to avoid, on the 

one hand, an archaic form (akéavari-) which was against his speech-habits, 

and, on the other, a “correct” form (akavari) which would deform his 

(traditionally preserved!) rhythm-pattern in 4 major way. His “correc- 

tion” leaves only a, for him, minor arsa blemish: a pada beginning with two 

(only!) hrasva-syllables. The latter he has to grin and bear, because no 

amount of redactorial juggling with the actual archaic text can allow him 

to escape that (and even much worse things in extreme cases) —owing to 

his traditional materials and the partial conservatism of his milieu, and 

to his later-day, sacrosanct, grammatical preconceptions and conventions. 

There is one more force at work that helped the redactor: the levelling 

trend (also analogical !) in the living speech that tended to stabilise certain 

lengthenings in the daily language, as against the literary, more archaic one. 

For instance, kava-sakhah would tend to be stabilised as kavasakhah, 

because that rhythmical lengthening would fit always in whatever prose- 

position the word might happen to be, and, besides, it would be supported 

by the many other stereotyped lengthenings of the last syllable of a first 

member of a compound, But a kavi could say a-kavasakhah, akaviisakhah, 

a-kavasakhah by a free-archaic application of the “Dehnungsgesetz” (which 

needs a formulation very different from that of Wackernagel’s, as we hope 

convincingly to show in our work), Hence a-kavari may have slowly be- 

come fixed-crystallised in the living prose-language of the samhitakara, 

and, hence, facilitated his editing the arga text with an easy conscience. 
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(c). The “(a)-kavari” texts reconstructed 

With this in mind, it will now be easy to see that the original text 
of the passages here concerned must have been: 

Jil, 47, 5; 

(a) maritvantam vrsabhim vavrdhinim 
(b), dkaverim diviyam Sasim indram 

(c) visvasaham Avasai nitandya 
(d) ugrim sahodim ih4 tam huvaima 

That the kavi who has wrought out such perfectly rhythmical padas 
a--e-+-d, should, of a sudden, go in for an akavdrim in b, is simply an 
insult to our ancient fsis—and calling it “arga” is just adding insult to 

injury, while, at the same time, committing text-critical (and rational) 
harakiri, No less! (There is one more fundamental reason why we feel 

certain of the above— but we shall come out with its full weight in our 
coming work. Yet it is stamped on the above text and on the whole 
samhita so boldly that he who runs may read.) The word “visvasaham” is 
worthy of note, since it is one of those which (being originally an a-luk 

“viéva (-ni) saham” or its equivalent) gave rise to the kavis’ freedom in 
lengthening the last syllable of the first member of a compound even beyond 
the limits of the normal 3-hrasva position. 

XX. 107, 3: 

(a) daivi pirtth daksind daivayajy4 
(b) n& kavaribhyah, na prndnti tai hi 
(c) atha naérah prdé-yatadaksindah 
(d) avadyabhisi bahavah prnanti 

Again, here: that the kavi who wrought out ate (with such an 
obvious and perfect use of the rhythmical lengthening in c: atha narah) 
should fail in the rhythm of }, is simply unthinkable; and so is that, in 
that same pada, he should try to fill his metre with the double-termination 
-dsas (which we shall prove to be a slick redactional trick of the revedic 
samhita-kéra's— among many similar ones!) when he had at his disposal 
his normal vowel-resolution and rhythmical lengthening: daksinaah, (How 
the rsis must have turned in their graves at such bold tamperings!)' 
Again, that a kavi should end two padas in the same stanza with the same 
word in the same meaning, when the rhythm allows him a variation, as 
shown above in b—no, surely! But for the pedestrian grammarian of a 
samhité-kara, the “usual” prose order is more natural, and he prefers it, 
since he can manipulate the words so as to heep the rhythm-pattern — but 
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so can we, to Avoid monotony, as we did above, and so (only more so!) 
could and would a self-respecting kavi! Finally the rhythm-murdering 

“svadyabhiya”’ is obviously a redactorial modernisation-analogy to avoid the 
obsolescent (3 times only!) bhisd (which later on is used as a nom. singular 
fem.!) Or could we think of a “short” instrumental “abadya-bhii” with 
vowel-resolution and rhythmical lengthening, or, simply, of a bher. “avadya- 
bhiyth” with an, in that case, also legitimate rhythmical lengthening? 

The increasing weight of the accumulated redactorial indications 

above almost irresistibly points to the real kavi-original of the most im- 
portant and final passage of this series; 

VIL 96, 3: 

(a) bhadra (y)i bhadram krnavat sarasvati 

(b) dkavarih caitad i(m) vajinivati 

(c) grand jamadagnivat 
(d) stuvana-uta (7?) vasisthavat 

That the real ancient word to be expected in b is, akavaris (with 
the double-purpose (masc.-++ fem.) -ih termination of the one-and-only 
word known in all the other occurrences of -rih!) should be evident, as 

also that the redactor would make it into an L-terminating fem. To this 

he would be led by all his analogical trends: first, that in all the other 

eases -rih is actually used for masculines; second, that in this text it is 

surrounded by i-ending feminines (besides the -& ones, also exclusively 

feminine!): third, that the reciters before him had most likely already 

fallen into the same trap, both by analogy, propinquity (to the immediately 

preceding sarasvati!) and by an almost natural assimilating haplology 

(ieai: -I(c)cai-: ieai-). The latter would be made easier still by the fact 

that the yati in its most ancient form made a real avasdna with never a 

samdhi over it: hence eakavarih cai- would still more irresistibly lead to 

-ri(h)ca-:-ri ca~! On the other hand, that the deictic im in b (obsolescent 

as it is!) would be made into a single word with the injunctive “caitat”, 

owing to its accentlessness, is but natural; as also is that the trend to 

samdhi (caitadim) should be reversed (by the reciters and redactor) owing 

to the presence of the adjacent -ta and the haplological absorption of the 

anusvara (in tm) into the adjoining vd-. But the force of the parallel 

accompanying subjunctive-imperative krnavat in a is an unmistakable 

pointer in that direction, (though, absolutely speaking, it could also be an 

augmentless imperfect). The reason why the redactor had to change the 

original bhadra i bhadram into the rhythm-slaughtering bhadram id bhadra 

is because for him the reciters’ bhadrai: bhadre had normally to be con- 

sidered as bhadra +- id + bhadram —and then to be shufiled, because else 
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he will have to make a samdhi and lose one syllable! But the kavi could 

keep the two syllables even more easily-naturally than when freely using 

his well-known vowel-resolution in the gen. pl. -aam! And how obvious 

it is here that bhadré(i) bhadram krnavat sarasvati is the natural and most 

eppropriate order for the two bhadra-forms! Finally the use of ca in d, 

though not impairing anything in sense or rhythm, is suspect of redactorial 

tidying up, (both for clearness and against possible misunderstandings) 

from an original : 

“ stuvand + uta vasisthavat” 

— which might easily sound like “stuva ni-+ uta” or some such barbaric- 

nonsensical thing. Grammar and sense always take precedence over mere 

text details (especially if uninmportant or only archaic) for the redactor ! 

5. Results for rgvedic text-criticism 

The results of the above study involve an almost complete revolution 

in rgvedic text-criticism. We hope shortly further to prove every impli- 

cation to the hilt—though the above samples should carry sufficient con- 
viction to subject the method here employed to a full test as a working 

hypothesis of solid standing. That this will lead to a thorough and far- 
reaching reshaping of what even giants (like Otpenperc, WACKERNAGEL and 
Getpner) have had to say will appear to any thoughtful rgvedic scholar — 

but it will also lead to a very full restoration of our ancient glorious rsis 
to the place of honour as kavis that has been systematically denied them 

from the days when the samhité-kara first threw upon their poetic creations 
the m@y4-jala of his semi-Paninian grammatical-pedantic obsession, 

As an earnest of those results we have here: 

(i) the restoration of the real rsi-kavis’ text in the several key- 
stanzas above ; 

(ii) the real meaning and form of kava-rih a-kava-rih (which 
should be thus entered in Grassmann); 

(iii) the fact that the feminine a-kavari did not exist in the rsis’ 
language; 

(iv) the first foundation-stone of the proof that the rsi-kavis are 
mever at fault in rhythm and that all rhythmical faults are 
the work of a later redactorial hand —the samhité-kara’s! 

NB, (1) The correct rhythmical use “in situ" (by the Samhit&) of tavé-gah, 
W euchiith, turtl-ohte confizxhs die. shove explacating decd ris: — (2) The 

possible origin (cfr. Mayauorm) of “kimnara” (as the basis of kimpurusa?) from an 
archaic semitic loan-word also confirms our main findings above. —(3) A haplology could 
also explain VII, 96, 3a; “bhadr&é bhadram krnavat-+-tat sarasvati", 



‘THE LANGUAGES AND DIALECTS SPOKEN IN ORISSA 

By 

G. B, Daan, Agra 

Oriya, one of the major Indo-Aryan languages spoken in the state of 

Orissa, is one of the fourteen languages recognised by the constitution of 
India. Beyond the borders of Orissa, this language has many speakers dis- 
tributed in the states of Behar, Bengal, Madhyapradesh and Andhra. Oriya 
is the anglicised form of the real name Odia [Oria] which is so called on 

account of its being the language of Odra which is an ancient name for the 

country known to the English as Orissa. Outside Orissa the name is mis- 

pronounced by many people as [urija]. 

Orissa fought long against the foreigners and came very late under 
British influence and later still under the British system of education, For 
many years the administrative machinery was manned by people from out- 

side, who almost formed a part of the people of the State. The process of 
linguistic integration is going on even today although for very different 
reasons on a much larger scale than ever. Major projects like the Hirakud 
Dam project (one of the biggest in Asia) and the Raurkela steel plant project 
contribute very greatly towards linguistic inter-mixture. The refugee settle- 

ments have also created linguistic pockets in this State as elsewhere. For 

several of these reasons Orissa has been and is a home of many languages 
and dialects a short account of which is provided in these few pages. This 
little essay may interest people who deal with dialect standardisation.* 

Besides Oriya, which is the recognised language of the State, a number 
of other languages of secondary importance are also spoken in different parts 
of the State. For reasons not connected with linguistics, Orissa has been 

a place of residence for many non-speakers of Oriya who speak some or 

other of the Indo-European or Dravidian languages. As will be clear from 

the last census one-fifth of the State’s entire population consists of tribesmen 
who speak a number of languages which possess no records. The languages 
spoken in Orissa may conveniently be classed under three well recognised 
language categories, viz. Indo-European, Dravidian and Austric. 

* This was discussed in a seminar in the Poona School by an American linguist 
friend Uriel Wersnsicu interested in problems of dialects and standardisation. 
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Among the Indo-European languages we have Oriya, Bengali, Hindi, 

Gujarati, Marwari, Chattisgarhi and a foreign language English. Tamil and 

Telugu of the Dravidian group are spoken mostly on the southern border 

of the State. The Austric group consists of languages like Bhumij, Bhuyan, 

Gond, Gadba, Ho, Kondh, Kol, Kui, Kisan, Laria, Munda, Mundari, Orang; 

Patua, Saura and Santali. 

As elsewhere in India, the educated people of Orissa speak English 

as their second language. Since the inclusion of Hindi in the school curri- 

culum and introduction of Hindi films for entertainment many people get 

scope to learn and speak Hindi with ease. Even without training in Hindi 

and Bengali, the educated people can instinctively understand them and can 

speak both languages without strict observance of grammatical rules. In 

several parts of Orissa men with very little or no education can smatter a 

few words or phases in Hindi and Bengali. There is a common saying that 

an Oriya speaks Hindi when he gets angry. The Muslims though small in 
number speak Urdu in their homes and Oriya outside. It is interesting to 
note that the Pandas of Puri can speak any Indian language with ease because 

of their intercourse with visitors to Jagannath Puri from different corners 

of India. 

The standard Oriya language, which is the language of books, of people 

at the University and in the office can be understood by Oriya people 

throughout the State inspite of the preponderating dialectic variations on the 
borderlands. Uptil now no survey of the dialects of Oriya has been under- 
taken nor is there any literature giving details in the matter. But then refer- 
ence may profitably be made to some of the well-known dialectic variations 

of the standard language in the borderlands and in the heart of the under- 
developed Garjats which were until 1947 cut off from British Orissa as 

feudatory administrative units. 

The people of the Garjats and those of the coastal districts of Orissa 
ean be broadly divided linguistically into two major categories by reason of 
difference in intonation, The speech pattern of the people of the Garjats 
is still considered with some prejudice. 

One of the very important dialects is Sambalpuri (the language of 
Sambalpur) spoken in the district of Sambalpur and in the neighbouring dis- 
tricts of Sundergarh, Kalahandi, Balangir and Bauda. It is a mixture of 
Sanskrit, Oriya, Hindi, Chattisgarhi and many other languages of the Austric 
group. This dialect is particularly interesting because of its vocabulary 
highly mixed up with" the words of the tribal languages. It is interesting 
to note that though Sambalpur is far away from the Ganjam agency and 
the district of Koraput yet there is a high degree of similarity in the words 
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and their formation in the language of Sambalpur and im that of Ganjam 

and Koraput, This is because of the fact that Sambalpur in the West and 

Ganjam and Koraput in the South are chief centres of tribal culture, The 

languages of the coastal area are exposed to the influence of foreigners like 

the Muslims, Moguls and the Europeans particularly the English. The Sam- 

balpur area being far away from the coastal districts was not so much exposed 

to foreign influence as is met within Balsore. But then for a long time 

included in Madhyapradesh, politically and socially cut off from the coastal 

Orissa, Sambalpur developed a language on very different lines. The cha- 

racteristic difference of Sambalpur from that of the standard language lies 

in its very sweet musical intonation, The dialect is rich in folk songs and 

poetry but there is very scanty written literature. The people of Sambal- 

pur are rightly proud of their linguistic heritage and an attempt however 

small is now being made to bring the language into print. Some scholars 

of Sambalpur refuse to accept Sambalpuri as a dialect but a separate lan- 

guage next to Oriya. They claim for Sambalpur dialect a position that Mai- 

thili possesses among the Behari group of languages. 

The type of Oriya that is spoken in North Balsore, in some parts of 

Mayurbhanja and Midnapore can be treated as dialectal. It is greatly influ- 

enced by Bengali language. Illiterate people in those parts speak a language 

in which a sentence may begin in Oriya and end in Bengali or vice versa 

or a sentence may thoroughly be saturated with corrupt Bengali grammatical 

forms, The influence of Bengali is so predominant on the northern borders 

that small Oriya books popular among the common masses are written in 

Bengali characters though the language is Oriya. It may be remembered 

that for a long time Orissa formed a part of Bengal also. 

A form of Oriya language spoken in South Orissa particularly in the 

districts of Ganjam and Koraput is a Telugu mixed version of Oriya, both 
the vocabulary and the intonation of which are very peculiar. The difference 

between standard Oriya, Sambalpuri and Daksini (of the south) is so clear 

cut that they can be distinguished without effort. Many Oriya people in the 

border land speak Telugu as freely as they speak Oriya. 

For a pretty long time the district of Ganjam formed a part of Madras 

where the Oriya speaking people were compelled to study Telugu along with 

Oriya. It is therefore no wonder that about fifty percent of the common 

Oriya words have Dravidian roots which is difficult to realise without proper 

linguistic outlook. But then the Dravidian languages are in essence so 

different from the Oriya language that even after hundreds of years of inter- 

course they have not influenced Oriya language in the way Bengali has influ- 

enced in the North and Hindi in the West of Orissa. It is rather interesting 

to notice that for about two hundred years Ganjam remained the centre of 

6 
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riya literary culture and a number of outstanding figures like Gopal 

Krishna, Kavisurya and Gopinath Nanda had sprung from that dialectal 

area, 

It is interesting to note that most of the tribesmen of Orissa inhabit 
the jungles of the Orissa Garjats and the districts of Ganjam, Koraput and 
Sambalpur, Among the Garjat areas (so called before the merging of the 
princely states in 1947) Mayurbhanja, Keunjhar, and Sundargarh are largely 
inhabited by the tribesmen, Alongside other important tribal languages, Mun- 

dari and Santali are spoken in Mayurbhanja and Saura, Kondha, Gadba and 
Paraja in Koraput. None of these languages possess any literature. Thanks 

are due to Christian missionaries who have worked on their languages 
however crude the method may be, It is for the first time in the linguistic 
school of Poona that some Indian Linguists including the writer with the 
help of Dr. John Guarmrz, an American Linguist have just made a begin- 
ning in the scientific analysis of Mundari one of the important tribal lan- 
guages. One outstanding Oriya novelist Sri Gopinath Monawnry has interest- 

ed himself in the life and the language of the tribes people of Ganjam and 
Koraput. The Government of Orissa are making attempts at the anthropo- 

logical study of the tribal people. The study of their languages is essentially 
necessary for the proper understanding of some aspects of Oriya language 

itself, Most of the tribesmen living on the borders of the Hindu villages 
understand and speak some sort of dialectal Oriya and influence it. 

An account, however small, is given here of the chief tribal tongues 
distributed over the hills and dales of Orissa. Santali is one of the major 
tribal languages spoken by the largest number of tribal population of Orissa, 
They are concentrated in the district of Mayurbhanja and constitute twenty- 
three percent of the total population of that district. Arranged next in order 
of importance from the point of view of number come the speakers of Kondh, 
Kui, Saura and Ho. 

The Kondhas inhabit mostly the districts of Ganjam, Koraput and 
Phulbani. A point of linguistic interest may be noted in the gradual dying 
out of the native language of the Kondhas in Phulhani due to regular inter- 
course between the Kondhas and the Oriyas. The Kondhas speak a sort of 
= gag intial homes; many families even speak Oriya inside their 
omes. It is interesting to know that much of the philological study of 

Oriya vocabulary demands a knowledge of many a: tribal ies 
since the latter have greatly influenced the Oriya language. The speakers 
ins Kui are sprinkled over the districts of Sundargarh, Kalahandi, Ganjam | Puri. | 

The Saoras of Ganjam and Koraput districts are known by various 
names, In Telugu they are known as Savara and in Oriya by Saura, They 
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speak a language belonging to the Munda family. Sir George Grimson 

thinks that their language is greatly influenced by Telugu and is closely 

related to Kharia and Juang. The speakers of Kui are distributed over the 

districts of Balsore, Mayurbhanja, Sundargarh and Kalahandi. 

The Juangs and the Bhuyans inhabit the jungles of Keunjhar and 

Dhenkanal districts. The Juangs form the most important section of the 
tribal population of Keunjhar in the central belt of Orissa. They speak a 

language developed on the same lines as Mundari. 

The Kisans of the Sundargarh district are one of the least known tribes 
of Orissa who live side by side with Orangs and their language shows traces 
of affinity with that of the Orangs. But much scientific study is necessary 

before anything can precisely be said about it. 

To sum up the story of the tribal languages it may generally be said 
that though particular district regions are marked out for particular tribal 
people, there is a sprinkling of all types of tribesmen over the State of Orissa, 

These days education is being served to the tribal people in the medium of 
standard Oriya. To the extent it will succeed, Oriya language will be 
enriched and the tribal languages may ultimately be weakened into extinc- 
tion, may be though in far distant future. 

In the past, Oriya language has been mostly influenced by Sanskrit, 
Urdu, Arabic, Marathi and English so much so that the common man speaks 
a language unwittingly making use of a very mixed vocabulary. The future 

will provide ample interest to the linguists to come, when Hindi becomes the 
Lingua Franca of India and the tribal people are linguistically developed 

through a medium of standard Oriya. 

Now the distribution of languages and dialects in Orissa stands as 

follows : 

The standard Oriya language can be understood all over Orissa among 
the Oriya people, even in many cases partially understood by the tribal 
people. Major dialects of Oriya are spoken in Sambalpur in the West; 
Ganjam and Koraput in the South, Balsore in the North. Various unrecord- 
ed tribal Janguages are distributed all over Orissa particularly in the hills 
of the Garjats and the Agency areas of the districts. 



CONTAMINATION IN PALI 

By 

Mapuusupnan MAaLuiz, Santiniketan 

An interesting feature in the development of the Pali language from 
old Indo-Aryan in the formation of certain words is known as contamination. 
It is the fusion of two ideas or constructions when they rise up in the mind 

of the speaker simultaneously or follow so closely that the one gets mixed 
up with the other. 

As an MIA idiom P4li has followed the usual rules of phonetic changes 
and has turned and twisted words from OIA as it suited to its genius. In 
adapting it to its own, it has sometimes taken recourse to two or three 
sources for a single word and thus enabled us to discover contaminated words. 

Contamination has spread in all branches (phonology, morphology and 
syntax) of the Pali language, In morphology it is specially prominent. The 
Aorist, a distinct feature in the Vedas, has particularly provided a good 
ground for the formation of these sorts of words. Proper names are not 
immune from the sphere of its influence, cf, Aniruddha which is a conta- 
mination with the prefix ‘anu’. 

Thus ludda(iea), ‘hunter’ Mhvs. 28, from lubdha (ka) is due perhaps 
to contamination with ludda—‘cruel, horrible, diabolical’ Sn. 247 which is 
from OIA raudra; dovacassa—unruliness, bad’ M.I, 95—is a mixture of Skt. 
daurvecasya—‘evil speech’ and daurvratya—‘disobedience’, katasi, JI, 146, 
probably contamination of kata + siva (thika), ‘charnel-house’, cf. kata (7)— 
‘a corpse’, cemetry only in phrase katasin vaddheti; nigantha, Vin. 1. 233, 
B. Sk. nirgrantha (Divy. 143) ‘free from all ties’, nir ganthi, Pkt. niggantha- 
‘a member of the Jaina Order’, a form confused between nir and ni; addasa, 
Vin. 11. 192, Skt, adrksat, the doubling of the dental due to contamination 
with addakkhi (Skt. adraksgit)- upakkilittha — ‘defiled, soiled, impure’, 
Vism. 13 and upakkilesa —‘anything that spoils, impurity, deflement’ M. 1. 
36, are, as GrIGER says (vide Pali Language and Literature — p. 79), perhaps 
contamination of upakkittha (upaklista) and upakkesa (upaklesa) with 
upakilittha and upakilesa (with svarabhakti vowel); ossajjati— ‘gives up, lets go’ Sn. 270, a fusion of two roots »/ sraj — ‘gives up’ and 4/ sarj — ‘gives 
away’; vissajjati—gives away’ vi + sarj or sraj, the double ss after the 
analogy of nissajjati and wssajjati, cf, ossajjati for osajjati, the present vissajjati is not in use, the only forms of the simple verb system are the 
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following, ger. vissajja, usually written visajja in meanings ‘setting free’, grd. 
vissajjaniya, caus, vissajjeti; avassajati, J. TV. 425 ‘to let loose’, ava + srj, 
perhaps ud -—+ srj = Sk. utsrjati, although the usual Vedic form is avasrjati. 
The form ossajati puzzled the Buddhist Sanskrit writers in their Sanskritisa- 

tion, apotsrjati = apa- +- ut + sr) (Divy. 203); oggata, ‘gone down, sat’, 
Vin. IV. 55, pp. of avagacchati, spelling gg on account of contrast with uggata, 
of avagamana, E. Mutter (Pali Grammar, p. 43) unwarrantedly puts oggata = 

apagata; okkasati—‘takes away’ D. 11, 74, confusion of ut +. / kars and 
ava --\/ kargs; upepajjati ‘to get to, to be reborn into’ Sn. 584, may be 
upa + pad or a dialectic form of upajjati < ud — pad; upahacea — ‘reducing, 

cutting short’ J. V. 267, only in phrase upaparinibbindya — ‘coming to extinc- 
tion after reducing the time of rebirths or after having almost reached the 
destruction of life’, it may have a confusion with upahacca upajja uppajja as 
indicated by B. Sk. upapadya — paerinirvayin; unnada and unnala — ‘show- 
ing off, insolent’, M.I. 32. Buddhaghosa has ud-+nala but it is either a 

dissimilated form of ullala (n >1) ud — lal—‘to sport’ meaning sporting, 
wild etc, or still more likely with a dialectal form of wnnata, Pkt. wnnata, 
although the Pali commentator never thought of that, cf. with this the B.Sk. 

unnata in the same stock phrase uddhata unnata capala (M. Vastu 1, 305); 
Ophuta — ‘coveted’ (D.L 246) ava + unta (Sk. vrta vr, opp. apdvuta P. 
apdruta) and ava-+ phuta (sphuta < sphut) always in combination avuta 

nivuta ophuta; tdrayetum, Sn. 319 is a double construction, a contamination 
of tdrayitum and taéretum. 



THE UNPUBLISHED SONEPUR ORIYA INSCRIPTION OF THE TIME 

OF KING BHANUDEVA 

By 

K. B. TRIPATHI 

R. College, Cuttack 

The early Oriya inscriptions so far published from the western region 

of Orissa are very few in number. Apart from the Narsinghanath and 

Harishankar stone inscriptions! in Sambalpur and Balangir districts which 

have been assigned to the 15th century, no early Oriya inscription appears 

to have been discovered in Western part of Orissa. A medieval Oriya 

inscription from Sonepur of the time of Virskishoredeva has been published 

in BORS 1920 Vol. VL The history of the development of the Oriya 

language in this part of Orissa prior to the 15th century remains therefore 

obscure, as far as epigraphic evidence is concerned. In these circumstances, 

the discussion and publication of the text of an early Oriya inscription 

discovered in the town of Sonepur would be useful. 

This early Oriya inscription is engraved on the upper part of black 

chlorite stone slab, the lower part of which is buried in the ground in front 

of the Khameshwari temple in the town of Sonepur, district—Bolangir, B.C. 

Mazumpar? refers to the inscription and quotes a line from it as follows :— 

% ete TEN HVSt Aas Teas Teg. As we shall see Mazummar's reading quest 

(mundare) does not occur in the inscription. The word that occurs in its 

place is que (kapale), and again Mazummar omits several expressions 

in the sentence as we shall see just now. According to him the inscription 

belongs to the 12th century but he does not give any reason for his view. 

Pandit Binayak Misuma*? reproduces Mazumdar’s reading mentioned above 

and likewise assigns the record to the 12th Century. 

On 17-2-55 (when I and Sri B. Patt, M_A., B.L., B. Ep., as members 

of the Balangir Historical records survey committee visited Sonepur and 

examined the inscription) it was noticed that the stone slab containing the 

inscription was partly painted with vermilion, It was reported to us that 

it was an object of worship of the local people. We were further told by 

some local people that they had heard from old men that the inscription 

was discovered from a nearby field and was brought to the front of the 

1. See Indian Historical Quarterly, 1996 September and Gopabandhu Anniversary 

Number, Samaj 1954, p, 55. " 
2, History of Bengali language, Calcutta, 1927, p. 249, 
3. Odiyi Bhipira Itihdza, Cuttack, 1927, 
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Khameswari temple. B. C. Mazumpan* writing about Sonepur refers to one 

stone inscription of the Saka Year 1253 and he speaks* of a slab of stone 

bearing an inscription as being unearthed from a heap of old ruins. 

The stone slab containing the inscription stands about four feet from 

the ground and is about 2 feet from the ground. Though it stands com- 

pletely exposed to sun’s rays and rains, still it is remarkably well preserved. 

The inscription consists of 8 lines and the letters are deeply cut and distinct. 

The record is written in Proto-Oriya (or what BUHLER calls Proto-Bengali) 

which is the ancestor of the modern Oriya script. Each letter of the inscrip- 

tion measures 1% 4/5’. At the very outset the stone contains two figures 

which represent the top portion of Siva’s trident. 

Since the Narsinghnath and the Harisankar stone inscriptions are 

written in Oriya seript (with top curves in place of the horizontal strokes 

of Proto-Oriya and since the Siddheswar temple Oriya inscription® and the 

Poteswara temple Oriya inscription’ both written in Oriya script, are dated 

1294 av. and 1376 a.v. respectively, the Sonepur inscription judging from 

the point of view of palacography belongs to about the 13th century if not 

earlier, ie. anterior to both of them. 

The inscription belonging to the reign of a king called Vira Bhanu- 

deva, registers the gift of several gold coins, [Fanam- Skt. Panam (to a 

temple) ] for longivity of the same king. It is dated in the 16th year of Vira 

Bhanudeva, the weekday being a Saturday in the solar month Mina the tithi 

being the 2nd of the Dark fortnight, The details correspond to the 12th March 

of 1278 a.p. and the inscription belongs to the 16th year of the reign of the 

Bhanudeva I of the eastern Ganga dynasty. The year of the reigning king 

is however not absolutely free from doubt! 

Sonepur in the Sambalpur tract, 1911, Calcutta, p, 4 

P. 117 ibid, in Appendix I, entitled ‘The Stambhemvari. 
Epigraphia Indica, Vol. XXIX No, 13. 

JAHRS, Vol VI, p. 51 

The first three letters of the 2nd line express the year of the king. The sig- 

nificance of the first letter which looks like gs is difficult to make out. The 2nd and the 

Srd letters I read as ‘16’. If the 2nd letter would be a punctuation mark then the rd 

letter would read ‘é’, In this case the date would be March Slst 1268 an. 

In fact such a letter does not appear to belong to the Proto-Oriya or Nagari alpha- 

bet. The letter may stand for a particular numeral. In Btetens’ Paleographical plates, 

Plate or Table No, IX, Column XV contains a symbol resembling the symbol under dis- 

cussion, But Boutess’ symbol stands for the numeral figure 10, However as the symbol 

under discussion looks like Oriya ‘a’, I take it as ‘a’ the firet letter of the Oriya alphabet. 

In the context it may be taken to stand for ‘anka’ which word sometimes occurs between 

the word Sambat or Samasta and the numeral indicating the Anka eg. compare 

Nave ett as Kapileswara Deva Maharajarikara bijaya rajye samasta 4 Anika Sratei 

Dhanu Amabai Sauribaze’. In the inscription under discussion the proto-Oriya ‘a’ also 

occurs——a’ in line 4, 

got ge gn 
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This inscription closes with two circular marks which stand for the 
usual danda sign indicating Virima.? The word ‘ina’ occurring in line 5 
and 8 is dialectical and means ‘here’. The basic term of the expression is 
‘i’ (this) ‘na’ being the sufix. The word is still used in Balangir district. 

The word Padisa may be corrupted from Skt. parisad meaning a councillor 

and is still used as a surname or title in Sambalpur. The word ‘Padira’ 
standing for Padiraya appears to be a corruption of the Skt. term ‘Prati- 
raya’. The adjective ‘edaviya' qualifying ‘Pana’ seems to refer to a parti- 
cular type of ‘Pana’. 

It may be noted that a number of Ganga fanams were discovered in 
Sonepur and afterwards brought to the State Museum of Orissa’! This is 
the only inscription of an Imperial Ganga king of Orissa which has appeared 
in Western Orissa and though it is one of the earliest of Oriya documents 
discovered so far, the language differs little from modern Oriya apart from 
the verb ‘haraui’ where the MIA. (Middle-Indo-Aryan) causative suffix 
‘apa’ > Ava is visible in the form of 4u. 

I am indebted to Sri B. Pati, M.A. B.L., for helping me to read the 
text on the spot and to Sri J. Monaparaa, the Head Clerk of Rajendra Col- 
lege, Balangir, for preparing the impressions, 

Text! af 
the Sonepur Oriya inscription of the time of king Bhanudeva. 

Svasti Sri-Vira*-Bhanudevasya pravadhyamana-vijae-raje? samvata 
16 srahi Mina-krsna 2 Saurivare! Sunapura-kataka- 
Pachimadesa*-Adhikari® Samanta Padiray = Isra-Padisankara? 
adhikare Sri-Virabhanudeva-rajankara di- 
usva-kamathe® Sri-Vaidyanathadevanka ina Edavi- 
aR -panamu vara data 12 eha je harai haraui 
tahara kapale Siva-tala Brahma-tala! Rudra-tila ti- 
ni tala padai tahdra kapala ina ho vasa!’ hoi! 

1, From impressions as well as from reading on th t at 
17 lbine 48a 1955. 2. Text- Vira. 3, For Stememitbastanavllsce sein «Awe "ae = 
vare  (atitare) 9. For Pascimadesa, 6, For Adhikari, 7, For Pratiraja-Isvors-Padi- 

ext—Vrahma-tala; 
v-symbol is used in Oriya but it stands for the b-sound, saa i ll, Text stand vasa. 12, The inscription closes with two circular signs one above the other indicating 

SSP Pye hh 

%. SLI, V. No, 1152. 

10. See Hobson Jobson, p. 265, 
Ii, See under Kalachuri coins from . Sonepur by; fey | Wels 3, Bo. 4, por 36-00. nepur by B. B, Nas, O.H.RJ., April 1952 
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Translation 

Hail! On Saturday, the 2nd of the Dark fortnight of the month of 
Mina in Samvat year 16? during the prosperous and victorious reign of 

Sri Vira Bhanudeva, during the tenure of office of isvara Padisa, the lord 
and Viceroy ruling in the Western territory with Sonpur as its capital, to 

Sri Vaidyandthadeva has been made here a gift of twelve Edaviya Fanams 

for the sake of the long life of king Vira Bhanudeva. He who takes these 

away or causes to take these away, on his forehead fall the three bolts nomely 

Siva’s bolt, Brahma’s bolt and Rudra’s bolt; his forehead becomes subdued 

(or ruined). 

: Vaidyanathadeva of line 5 of the document may be identified with 

the deity of the same name enshrined on the bank of the river Tel, about 

5 miles distant from the town of Sonepur. 



AN ETYMOLOGY OF TOYA 

By 

Nilmadhav Sen, Deccan College, Poona 

The Sanskrit word toya, meaning ‘water’ is attested for the first time 

in the Nighantu (1.12) where it has been included in the list of udaka- 
mimint. It has never been used in the early Vedic literature, and its use is 

much restricted even in Classical Sanskrit literature. It has no cognate 

form in other I-E languages, it cannot be derived from any Indo-Aryan root 
and so in all probability it seems to be a loan-word in Sanskrit. 

Now, we find that the word for ‘water’ in modern Bodo language is 
dai and in the Tipraé language (a sister language of Bodo) it is tai or tui. 

These modern words are to be derived from a common proto-Bodo word 
like “tay or *tuy which might have been borrowed into Sanskrit as toya. 
The words for ‘river’ in the Bodo and Tipra languages are dai-ma and Tai-ma 

respectively, and it is significant that in the Visnu-purana (ii,4,28) Toya is 
the name of a river in Sdélmala-dvipa. This also corroborates our contention 
that toya is a loan-word in Sanskrit from the Bodo-Tipra branch of the 
Tibeto-Burman family of languages. 



TAMIL LETTERS AND SOUNDS OF THE SEVENTEENTH CENTURY 

By 

TP. Meewaksm SunDARAN, Presidency College, Madras 

In tracing the history of Tamil, the studies of the foreigners of this 

language form an important source. For one thing, the pronunciation of 

Tamil words as heard by them, naturally according to the phonemic peculiari- 

ties of their respective languages, is an important piece of information from 

which one can arrive at the phonetic value of the Tamil letters in their course 

of History, For another, the foreigners were familiar more with the collo- 

quial language, for a study of which we have not many other sources of 

knowledge. 

The Westerners brought with them the printing press to India and the 

first Tamil types were produced by Joanes GONSALVES in 1577. The first 

grammar of Tamil language by a foreigner, now available is that of Bang, 

a Dutch Missionary; but, he himself refers to previous studies on the subject, 

especially that of the Jesuit Father CASPARD'AQUILAR, which unfortunately 

are all lost to us. A translation of this seventeenth Century Dutch Gram- 

mar was given in the Bulletin of the Deccan College by Mr. J, A. B. Van 

Burrexex with a note on the phonetic and other peculiarities by Mr, P. C. 

GANESHSUNDARAM. 

During my stay at Poona in connection with the Summer School of 

Linguistics, thanks to Mr. GANESHSUNDARAM and Mr. C. R. Sankaran, I 

had occasion to look at the original and get a photographic copy of this part 

of the bigger work by Baupe through the courtesy of the Deccan College 

Historical Museum. Important as the above mentioned paper is, a more 

detailed study of this grammar is necessary for arriving at reasonable con- 

clusions on the state of the Tamil language in the 17th century. Unfortunately, 

in the Bulletin, the original is not given, especially those portions where we 

have the Tamil transcriptions. These transcriptions are important from two 

points of view—first, from the point of view of Paleography and second, from 

the point of view of finding out the sound values of the Tamil letters as given 

by Batpe. This will lead one to the study of grammar from the paleographic 

point of view, from the phonetic point of view and from the morphological 

point of view. In this essay the paleographic or orthographic point 

of view can only be studied with a necessary note on the sound value 

of the letters, reserving for a future occasion the other two studies, 
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The Tamil letter representing the sound, the short ‘a’, is not in Baupe’s 
times, having as in modern writing an elongated loop under, and in continua- 
tion of, the curve at the top; the modern loop is represented there only as a 
horizontal line. ‘i’ is represented like the English 3 with the lowest curve 
rising up to the left and to the top. In the long ‘u’ the mark which dif- 
ferentiates it from the short ‘u’ starts at the right hand end of the horizontal 
line and is written as though by the side of the short ‘u’, whereas in modern 
writing it is placed above and within the limits of the horizontal line, The 
short ‘e’ and the long ‘e’: and similarly the long and the short ‘o’s are not 
differentiated as in modern times or as in older times when a dot was to be 
placed on the top of the shorter letter. Nor are there any dots on the pure 
consonants to differentiate them from Syllabie consonants those occurring 
as a syllable in combination with a following vowel. These dots seem to 
have disappeared from the writing system soon after the 10th century A.D., 
to come back slowly in the 19th century. The ‘aytham’ represented now by 
three dots arranged as it were in a triangle is found written in the 17th cen- 
tury just like the longer Tamil syllabic letter ‘ku’. 

Coming to the consonants, in ‘k’ the loop on the lower right hand side 
is not found to join, as in modern writing, the vertical line coming from the 
top from the middle of the horizontal line. The lower line in ‘n’ is not as 
in modern writing produced straight to the left even beyond the vertical line; 
it stops as a curve or as a semi circle, the bottom part of this curve going no 
further to the left than the top part. In ‘r’ there is no line starting from the 
right vertical line and going to the left making an obtuse angle, as in modern 
print. In ‘l’ the starting loop of the left, seems to be, a little lower from the 
other portions of the letter. ‘y’ is like the modern letter but the horizontal 
line is produced to the left almost as in ‘a’, the only difference being the ver- 
tical line here is not produced downwards as in ‘a’. It is difficult to distin- 
guish the short ‘a’ and ‘vu’, the long ‘a’: and the long ‘yu’. In z (as in azure or 
‘r’ in farm) the lowest portion which is in the form of a horizontal line is 
very much shorter than what it is today, The lowest portion seems to be 
more like the lower line of Tamil dental ‘t’. The hard trilled letter ‘r’ is 
written like the English 9 or inverted 6. 

Coming to the syllabic letters, the marks of the short ‘i’ and long ‘4’ 
begin not from the right hand end of the topmost vertical line but from the 
middle of it, The sign of the shorter ‘i’ goes up a little, then makes a little 
curve, only to flatten up into a straight line to be parallel with the vertical 
line but never going beyond the limits of the lower vertical line. The mark 
of the longer ‘i’ is differentiated from this by its ending in a small loop at its 
right, almost touching the vertical line. Here also the marks denoting the 
short ‘e’ and the long ‘e:’ are not differentiated; nor are the marks for the 
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TAMIL LETTERS AND SOUNDS . 53 

'g’ and the long ‘o:’. The marks of short ‘u’ and the long ‘u:’ coming 

th the palatal nasal ‘n', cerebral nasal ‘n’, dental plosive ‘t’, dental nasal 

n’, lateral ‘I’, alveolar nasal ‘n’ and trilled ‘r' do not form an elongated loop, 

below the consonants as they do in modern writing. This seems to be on a 

part with the absence of the loop in ‘a’. In all these cases, the mark for the 

longer sound is written separately on the right—a mark which is almost 

identical with the ordinary Tamil 'r’. This sign occurs also in the syllabic 

letters of consonants occurring with the longer ‘e’ and ‘o’. The sign for the 

longer ‘a’ is also the same, In the trilled ‘r’ the sign of the longer ‘a’ is a 

kind of a comma, placed on the left hand top. If the sign for ‘i’ turns to the 

right, this turns to the left. This sign occurs in the trilled ‘r’ when also in 

combination with ‘o’. In those letters whose right side ends in a vertical line 

going up, as in ‘p’, ‘y’, ‘v’ the curved sign representing the added ‘i’ starts 

straight from the top of the vertical line, but the vertical line teases to be 

straight and is found slightly to be slanting to the left; the loop in the longer 

4’ comes very much near the middle of this slanting line, The sign for the 

longer ‘u:’ added to ‘m’ is very much like that which is added to %’ (as in 

azure). The short ‘u’ and the long ‘u:’ added to ‘2’ is differentiated from this, 

by the curve underneath never reaching beyond the lower horizontal line 

and never going up to reach almost the top of the left vertical line. The 

short ‘u’ added on to ‘z’ has no loop at the end of its curve, whereas the 

longer ‘u’ has it. The same remarks may be made about the longer and 

shorter ‘u’ added to the cerebral ‘I’. When long ‘a:’ is added to the cerebral 

‘n’ we usually write ‘t’ today with a curve beginning at the end of the verti- 

eal line and turning to the left, instead of placing a mark like the ordinary 

*’ on the right, The same thing occurs in the syllabic letter when this con- 

sonant makes a combination with ‘o’ following it. Today the longer ‘a:’ 

added on to the cerebral ‘n', the alveolar ‘n’, and the trilled ‘r’, are all 

written this way. In the "Tamil alphabet given by Bauer the ‘o’ added on 

to the cerebral ‘n’ alone is not written this way but is followed by a sign 

like the ordinary ‘r’ as in the case of other letters. This may be a mistake; 

or it may be that both kinds of writing were in vogue in his time. It will 

be seen from the description given above that it is very difficult to distin- 

guish velar nasal ‘nu’ ‘vu' and trilled ‘ru’. The ‘rau’ is also found wronsly 

written and is evidently a mistake. 

On four pages as given in the photographic copies herewith attached, 

the vowels, the consonants and syllabic letters, (that is, comsomants with 

vowels following them) are transcribed and described with their Dutch 

values, Mr, Burresen calls this “a remarkable piece of calligraphy". This 

survey of the Tamil alphabet begins with this short note which runs in 

Mr. Burreven’s translation thus:—"“The Malabars are accustomed to write on 

the leaves of the old palmyra with iron styles. They have had their charac- 
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ers from of old. Their letters are distinguished: 1, Some are called short or 

running (Loopende); 2. Others long; 3. Some vowels which they call letters 
of life because they give soul and life to the consonants; 4. Some consonants 
or letters of body, of which the vowels are the life; 5, Some they call mixed 

letters, which we call diphthongs, composed of two vowels; 6, Some are 
called letters used only at the beginning of a word; 7. Some in the middle; 

8. Some at the end.” The quantity is explained by Baupe with the words 
short and long, and is also differentiated by the accent placed on the 
signs of long sounds. The short sound is known as ‘Kuril’ in Tamil, the 
long sound is ‘netil’, The vowels are called ‘Uyir’—life or soul, The con- 

sonants are called ‘Mey’—body. “Tamil grammarians designate vowels by 
a beautiful metaphor, as ‘Uyir’ or the life of a word; consonants as mey, 

or the body; and the junction of a vowel and consonant as ‘uyir mey’, or 

an animated body” (CaALnweLt, p. 132). The diphthongs are “Santhiak- 

Karam’, the Tamilised form of Sanskrit term ‘Sandhyakshara’. The reference 
to letters occurring only at the beginning or at the middle or at the end of 
words describe as it were, the Tamil phonetic system. 

Here we also get a clear idea about the method, these letters were 

pronounced, by the students of these days whilst naming the individual letters 

of the Tamil alphabet. The short vowels get ‘na’ added after their sounds: 

(i.e.) ‘ana’ in ‘a’, etc., long vowels and diphthongs get ‘ana’ coming after 
their sound for the purpose of enabling the students to recite (Ex. avana) 
these sounds in a sing song tone, In between the vowel sound and this 
enunciative increment, ‘v’ comes in to prevent hiatus after ‘a:’ ‘u:’ ‘o’ and 

‘au’. It is curious that the long ‘i:’ is represented by ‘y’ with a long accent 
on ‘y’. Probably the ‘i’ had been omitted by mistake and the accent trans- 
ferred to ‘y’. It may also be that the long ‘i’ was pronounced more like 
‘y’ as is even now done in some cases in the colloquial speech. The true 
explanation may be that the Dutch ‘y’ approximates to this ‘i’ sound in 
Tamil. 

In reciting or naming the consonants an ‘i’ is added as a prothetic 
vowel, except in the case of ‘vy’ and ‘m’ where we find them written as 
‘uvana’, and ‘umana’—that is with a prothetic labial vowel ‘u’, probably 
because the consonants which they precede are bi-labial and labio-dental, 
When the consonants are followed by vowels, no such prothetic vowel is 

added; but the syllable is followed by the usual enunciative increment added 
as a rule to the respective vowels. 

This gives us a picture of the way the young children were taught 
the alphabet in that age. Till very late in our Twentieth century, this method 
was continued in the old Pial Schools of Tamil land, till they are replaced 
by modern Elemenatry schools, On page 193 of Banpe’s book there is a 
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picture of the children writing on the sand. We also see scrolls of palmyra 
leaves or Olai on which the letters were to be written as we now do on 
paper. ‘a’, ‘i’, ‘u’, ‘e’, ‘o' are the vowels; each has two forms one short and 
the other long which are all clearly marked and distinguished. Every long 
vowel immediately follows its shorter counter-part. In between ‘e’ and ‘o’ 
occurs the diphthong ‘ai’ which is given the value ‘ay’ with an accent on 

the first sound, After ‘o:' occurs the diphthong ‘au’. The ‘ai’ when follow- 
ing the consonant is represented by ‘oi’ but its pronunciation is given as 
‘oei”. ‘ei’ is the pronunciation as given by Dr, Catpwaun, who, however, 
does not mention the other pronunciation while BALE mentions both. Thus 
we get the Twelve Vowel sounds of Tamil 

The thirteenth letter in the Tamil alphabet goes by the name of 

‘aytam’ whose pronunciation has been changing from time to time. The value 
is given by as ‘aq’ by Baupe and in the alphabet it is named or recited 

seperately as ‘aquana’. This will be seen later on, to suggest a palatalised 

velar fricative sound, 

The consonant ‘k’ is represented by a ‘c’. When ‘k’, is followed by 

‘i’ it is represented as ‘qui’; when it is followed by ‘e’ it is represented as 

‘que’. ‘q' thus represents the palatalisation of this consonant ‘k’. When the 
consonant ‘k’ is named as ‘iquana’ we also find this palatalisation being due 
to the influence of prothetic vowel. 

The palatal consonant like the one which occurs in ‘church’ is repre- 
sented as ‘ch’. The dental plosive is represented by ‘t’, and the bi-labial 
plosive by ‘p’. The cerebral plosive is represented with an ‘r’ with two dots 
on the top, This cerebral ‘t’ is a letter which causes confusion to the students 
of Latin as pointed out by Beschi, since there is only a dental ‘t’ in their 
language and since they do not have the alveolar ‘t’ as found in English. 
Probably they heard this sound as a flap coming very much near the ‘r’. 
It is this which is responsible for an ‘r' coming in the place of cerebral ‘t’ 
in the westernised names like Tuticurin and Tranquebar. The other plosive 
was originally an alveolar in Tamil. This has come to be pronounced as a 
trilled ‘r’ which can be represented by two ‘r's; Bane gives its value exactly 

like this as ‘rr’, 

Coming to the nasals, the dental nasal is represented as ‘n’, the labial 

nasal as‘m’, Difficulty arises with reference to the velar, palatal, cerebral and 
alveolar nasals, The alveolar nasal is not differentiated from the dental; 

probably they were not then differentiated from each other even as they 

are not, in modern pronunciation. Both are now pronounced as alveolars 

except when the dental nasal is followed by the dental plosive, in which 

case it is pronounced as a dental. The velar nasal is given the value ‘ngn’, 
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The final ‘n’ here is curious but probably is an attempt at representing un- 
conscious nasalisation of the vowel following this velar nasal. The palatal 
nasal and the cerebral nasal are given the values respectively ‘nh’ and ‘hn’; 
that is, the palatal, is represented by ‘n’ followed by an ‘h’ and the cerebral 
is represented by an ‘n' preceded by an ‘h’. If ‘c' in Baupe's system repre- 
sents ‘k’ the palatal plosive represented as ‘ch’ is then the velar as followed 
by an ‘h’. The ‘h’ is probably the writers’ method of representing the palatal 
sound found in ‘ach’. It is curious to learn that the Tamilians of the age of 
Nannul pronounced their ‘aytams’ as a kind of an ‘h' or breath or fricative 
in the cerebral region or more correctly in the palato-alyeolar region. When 
the palatal nasal is represented as ‘nh’ it probably means that a nasal sound 
has to be produced in the palatal region, The cerebral nasal represented 
as ‘hn’ probably points out that the tongue was placed in the palatal alveolar 
region (which is near the cerebral region) and a nasal pronounced from 
the place. 

Coming to the semi-vowels ‘y’ represents ‘y’, ‘r' represents ‘r’, ‘I’ repre- 
sents lateral dental ‘I’, ‘v’ represents ‘v’. The cerebral ‘I’ is not differentiated 
from the dental ‘I’. Nor is the ‘z’ (azure) differentiated from both. This 
letter is often confused with the cerebral ‘!’ in the South districts, a confusion 
which is found in Baoe's transcription as well, The order of the consonants 
in Tamil alphabet is as in the transcription by Bape ‘c’, ‘ngn’, ‘ch’, ‘nh’, ‘FP’, 
‘hr’, t, ‘n’, ‘p’, 'y’, ‘rv, T; (dental) ‘y’ (cerebral) , (z) as in (azure or like 

‘Tr’ in farm); T (cerebral), ‘rr’ (alveolar), ‘n’. 

When Bator gives the pure consonants, he gives the trilled ‘r’ which 
he represents by ‘rr’ after ‘y’ instead of the ordinary ‘r'. This mistake makes 
him mention the ordinary ‘r’ just before the final alveolar ‘n’ instead of the 
‘tr. This is due to the confusion in the pronunciation of these two sounds 
which were not probably very much distinguished in hurried pronunciation. 
Here Bape seems to distinguish the cerebral ‘I’ from the dental ‘I’ by placing 
a horizontal line across the ‘l’ in its middle portion. The Z which also he 
represents by T’ is differentiated from his other ‘I's by three dots placed 
parallel on the top of the slanting line. When he gives the syllabic letters 
(i¢.) each of the consonants occurring with the twelve vowels, he gives the 
order as found in Tamil alphabet without committing those mistakes which 
we find in his enumeration of the pure consonants, But here also there is 
one mistake that is the ‘m’ series instead of being given immediately after 
the ‘p' series is given at the very end that is after the alveolar ‘n’ series, 

In Modern Tamil Infant Readers, certain Sanskrit sounds are found 
represented by Grantha characters, and these are learnt by the children. 
These are absent in Batnz's book though in the transeription of Tamil pass- 
ages there is room for suspecting the -use of ‘sh’ and ‘ksh’ probably in the 
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words ‘tosham’ and ‘moksham’. In any case this absence is significant as 

showing the rarity of these Sanskrit sounds occurring in the colloquial Tamil 

language of the Seventeenth Century. 

These letters are the phonemes of the Tamil language and some of 

them change their phonetic value when coming in the middle of a word. 

Again some of these phonemes had probably a tendency to fall together. 

There are evidences in the transcription given by Batpg and they have to be 

reserved for a more detailed study. 

Baupe’s book was printed in 1672. He refers to one Francois whose 

mother tongue was Malabar and who was his interpreter. Bator arrived 

in India in 1654 and stayed till 1664, The transcribed passages seem to follow 

the literary usage. Therefore, they may be taken to represent an earlier 

language. The transcriptions also show the influence of the Roman Catholic 

Portuguese whom Bator did not want to offend. If so, these passages may 

be traced to a Tamil version used by the Portuguese long before BaLpe, 

These considerations will induce one to conclude that the language we study 

in Bawe’s writing is that of the closing years of 16th century. 

The Malabaric is the general name of the Tamil language in the writ- 
ings of the Portuguese and the Dutch of the 16th and 17 centuries. “In the 

first book ever printed in Tamil characters at Ambalakkadu on the Malabar 
Coast in 1577 or 1579, the language of the book is styled Malavar or Tamil” 

—(Dr. Catpwett). This explains the use of the name Malabarie for the 
Tamil in Bator, 

The Tamil paleography has been studied only with the help of the 

inscriptions and copper plates. The cursory writing found in manuscripts 

will naturally differ from these; yet those have not been studied till now. 

No manuscript as old as that of Baupe’s book has been known, though it is 

suspected that there are manuscripts of an earlier age in Tibet. In this 

study, therefore, Baupr’s book which gives a manuscript transcription, is 

important. 

The Tamil letters as found in the inscriptions of the 16th century are 

found listed on pages 56 and 57 in a book called Pandai-t-Tamil Ezuttukkal by 

my friend T. N. Susnamanryam in the row No, XVI (Based on 260 of 1930 

Madras Epigraphic Report,. The Srirangam Inscriptions of Acyutadevraya 

of the 1534 av. In this article the modern forms of Tamil letters have been 

often referred to. Any modern Tamil infant reader will give this information 

for comparison. This book also gives the forms on pages 54 and 55). The 

letters found there are very much similar to those given by Bape. In ‘7’ 

_the curve which goes to the left and to the top is found in the inscription to 
curve thereafter from the top to the right and then to turn downwards so as 

§ 
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to be parallel to the top portion of that letter, In the 3-like formation here 
in the centre on the right a kind of angle or dent is formed. In ‘nh’, 
the vertical line on the right, ends in a loop before curling up to the right a 
little and turning down to curl up to the left. In the dental ‘n’, the lower 

horizontal line goes beyond the centre, towards the left very much like the 
lower horizontal line as found in Baupe's dental ‘t’, Batpe's dental ‘n’ seems to 

be more like the 14th century letter. In ‘v’ the horizontal line starts like a 
curve from left to right. In ‘Z’ the lower horizontal line is not horizontal. 
It starts just at the centre of the upper horizontal line in continuation of the 
upper curve; it goes a little to the right and then turns making an angle, to 

the left. The trilled ‘r’ is more like a blurred modern letter for that sound 
rather than the inverted 6 form as found in Bape. In the syllabic letter 

‘ku’ the sign for ‘u’ starts at the right hand end of the letter ‘k’ as a curve 
Boing straight to the right a little and then curving down to the left, whereas 
in Batpe the end of the letter ‘k’ itself makes a continuous curve without 
first going to the right a little. The other letters are as found in Baune. 



PHYSICAL ANALOGIES OF LINGUISTIC STRUCTURE * 

By 

W. Meven-Errier **, Bonn 

[Tronslator’s note: This paper is published here, firstly, to introduce Indian 
scholars to the recent mathematical trends in Linguistics; secondly, to intro- 
duce them to the fundamental idea that a large part of our knowledge, put 

in a mathematical form, is essentially similar im structure in the different 
fields of intellectual enquiry (physies and other natural sciences as well as 
linguistics); lastly, for the reason that, although several scientific papers on 
particular problems in linguistics using the methods of statistics and pro- 
bability theory have appeared in English (many of which are cited in this 
article itself), the present author elone describes in a condensed and clear 
manner the different types of problems in linguistics for which mathematical 
techniques have been and can be applied; he polnts out the tool-value and 
limitations of these techniques and brings into relief the structural similarity 
of a large part of our knowledge, when put in a mathematical form——Tr.***] 

Structural Linguistics is making use, in increasing proportions, of 
mathematical (“distributional”) ways of description. That it shows the 
tendency of becoming a mathematical science,’ does not appear to be sur- 
prising, when the inner ordering of all linguistic phenomena is taken into 

[* This paper is an English translation (by P. C. Gawesesunparam) of an article 
in German entitled “Physikalische Analogien Linguistischer Strukturen” which appeared 
in the Physikalische Blatter, 11 (1955), Heft 10, pp. 445-452, and is published here with 
the kind permission of the author and the publishers of the original German article.—Tr.] 

[** Director of the Institut fiir Phonetik und Kommunikationsforschung der Uni- 

versitat Bonn and Co-Editor of the Nachrichtentechnische Zeitechrift—Tr.] 
[*** In a letter to the present translator the author of this article says, “Selbstver- 

stindlich bin ich gerne damit einverstanden, dass Sie die englische Version meines Auf- 

satzes iiber “Physikalische Analogien linguistischer Strukturen’ im Dr. Taraporewalla 
Memorial Volume von Indian Linguistics veroffentlichen.” (“Of course, I am quite in 
agreement that the English version of my article on ‘Physikalische Analogien linguistischer 
Strukturen’ be published in Dr, Taraporewalla Memorial Volume of Indian Linguistics”). 

As a humble homage to the memory of the Iste Dr, I. J. S. TARAFOREWALLA, one of 
the great pioneers in the field of Comparative philology of an early generation, this 
English translation of Dr, Mrver-Erpier's article in German is offered now, being 

representative of an interesting development in what may be called modern mathematical 
linguistics. It may be remembered that the paper points, through mathematical thinking, 
towards the unification of different levels of experience (vide Translator's note)— 
C. KR. Sanwmanan.]. 

1. M. Joos, J, Acoust, Soc, Amer,, 22 (1950) 701. Z. 5S. Hamers, Distributional 
Structure in Linguistics Today, New York, 1954. 
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account. Since the methods taken, by preference, from statistics and 
probability theory for the discovery of these relationships? of order, in the 
case of almost all linguistic phenomena so far investigated, find a related 
mathematical formalism in the field of theoretical physics, it was natural 
to take over physical nomenclature to the characteristics of linguistic struc- 
ture, without aiming at more than a purely heuristic analogy consideration. 
For the physicist it may not be without attraction to become acquainted 

with the taking over of concepts familiar to him to a field outside that of 

the natural sciences? 

The knowledge that speech-phenomena allow themselves to be deve- 
loped as a stochastic process, as a discontinuous manifold of sign-carrying 

elements (“constituents”), which can be isolated by linguistic analysis,* 
forms the starting point of every mathematical-linguistic investigation. All 
continuous phenomena are left over to extra-linguistic disciplines. 

Linguistic analysis utilizes a series of concepts belonging to the 

natural sciences. For example, in the [C-analysis (“Immediate Constituent 

Analysis”) of R. S, Wetts* a given text, through “focal” dichotomy, is com- 
posed of dispensable and indispensable elements; the dispensable elements 
are called “satellites” and the indispensable elements “nuclei”. In the 

choice of these concepts, the idea that there exists “a kind of gravitational 
pull” among the constituents of a text played its réle throughout, One finds 
preferential “affinities”, which determine for every element a concomitant 
partner. 

The constituents functioning as nuclei or satellites can belong to 

several orders within the linguistic-semiotic hierarchy, J. Lotz distinguishes 
among the following stages:? minimal sign, morpheme, word, phrase, clause 
and sentence. It is to be noted that neither the sownd nor the syllable 

appears in this statement. Both of these are not linguistic elements in the 
real sense, although they can be profitably used in individual cases, Thus, 
for example, there is no great difficulty in giving the number of syllables 

2, P, Gumavp, Bibliographie Critique de la Statistique Linguistique, Utrecht/An- 
vers, 1934. 

3, L. Broosmmio, the inaugurator of a mechanistic ‘anti-mentalistic’ linguistics 
even asserted that every truly scientific development must make use of physical termi- 
nology (Language, 12 (1936) 92). 

4. B, Booce and G. L, Trace, Outline of Linguistic Analysis, Baltimore, 12. 
L, Hretmsiey, Omicring sprogteoriens grundlaeggelse, Copenhagen, 1943 (English version: 
Prolegomena to a Theory of Language, Baltimore, 1953); also Stud, Linguist, 1 (1948) 69. 
Z. S. Hanns, Methods in Structural Linguistics, Chicago, 1951. 

5. RS. Watts, Language, 23 (1947) §1; cf. also E, Havaes, Language, 27 (1951) 211, 
6. RK. 5S, Prrruan, Longuage, 24 (1948) 287. 

7. J, Lorz, J. Acoust, Soc, Amer., 22 (1950) 712, 
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corresponding to a morpheme or a word, while a mutual demarcation of 
syllables, devoid of arbitrariness, can be impossible. Similar difficulties are 
found in the case of sounds, In their place appears, as the smallest 
demarcable and distinctive unit, the phoneme and the smallest meaningful 
unit consisting of phonemes is precisely the morpheme (e.g., the word-stem, 
a prefix or a suffix, etc.). M. Joos characterises the morpheme as “meaning- 
ful molecules” which are built out of “invariant atoms".® 

Counting out letters and groups of letters (digrams, trigrams, etc.) in 
a text, is not, in general, the appropriate means towards the description of 

linguistic phenomena. On the other hand, such a numerical estimation of 
letters renders good service in the case of cryptographic problems (that is, 
in the case of encoding and decoding of messages). 

There are, however, a few cases, where the orthography of a language 
comes so near a phonemic transcription that the counting of letters can be 
of linguistic value; such languages are, for example, the Finnish, Czech and 

Turkish, but not, however, German, English, French or modern Greek. 

The molecular conception of Joos can be further refined by com- 
paring’ the text-elements with gas, liquid or crystal molecules, In so doing 
one can obtain a more fitting analogy with one of these aggragate conditions 
than with another of them, in accordance with the properties in which 

one is interested. For the description of a set of signs, interpreted in this 
way, the methods of statistical thermo-dynamics can be adopted. 

The Entropy of Information 

Let the text consist of not too small a complexity of linguistic signs 

which are taken from a finite set of elements (e.g., the phoneme inventory 
of a national language). Let the number of distinct elements in this set 
be K, and the probability of their occurrence in the text pi, ps,...... P, 

An important structural characteristic is arrived at, when the deviation of 
the law of distribution of p, from the statistical normal distribution is 
determined, by calculating the quantity 

K 
H, = — =p ld p. ¥ (1) 

1i=2 

8 See footnote 1. 
9. W. Fuces, Stud. Gen., 6 (1953) 506, 

10. “Id” stands for “logarithm to the base 2”, 
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H, is called the “first order entropy of information”. Its fraction, 

K 

—- 2, plip 
i=l —— See 2 

hy Id K (2) 

the “relative entropy of information”, obtained on dividing it by the highest 

value of ld K, which appears in the statistical normal distribution, gives an 
indication as to how uniformly the set of signs is employed. 

By means of equations (1) and (2) can be described not only texts 
by individual authors but even entire linguistic communities. An entropy 

of information, however, cannot be defined in simple terms either for a 

given text or for an idiolect™ or a language. One has to ascertain first of 

all what types of signs (within the semiotic hierarchy) and what characteris- 

tics the investigation is to include. 

Historical Observations 

The idea of studying the higher states of linguistic organisation by 

means of statistical methods has its origin in the beginning of this century, 

particularly among the psychologists.“ 

Although these earlier investigations employed only modest mathe- 
matical techniques (essentially the calculation of the arithmetical mean and 
the deviations of the individual sign distributions, which were counted out, 
was employed), they were already showing quite interesting results,* which, 

however, in the following years had almost gone into oblivion. Only about 

11. An idiolect according ta B, Buocn (Language, 24 (1948) 7) is the “totality of 
the possible utterances of one speaker st one time in using a language to interact with 

one other speaker.” 
12. EK. Manse, Uber den Rhythmus der Prosa, Giessen, 1904. H. Unsser, Uber den 

Rhythmus der deutschen Prosa, Diss, Freiburg, 1906. A. Lirsxy, Arch. Psychol, 4 (1907). 

P, Eutimann, 2. Psychol., 54 (1954) 290. 
G. Hesnan, Naturwiss., 41 (1954) 293, further refers to a “Statistischen Versuch 

fiber die Formen des lateinischen Hexameters” by W. M. Deoutscn, Ber, Verh, Kgl, Sacha. 
Ges. Wiss., Leipzig, Phil.-Hist. Kl, 18 (1866) 75. 

13. For example, in the works of Gorm: and Scriten the mean number of sylla- 
bles per word lies between 15 and 1.6 in the colloquial language (prose-dramas and 
letters) as against its value between 1.8 and 19 in the case of the literary language 
(letters of good style, narratives and scientific treatises). The reason for this is to bea 
sought in the fact that in the colloquial language the monosyllables (that is, the mono- 
syllabic words) are strongly favoured, 
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30 years later the study of linguistic-statistical questions was again begun 
afresh, now from the more competent statistical quarters.!4 

These investigations, however interesting they were individually, 
nevertheless remained very scanty from the linguistic point of view. In 
a moment, as it were, the situation changed when C. E, SHannow put for- 
ward his mathematical theory of communication. Later he himself 
studied" the problems relating to the information entropy of printed English 
texts, and information theory analysis was at once shown to be a workable 
tool for linguistic investigations.” 

Also, the properties connected with the entropy of the letters of the 
alphabet and of groups of letters, which are so important in communications 
engineering and cryptanalysis, have been worked out and published in part.1® 

The earlier statistical investigations of G. K. Zirr,!® carried out from 
very general view-points, could now be evaluated and brought in line with 
the higher mathematical stand-points.™ 

The Temperature of Information 

B. MANDELBROT starts with the entropy of information. He considers 
it as 4 measure of value which he places higher, the greater the ‘diversity’ 
of the text. Thus, for example, a text consisting of 1009 elements (say, 
words), of which 9 occur with a relative probability of 0.1 and the remaining 
1000 with a probability of 0.0001, is of less value than a text in which all 
the units are equally probable. If the elements of a text are ordered in 
accordance with the probability of their occurrence, that is, in accordance 
with their statistical rank, then, between the rank r and the corresponding 

14. G, U. Youte, Biometrika, 50 (1939) 363; The Statistical Study of Literary Voca- 
bulary, London, 1944. W. C. Wanz, Hibbert J., 47 (1943) 50. A. 5, C. Ross, J, Roy, 
Statist. Soc., B12 (1950) 19. 

1s, C. E Smanwon, Bell Syst. Tech. J., 27 (1948) 379, 623; also (with W, Weaver) 
The Mathematical Theory of Communication, Urbana, L, 149. 

16. C, E Suanwon, Bell, Syst, Tech. J, 30 (1951) 50. 
li. G. A, Mitzek, Language and Communication, New York—Toronto—London, 

1951, EC, Cummey, M. Hatter, R. Janozson, Language, 29 (1953) 34. See also the review 
of the book of Saaswonw and Weaven by C, F. Hocxerr, Language, 29 (1953) 69. 

18. As for instance, for German by K. KuprMuuien, Fernmeldetechn, Z., 7 (1954) 
265, and for English by D, A, Bett in Communication Theory (publ, by W. JACKSON), 
London (1953), p. 383. 

19, G, K. Zev, The Psycho-Biology of Language, Boston, 1953. 
20. B. Manortsrot, Communication Theory, London (1953), p. 486; Word, 10 

(1954) 1. 
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relative elemental probability p,, a strikingly regular relationship is found, 
expressed in the form 

p, = P(r + o)-® (3) 

where P, p and B are constants of the text. Manpeterot denotes as “text 
parameters” the quantities B and 9 and the total number R of the text- 

building elements. Equation (3) can be theoretically derived; it is called 
the “canonical law of the probability of rank” and is the consequence of a 

10° 

Probability 
‘Te 

1 10 107 105 10* 
Rank 

Fm. 1: Renk-probability of words from Norwegian texts 
(after Zr). A and B—Unsoser, C—Aasen, D—Wacerann. 

minimal principle of common behaviour, the principle of ‘least effort’*! 

Fig. 1 shows the rank-probability of Norwegian word distributions, in the 
works of Unpset, AASEN and WERGELAND. 

Similar distributions are found in all the natural languages so far 

studied, but not, however, in the case of artificial constructions like Basic 

2. G. K. Zer, Human Behaviour and the Principle of Least Effort, Cambridge, 
Mass, 1949. 
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English and Esperanto, The tendencies for equilibrium, working within 
languages and linguistic development, were viewed by Zr and Roczrs from 
the point of view of a “dynamic philology’ 

Independent of the language in which the text is composed, there re- 

sults, in terms of the text parameters, a macroscopic description of the text, 

which stands in direct analogy with the macroscopic thermodynamical 
quantities of state, Manpetsrot calls the constant 1/B the “informational 
text-temperature’™ <A higher temperature indicates that the available text 

elements are used well, the rarer ones among them being used in keeping 

with their probabilities, whereas in the case of a lower temperature the 
elements are badly used, the rarer elements being extremely rare, 

In the majority of cases the text-temperature remains below 1; such 

texts, according to Zrer, are said to be “open”. The total number of text- 
building elements, R, cannot, in such cases, be estimated merely by a 

sample study of the text. Text-temperatures above 1 (“closed” texts) are 
not quite common. 

Rare elements, in the case of “closed” texts, are used proportionately 

with greater probability than in the case of the “open” text and the dis- 
posable vocabulary is not so extensive. Examples of the cases with text- 
temperature above 1 are modern Hebrew (wherein the vocabulary is 

restricted on historical grounds, although the desired variability is quite 

considerable), and also the works of puristic poets with deliberate limitation 
of vocabulary. 

First Order Characteristics 

It has already been said that even with the elementary statistical 
methods, valuable insight into the structure of linguistic complexities can 
be obtained. A comprehensive sketch concerning the linguistic characteris- 

tics resulting from the computation of elemental probabilities has been 
given by W. Fucxs*4 He exemplifies his methods with individual texts, 
idiolects as well as natural and artificial languages. Therein he distinguishes 

between the first order characteristics, which are to be calculated from the 
statistical moments (mean value, slope, flatness, deviation, entropy) defined 

2. G. K. Zrr, F. M. Rocens, Arch. Neerl. Phon. Erp., 15 (1935) 111. 

23, The justification for this nomenclature is derived from the fact that the lan- 

guage model considered here is analogous to the ideal gas of Thermodynamics and the 

quantity B in the linguistic equation plays the same role as the reciprocal of the absolute 

temperature in the thermodynamic tion, 
24. W. Foces, Mathiaetiatie Anais von Sprachelementen, Sprachstil und Spra- 

chen, Heft 34a of the Arbeitsgemeinschaft fiir Forschung des Landes Nordrhein West- 

9 
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as the ensemble-mean of the probability distributions of isolated text- 
elements, and the second and higher order characteristics, in the case of 
which the relationships between the text-elements come into play. 

Among the first order characteristics figures the probability distribu- 
tion of syllables found by Fuces for words of special linguistic interest, The 
number of syllables z, the mean number of syllables z and the probability p, 
of z-syllabic words have among them the relationship 

(z— 1) zE—I 

P, = = 
(4) 

(z—1) ! exp (z—1) 

It is presumed that this distribution gives rise to the universal law 
of word-building from syllables for all languages in which the concepts 

= 

0-7} 

IO 12 14 16 28 20 2:2 2-4 26 
Mean number of syllables/word 

Fie. 2: Caleulated and Observed values of Informa- 
tion-entropy as a function of the mean number of 

Syllables (after Fucss), 

‘word’ and ‘syllable’ are applicable. If from p, the entropy of information H 
for the characteristic, number of syllables/word, is calculated by means of 
equation (1), the relationship between H and z, shown in Fig. 2, is found, 

25, W. Fucks, Naturwiss, 42 (1955) 10, 
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The values of entropy actually observed for nine different languages are 
shown by circles; (apart from Arabic, the result for which is probably 
vitiated by a too special choice of text), they are in striking conformity with 
the calculated values, 

Nahordnung and Fernordnung*™ 

W. Fucks has more firmly established the comparison of linguistic 
structures with the arrangement of molecules in gases, liquids and solids, 
by the adoption of Brerue’s concepts of “Nahordnung” and “Fernordnung”.** 
Thus a transition from the consideration of individual, isolated text-elements 
into groups of elements can be effected. In the place of the individual 
probabilities, p,, will then appear the joint-probabilities, p,, which deal with 
every two elements at the same time, or py for every three elements, and 
soon, At the level of the phoneme, a text in the first order of approximation 
can be conceived as a Markoff process,*’ that is, as a stochastic mechanism, 
in which there exist the strongest statistical connections between the ele- 
ments immediately following one another* The phonemic properties of the 

Nahordnung or proximate relations (“environment”) of a text can, there- 
fore, be approximately represented by a Markoff-chain. 

Investigations with groups of more than two text-elements are 
indispensable for the clarification of phoneme distribution and syntactical 
relationships; they are not, however, immediately clear. Fucxs has, there- 
fore, made use of the concept of “free path” from atomic physics for the 
investigation of the properties of Fernordnung or distal relations. Instead 
of the text-elements themselves, in these cases, the distances between a text- 
element with the characteristic i (e.g., the dissyllabic characteristic) and the 
next element (or next but one, and so on) with the characteristic j (e.g., 

trisyllabic characteristic), are studied. 

Disintegration of Morphemes 

The statistically derived characteristics can be made use of for the 

synchronic as well as diachronic (historical) investigations. The pursuit of 

(25a, The terms "Nahordnung’ and ‘Fernordnung’ respectively signify ‘proximate rela- 
tions’ and ‘remote or distal relations’. In other words ‘Nahordnung’ refers to such events 
whose probabilities depend upon the probability of an immediately preceding event. 
‘Fernordnung’, on the other hand, refers to such events whose probabilities depend upon 

probability of some event between which and the events in question there have 
other events—Tr.]. 

W. Fucxs, Biometrika, 41 (1954) 116. 
A. A, Markov, Bull. Acad. Imp. Sci., St. Petersburg, 7 (1913). 
O. H. Sreaus, J. Acoust. Soc, Amer., 22 (1950) 708. Cf. also F. C. Cmenny, 
R. Jaxosson, footnote 17. 

gF “ie 
i 
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the characteristics over centuries back, however, meets with peculiar diffi- 
culties; it is indeed in no way certain that the elements whose characteristics 
are investigated, remain unchanged with the passage of time. R. B. Less 
who examined this question in detail, could in the course of it show that 
there are certain morphemes (the “active colloquial root- emes”) which 
can be looked upon as historical invariants and therefore are appropriate 
for diachronic descriptions.” 

Lees, through his “glotto-chronological method”, picks out from the 
morpheme inventory of a language belonging to a particular cross-section of 
time a partial collection, the elements of which can be identified as being in 
use at an earlier epoch of the language; thus a predominating vocabulary 
is arrived at, which is associated with the concepts recurring at all times 
(“cultural universals”), as for example, the names for the parts of the body, 
numerals, geographical states and simple actions. A given inventory N, 
of such root-morphemes assumes an exponential relationship with time, that 
is, after an epoch of time t is elapsed, this inventory is reduced by morpheme 
disintegration to 

The parallel to the radio-active disintegration of substances is quite 
obvious; the analysis of the products of morpheme disintegration ought to 
lead thus to the explanation of the lexical history, just as the analysis of 
the mineral products of disintegration lead to the clarification on the age 
of the earth’s crust. 

Investigations by Lrrs on 13 languages, for which there was sufficient 
diachronic material at his disposal, showed that 81% of the root-morphemes 
considered had an existence over a period of 1000 years, The constants of 
disintegration (— i) lay between 0.760 for the transition from Egyptian to 
Coptic and 0.854 for the transition from Old High German to New High 
German or from Old Nordic to Swedish. 

The glotto-chronological method was applied with success for the determination of the period of life (‘time-depth’) of such languages, which sprang up from a common original language; in good agreement with the historical facts, a time-depth of 1.236 + 0.246 millennia was shown for the 
pair of languages German-English, and of about 0.526 millennia for Osmanian- 
Azerbaijanian. 

29. R. B, Lees, Language, 29 (1953) 113, 
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Diachronic Variations 

The parallel between the structures of linguistic relations and the 
physical characteristics of structure meets with its limitation, where the 
organic development of languages becomes noticeable. Empirical individual 
languages are not closed systems having their foundations in themselves, but 
are “dynamic media”, layers of different co-existent systems intertwined 
into one another, which tend to have a mutual influence.*! It proves, there- 
fore, to be impossible to comprehend fully such a system synchronically 

(that is, by observations at a single point in time). One has rather to bring 
in a finite time-interval of analysis (“time perspective”, according to Fares 
and Prxe), if the constituent factors are to be understood. 

G. v. d. GABELENTz maintains that there are two antagonistic tenden- 
cies that come into play in linguistic reciprocal actions, namely, the motiva- 
tion towards ease and the motivation towards clarity? If the desire for ease 
is identified with an increase and the striving towards clarity with a decrease 
of the (relative) information entropy, it can be understood that a diachronic 
investigation of linguistic structure cannot be realised as a monotonic deve- 
lopment, but as an up and down progression corresponding to the blossoming 
and degenerate periods respectively of a language 

[I am much indebted to Dr. P. C. Ganesusunparam for his excellent 
translation of my paper into English — W. Meyer-Epruer.] 

30. P. C. Ganrsusuwparam, Bull. Deccan College Res, Inst, 12 (1954) 415, 
& C. C, Furs, Language, 25 (1949) 29. F i i : : : 



A CRITIQUE OF EXPERIMENTAL METHODS IN PHONETICS * 

By 

C. R. SAnEARAN and P. C. GANESHSUNDARAM 

Deccan College, Poona 

It is generally understood that the science of Phonetics, like any other 
science, can be dealt with at different levels. At the highest level (that is, 
at the hypothetico-deductive level) it is a unified scientific discipline in itself; 
and at that level, Phonetics and Phonemics are not viewed in isolation. They 
together form a unified, inseparable, geometrical discipline, embraced by a 

single geometrical-physical theory, at the highest abstract level. Within the 
framework of such a theory, our usual classifications of speech-vibrations 

into the acoustical, neuro-physiological and psychological entities, and further 
into our familiar notions of consonants and vowels, break down. 

We shall first of all, however, take up the more familiar field of phone- 

tics here for our discussion, before we gradually go to the newer and—as 
it is often complained—unusual realms of phonetics. 

Phonetics, as it is normally understood, is purely an empirical science 

without any unified theoretical background. At this empirical level, again, 
we can divide it into: (1) the so-called experimental phonetics and (2) the 
so-called “ear-phonetics” (in accordance with the usage of conventional 
linguisticians) . 

Or, it may be divided into: (1) acoustic phonetics and (2) articulatory 
phonetics, as is the modern tendency. 

Usually the linguistician is satisfied with a workable mixture of “ear- 
phonetics” and “articulatory phonetics”. For this reason we may call this 
workable mixture of the linguistician as “linguistic phonetics”. However, he 
often requires the aid of acoustic measurements to test some of his ear- 
observations. 

Both articulatory and acoustic phonetics have been known to the 

earliest grammarians like Panini! But even to this day it is articulatory 
phonetics in combination with ear-phonetics which has been widely in vogue 

* Based on the opening talk delivered by the senior author of the Paper on 
18th October, 1955, at the Autumn School of Linguistics (October-November, 1955) to 
the students attending a course of Laboratory Practice in Phonetics. 

1. Cf. Tulyisya-prayatnam savarnam and the discussion thereon. 
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for the qualitative description of speech-sounds, particularly among linguisti- 
cians. Even Information-theorists, in dealing with phonetic elements, follow 
closely the linguisticians, so far as the descriptions of the speech-sounds go, 
although they pay very great attention to the acoustic composition of the 
sounds, 

While studying the articulatory aspects of speech-sounds, we take into 
account the lip and tongue postions, the state of the vocal cords, etc., to 
enable us to give a fairly complete description of the mode and place of 
production of any speech-sound. 

It has been realised, however, that, even in practice, it is not possible 
to give a purely articulatory description of speech-sounds without taking 
recourse to the description of acoustical phenomena? For example, the fact 
that the ‘same’ vowel may be produced by different articulatory positions is 
sufficient indication that articulatory criteria, in the very nature of things, 
cannot furnish any very precise description of speech-sounds, if precision is 
attempted at all* Also, the question of the articulatory description of the 
Tamil sound ] appears to give rise to difficulties, Different scholars give 
different descriptions.4 

b 
Fic, 1. Showing non-retroflexed and retroflexed |, 

2. How can we describe, for example, aspiration in purely articulatory terms? 
(CE£. in this connection C, R, Saweazan, P. C, GANESHSUNDARAM, B, Chaitanya Deva and 
A. D, Taszar, A Study of Accent in relation to the Alpha-phonoid Theory, Dr. Suniti 
Kumar Chatterji Commemoration Volume, Indian Linguistics, Vol, 16 (1955), pp, 196-203, 

3. Cf. Prof. G, Oscar Russet, Synchronised X-ray, oscillograph, sound and movie 
experiments, showing the fallacy of vowel triangle and open-closed theories, (Proc. IT 
Intern, Congr. Phon. Sciences, London, 1935, pp. 198ff.). See also C. R. SawKARAn, 
Phonemics of Old Tamil, DCMS, No. 7, 191, pp. 12 and 13, 

4. Cf. for example, Kamil Zvyenesm’s review (Archiv Orientalni, vol. 23, 1955, 
Pp. 291-282) of C, R. Sawmanan’s Phonemics of Old Tamil, p. 8, 
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In fact, if an attempt is made to produce this sound, without being 
particular about the position of the tongue, we find that the sound can be 
produced within a whole range of tongue positions.’ Describing this speech- 
sound, therefore, in terms of articulatory positions and movements, we can 
say that the Tamil 1 is a post-alveolar or retroflexed (voiced or voiceless), 

strongly lateralised, weak proove-spirant. (What is it acoustically? Ob- 
viously, further precision investigations are necessary to discover its acoustic 
peculiarities). This indifferent voicing-non-voicing and retroflexion-non-retro- 

flexion is very significant, since we often find in the vulgar dialects of Tamil 
and Malayalam a tendency either to pronounce | like the retroflex lateral | 
or like y. (1 is very common in the Tamil areas and y is found among 
the Moplah speakers of Malayalam in Malabar). Often too, instead of the 

retroflex ] we hear the retroflex spirant s, particularly among children. The 

indifference with which the single speech-sound | has either retroflexion or 
not, voicing or no voicing, is again another indication that descriptions based 
on articulatory criteria can at their best be inaccurate, if not totally false. 

Further, during the process of hearing, it is more often the purely 

acoustical vibrations that give rise to the ‘picture’, so to say, of individual 
speech-sounds in the perceptual centre of our mind, irrespective of the 

articulatory finesses or otherwise. 

Lest too much precision should be expected froin acoustic criteria, as 
against the much grosser articulatory ones, it may here be pointed out that 

it has also been established by empirical observations in psycho-acoustic 
and communications laboratories that a sound, which is not identified by 
the hearer when it is heard in isolation without the hearer being face to 
face with the speaker, is often easily recognised at least either (1) when 
the lip-movements, etc., of the speaker are seen by the hearer, or (2) when 
the particular speech-sound is uttered in a meaningful chain with other 
sounds, or (3) both. 

In the light of all this, we see that articulatory and acoustical criteria 
alone, at the empirical level, cannot furnish any precise description of speech- 
sounds. It is in fact the “phonetic context” characterised by the psychological 

and neuro-physiological background acquired during the process of speech- 
learning, that holds the key to our perception of speech-sounds.® Anyone 
attempting to go into the ‘fundamentals’ cannot afford to overlook these 

gRP 
B Ee 

Cf. C. R. Sancanan and P. C, Ganesnsunparam, Structure in Speech—The Phy- 
sical Reality of the Phoneme, with an addendum on the very nature of structure and. 
the problem of existence by B, Chaitanya Deva, Nachrichtentechnische Fachberichte, 
Bd, 3, Information Theory, 1956, pp, 63-71. 

10 
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However, for a gross linguistic analysis at the ordinary empirical 
level, most of these ‘fundamental’ questions may be, and usually are, 
ignored.” 

Let us now see what methods are employed in determining the 
articulatory criteria for the description of speech-sounds. 

The articulatory movements or positions are studied in the following 
different ways. If no acoustic quantity is to intervene, the methods at our 
disposal for such studies are as follows: 

(1) Cinematography —for studying the lip and tongue movements? 

(2) Palatography—for studying the tongue positions for various 
alveolo-palatal consonants, This provides a fairly good estimate of the spread 
of the tongue at the points of contact with the roof of the mouth. When 

photographed, it gives the projection of the area of contact in the horizontal 
plane.’ 

(3) X-ray photography—In the sagittal section, how the tongue 
carries itself, with respect to the other parts of the mouth and its cavity, 
can be seen in a vertical plane.” 

(4) Laryngoscopy—to study the vibrations of the vocal cords, both 
visually as well as cinematographically.4 

Certain other measurements take the acoustic factors into considera- 
tion. In order to estimate at what frequency the vocal cords are vibrating 
(instead of merely knowing whether the vocal cords are vibrating or not), 
for example, we have to turn to acoustic measurements. Acoustic measure- 
ments can be made with many different types of instruments, some of which 
are of the most recent development, 

But, we confine our attention here to some of the classical methods in 
Laboratory Phonetics only, reserving the modern developments for a project- 
ed Monograph in the near future, 

7. As, for example, in the methods of descriptive linguistics. As a brilliant work 
in this direction, we recommend the interested reader of this paper to H. A, GLEASON, 
An Introduction to Descriptive Linguistics, Henry Holt & Co., New York (1955). Cf. also 
its able review by F. B, Acaksp and W. G. Movutron, in Language, 32 (1956) 469-477. 

8. Vide Panconcett1-Catzia, Experimentele Phonetik : Strobostereo-photography, 
9. Vide L. Katsen, The Shape of the Palate and its Effect on Speech-sounds, 

Proc. II Interna. Congr. Phon. Sciences, pp. 22ff: Carlo Tacttavimt, Introduzione 
alla Glottologia, Bologna, 1950; Eugen Dieru, Vademakum der Phonetik, Francke Verlag 
Bern, 1950; Panconcettt-Catzta, op, cit; also F. Weruto, Experimentelle Lautforschung 
im Gelande, Zeits. f. Phonetik, vol, 1, 1947, pp, 24ff. 

10. G. Oscar Russet, op. cit. 
ll. Panconcettr-Cazia, op, cit. (Laryngo-stroboskopie), 
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One of the most frequently used acoustic-phonetic instrument of the 
classical type is the kymograph : 

It is used for studying: 

(1) the vibrations of the mouth cavity. 
(2) the vibrations of the nasal cavity. 
(3) the vibrations of the larynx, 
(4) the vibrations of the chest (breathing movements), ete. 

OF all the different classical methods used in Laboratory Phonetics 

mentioned above, the linguistic phonetician most frequently utilizes: the 

kymograph and the artificial palate. 

We shall first describe at some length these two means, before we 

take up other refined (acoustic phonetic) methods for our study. 

What is that we can expect from these, what we have called, classical 
laboratory methods and techniques in phonetic research ? 

In Scrretune’s words” the kymograph responds through the membranes 

of the attached tambours only to the change in air pressure; it does not res- 
pond to the vibrations of microphonic speech. The whole apparatus thus 
registers only the mass movements of the air from the mouth, nose, etc., and 

nothing else. 

In all kymographie work the maximum accuracy that can be normally 

obtained is only about 509, For, many errors are introduced into the system 

by several factors, such as, for example, the yielding of the walls of the 

rubber tubing, the multiple reflections along the tube and at the two extremi- 
ties, ete., further the inertia of the rubber or mica diaphragm and that of 

the stylus as well as the friction of the point of the stylus at the surface of 

contact on the drum are all contributory to the distortion of the original 
sound-waves. For any high precision recording, therefore, the kymograph 
is highly unsatisfactory. It is unsatisfactory also particularly because there 
are no known means (and it is difficult to find any new means) of estimating 
the error involved due to various factors, thereby leaving the door closed 

for any correction.“ 

12, The Nature of Speech, Proc, IJ, Interna, Congr. Phon. Sciences, London, 1935, 
Pp. 206 ff. 

13. See in this connection, for a thorough treatment of the sources of error in 

different types of experimental phonetic investigation, Prof. Dr. Med, H. Lorme and 
F. Wersxo, Fehlerquellen bei experimentell-phonetiachen Untersuchungen, Leipzig, 1931. 

Also for a thorough treatment of the technical improvement of the kymographie 
method, see Vincenzo Cocco, Sul comportamento delle membrane nella registrazione dei 

suoni della voce, Contributi del Laboratorio di Psicologia, Serie Ottava, Milano, 1940, 
pp. SLL ff. 
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The so-called quantitative measurements made on the kymagraph, 
therefore, are at best qualitative indications showing in a rough way what 
apparently seems to take place in the mouth cavity, nasal cavity, larynx, 
lungs, etc. 

Coming now to palatography, we find that there aren’t any highly 
refined methods possible. The normal methods of preparing an artificial 
palate are, in a sense, clumsy. But a skilled hand can make almost perfect 
models by sheer manual dexterity. 

Almost all the references we have at our disposal in this connection, 
suggest the use of either hard rubber or metal for the material used in 
preparing the artificial palate.“ Plastic palates can also be prepared. 

The type of pigment to be used is given variously by different authors. 

A detailed instruction for preparing an artificial palate is given by 
F. WetHio.© We are indebted to Dr. G. V. Dzsar and Dr. B. S. Suunne, 
Dental Surgeons, for having so kindly prepared artificial palates for a few 
of the Fellows at the Linguistic School, using a method similar to the one 
tommonly practised in the preparation of dentures. 

In conclusion, we wish to bring into relief our stand, which has been 
emphasised in all our work, that steady state articulatory and acoustical 
criteria alone, at the empirical level, cannot furnish any precise description 
of speech-sounds. Since, however, even different dynamic articulatory move- 
ments’? may yield the same acoustic resultants, we have to consider a 
description in terms of only dynamic acoustical quantities.%* That is, if a 

14. See for example, Pomor, Handbuch der Physiologischen Methodik, 3 Bd, 6. 
Die Phonetik, Leipzig, 1911, pp. 45-48—for metal or hard-rubber palate 

covered with “ouranine.” 

Ultramarinblau o. dgl)’, ‘Gutzmann bestreicht umgekehrt den Gaumen mit farber 
(Pomor, op. cit., pp. 45-48), ‘magnesia’ (Panconcettt-Catzta, op, cit, p. 69), white 
powder of “Mehl, Magnesium, usw.’ (E, Diern, op, cit, p. 26), 

16. F. Wermto, Zeits. f. Phon., op. cit., p. 26. 

17. Cf, G, Oscar Russet, The Mechanism of Speech JASA, 1 (1930) 93/f; cf. also, 
P. C, Gaxesusunparam, The Vowel-Triangle and the Formant-Structure, Indian Linguis- 
tics, vol. 18 (in Press). 

17a. Cf also C, R. Saxxanan, A Philosophical Analysis of the Alpha-Phoneme Theory 
in Relation to the Problem of Speech-Structure, BDCRI, 14 (1952), p. 94, footnote. 
Cf. too, C. R, SANKARAN, et al., Reversed Speech and the Alpha-Phoneme Theory, BDCRI, 
17, (1955), 2, footnote 3, 
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vowel is considered as a vector’® the consonants will just be transitions of 

the vector from one value to another.®* 

It is also now clearly seen that the bedrock of our entire work,” 

namely, the assumption that the Vowel and the Consonant are not mutually 

exclusive is exemplified even by the latest experiments of André 

Matecor, F. S. Cooper, et al, within the empirical frame of reference, 

where the omission of formant transitions results in the loss of the consonant. 

Scurerunz, Experimental Phonetics, (Washington, 1906). 
R. T, Hotsnoox and F. J. Ganmooy, X-ray Studies of Speech Articulations. 

Fuercuen, Speech and Hearing. 

G. W. Gray, Studies in Experimental Phonetics, 1936. 

Carl Srumpr, Die Sprachlaute, Berlin, 1926. 
F. J. Canmony, An X-ray Study of Pharyngeal Articulation, Univ, of Calif. ame ep py 

1941. 
71. Univ —Prof. Dr. Wilhelm Baanvenstery, Einfiihrung in die Phonetik and Phono- 

Ganesnsunparam, A Cascade Modulation Theory of Speech-For- 

. allgem. Sprachwis, (in Press) . 

this connection Prof, A. Gemett’s following interesting observation 

Sawxanan, in his Theory of the Alpha-Phonoid, BDCRI, 10 (1950) 

cases in which a vowel stops several times to originate various phases 

Cc 

P Q e3: 
PEA 

19. Cf. P. C. Ganesnsunpanam, A Qualitative Definition of the Perfect Consonant 

the Perfect Vowel, BDCRI, 14 (1953) 243-48; also P. C. Ganesusunpanam, The Struc- 

of Speech-Sounds, BDCRI, 17 (1955) 116-121; cf. too, P. C, GawesmsunDARAM. The 

Process Existence Concept and The Structure in Speech, BDCRI, 18 (Taraporewala 

Memorial Volume) (in Press). 
20. Cf. C. R. Sawxanan, On Defining The Alpha-Phoneme, Current Science, 1 (1944) 

21. Cf. André Matzx‘cor, Acoustic Cues for Nasal Consonants, Language, 32, No, 2, 

Part 1 (1956), 274-284, see esp. pp, 280-281, 



AN EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF THE NATURE OF ACCENT 

By 

A. D. Taskxar, Coonoor 

Introduction 

The characteristics of vowel-sounds have been more extensively 
investigated than any other subject connected with speech in the field of 
linguistics, After a careful study of the literature on the structure of vowel- 
sounds it will be found that though at every stage of the investigations there 
has been a definite improvement in the understanding of vowel-sounds, still 
the definition of a vowel-sound is not perfect. A definition of a yvowel-sound 
should be such as to be valid under all conditions of speech! and at the 
same time it should be very easy to operate upon. In short it should be 

able to give an exact idea by easy manipulations about the changes in the 
structure of a vowel-sound if there is change in the initial conditions of 
speech. The harmonic theory of a vowel-sound, though, may serve as basis 
for distinguishing the various vowel-sounds under normal conditions of 
speech, still, it cannot help visualising the changes under modified conditions. 

The inadequacy of the present definition of a vowel-sound was realised 
by Scrrprurs* and Gemetur and they tried to give appropriate sug- 
gestions. But not much headway was made in the direction of understand- 
ing the speech phenomenon, for their work was still within the original 
framework of empiricism. At this stage Sankaran‘ felt the inadequacy 
of the present theory of speech-sounds more strongly and formulated the 
Alpha-Phoneme theory. 

According to a technical aspect of his theory a speech sound is con- 
sidered to be a multi-dimensional entity,5 of which the three basic dimen- 
sions are pitch, duration and amplitude. It is possible to verify the assump- 
tions contained in the two theories of speech-sounds by arranging an experi- 

LG P. C. A quelitative definition of the Perfect consonant and the Perfect Vowel, B.D.C.R.I. (1953), vol. 14, p. 243. 
2. Scurronr, E,W. Puff and Profile theory of vowels, Nature (1985): 455-6, 3. Gewettx, A. Nouvelle contribution ala connaissance de la pice des voyelles, AN.PE. (1938), vol. 14, pp. 126-164, 

i aiteeea C. R. The theory of the Alpha phonoid, B.D.C.RI. (1950), vol. 10, pp. 61-67, 
5. Sankaran, C. R. A contribution to the th af speech structure, B.D.C ¥ (1951), vol. 12, pp, 217-240, oe hii 
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ment where the same speech-sound is uttered and recorded under both 

normal and modified conditions of speech. It would be of great interest if 

the changes in the structures of yowel-sounds are studied under conditions 

which are familiar to us. In everyday conversation we find speech-sounds 

being uttered under different conditions. This phenomenon we term as 

Intonation, where the basic pattern of the speech-sound remains the same 

but modifications are brought in due to accent, voice-quality, emotion, 

mental-attitude etc. 

Accent has been described as the soul of speech. It produces unity 

of words and sentences in speech. The idea of bringing certain facts into 

prominence means special emphasis on the particular words. It acts as a 

living and life imparting soul within and with the word, exerting an influence 

of the whole language. Many important laws, Vernenr’s law for example, 

have been based upon the action of accent in modifying the structure of 

vowel-sounds. 

In order to understand the physical basis of accent many investigations 

are carried out but still there is a difference of opinion as to what exactly 

constitutes accent. It would appear that the important role of accent in 

human speech was never properly understood because it was being viewed 

through a narrower angle. It was assumed that the changes due to accent 

occur in pitch and duration. 

It is attempted in this investigation to present data on the changes in 

the structures of vowel-sounds by the consideration of both the theories and 

show that if a speech-sound is considered to be a three-dimensional entity 

it is possible to give an explicit explanation for the phenomenon of Accent! 

whereas it is not so by assuming the theory of harmonic structure of 

speech-sound. 

One language namely Telugu from the Dravidian group and one 

language namely Marathi from Indo-Aryan group of languages are taken as 

representative members for illustrating these relationships. There is a 

supreme advantage here, for in these Indian languages the original accent 

of any speech form can be significantly altered by either stressing the parti- 

cular form or by the addition of a group of speech sounds, 

6. Sanxanan, C. R. Accentual variation, Journal of Oriental Research, Madras, 

. (1935), vol. IX, p. 310. 
7. Two independent theories for giving proper explanation of accent are being 

considered by phoneticlans. The first propounded by Rovssevor lays that eccent is due 

to greater pressure by the organs of breathing while the second one of ForscHHAMMER 

brings about that the vocal-cords properly utilizes the breath resulting in a tone af 

higher strength. The first sasiens the cause to the organs of breathing while the second 

to the organs of phonation. 
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Material and Method 

To carry out the present investigation the following experiment was 

arranged. 

The subject whose speech was to be recorded was seated in a room 

20’ x 10’ x 18’ which had been made partially sound-proof by arranging 

a convass curtain about 3” from the wall and 1 ft. from the ceiling. The 

microphone, a Turner velocity-dynamic model, was placed at about 1 ft 

from the subject, The output of the microphone was fed to an amplifier 

and hence to the Y beam of the Cathoderay Oscilloscope (CRO-Cossor 1049 

double beam Industrial type). To the Y beam of the CRO was fed the out- 

put of a standard stabilised electrically maintained tuning fork oscillator 

at 1,000 c/s, The recording was done by means of an Avimo Camera 

35/100/60, which was attached to the CRO with a light-tight hood, and the 

35 mm, continuous recording film in the camera was electrically run at a 

speed of 20”/sec. The recording process was controlled through light signals 

sent to the subject by the person operating the camera. The subjects were 

requested to speak before the microphone sets of words in a normal way. 

The same sets were repeated by accenting the required sounds namely u, i, e, 

The subjects were requested to speak before the microphone several times 

before actually the records were taken, to eliminate as far as possible the 

inhibitions, if any, imposed by the apparatus. Similarly, remembering that 

a new language pattern superimposed upon the native-pattern is very often 

influenced by the latter, the subjects who obliged to give records of Telugu 

and Marathi speech-sounds had respectively Telugu and Marathi as their 

mother-tongues. One telling example from Marathi was recorded and studied 

for the purposes of indicating the changes produced in the original form by 

the addition of a group of speech sounds. The example in question is 

puskal in which a cluster group occurs, and is compared with two ‘non-sense 

forms’ (which have no actual occurrence in the stream of speech), namely 
pusal and pukal in which either the one or the other individual member of 
the cluster in puskal occures separately. 

The analysis of vowel-sounds was carried out by assuming that the 

Fourier Series properly describes a vowel profile. For the purposes of 
analysis of vowel-sounds 24 ordinates were taken. The scheme of finding 

out the amplitudes was followed up from Warrraker and Rosinson.’ 

Measurements of ordinates of vowel-profiles for Fourier analysis were 
made by the Projection method. The film on which the sound-waves were 
recorded was projected on to a very fine graph sheet by a magnifying lense. 

8. Wrirraken, E. and Ronmson, G. The Caleulus of Observations, Blackie & Son, 
Lid, Lond., Glasgow, pp. 273-278. 
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The ordinates of this magnified profile were m
easured at equal intervals. 

Three consecutive profiles which showed almost a constant form were selec
t- 

ed for the purposes of analysis. The durations of vowel-sounds were measur- 

ed under a Traversing Microscope. 

RESULTS 

The results of the analyses of vowel-sounds are presented as 

1. Fourier analysis, 2. Measurements of pitch, duration and amplitude, and 

3. Changes due to the addition of a group of sounds. 

1. Fourier analysis 

(i) Normal—The amplitudes of the various partials are given in 

Tables IV and V for Telugu and Marathi respectively. The important 

characteristics of the figures are that there are three prominent regions of 

resonance for both Telugu and Marathi. Sometimes regions of higher 

frequencies are also seen but their amplitudes are negligible. The ampli- 

tudes have got different values for different sounds, and sounds of the same 

class. With respect to the number of regions of resonance the results are 

in conformity with those obtained by Osata® for Chinese, Mongolian 

and other languages spoken in different districts of Japan, and also more 

recent investigations of Sremvsens’® on American-English. 

From the values of average frequencies given in Table I of the various 

regions of resonance it will appear that for Telugu vowel-sounds there are 

very slight variations in the first regions of resonance. It seems that 

different Telugu vowel sounds are to be distinguished from one another only 

on the basis of the frequencies of the second region of resonance
. May be 

on the third or the fourth in some cases too. The frequencies of the regions 

of resonance for the same sounds in Telugu and Marathi are not very much 

different from each other considering the variations in each category of 

sounds. The American vowel-sounds have frequencies for the second region 

which are to some extent equivalent to the third region of resonance of the 

two Indian languages. The first regions, however, compare very well. 

9. 1, Onara, J. and Tzsmta, T. Physico-phonetical studies of Chinese and Mango- 

lian languages. The properties of vowels and consonants. Proc. Imp. Acad., Japan, 

(1934), X, No. 10. 
ii Opata, J. and Tamaav, T. Physico-phonetical studies of sounds of spoken dia- 

lects in various districts of Japan and The Properties of Vowels and Consonants. Japa- 

nese Journal of Physics (1932), Vol. XIII, No. 1. 
10, Sremeensc, J. C. Application of sound measuring instruments to the phonetic 

problems, JASA, (1934) vol. 6, p. 16. 
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(ii) Accented—The amplitudes of the various partials are given in 

Tables IV and V for Telugu and Mar&thi respectively. It will be seen from 

the comparison of the values of stressed and unstressed vowel-sounds that, 

in general, there is a rearrangement of regions by shifting of the prominence 

of the partials; the amount of shifting depending upon the pitch of the 

fundamental. There is no uniformity in shifting of the regions of resonance, 

sometimes the regions are shifted to the lower side of the partial and, some- 

times to the higher side. The amplitudes of the various partials have con- 

siderably changed, some are increased and some are decreased. 

Statistical analysis—The complete data were subjected to statistical 
analysis to find out other finer points of interest and the results are given in 
Table I. 

Tt will be seen from the table of analysis of variance that all the im- 

portant terms of interactions between the main effects except A-K (Accent- 

Kind) for Marathi are not significant. The analysis, therefore, does not 

suggest any simple explanation for the changes due to accent in the struc- 

tures of the vowel-sounds. The experiment thus appears to be inconclusive 
with respect to the hypothesis under consideration, but it suggests designing 
either a larger experiment, or one in which the error variation was more 

carefully controlled by the use of proper consonantal surroundings. 

2. Measurement of Pitch, Duration and amplitude— 

The values of pitch, duration and amplitude™ of the stressed and 

unstressed vowel-sounds for both Telugu and Marathi are given in Table IL. 

It will be seen from the figures that the changes due to accent are found 

in all the three basic components. The pitch of the fundamental is invariably 

increased by accenting of the speech-sounds, But the behaviour with res- 

pect to duration and amplitude is not constant, some stressed sounds have 

decreased in amplitude and some in duration. The important fact that 

whenever there is a shortening of duration a lengthening of mean-square- 

root values of amplitudes follows, or vice versa, may be noted. The fact 

TL When we come to the measurements of amplitudes, it is dificult to come to 
a conclusion as to the factor or factors that will clearly measure out changes in the 
amplitudes of frequency-component (or components). The commonest way of record 
has been of the pressure just outside the mouth, and this has been supplemented by 
occasional studies of the pressure changes in the chest during speech. The quantitative 
analysis by measuring the highest and the lowest points of a wave form from a base line, 
and taking half the length to mean amplitude of the wave. To maintain the ‘specific- 
character’ (according to A. Gewmeurz), the amplitudes of the various harmonic components 
of a wave-profile have been found out by Fourier analysis and mean-square-root hag 
been taken to mean the amplitude, 
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that a shortening of duration is accompanied by a corresponding lengthening 
of amplitude clearly shows why J. Muysxens” failed to understand the 
exact nature of accent. 

3. The sound [u] in both the words puka] and pusal is compared 
with their correspondant [u] in puskal (cf. Tables III and IV). The pitch 
of the fundamental of the sound [u] in puskal is more than that of [u] 
in pusal. and less than that of [u] in pukal. The value of duration of [uJ 
in puskal is not very much less than that of the same sound [u] in the 
other two forms but the meanroot-square value of the amplitudes is more 
than that for both the [u] sounds in pukal and pusal. 

DISCUSSION 

It will be seen from the results of the experiment that under modified 
conditions introduced by stressing of vowel-sounds because of irregular 
changes it is neither possible to predict nor possible to explain the nature 
of accent. It may appear that the objections raised by Scripture with 
respect to the number of ordinates to be used and the possibilities of commit- 
ting errors in measurements even by using the trouble saving mechanical 
devices are quite genuine. On the other hand if it is considered that a 
speech sound is a three dimensional entity it leads to better understanding 
of the structures. Since the changes due to accent are found in all the 
three variables it is possible to give an easier explanation of some of the 
common speech phenomena. In the present case it can be pointed out that 
the two theories trying to give explanation of accent are correct only when 
both are together taken. There are no water-tight compartments in the matter 
of the changes so as to warrant the statement that changes due to accent are 
noticed only in the changes of pitch or in the changes of duration. The sepa- 
rate existence of the two theories to explain the nature of accent hitherto 
clearly indicates that it was never realised by earlier phoneticians that there 
can be also simultaneous amplitude variations. This has led to uncertainty 
in the field of physical phonetics as to the exact nature of accent. It will 
be seen that both the organs of breathing and phonation play equally an important part in producing the effect of accent. The organs of phonation 
cause a change in the tone of the sound. Similarly the organs of 
breathing cause a change in duration and amplitude. Thus the action 
of the two organs responsible for producting the change is simul- 
taneous and is exhibited in the changes in all the three basic compo- 

12, Morsxens, J. An Analysis of Accent in English from Kymograph records. VOX (1931), vol. 17, pp. 55-66. 
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nents, Since recognition of vowel-sounds in terms of regions of resonance 
with a limited number of ordinate measurements cannot be considered to 
be a sound criterion, it is intuitively suggested that as the three basic com- 

ponents can very well describe the changes in the structure of a vowel-sound 

and as it is possible to measure out the changes in these dimensions, the 
‘motion’ of a vowel-point can be described as a composite function of these 
three variables, As the variables assume different values the function will 

describe a surface in three dimensions. The exact nature of this surface 
ean be determined by measuring out the changes in the three components 
under all the possible modifications that may be imagined. It has already been 

pointed out that vowel sounds behave as a group, ie. the changes with 
respect to any modification are similar for all the vowels. The problem is 

thus simplified because one need consider only one specific vowel for study- 
ing the changes. It is hoped that further work on the lines indicated above 
may bring out some interesting facts about the structure of vowel-sounds.* 

13, Tasean, A. D. Vowel length. BDCRI, (1952), vol, 12, pp, 252-256. 

*The author has great pleasure in acknowledging his indebtedness to Professor 
C,. R. Sanxasam, Decean College Post-Graduate and Research Institute, for his valuable 

help and advice in the preparation of this paper, 
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SOME NOTES ON THE HISTORY OF THE KITE 
IN INDIA AND OUTSIDE 

By 

P, K, Gong, Bhandarkar Oriental Research Institute, Poona 

In the article on “Kite-flying” in the Encyclopaedia Britannica Vol. 13 
(1929), p. 421, we get the following remarks about Kites:— 

“The tradition is that Kites were invented by Archytas of Tarentum 
jour centuries before the Christian era, but they have been in use among 

Asiatic peoples and Savage tribes like the Maoris of New Zealand from 

time immemorial.” 

We are further informed in this article that “Kites’ Day” is celebrated 
in China on the 9th day of the 9th month. 

The above remarks do not give us any history of Kites in India or 

other Asiatic Countries. I record, therefore, some notes below which may 
clarify this history, especially with regard to India. 

In 1952 I made inquiries with my friend Professor Dr. Vittore Prsant 
of the University of Milan (Italy) about the history of Kite-flying as re- 

corded in European sources. Dr, Pisani was kind enough to reply to my 
inquiries in his letter of 23-65-1952 as follows; — 

“As for Kite-flying 1 can give you only very scanty information. I 
don't know the works by J. Lecornu, Les cerjs volants, Paris, 1910, and 
F. M. Fewpuaus, Die Technik der Vorzert, which possibly contain some hints 
to the history of Kute-flying and are quoted by Mario Pascat at the end of 
his paper on Kite (Cervo volante) in the Encyclopedia Italiana, Vol, IX, p. 
862 ff; an article by C. F. Manwin, The mecaniques and celebries of Kites 
(Monthly Review, Washington, 1897) is quoted in the anonymous article on 
Kite (Drachen) in Der Grosse Brockhaus, 15 ed., Vol. 5, p, 66f, From Brock- 
hause, I learn that Kites are known since 1450 in North-Europe as child- 
plays: this may hint to a MS of XV Cent. quoted by Fetpnaus (as I read in 
Encyclopedia Italiana, p. 863), where it is taught “Wie du einen Drachen arti- 
ficialiter machen und regieren sollott” (how you can do artificially and direct 
a kite).—As for the ancients, we can infer the acquaintance of the Greeks 
with kite from a picture on a Greek vase now in the National Museum at 
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Naples (No. 3151; S. Archaologische Zeitung, 1867, p. 125 it may be of V 
or IV Cent. p.c.), where a maiden is shown playing with a triangular kite— 

Moreover scholars are inclined to see a kite in the flying dove which Archytas 

of Tarent (430-348 n.c.) is said to have invented, in a rather confused passage 

of Aulus Gellius, Noctes Atticare X, 12: “Sed id quod archytam...... occulta 

concitum”. Anyhow, if this was a kite it would mean that Gellius had no 

distinct idea of kites or did not well understand what the dove of Archytas 

really was”. 

According to Prof, L. Carrington Goonrici the kite originated in China 

in the Gth century av. (p. 114 of Short History of the Chinese People, New 

York, 1951). “The first verifiable reference is to its use at the siege of T’ai 

in 549, when the Liang emperor sent one aloft to inform his friends outside 

the city of his plight. The enemy noticing it, ordered their best archers to 

bring it down—according to Laufer, the first case of anti-aircraft war- 

fare (pp. 34-37 of Prehistory of Aviation, by B. Laufer). The use of kites 

spread to Muslim lands in the seventh century, to Italy in 1589 and to 

England! a few decades later.” 

If the use of kites spread to Muslim lands in the 7th century a.p., it 

is possible to suppose that the kites were introduced into India by the Muslims 

sometime after the Tth tent. A.D. 

About the currency and history of kite-flying in Siam I gratefully reeord 
the following information kindly sent to me by my friend Prince Dhani 

Nrvat, President of the Siam Society, Bangkok, in his letters dated 16-4-1952 

and 7-5-1952: — 

16-4-52—“Kite-flying has been recorded in the history of our race as having 

been indulged in by the national hero, Phra Ruang, who has been 

dated for the middle of the 13th century av. As with betel-chewing, 

it probably existed long before that, but we have no record of it. Of 

later years, although it has since been given up for several centuries 

past it formed part of the annual court ceremonies, which are still 

preserved in the present-day Cambodian Court.” 

7-5-52—"“As for textual references concerning the indulgence in kite-flying on 

the part of our national hero, Phra Ruang, I should point out that the 
information is based upon oral tradition more than any authentic 
record. It is true that there is the History of the North, in Siamese, 

1. In the Shorter Orford Enolish Dictionary, p. 1088 the word Kite in the sense 

of a toy is associated with the year 1664, The exact time of the introduction of the Kite 
into India is not known. The references to Kite in Marathi literature recorded in the 
present paper are later than a». 15%). 
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which is a collection of pseudo-historical traditions collected only as 

late as 1807 but it too was based upon oral traditions to a great 

extent. 

Kiteflying in general, however, was recorded in the Palatine Law of 
Audhya promulgated in 1458 av., which unfortunately has not been 

translated into English except in parts.” 

It remains to be investigated whether kite-flying was introduced into 

Siam from China or originated in Siam itself. It is for students of Siamese 
history and culture to bring some evidence on this question. In the collec- 

tion of Marathi manuscripts at Shri Samartha Vagdevataé Mandir at Dhulia 
(Khandesh) my friend Shri V. S. Benpre found a Ms (Bad No. 554) con- 
taining the following abhanga of Saint Ekanatha of Maharastra (15337— 
A.D. 1599) :— 

Page 20— “ eftz gar Set ayers | 
aqTeET ats ga ate at set 4 
arret gece Set | 
am qitaqet Frereret u 3 i 
ata tet a art 
an faqaia sae get ii 3 
same att aa ge | 
@ avast ara sree i ¥ 
qaea Wega ate t 
@ ain alert ae set 4 
amets 47 art | 
am are at sad i) € 0 
Sry I HET AT | 

get wats atfee Got ye 
Fai wares Set ae 
qeals aqaeen Tai neu” 

The simile of aq (vdvadi) or Kite employed in this song in a 
spiritual context describes in detail the size of the Kite, its string, its upward 

flight in the sky with the upward and downward movements and the noise 

produced by these movements. In fact it is a vivid description of Kite-flying, 
If the above song is a genuine production of Saint Ekanatha, who died in 
A.D, 1599, we shall have to regard its reference to Kite-flying as the earliest 
one in Marathi literature so far known to me. Since Shri Benpre reported 
this reference to me he was in search of some other reference to Kite-flying 
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in St. Ekan&tha’s works. On 25-8-1956 he found the following very interesting 

reference to Kite-flying on p. 57 of Ekanatha Gathd (edited by Outi): — 

eqa—Te1 

“206, Tat Sal QpaTSt | 

Sarat att Tare | 
seact ae tet Tat I 
aa at rit TST Nt 

weit it ayer st | 
areiat wet a areT 11 WU 
ale ga aletal eo | 

mg sad aieeat aT | 

areaesara 41 Tae | 

aqraat seat Sad 8 

gel ae feat wet | 

Tore atiedt Byatt | 

wal aarett St att 
aaa crit art 2” 

The metaphor of the adi or Kite given to us by St. Ekanatha in the 

above extract gives us the following details about Kite-flying: 

(1) The Kite referred to was a very big one with a long rope. 

(2) It was flown in the sky with the help of more than a dozen 

persons. 

(3) Its frame was made of 12 bamboo strips. 

It appears from these two references to Kite-flying by St. Ekanatha 

that this sport was current in the Deccan in the 16th century. 

Corresponding to Saint Ekanatha’s references to arq@t or Kite we find 

a reference to afq@gt in the Marathi work called the Grantharaja by Dasopant 

(ap. 1551-1615). This work has been edited by Shri S. S. Deo for B.S. 

Mandal, Poona, 1914. The pertinent extract referring to qpfei reads as 

follows: — 

Page 28— “ qyrdt 3 sat | 
aa & asia eet 

dat araat Sat et | 
aa sia cn (=n dee I) 

(Prakerava III, Ovi 108). 
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In these lines a Kite (at ) is mentioned as flying in the sky, its 

string (qq) being held by a person. 

Saint Tukdrama of Maharastra (ap, 1608-1649) whose literary career 
is assigned to the period, an, 1632-1649, refers to Kite-flying in the following 
abhanga or song, to which my attention was kindly drawn by my friend 

Shri V. S. Bexwore: 

aatirar eet oraftraratatt 
araat aaa atefeet an 

[See p. 164 of Tukdrama’s Gatha (5S. P. Panorr's edition reprinted by 
Bombay Govt.)—Abhanga No. 2802, which is also found in other editions of 
Tukarama’s Gatha]. 

In the above lines Tukdrima refers to grqet? or Kite with hit or 
string, let off in the sky. 

Kavindracarya Sarasvati of Banaras, the celebrated protégé of Em- 
peror Shah Jahan (a.p. 1628-1658), composed a Hindi work called “Kavin- 

drakalpalata” in praise of Shah Jahan, Dara Shukoh ete. I procured a copy 
of the Ms of this work from Bikaner and deposited it at the B.O.R. Institute 
some years ago. Prof, Upantryaya of Agra had an occasion to go through 
this copy in May 1956, I am thankful to Prof. Urapryaya for drawing my 

2. The word apg] meaning a Kite was current in the Marathi language in the 
16th and 17th centuries and even later. Tt is also current today in some parts of Mahi- 

rastra. The modern Marathi word for Kite is TAT. Whether this word in the sense of 

a Kite was current in the Marathi language in the 16th and 17th centuries remains 

to be investigated. In the following extract from a Marathi work called the Yogasm- 

gnima, composed by Shaikh Muhammad in ap. 1645 the word gqaq is used as Shri 

Bexorae points out but its exact meaning cannot be determined: — 

“Sen fee qertrar ¢ | 
wats ety oer area | 

aa Hats ai | 
omit fatal 9a 

(Prasangea 16 of Yogasangrama) 

The first two lines in the above extract refer to the colour of qa, which fades 
away when it is washed, Saint Tube, Se ee ee cat 
in the sense of ‘kite’ in the following lines:— 

yaa Marae duck Cac eUksin oe 3 Tips 
(See Abhanga No. 157 of the Mantragitd of Tukirima, edited by V. S. Benne), 

According to Shri Benpar the Mantragité was composed by Tuldirama sometime before 
A.D, 1643, 
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attention to the following reference to 4 ie., Kite in this Hindi work of 
Kavindracarya: — 

Folio T of B.O.R.1. Ms of Kavindrakalpalatad —While describing the valour 

of Shah Jahan on the battle-field Kavindracarya gives the following 
simile: — 

We are told in this simile that the severed heads of the enemy fly in 

the sky like the <jyy or Kite. 

Francis Bucnawan in his Patna-Gaya Report (1811-1812a.n.) pub- 

lished by the Bihar and Orissa Research Society, Patna, Vol Il, page 628, 

refers to the use and manufacture of paper kites by Common artists as 

follows: — 

“Although many great idle fellows amuse themselves with paper 
Kites, the makers cannot live the whole year by this profession as few amuse 
themselves with this sport except in the cool season. The makers, therefore, 
retail toys for children which are made by the potters and the apparatus 
used in smoking tobacco, Their Kites (telanggi or guddi) are not superior 

to those of Puraniya.” 

The above extract clearly shows that Kite-flying was current in Bihar 

in A.D. 1812 and possibly long before this year and that the manufacture of 
Kites had become a regular profession for the manufacturers of toys at Patna 
and Puraniya in Bihar. . 

About the currency of Kite-flying in Bengal my friend Prof Chintaha- 

ran CHAERAVARTI observes in his letter of 3-6-1952 as follows: — 

“As regards Kite-flying in Bengal I may mention that the last day of 
the Solar month of Bhadra is observed as a special day for Kite-flying in 
Western Bengal, when Kites of many colours and sizes are found flying in 
the sky from noon to evening.” (Compare the celebration of the 9th day of 
the 9th month of a year as “Kite’s Day” in China). 

About Kite-flying in Assam my friend Prof. Maheshwar Neos of the 

University of Gauhati has kindly informed me as follows: — 

16-3-1952—"I am not familiar with any references to Kite-flying in 
Assamese or Sanskrit. There were many varieties of sports and pastimes 

patronised by the Ahom monarchs of Assam or otherwise prevalent in the 
country. Up till the time of loss of Ahom sovereignty in the beginning of 
the second quarter of the last century ihe Ahom kings used to seat them 
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with their nobility on the upper storey of the ranig-ghar (house of sports or 

merriment) still standing on the site of their capital Rangpur (Sibsagar) on 

the occasion of the mahd-viguva- Samkrainti celebrated as Cat (Caitra) or 

ba’hag- (Vaisakha) bihu (visuvant), and witness various sports made by 

people traditionally assigned for them. One such fun, known as Sen-mela 

(releasing of Hawk) consisted of releasing of a kanuwa (crane) and after 

it a hawk (Sen, Sanskrit Syena) and these two birds fighting in the air. 

Kite-flying seems to have been unknown to the Assamese till very recent 

times, The same word cild is applied to the bird (masc.; fem.—tilani) as 

well as to paper-kite, which, I think, is an indication of that this game probably 

came with the English, who have got the same single word for both these 

things. In many of our small towns the people who sell Kites are often 

Bengali Muslims from Sylhet or Dacca. The Bengalis call the bird cil and 

the paper-kite ghudi (gfs), which may have been derived from Hindi 
ghuddi (qf) meaning a paper kite.” 

While thanking Prof. Neoc for the remarks quoted above I may observe 

that there is every possibility of the Muslims introducing the Kites in Assam 

and other parts of India long before the English advent as we are told by 

Prof. Goowatcn that the use of Kite, which originated in China, spread to 

Muslim lands in the Tth cent. av, We have already pointed out in this paper 

that Kites were known in the Deccan in the 16th cent., as they are mentioned 

by St. Ekanatha (a.p, 15337-1599) in his Marathi works. 

In response to my inquiry about Kite-flying in South India my friend 

Prof. E. V. Vimaracnavacnarya of the P. R. College, Kakinada (Dt. E. 

Godavari) wrote to me as follows on 14-2-1952:— 

“Kite-flying is a sport indulged in these parts by youngsters (below 

20 or 50) in Vizagapatnam Dist, I observed young men (from castes other 

than the higher castes) participating in it. A friend tells me that this is the 

season when the Burmese people (young and old) spend much time and 

money (by way of betting) in this sport, They are said to tie a piece of 

sharp glass to the Kite and this piece of glass would be allowed to contact 

the rival Kite in competition, and cut the thread of the rival. 

Kite= (Telugu) mfs-geq or mfeqeq.. mfe—wind and yq—a piece of cloth 

(from Sanskrit 42). 

qe —Phana or a hood or something resembling it. Kites have long tails 

(pieces of cloth; the body proper being sometimes in the form of a 

serpent’s hood, made up of thick and coloured papers attached to a 

square frame of thin bamboo pieces. Sometimes metal rings too are 
attached to kites to produce a hissing or a buzzing sound.” 
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in the different regions of India and the countries of the world. 

‘I believe that the notes about the history of Kite-flying recorded above, 

though scanty, prove the currency of Kite-flying in India from C. ap. 1500. 

onwards, The history of Kite-flying outside India, especially in China and 

Europe is given by Berthold Laurer in his book “The Prehistory of Aviation,” 

Chicago, 1928, pp. 31-43 (Kites as precursors of aeroplanes). I shall record 

in a subsequent paper a complete chronology of Kite-flying as given by 

Laurer as also that revealed in the notes recorded in the present paper. I 

hope scholars interested in this topic will report to me or record indepen- 

dently any references to Kite-flying in India especially prior to av, 1500.* 

3. «sited ce: och ovclialiy-ray thant to all Wada iad tive
 babiel Sa 

by supplying valuable information bearing on the present inquiry. 
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‘IDLI IN KANNADA LITERATURE 

By 

H. G, Nananani, Poona 

Having read Dr. P. K. Gove's interesting paper on the popular dishes 
Idli and Dose in the Chatterji Jubilee Volume; 1 am tempted to record now, 

for the Taraporewala Memorial Volume, some references in Kannada Litera- 
ture to the former of these dishes which would supplement the data avail- 

able irom Sanskrit and Prakrt sources. 

Iddarige or Iddalige appears to be the name by which the dish, now 

popular as Idli, was known to the Kannadigas of old. A very early work on 

Cookery, the Sipadsdstra of Jayabandhunandana (c. 800 a». according to 

R. Nanasmmeacanya®) speaks of Iddarige of appetising favour prepared from 

ground black gram (urdina béle), mixed with curd and water and spiced 

with Asafoetida (Ingu), Cumin seeds (jirage), Coriander leaves (Kottum- 

bari) and black pepper (menasw): 

Aredurdina béleyanorn- 
dire mosaradi(?) nirolingu jirage kottum- 

bari menasallarn berasi- 
ddarigeyanade kampanimpumam taledirkum // 

The Parévandthapurdna of Parsvapandita (1205 a.) describes’ a rich 

dinner where, along with the many sweet dishes of the Kannada people like 
Mandage, Holige, Hirige and Ladduge, was served Iddalige, full of flavour 
and floating in melted butter: 

.».tuppadalli tenkuva kampu- 
Vliddaligegalam begarn 

baddisidar jamarembinarmh banasigar /'/ 

1. Indian Linguistics, Vol, 16, November 1955, pp. 226 ff. 

2 RR. Nanasommacanya, Karnataka Kavicarite (Mysore, 1907), I. 16; I unoerstand 
from Prof. T. N. Sneexanrian of Karnatak University, Dharwar that this work is now 

identified as part of the Lokopakira of Cavundariya. If this Cavundaraya is identical 

with the author of the Caévundariyapurina composed in 978 an,, the earliest reference to 

Idli now available in Kannada literature would go to the last quarter of the 10th cen- 

tury AD. 
3. cited in KR. [ 259. 
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More poetic is the Santisvarapurénat of Kamalabhava (c. 1235 av.), 

which likens Iddaliges served in another splendid dinner to balls of the 

foam of the celestial river Ganga: 

Surasindhuphenapindo- 
tkaramivenal kantivettu naganada teradim / 

Piridurh laghutvadith bi- 
ttaripiddaligegalanantavar baddisidar // 

Iddalige is again a prominent dish in an elaborate dinner described by 

the poet Mangarasa III (1508 an.) in his Sathyaktvakaumudt:* 

Begadindedemadididdaligedosegala 

i Apotteyodeva maryadeyolagundu tegutirdaru ff 

Annaji (c. 1600 ap.) is another poet who grows poetic while speaking 

of Iddalige. The occasion is provided by his Saundaravilisa® where, describ- 

ing the dishes displayed in a restaurant (mithayiyongadi), the poet speaks 

of Iddaliges shining like the cool-rayed Moon (himakaranante rajisuva 

iddalige) . 

The Uddina Kadabu mentioned in the royal dinner described by the 

Jain poet Terkanambi Bommarasa (c. 1485 a.n.) and likened, in poetic fancy, 

to frost settled down or to globular deposits of boiled nectar or to lunar rays 

solidified, appears to refer to Idli only: 

Battavereyo mafijinobbuli 
battitadudo amrtarasavala / 

Vattuvrttada pindavadudo eandrikeyu bandu // 

ghattigondito enalu nolpara 

dittegolavanu manake harusava 

puttepuddina kadabu savidaru nrparu mananaliye /'/ 

In Karnatak at least the modern Idli is nothing more than a diminu- 

tive form of the ancient giant dish Huygadabu. Large vessels specially de- 

signed for its preparation are to be found even now in all those Karnataka 

homes which still keep the old tradition. 

4. cited Ibid., p. 20. 
5. KE., 0. 336. 

8. Ibid. p. 130; this is cited by B, A. Saurrone (Social and Political life in Vija- 

yanagara Empire, II. 318) also who lists passages in Kannada literature deseribing the 

dishes current among the people, 
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HOW PANINI HAS BEEN MISUNDERSTOOD 

By 

Kshitis Chandra Cuartrersr, Calcutta 

Panini’s grammar has been studied in India for about 2,500 years, but 
still there are many rules about the exact meaning and implication of which 
we are completely in the dark. There are several cases where later gram- 
marians and commentators have thoroughly misunderstood the rules of 
Panini and sanctioned forms which are manifestly ungrammatical. I shall 
mention a few such cases in this short paper. 

In the Satnksiptsara of Kramadiévara there is a rule ‘nalopo nadhikara- 
naikatve’ ii.5.36. The Vrtti supplies the example: rajanyati thakkure. The 
commentary explains: adhikaranaikatva-vihita iyi pare nakara-lopo na 
bhavati. 

The plain meaning is that n- stems do not drop their n before the 
denominative suffix -iya when it is added to a locative singular. Thus 
thakkuramn rajanam ivacarati yields réjiyati thakkurath, but thakkure 
rajanivacarati will yield rajanyati thakkure ! 

Similarly the Supadma of Padmanabhadatta has the rule nah kye’nau 
11.3.2, which is explained thus in the Vrtti: ani-visaye kya-pratyaye naénta eva 
padasanjiah syat rajiyati, rajdyate; padatvin nalopah; aiau iti kit ? raja- 
nyati gurau. 

Supadma lays down that an n-stem is to be regarded as a pada before 
the denominative suffixes -kyac, -kyan and -kyas except when it ends in 
the locative singular. Thus in the sense of gurum rajanam ivécarati we shall 
have guru rajiyati, but in the sense of gurau rajanivadcarati we shall have 
gurau rajanyati . 

All this is very strange, because in all other cases the denominative from the karmopamana and that from the adhikaranopamana are absolutely 
identical and there is no reason why there should be a difference in the 

The fact is that Panini prescribes the suffix -kyae only after karmo- paména in his rule upamaéndd Gcére iii,1.10. Katyayana extends the suffix to adhikaranopamfna also by his Varttika adhikaranie ca. Now Panini has a rule in his Astadhydyi na wisambuddhyoh viii2.8 ace. to which a pada 
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does not lose its final n before the locative singular and vocative singular 
endings, The learned grammarian has mentioned fi in this rule for locative 

singulars without ending like vyoman, carman etc., occurring in the Vedas. 
Kiatyayana and Patanjali also hold this view, for Katyayana has the Varttika: 
bhatedit tu nam pratigedhinarthakyam which is accepted by Patafijali, who 
explains it thus: ‘iiau pratisedho’ narthakah’. kim kéranam ? ‘bhatvat’ 
bhasamjnatra bhavisyati. yadi tarhi bha-samjidtra bhavati ‘rathantare siman 
ityatra ‘allopo’ nah’ vi. 4.134 ity allopah pripnoti naisa dosah; uktam; ubhaya- 

samjnanyapi echanddmei drsyante, tatha hi ‘sa sustubha sa rkvatd ganena’ 

(RV. iv. 50.5); padatvat keutvam, bhatvaj jastvam na bhavati; evam ihaipi 
adatuid allopo na bhatvdn nalopo na bhavisyati. 

Tt is clear from this that according to Patanjali the highest authority 
on Sanskrit grammar wi in the rule is for Vedic forms only. He does not 

mention forms in the classical lancuage in this connection. Thus acc. to 
Patafijali the rule does not apply to cases covered by the Varttika: 

adhikaranadc ca. 

Nagesa noticed the point but the conclusion he drew from these 
premises is different. He says that by not referring to cases like rajaniva- 

carati rajanyati bhileguke the Bhasyakara merely shows that denominative 
forms are not to be used in such cases. Thus Nagega says in his Uddyota: 

mai ca rajanivdcarati rdjanyati bhiksuke ityatradhikarande ca (iii. 1.10.1) iti 
kyaci loka udaharanasambhavah etad bhasyapramanpad anabhidhanena tatra 

kyajanunapatteh. He expresses the same view in his LaghuSabdenduselkhara 
also: “rijantvdcaratityarthe’ dhikarandecceti Ievac tu loka nastyeva anabhidha- 
natedd, ata eva parame vyoman (RV. x.129.7) ityaday ayvasmayaditvad bhat- 
vena sitrasthani-grahana-pratyakhydnem bhadsyoktam sangacchata iti bhavah. 

No doubt ‘anabhidh@na’ comes in very handy whenever a difficulty 

occurs, but there is no reason why there should be ‘anabhidhdana’ here. 

Kramadiévara, Padmanabha and others are right in rot accenting the 
hypothesis of ‘anabhidhina’, but wrong in the application of the rule. 

Thus since Panini’s rule ‘na ni-sambuddhyoh’ is meant for the justifi- 
eation of Vedic forms like »yoman, carman, ete., since Panini had no idea 

that Katyayana would extend his suffix -kwac to adhikaranopaména also and 

was thus not in a position to make provision for the non-apolication of the 
Tule in the case of adhikaranopamdana ending in n, since Katyayana and 

Patafijali who accept -kyac in the case of adhikaranonamana do not refer to 
the case of n-stems while considering ‘na- ni-sambuddhyoh’ but confine it te 
Vedic forms like pyoman, and since there is no reason why in the case of 

m-stems alone the adhikaranopaména denominatives should differ from the 
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karmopamdna ones, it is perfectly clear that rajanivacarati will yield rajiyati 

and not rajanyati and that the protagonists of rajanyati have misunderstood 

Panini's rule. 

Panini lays down that in the case of Bahuvrihis in which the 

Grst member is an adjective to the second, the former if ending in a feminine 

suffix generally drops it except when the last member happens to be priyd, 

etc. Now Panini includes the word ‘bhakt? in the priyaidigana. But in 

literature in compounds with ‘bhakti’ (devotion) as the final member, the 

preceding member invariably shows the elision of the feminine suffix. So, 

many later grammarians and commentators were forced to make the absurd 

statement that drdhabhaktih found in the Ramayana and Raghuvamsa is to 

be dissolved as drdhath bhaktih yasya sah and that drdhd bhaktir yasya sah 

should yield drdhabhaktih. Bhojaraja laid down that there should be 

pumvadbhava when ‘bhakti? means ‘an object of devotion’ but no purvad- 

bhava when it means ‘devotion’; but later grammarians did not see their 

way to accepting this view. They did not consider for a moment the sense 

in which Panini uses the word ‘bhakti in his grammar; they did not take 

into account the instances occurring in the Mahdabhaésya, they did not think 

it their business to seek for the reason underlying the phenomenon of 

pumvadbhava, they took the word ‘bhakti’ in the sense prevalent in their 

times and asserted and maintained against the genius of the language that 

the grammatically correct form is drdhabhaktih. 

According to Panini ii3.40 both the genitive and the locative are used 

in ‘nirdharana’; but he bans compounds with the partitive genitive but not 

with the partitive locative in his rule ‘na nirdhdrane’ ii. 2.10, This has led 

later commentators to think that Panini allows compounds with the partitive 

locative. They forget that Panini does not sanction compounds with nirdha- 

rana spatami and so it is not mecessary for him to prohibit the formation 

of such compounds. 

Instances could be multiplied to any extent but these three will suffice 

to show how Panini’s rules have been misunderstood through the ages. Later 

commentators thought the ancient commentaries worthless because they 

could not bring themselves to accept their view and so these invaluable 

works perished. What would we not give to have a glimpse of the first 

commentary of the Astidhyayt? 



SANSKRIT DHARUNA- AND GREEK THELUMNA 

By 

Manfred Mayniorer, Wiirzburg 

Vedie dhariina- “bearing, holding; (n.) basis, foundation, ete.” (RV; 

AV, VS) and Greek thélumna n. plur. “foundations” (Empedocles), Homeric 

pro-thélumnos “uprooted, whose roots, whose foundations are gone,”) tetra- 

thélumnos “of four layers” have been connected by some older etymologists,’ 

and in more recent times by Franz Srecut, Der Ursprung der indogermani- 

schen Deklination (1944) pg. 126, 275 n. 1. At first sight, however, this com- 

parison seems to be impossible, since one cannot reasonably keep apart 

dharwna- from dhar- “to hold", Vedie dharapa- “bearing, holding, support- 

ing”, etc., going back to LE. “dher- (Watpe-Poxoany, |, 856sqq.); Greek 

*ther-, not thel- should therefore be expected. On the other hand, the com- 

bination of dharima- and thélumna ete. is very tempting, not only because 

of the identical meanings (‘“foundation, firm ground”), but also from the 

point of view of word-formation: speaking in Sanskrit symbols, a *dhdru- 

man- (; thélu-mn-a, cf. CHanwrratve, La formation des noms en Gree ancien, 

1933, pg. 21lisq.), from the -u- base in dharii-na- and plausibly in dhru-va 

“frm, fixed", would be quite conceivable besides Vedic dhadr-men- “support, 

hold” (from the un-extended root) and dhéri-man- “custom, law, dharmah” 

(irom the shva-base). And there is perhaps a way of connecting Greek 

thélu-mn® with Skr. dhari-pa- without having to separate dhariqe- 

from dhar-, or dhar- from its cognates pointing to LE, *dher-. 

Looking at the Greek word-family of thelumna, we see that the oldest 

examples are the two Homeric compounds, pro- and tetra-thelumnos. The 

simplex thélumna is later; finally, there are some glosses in Hesrcx’s lexicon 

1. See J. WackKERNacEL, Sprachliche Untersuchungen zu Homer (1916) pe. 240; also 

Dum, Philologus 97 (1948) pg. 361sq. 
2. Ci, Borsace, Dictionnaire étymologique de la langue Grecque, 2nd. ed., pq. 

337 n, 1, 

$. and would be preferable also to the explanations of thelumna as “pre-greek”: 

ef, £i, H, Giwrenz, Labyrinth (1992) pe. 30; A, J. Van Wrercens, Le Pélasgique (1952) 

pe. 88 (with bibliogr.). 
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considered to be members of the thélumna-family, which are of no etymolo- 

gical value. That means, that in oldest Greek -thélumno- is recorded only 

with two prefixes containing -r-, pro- and tetra- : would it, therefore, be too 

bold to assume an older *therummo- (: dharima-, LE. *dher-u-mn-) changed 

by dissimilation in *pro-therumno-, *tetra-therumno- to -thélumno, a form 

later used also as a simplex (thélwmna, Empedocles) ? This supposition would 

enable us to include Greek thélumna in the family of Skt. dhar- —leaving 

undecided the old theory of Skt. dhartima- coming from *dhearwmna- and 

being thus still closer related to the Greek words examined in this little paper. 

4. “athélimnon” is now read “athélémon dkousma: kakén" in Larre’s new edition 

(1953) and does not belong to our words; “athélimnoi; kakoi" is a “spathyzantinische 

Entstellung des Cyrillglossare” (Prof. Larre, in a letter to the present writer) and a 

case of itacism; “thelemon: hdlon ek rhizon” is plausibly a wrong derivation from 

Homeric prothélumnos—and certainly no LE. “théme en -e-" (Van WiNDEKENs, Le.)! 



FREQUENCY AND PHONEMICS 

By 

Gordon H. Famsanrs, Cornell University, U.S.A. 

6.1. It is customary in morphological analysis to make use of the criteria 
of maximum differentiation and replaceability. Thus on the basis of 
maximum differentiation, since the verb sing and many others in English 
have a maximum of five forms, sing, sings, sang, sung, singing, the verb put 

is also analyzed as having the same five forms. The verb put has only 

three phonemically distinct forms, put, puts and putting, but these are 

equated with the five forms of sing on the basis of their mutual replaceability, 
such that put is a single morpheme form when it replaces sing, is composed 

of a base morpheme plus a past tense morpheme when it replaces sang 
and is composed of a base morpheme plus a past participle morpheme when 
it replaces sung. It is also customary to temper these criteria by the 

principle of frequency. If the criterion of replaceability is taken rigorously, 
then it would be necessary to analyze sang as two different forms depending 

upon whether it was replaceable by was or by were. If the analysis is 
tempered by the principle of frequency, then since there is in English only 
one verb that has more than five phonemically distinct forms, the verb 
to be (be, am, are, is, was, were, been and being), English can be analyzed 
as having verbs that show only five forms with the exception of the verb 

to be which has eight forms. To analyze all English verbs as having eight 

forms would be to follow the criteria of maximum differentiation and 
replaceability more rigorously, but would be less practical. 

0.2. In Russian the noun /stdl/ ‘table’ has five phonemically distinct forms, 
/stél, stalé, stali, stal’é, stalam/, in the singular as does also the noun 
/ziné/ ‘woman’, /ziné, zind, zinf, Zin'é, zindy/. However, since both zina/ 
and /zint/ are replaceable by /stél/ and since both /stalii/ and /stal’é/ are 
replaceable by /Zin’é/, it is mecessary to consider that /stol/ represents two 
forms and that /zin'é/ represents two forms or that we have a total of six 
ease forms. The form //stdl/ is a nominative case form when it replaces 
/zind/ and an accusative case form when it replaces /zini/’, the form /zin'é/ 

is a dative case form when it replaces /stali/ and a locative case form when 
it replaces /stal’é/, the mutually replaceable forms, /stala/ and /Zinf/, are 

genitive case forms and the mutually replaceable forms, /stalém/ and 
/2inéy/, are instrumental case forms, a total of six case forms. Most of the 
nouns in the language can be described in terms of this six-case system, 

but not all nouns. The form /stal’é/ is sometimes replaceable by the form 
u 
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Yugla/, /f stal’é/ ‘in the table’ /v uglt/ ‘in the corner’, and sometimes 

replaceable by /ugl’é/, /a stal’é/ ‘about the table’ /ab ugl’é/ ‘about the 

corner’, Also the form /stal4/ is sometimes replaceable by /damt/, /is 

stala/ ‘out of the table’ /iz damu/ ‘out of the house’, and sometimes re- 

placeable by /déma/, /at stal4 da dv’ér'i/ ‘from the table to the door’ /ad 

déma da vagzdla/ ‘from the house to the station’. The criterion of re- 

placeability, if taken rigorously, would require the addition of two! more 

case forms to the system; /stal’é/ would be one case form when it replaces 

/ughi/ and a different case form when it replaces /ugl’é/ and /stal4/ would 

likewise represent two different case forms. There are only a small number 

of nouns in the language that have these extra case forms phonemically 

distinct from the six originally posited. If the criterion of frequency is 

introduced, the bulk of the language may be described in terms of six case 

forms and then a limited, but specifiable, number of nouns would be 

exceptional in having more than six forms. 

0.3. When a linguist makes an analysis of this type, he is positing two 

levels of morphological patterning in the language. I would call one level 

the basic or high frequency paradigmatic patterning and the other the 

exceptional or low frequency paradigmatic patterning. Both are integral 

parts of the language and must be stated in the morphology. There is no 

sharp line of demarcation as to when the principle of frequency is to be 

employed in the analysis and when not. In the English example cited above, 

there is only one verb with eight forms and a fairly large number with no 

more than five. In the Russian example there are a number of nouns with 
the extra case forms, but the difference between the number of nouns with 
six forms and those with more than six is‘still very great. It is a matter 

of the discretion of the linguist how great a difference in frequency between 

two morphological patterns he will insist on before positing two levels of 
morphological patterning. If he is discreet, his analysis will be acceptable 

to other linguists. ‘The application or non-application of the principle of 

frequency in a specific language may be conditioned also by the purpose of 
his analysis. 

1.0. In phonological analysis this principle of frequency is not generally 
employed in assigning allophones to phonemes. In some languages where a 
particular phonemic contrast is one of very low frequency it is worth while 
considering some of the implications of adopting this principle. A phonemic 
contrast may be rare either because it occurs in only a few items, that is, 

1. Rigorous application of the principle of replaceability would require positing 

more than eight case forms in Russian, but this example is meant to be illustrative, not 
exhaustive. 
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has a low list frequency, or because it has a very limited distribution. It 
is worth considering both. cases. 

1.1. An extreme example of a phonemic contrast with a very low list 

frequency occurs in Mazateco,? where [t] occurs in only a few words 
medially after nasals, but with high frequency in initial position and [d] 
eccurs with high frequency medially after nasals and not at all initially. 
One analysis, giving precedence to the principle of phonetic similarity, would 
be to consider [t] either initial or after nasals as the phoneme /t/ and [d] 
as the phoneme /d/. This produces an analysis with a very peculiar distri- 
bution of the phonemes, /t/ occurring initially with high frequency but 
after nasals in only a few words and /d/ occurring with high frequency 
after nasals but not at all initially. Giving precedence to the principle of 
frequency, another analysis would be to consider [t] initial and [d] medial 
after masals as allophones of the same phoneme /‘t/ and to consider [t] 
medial after nasals, as a different phoneme /t/, This analysis has various 
advantages. It considers [t] and [d] as allophones of the same phoneme 
which fits the fact that [t] and [d] are in non-contrastive distribution for 
the vast majority of the language. It considers medial [t] after nasals as 
a separate phoneme in that position in which it does contrast with [d] 
which depicts more clearly the fact that [t] and [d] contrast in only a few 
items. It gives the phoneme /t/ a wide distribution and one probably 
paralleled by other phonemes. It considers the consonant system of the 
language to be composed of the phoneme /t/ and /t/ among others, and 
further to be composed of two sub-systems.’ The first sub-system is of 
high frequency and includes the phoneme /t/, the second of low frequency 

and includes the phoneme /t/. This analysis does not eliminate the contrast 
between [t] and [d] from Mazateco, which seems to be the intent of Fries 
and Pike when they relegate the contrast to a ‘conflicting coexistent system”.* 
This analysis also avoids the necessity for introducing the native speaker's 
reaction to learning to write his own language or learning a different 
languages It admits overlapping of phonemes, a point discussed in section 2. 

2 The problem discussed here is taken from the article of Charles C, Foes and 
Eenneth L, Pree, Coexistent Phonemic Systems, Lang. 25.29-50 (1949). 

3. The sub-systems posited here on the basis of frequency are similar to sub- 

systems posited on the basis of distribution. Punjabi, according to the unpublished 

analysis of Sri E, C. Bamt when he was studying under my direction at the Deccan 

College, has a vowel system composed of ten phonemes, /i reg A a2 o y wu/, which 
may be divided on the basis of distribution into one sub-system including /r A y/ 
and a second including /ie ¢ a? ow’. Armenian, either the East or West variety, has 
4@ vowel system of six phonemes, /i e ao u 3, of which /i e a o u/ form one distri- 
butional sub-system and /9/ a second. 

4. Fates and Pires, Lang, 25.52 (1949). 

9, Frms and Pree, Lang, 25.30 (1949). 
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12. An example of a contrast in a limited position occurs in Pre-Slavic at 

a time not much earlier than Proto-Slavic. After the non-palatalized 

phonemes /p bm vtdszlnrk gx/ and after the palatalized phonemes 

/e & z y/ the vowel [a], but not [ze], may occur, after the palatalized 

phonemes /p' b' m’ vt d's’ z' I' n’ r'/ the vowel [@], but not [a], may 

occur and after the phonemes /c z 8/ both [a] and [@] may occur, One 

analysis, giving precedence to phonetic similarity, would be to analyze [z] 

wherever it occurs as the phoneme /z/ and [a] wherever it occurs as the 

phoneme /a/, This would mean that the phoneme /w/ could occur only 

after 14 of the 32 consonant phonemes and the phoneme /a/ could occur 

after only 21 of the 32 consonant phonemes and of these 21 only three are 

duplicated among the 14 after which /#/ may occur. This is a distribution 

unlike that of the other vowel phonemes which may for the most part 

occur after any consonant. Considering the limited position of the contrast 

between [a] and [2] and considering that [a] and [2] are almost in comple- 

mentary distribution in the same way that other front and back vowels are 

completely in complementary distribution, another analysis would be to 

consider [ze], where it contrasts with [a], a phoneme /z/ and to consider 

[a] and [z] in all other positions as allophones of the phoneme ja/. This 

analysis states the contrasts that occur in the language since it recognizes 

the two phonemes /a/ and /2/ in the only position in which they contrast 

with each other, It also states the patterning of allophonic distribution in 

a consistent manner since it recognizes that the patterning of [a] and [=] 

in all positions except after /c z 4/ is parallel to the patterning of the other 

front and back vowels. The vowel system is composed of six phonemes 

/iu ® oa @&/, which in turn is composed of two sub-systems, one including 

the phonemes /i u 2 o a/ each of which may occur after any consonant 
and the other including /z/ which may occur only after /c z &/. 

1.3. The situation where a contrast occurs with a very limited distribution 

can be considered the converse of the situation where a contrast is lacking 
in limited positions, In German the contrast between a voiced and a 

voiceless stop occurs in many positions, but is lacking in final position. The 
usual method of analyzing this situation among American linguists is to 

assign the phone in final position to one of the pair of voiced-voiceless stop 
phonemes. The lack of contrast is indicated by admitting only one type of 
phoneme in this position, This may be said to parallel the Pre-Slavic 
situation above where the contrast between [a] and [ze] in a limited 
position is recognized by admitting these as two phonemes in the only posi- 

6 The vowel /u/ has a defective distribution, but the other vowels, /i 3 o/, 
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tion in which they do contrast, Some European linguists are likely to draw 
attention to the lack of contrast in German by admitting an archiphoneme in 
this position. This might be paralleled in the Pre-Slavic example by positing 
an archiphoneme /A/ for both [a] and [#] in positions in which they do 
not contrast. 

14, The stop-affricate system of Tamil presents a more complicated example 
of phonemics contrasts with low list frequency. The phones pertinent to the 
analysis’ may be illustrated by the following chart: 

Initial Intervocalic Medial Medial 

after /r/® after nasal! 

or /1/* 
Labial Pp pp’ p b 

(b)* B B 
(b) 

Dental t' tt’ t' d 

t= a 

7. The data discussed here are from the speech of Sri M. 8, Shanmugam Pray, 

Lecturer in Tamil, Annamalai University, Annamalainagar, who has been working on 
an analysis of his language with some assistance from me. The language is the variety 
he would ordinarily use in conversation, but not the more formal classroom style, He 

comes from Nagercoil in the extreme south, but has been living in Chidambaram for the 

last twelve years. The data differ phonetically to some extent from that of Murray 
Fow1tm in his article, The segmental phonemes of Sanskritized Tamil, Lang, 30.360-7 

(1954). Differences occur in both the native vocabulary and in the loanwords. My data 
include loans from Sanskrit, Portuguese and English, whereas Fowwen’s includes loans 
only from Sanskrit and Portuguese. The differences are to be attributed partially to a 
difference in dialect or idiolect and partially to a difference in style, the style that Fownen 
is analyzing being somewhat more formal. 

& Although two varieties of [r], a dental slightly tilled [r] and an alveoler more 

strongly trilled [r] are written in this position, there is no difference in the pronunciation. 
Thus, what is written ti:rppu is pronounced [tlyrp'] and what is written kerpu is 

pronounced [k'Arp'r]. External evidence of this fact is that students sometimes mis- 
spell the second of these forms in the manner of the first. 

9. Clusters of retroflex /1/ plus stop or affricate also occur, but there are fewer 
combinations and those that do occur neither contribute to, nor conflict with, the 
analysis presented, 

10, There are limitations as to which nasals may occur before a particular stop. 
These limitations raise problems in the assignment of nasal phones to masal phonemes, 
but do not affect the analysis of stops and aftricates, 

11. Phones in parentheses are those with a very low frequency. Examples are: 
[b] : [bAlam] ‘strength’, [Arbus Am] wentiertaty: [bAlbr] ‘bulb’ [¢'] : [ty] 
‘tea’; [t'] : [Ayr Am] ‘the letter t’; [4] : [éApp'a] ‘tin vessel’, [k'a:rdr] ‘post 
card’, (ka: Idrwel]' Caldwell’; [s): [sAri] ‘that’s correct’, {p’a:rstl] ‘parcel’, [p'enatl] 
‘pencil’; [j]: jAmbAr] ‘jumper, blouse’, [j/nn/J] ‘window’; [¢]: [ga:ndi] ‘Gandhi’, 
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Initial Intervocalic Medial Medial 3 

after /r/®=  — after nasal! 

or /1/* 

Alveolar (t') ti’ dr 
Retroflex (t*) tt t d 

(d)* d d 
Palatal cl ce c j 

(s)45 5 (s) (s) 

Gj) 

Velar k kk* ke g 
(g) ye Y 

It is clear that this represents a six-way contrast with respect to position 
of articulation as shown by the contrasts of geminates in intervocalic posi- 
tion: [k‘App\m] ‘tribute’, [k‘Att'r] ‘ery’)™ [lc'Mtt'1] ‘studying’, [k*tt'r] ‘tie’, 
[k‘Acci] ‘party, sect’, [p*tt'r] ‘ten’, [p'tt't] ‘attach to’. [p'tt'z] ‘silk’, 
[p'*kk'4m] ‘side’. It is also clear that there is, at least for some 
phonemes, a contrast between a tense, voiceless aspirated phoneme and a 
lax, voiced phoneme: [p'‘)4m] ‘a measure of weight’, [b'‘m] ‘strength’. 

12. The phone [dr] represents an alveolar stop with a very short r-colored release. 
This could be analyzed as /dr/ but may be analyzed as the variety of alveolar stop 
that occurs after a nasal. Fow en, Lang, 30-362 (1954) analyzes it as /dr/, an analysis 

that is supported by the similar cluster he finds in [nej-tf1] ‘yesterday’ /ne:tru/, He 
thus finds no evidence of an alveolar contrasting with a dental or with a retroflex. In 

my data, where Fow tes has the cluster [ir], I find [tt'], which clearly contrasis with 
[tt'] and with [##]. I also have in my data an alveolar in imitial position contrasting 
with a dental: [tiy) ‘fire’, [tly] ‘tea’, Since I find it necessary to posit an alveolar 
initially and intervocalically, I would consider the cluster [dr} az the variety of alveolar 
that cccurs after a nasal. 

13, The symbol [d] is used here to represent a voiced retroflex stop in initial 
position and medially after a nasal and a voiced flap intervocalically and medially after 
/r/ and /1/, This distinction is not necessary for the analysis. 

14. I have used the symbols [¢j] to representt [t{dz] and the symbol [éé] to 
represent [tt/] mainly to show more clearly the parallelism between the palatal and 
the other series. 

15, In some items intial [s] is in free variation with initial [€]; [sIngyAm] or 
[eIngyAm] ‘lion’, [s:astri] or J 
[ca:stri] “Castri', but in some il does not alternate: [sri] ‘that’s correct’, ‘The phone 
[j] in the items cited in footnote 11 do not show any alternation, although in Fowue’s 
data, Lang. 30.365 (1954), [jAnnAl] ‘window’ does show alternation, 

16. The phone [+] shows free variation in intervocalic position with a voiceless 
velar spirant [x]: [p'a:yAm] or [p'a:x/\m] ‘portion’. 

ita. Small cap ‘Y’ has been substituted for author's crossed small cap 1, 
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The problem is the assignment of allophones to phonemes. One analysis,” 
giving precedence to phonetic similarity, would be to assign the tense, voice- 
less phones to the same phoneme and the lax voiced phones to the same 

phoneme. Thus [g] and [y] would be allophones of the phoneme /g/ and 
[d] and [4] would be allophones of /d/. However, in the case of the 
labials, since there is a three-way contrast of [p], [P] and [b] in position 
after /r/ and /1/, [b) and [/] could not be allophones of the same phoneme 
and the distribution of allophones for the labials would not be similar to 
that for the velars and dentals. The phonemes /d/ and /g/ would have 
stop allophones in initial position and after a nasal, as would also the labial 
phoneme /b/, Intervocalically and after /r/ and /1/ the phonemes /d/ and 
/g/ would have spirantal allophones, whereas the phoneme /b/ would not 
occur intervocalically and would have a stop allophone after /r/ and /1/. 
The distribution of phonemes would be very irregular, thus /b/ would 
occur in three of the positions under diseussion, /d/ in a different three posi- 
Hons, /ds g/ in all four positions, ;/p t é k/ all in the same three positions 

(but not the same three in which either /b/ or /d/ occur), /B/ in two posi- 
tions and /j/ in the other two positions, neglecting the distribution of the 
alveolars which would be irregular by any type of analysis. Taking fre- 
quency into consideration I would first consider only those phones that 
occur with high frequency. Doing this I find no contrasts in initial position, 

a two-way contrast in intervocalic position that may clearly be analyzed 
as a single phoneme contrasting with the same phoneme geminated. After 

/t/ and /1/ there is also a two-way contrast that may be similarly analyzed 
even though the voiceless stop or affricate is not long. Thus initial [p‘ t' 

ek'] wouldbe /ptc¢k/, intervocalic ([pp‘ tt‘ tt® tt‘ ec kk*] would be /pp 
tt tt tt Cé kk”, intervocalic [fh 4 ds +] would be /ptt & k/, the [p*‘ t* 
t' ¢ k‘] after /r/ and /1/ would be /pp tt tt c¢ kk/, the [B 4 y] after /r/ 
and /1/ would be /p t k/ and the [b d dr dj g] after nasals would be 

/ptttek/. The phones that occur with low frequency and contrast with 
those already established as phonemes would be separate phonemes, thus 
[b] in initial position and after /r/ and /1/ would be the phoneme /h/, [s] 
in initial position and after nasal would be /s/ and [d j g] in initial position 
would be /d j g/. The [t'] and [¢'] that occur initially fit the distribution 

pattern of the other voiceless phonemes and would be /t t/. The phones 

17. This is the type of analysis employed by Fowem in Lang, 30.360-7 (1954). 
does not present in his article the type of distributional data that I have used in 
analysis, but as far as I can tell from the data he presents, if the analysis presented 
were applied to his data, it would yield similar results, If this is true, then this 
aes bee oh Sremieney wom Save the Tiathet sdventnts Rist ttsqrceied 
readily fit a variety of Tamil idiolects or dialects, Hi 
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[ds] in medial position after /r/ and /1/ fit the distribution pattern for 

which single voiceless phonemes are posited and would be phonemically 

/t /. 

To judge this analysis it is necessary to consider how well it describes 

the language. It states all the contrasts that occur in the language, treat- 

ing those of high frequency as belonging to a series of voiceless and tense 

phonemes /p ttt é@ k/ and those phones of low frequency as belonging to 

a different series of phoneme /b ds jg/. The distribution of all the high 

frequency phonemes follows the same pattern with the exception of the 
alveolar phonemes which would be irregular by any analysis. With this 

exception they all occur initially, intervocalically and medially after /r/, 

/l/ and nasals and they all oceur geminated intervocalically and after /r/ 

and /l/. They all parallel fairly closely the distribution of the nasals and 
liquids, There are three nasals /m n n/ and three liquids /r 1 1/™ to be 

considered here. Each of these except the retroflex may occur initially 
paralleling the distribution of /p t t ¢ k/, the non-occurrence of the 

retrofiex /n |/ paralleling the rare occurrence of initial /{/. All the nasals 
and liquids may occur intervocalically either singly or geminated, again 

parallel to the distribution of /p t t t ¢ k/. Ewen the low frequency 
phonemes follow a pattern of distribution similar to each other since they 

all occur almost exclusively in initial position, the exceptions being that 
/b/ occurs medially after /r/ and /l/ and that /s/ occurs after nasals. 
The distribution of the allophones of the phonemes /p t t t & k/ also 
follows a consistent pattern: a voiceless, aspirated, tense stop initially and 

when geminated, a voiced, lax stop medially after a nasal and either 
a spirant or a flap medially after /r/ and /1/ and intervocalically. This 
analysis describes the language as having a stop-affricate system composed 

of the phonemes /pttté¢kbdsjg/. This system may be split into two 
sub-systems, one consisting of the phonemes /p t t t ¢ k/ each of which 
occurs with high frequency and has a distribution similar to that of the 
others and a second sub-system consisting of the phonemes /b d s j g/ 
each of which occurs with extremely low frequency, but nevertheless has 
a distribution pattern similar to that of the others. 

Another advantage of this analysis is that it shows the past history 
of the language. The high frequency phonemes reflect the state of the 
language at an earlier period, that is, a language with a single stop- 

18. There is in Tamil another retroflex continuant, usually symbolized as 
(1), showing in some positions r-coloring and im other positions 1-coloring. 
lis distribution is quite different from that of /m nr 1/ in that it does not occur initially 
and different from that of /m nn ri in that it does not occur geminated inter- 
vocalically, 
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affricate system. The low frequency phonemes show new contrasts that 

have been introduced into this single stop system by borrowing from 
Sanskrit, Portuguese and English. It seems reasonable to expect that in 
the future history of Tamil, one of two things is likely to happen. First, 
the low frequency items may be assimilated to the one-stop sub-system 
producing a one-stop system. Considering the extremely low frequency of 

these items, this may very well happen. Second, the low frequency phonemes 
may gain in frequency, either by further borrowings or by developments 
of the native vocabulary, to such an extent that it is no longer valid to 
set up a distinction between the different frequencies and the language 

would have to be analyzed as a two-stop system that is not split into sub- 
systems based on a difference in frequency. In summary, this analysis 

reflects the one-stop system of an earlier period of the language, describes 
the present-day language as having a two-stop system, but one that is barely 
phonemic, and leaves the question open as to whether the low frequency 

phonemes have introduced a phonemic split that will eventually produce a 
Necaicig system with a regular distribution of the phonemes in it or whether 
the low frequency phonemes represent temporarily unassimilated forms that 

will eventually be assimilated and produce again a one-stop system. 

2, The preceding analysis is based on the assumption that a phonemic ana- 
lysis of a language is a statement of the phonetic contrasts that occur in 

that language in terms of discrete units, called phonemes, Phones that do 
not contrast with each other are assigned to allophones of the same phoneme. 
The phonemes are determined by the contrasts, The assignment of non- 
contrasting phones to phonemes is determined by supplementary criteria, 
such as phonetic similarity, pattern and distribution, and I would add to 
these, frequency. I would suggest that frequency may be given precedence 

over phonetic similarity in a language like Mazateco or Tamil, although 
which should be given precedence in a specific case will be dictated by the 
facts of the particular language being analyzed. Giving precedence to 
frequency allows overlapping of phonemes. This can be justified from a 
theoretical point of view since no phone in one position is ever identical 
with any phone in a different position and thus overlapping of phonemes 
is theoretically impossible. From a more practical point of view, even if 
a linguist considers two phones as identical, there is no reason why any 
one of the supplementary criteria should be given precedence a priori 
ever any one of the others, The linguist is required to take care of all the 
contrasts that occur in a language, but as supplementary criteria he may 

give precedence to distribution rather than to phonetic similarity or, as I 
have suggested in the examples above, he may give precedence to frequency. 
The Tamil stop-affricate system is one case in particular where there are 
advantages in giving precedence to frequency. 

15 



LOAN WORDS IN PERSIAN 

By 

Chinmoy Durr, Calcutta University. 

Since the dawn of human civilisation the greatest treasure of mankind 
has been the power of expression in forms of words and languages which 

are even now advancing on the path of evolution to an unknown destina- 

tion or fulfilment. No language is entirely free from borrowed words, 
because no nation has ever been completely isolated. Contacts with other 

nations inevitably lead to borrowings, though their number may vary con- 

siderably. Loan words always show a superiority of the nation from whose 
language they are borrowed, though this superiority may be of different 
kinds. 

The Persian people had for their neighbours both in the east and the 
west some of the most highly civilised races of Asia. On the east were the 

Indians who were in the Aryan-speaking North India their linguistic kins- 
men in the historical period and on the west were the Elamites, the Baby- 

loniams and the Assyrians foremost among the nations of antiquity, They 
came also in contact with a great many other nations both as neighbours 

and as conquerors; with the extension of the Achaemenian empire, the Per- 

sians could count among their subjects Arabs, Babylonians, Assyrians, Syri- 

ans, Egyptians and the civilised peoples of Asia Minor including the Greeks 

settled in Western Asia Minor and in the coast lands, Words fom most 
of the languages could be expected to come to the Ancient Persian language 

in the course of the intercourse of the Persians with their speakers. Such 

words, of course, became naturalised in the language and were passed on 
to Pahlavi or Middle Persian and Modern Persian. One such typical word 

is the modern Persian word ‘muhar'= seal. In ancient times the Persians 

knew only the cylinder seal as used by the Babylonians: a long round cylin- 
der-shaped piece of stone was engraved on all sides with figures and words 
and this would be rolled on a piece of clay to give the impression, The 

flat seal such as we know was in use among the Egyptians, and the Persians 
learned to use it evidently from this people, so that the Egyptian seal came 
to be known as ‘mudra’, ie., the Egyptian article; the Syrian name for Egypt 
Mizraim or Mizre was Persianised into ‘mudra’. This word ‘mudra’ was bor- 
rowed by the ancient Indians from the Persians and was adopted in Sanskrit 
as ‘mudra’ = seal, ring, ete, Old Persian mudra > muér and then 
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muhar (Elamite mu-ig-sa-ri-ya, mu-sir-ra-yo, Babylonian mi-sir, Hebrew 
mizr), Muhar or muhr is thus an example of an old foreign word in modern 

Persian—a name of a people or country, adopted from the Syrians, and 
employed to mean an article. The word ‘man’ =a weight is in all likeli- 
hood an old Persian borrowing from the Babylonian ‘mana’ which also found 
its way to Greek, as mna and to Sanskrit as ‘mana’ or ‘mand’. The ancient 
Persians were profoundly influenced by the Babylonians in their culture and 
it is quite reasonable to expect that they had borrowed words from the 

Babylonian language which is Semitic in origin and a distant kin to Arabic. 

The Persians during the period of Achaemenian empire were a ruling 

race and they did not have much need as a proud people to borrow words 
from their subjects unless absolutely indispensible, e.g., names of peoples 
like ‘yaund’ and foreign proper names like ‘dubdla’, ‘haldita-,’ ‘labnéna’, etc, 
The cuneiform letters as used for their inscriptions are based on the charac- 
ters used by the Assyrians and Babylonians in writing their language. 
They are written from left to the right and are believed by some to be used 
only for inscriptions, This alphabet fell into disuse after the end of the 

Achaemenian dynasty. It seems that some kind of modified Syrian alphabet 

based on the Phoenician script (which is the ultimate source equally of the 
Greek and Roman alphabets as well as the Arabic) was in common use 
throughout the Achaemenian empire in writing all sorts of languages, Aryan 
and non-Aryan; and the Avesta might have originally been written im it, 

Later on the Syrian alphabet as used in the Persian empire were evolved 

the elaborated Avestan alphabet and the rather crabbed Pahlavi script. These 
are still in use in writing Avesta and Pahlavi among Parsis of the Gabris, 

but in Persia itself, after the Arab conquest, when Pahlavi, a middle Per- 
sian was changing to modern Persian, the Pahlavi script was abandoned for 

the Arabic supplemented by the letters pé, ché, zhe, gaf to represent Persian 
sounds, 

After Alexander's death (323 p.c.), the history of Persia was for a 
period linked with that of the west. The Greek rulers of Syria (descended 
from Antiochus, a general of Alexander), for a time ruled over Persia, and 
during this period there was an intensive Greek and Syrian influence on 

Persian culture and language, In 256 5.c., a national dynasty arose in Persia 

where a Parthian chief named Arsakes made himself independent in a part 
of Persia (Parthia in North-East Persia). The Parthians are a distinct 
branch of the Iranians—neither Median or Persian; at first they encouraged 
Greek culture, Greek being as their official language—so tremendous was the 

influence of Alexander and his Greek followers; but later, in the 2nd cen- 
tury 5.c., they took up the language of the century. The Parthians fought 

and drove out the Greeks, and they had to fight with the Turanian hordes 
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from Central Asia. The Parthian dynasty, although Iranian, was finally 

overthrown by another native dynasty, the Sassanians in 226 AD., when 

Artaysir Papak who was said to be a scion of the Achaemenian house, became 

ruler of Persia, and with his accession a period of national glory was found 

in Persia, with important effects on the language which continued to the 

Arab conquest in 641 Av. 

The Persian language had during the Greek and Parthian periods 

undergone a great change. This change was a slow one, no doubt, but the 

character of Old and Ancient Persian altered and it became Middle Persian 

or Pahlavi, A large Semitic element came in the Huzvarish form. 

The Syrian language in the centuries before and after Christ had 
immense vogue in the Near East and it had penetrated with the Syrian 
alphabet into distant Central Asia and China —the alphabet being adopted 
later on by Turks, Mongols and Manchus. Commercial enterprise of Syrian 

speaking peoples, coupled with their zeal for Christianity, the religion adopted 
in Syria in the early centuries of the Christian era was responsible for this, 

Persia also came under Syrian influence and a good number of Syrian words 

were adopted into Persian during the transition of Old Persian to Middle 

Persian and during the Modern Persian stage. The Arabs also had come 
under the influence of the Syrians and they too borrowed a great many 
Syrian or Aramaic words and later on when in Post Muhammedan times 
the Arabic language began to influence Persian — these Syrian words already 

existing in Persian received a sort of re-enforcement from their equivalents 
adopted by Arabic. Thus Syrian ‘sikka’ (sykt’) = die for coining etc. was 
adopted into Persian even before Muslim times and this word was passed 
on to India also as early as the beginning of the 7th century. Arabic 

borrowed the word from Syrian in the form ‘sikkatun’ and the word came 

to Persian once again through the Arabic as ‘sikka’ and strengthened the 

existing form ‘sikka’ only the new meaning from Arabic persisted. 

In addition to the Greek and Syrian, there were also words from 

Indian languages — the ancient Indian vernaculars, and in recent times, the 
modern vernaculars. Contact between the sister speeches of Indo-Aryan 
and Iranian was always a close one, from the separation of the two branches 
from each other in pre-vedie times onwards. Borrowing from Greek and 
Syrian took place before the development of Modern Persian in Old Persian 
and Middle Persian largely in Modern Persian. Greek lost its influence 
in the east during the Sassanian period, and Syrian was gradually absorbed 
by Arabic, and with the growth of Islamic culture in Iraq, Syria and 
Egypt western influences came into Persian only through Arabic. That 
is why in Modern Persian, there were hardly any borrowings direct from 
Greek and Syrian. 
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The Persians continued to be in direct touch with their eastern and 
north-eastern neighbours— the Indians and the Turks notably. Here there 
was no Arabic to act as an intermediary, Consequently as in ancient times, 
so in mediaeval and modern times Indian words have come to Persian, 
though in a very restricted number and the Turkish words also came to 
Persian, in the post Muhammedan days only, large bodies of Turkish speakers 
were always to be found in Persia and frequently they formed the ruling 
classes. A few Chinese words also came in the wake of the Turks and 
Indians, 

After the Arab conquest of Persia (ap, 641-51) Arabic influence 
manifested itself at once on Persian. Its Semitic element in Pahlavi had 
prepared the language for it, Arabie came to Persia with a double prestige, 
it was the language of the conquerors, and it was the language of a new faith 
which began to spread quickly among the people, Persian nevertheless had 
its own glorious past, and it did not yield without a struggle and in many 
departments of life Persian held its own, Especially when an absolute break 
with the past could be affected, the native Iranian traditions were too strong 
for that, and the memory of glorious of the pre-Islamic Persia on the past 
continued unabated in the national consciousness through the romantic 
legends of the Shahnameh. The machinary of the administration remained 
Persian and Arabic had to borrow Persian terms like ‘wazir’ (Av. vicira = 
discriminator), ‘diwédn’ ete. The national name for King (sah); peared 
(daftar), Secretary ‘dabir’ ete. were never replaced by Arabic, In the 
matter of personal names, too, a great deal of the old Persian element 
persisted; ‘“Dardb', ‘Sikandar’, ‘Rustam’, ‘Sapur’, ‘Firiz’, ‘Khusrau’ etc, and 
other names of old heroes and kings have continued in Islamic Persia, as 
also native words used as epithets (‘ser’, ‘dzad’, ‘dinismand’, ‘aftab’ etc.). But 
the force of Arabic was irresistable and Persian had to acknowledge the 
suzerainty of Arabic shortly after the conquest, The Persian converts to 
Islam took to the new language which was made an international language 
for the whole of the North Africa and the near east, including Spain on the 
west and the frontiers of India on the east and became the inheritor of the 
culture of the Greeks with the greatest enthusiasm: and a great deal of 
serious literature, literature of information—philosophical, scientific, 
historical, geographical, besides a considerable amount of poetry was pro- 
duced in it by the Persians. The foundation of Arabic grammar and philo- 
logy and Arabic humanism in general owe a great deal to the Persians, 
The position allowed to Arabic reacted on Persian: Arabic words began to 
be freely used in Persian without any hindrance, and Arabic constructions, 
Arabic terms of expressions, sometimes Arabic idioms and references to ideas 
and allusions specially Arab, besides Arabic metres all became acclimatised 
in Persia. This sort of thing went on till recent times and the result has 
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been for the Persian language something analogus to what we see in 

English. In the latter language, after the conquest of England by the French 
speaking Normans in a.p. 1066, the language abandoned itself to the influx 
of French and French words invaded English in all departments, frequently, 

making obsolete old English words and introducing new words with new 
ideas, things so much so that within few centuries the vocabulary of English 
became two thirds of French, and a great many French idioms and grammati- 

cal terminations were adopted. So too in Persian the vocabulary is now 

more than two thirds of Arabic, and one might say that any Arabic word 

in the dictionary is a prospective Persian word —it could be straight away 

used in Persian. Numerous vocables for which there had been no satisfactory 

Persian equivalents were freely borrowed, One part is to be noted. Arabic 
words came into Persian more through the influence of the school than 

through the influence of the Arabic speakers. In the first centuries of the 

Arab rule, of course, there were large bodies of Arabs in Persia, members 

of the ruling race, troops who garrisoned the strategic points and ‘mullas’ 

and ‘darvishes’ who preached the new faith: and their presence and influence 

was a factor in acquainting the Persians with Arabic. But when the Persian 

national movement set in from the $th and 10th centuries, the Arabic speakers 

had gradually to give way: and besides in a few generations foreign settlers 

were bound to adopt the language of the land. 

But Arabic became the cultural language of Islamie Persia; study of 
Pahlavi and Avestan ceased and with it their influence, and Arabic became 

the inspirer of Persian —through books, through the learned people. As a 

result of this, we find that Arabie could not keep its old pronunciation in 
Persia; words came as learned book words in their naked form — without 

the definite article ‘al’, for example, in the case of nouns and adjectives, 

which is so distinctive in Arabic. The contrast with Arabic words in Spanish, 
another Aryan language, which at one time came as much under the 

influence of Arabic as Persian and makes this clear. In Spain, there were 

large bodies of Arabic speaking people, Muslims and Jews, all through, 
before their final expulsion in 1492 av. and Spaniards got their Arabic words 

from them and thus Spanish forms preserve the ‘al’: thus ‘alhambra’, 
‘alcoran’, ‘alborge’ etc. So too in the case of Arabie words adopted into 

other European languages, direct from Arabic speakers, the ‘-I’ of the ‘al’ 

is generally there, eg. ‘algebra’, ‘alchemy’, ‘almanac’, ‘alcohol’; ‘elixir’; 
‘alembic’ etc. Further, in Arabic phrases the ‘zamma’ or ‘pis’ is retained, 
the article ‘al’ not separated: ‘Abdullah’, "Daulatunnisa’, ‘Tahgiqul Hind’. 
It is impossible to give a list of Arabic words in Persian, it would mean 
quoting over two-thirds of the Arabic dictionary, 
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In recent years Persian has started to borrow words direct from the 
west and the European languages; that have perceptibly affected Persian are 
Russian, English and French. The influences of the first two is insignificant, 
but that of French extensive. These’ borrowed words are used not only in 
conversation, but also in the written language. This influx is not, however, 
due to the lack of resources of Persian vocabulary, which can still supply 
a sufficient fund of words to enable the Iranian poets and writers to express 
adequately their thoughts and ideas. Persian is, no doubt, lacking in new 
technical terms for the different branches of science, lacking as well in their 
expressions for abstract ideas which the needs and progress of time have 
called into being. The invention of new words and their affiliation are a slow 
and difficult process. The Persian writers avoided this course, as they found 
it easier to use European words when there was no Persian equivalent al- 
ready in existence. 

Prerstan VocasuLary: Loan-Worps 

_ Greek 

diram, dinar, piyala, pingan, kalbud, sandal/sandal, kamra, nargis, 
pista, alm&s, sim, mord, etc, 

Aramaeic 

gazit/gazid, masiha, kasis, caliba, kunist; tabut, jhuhud, Sanbad, kasa, 
gunbaé, gor, etc. 

Babylonian 

Pil, (Assyr. Piru), barid, abnus, manjaniq, gaisar, nil, susan, kimiya, 
qantin, qasr, burj, iqlim, ete. 

Indian 

kapi, Sakkar, karkam, Sagal, saman, nargil, filfil, lak, éatrang, halila, 
vin, tambur, ni, nilépal, vaduk, etc. 

Turkish 

‘alkhalla, urdu, qaici, qabu, qurma, khatun, khan, ‘alivardi, khanum, 
anes, Pas, tabaq, turk, davoga, bayii, bauréi, bibl, begum, saughat, 

Chinese 

ca, kayad, etc, — 
Armenian 

goz, zaj, 4c, buryandan, ete, 
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Russian 

iskinds, varshaw, mushtuk, Imperatur, durushka, kaliska, istiyin, 

samavar, etc. 

English 

ardali, vagin, buy-iska’it, fit-bal, ba'ikat, kip, panchar, gilas, etc, 

French 

parlim%, cabina, dimukrat, diplomaci, ultimatum, buro, ajhé, bumb, 

jhanral, majhor, capitaine, fabric, telephone, zeplene, aviateur, faculta, 

conferance, akadami, capsul, clenik, ideal, picnic, jhorjhd, voile, 

tableau, mujha, actor, etc. 



UNPANINIAN FORMS AND USAGES IN THE CRITICAL 

EDITION OF THE MAHABHARATA * 

By 

V. D. Goruate, Poona 

6. Compounds 

The study of formation of compounds in the Critical Edition of the 
Mahabharata is as interesting as other studies in the series.’ In it generally 

the rules of Panini as laid down in his Astadhydyi are followed in this con- 
nection. We, however, notice certain departures from them, eg., the rule 

regarding ra@jan, ahan and salchi at the end of a tatpuruga compound requires 
that the final -n should be dropped.* But we have recorded below a number 
of instances where the final -n is not dropped. ‘The variants recorded in the 
‘rankets with reference to Manuscripts always try to correct these archaic 

unpaninian forms. 

Similarly Panini lays down in another rule that the affix a is added 

to form the last member of a compound ending in re, pur, ap, dhur and 

pathin? But we have noticed four compounds ending in pathin which are 
not formed in accordance with the above rule. 

Sometimes suffixes denoting possessions especially suffix -in, are added 

even to bahuvrihi compounds, even though they are in no way necessary 

for the understanding, Panini teaches and practice confirms -in being readily 

added to compounds in gobhda, sala, mala, dharma, sila and varna5 In Maha- 

bharata, however, this pleonastic idiom is used in compounds ending in dhanus 

and gandha. 

Adverbs like yathad, yavat and tathd etc., are compounded with some 

nouns, They are either adverbs of the type yathdkalam, yathdvayah or their 

* Paper read at the Annual Session of the Linguistic Society of India held at Poona 

in 1956, It is based on the Critical Edition of first four parvans, published at Bhandarkar 

Research Institute, Poona. 
1. For previous study of the series see E. D. seen ap egpehenc We 

BDCRI IV pp. 227-45; NIA VI pp. 130-39; BDCRI V. 
2. péjdhohsakhibhyastec Panini 5.4.91. 
3. rkpiirabdhihpethiminakse Panini 5.4.91. 

4. Speer, Sanskrit Syntax, 227. 
5. Cf. Panini 5.2.152 and Sremen, Sanskrit Syniar 27. 

16 
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second member is a participle ending in -ta.6 Moreover, we have noted such 
compounds used adjectively. The compounds of this type are not common 
in the old language, and such a compound is used adjectively once in Reveda 
and once in Atharvaveda. Wuarney in his Sanskrit Grammar records four 

such compounds from Satapathabrahmana.? 

Compounds with ma and na are not wanting. They are easily inter- 
changeable without any change in meaning 4 

We have noted a few Dvandva compounds ending in singular, e.g., 
nabhageksvaleum 1.70.13. - 

We come across also irregular compounds ending in varcas (on the 
analogy of brahmavarcasam, hastivarcasam, etc.) 5.4.78. 

Compounds like gataarih, 1.192.23 are worth noting in that Bhattabha- 

skara on TS 7.2.7.23 explains as gata prapta $rih yena sah, which is the 
meaning intended here. 

We have observed compounds where the order of component members 
is changed. The compound mrgasvapnabhaya occurs for mrgabhayasvapna 
in 1.2.46. 

In a very few instances hiatus between two syllables in the body af 
the compound itself is observed. e.g., néradyanaurogatah,? and this clearly 

indicates an influence of the characteristic of Middle Indo-Aryan languages. 

Anomalous compounds are also met with which exhibit combinations 
of elements not usually put together, e.g., yatraséyamgrhah (munih) 1.411. 

Loose constructions with compounds occur occasionally. e.g., nigdddla- 
yam uttamam, sahasranam anekaénam, 1.24.2. 

1. Compounds with chan 

ekahna 3.14.9 (K 2 B Dn 2.3 D4. 6 Gl ekahat); 38.25; 69.2 (K4 ekahne, 
D. 1.2 ekahnat); 69.9 (K 3.4 D 1.2 ekahndt, BD 4.6 ekahat); 75.13 
(K4 B3 D 4.6 na ekahnacchatam gantéi, B 4 na. 

hyekahnae ca tam ganta, T2 G2-4 naikahna dirato ganta); 
75.5 (S1 ekaha, K3 D 1.2 ekdhnat, G 1 ekahnau); 
126.36 (B Dn D 4.6 ekahat, K3 D5 ekahend mahi tena); 

6. Panini does not mention the later type. Cf, also Sprtsmn, Sanskrit Syntar, 219. 

7. Wwurner, Sanskrit Grammar, p. 513. d. 
& Cf. E, D. Kutxanni, BORI XXIV, p. 55. 
9. Cf E. D. Kuixarn, Sukthankar Memorial Volume, BDCRI V. 
10. For other instances of Warrvey, Sanskrit Grammar, 1314. 
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176.33 (B1 ekah sa, B 1M 2.4 De Dn D 4.6 eko'pi, G 2 eko va); 
222.79 (De Ds M ekahena). 

2. Compounds with rajan 

sarvavanarardjdnau 3.147.25 [BD (except D1-3.5) Tl G1 sarve (for sarva-); 
S K 2.3 -rdjau tau, B De Dn D 4-6 T1 M rajanah, T2 G 2.4 rajanam]. 

airdvatardjinah 1.3.139 [K1 Nl yad aira®, Vi yetraira’, S (G1 missing) 
yaivanto nagara* (T1 G 4.5 yady eva nagah sarpa va) }. 

mlenecharajanah 3,186.29, 
sarvardjdnah 1,181.26, 
sddhirajanah 2.11.21 [K adityas capi rajano, D4 ddityam sadhi°, T 1 G 3-5 

M2 *tyas cddri (T1 M2° di) ra”, Mi (inf. lin. as in Tl M2) atitag 
cadirai*]. 

kirmarajanam 1.16.10. 
gandharvarajanam 4.44.8 [K °rdjath tam: Cr °rajdnam (as in text) ]. 
devarajinam 1.217.15 (T1 saranam devarajam te). 
dharmarijdnam 1.214.2, 214.17 [K2 N 2-3 V1 BD (except D1.2) T1, Gl M 

amantrya tam dharmardjam]; 3.128.12 (D1.2 5 dharmardjam atha- 
bhavit); 153.30 [S (except T1 G1) °rajatm ea]; 154-2 (EK 4 dharme- 
rajam ca, S dharmarajaih vai). 

nagerdjanam 3.75.17 (K1-3 Dn D 1-5 G1 M1 (ndgarijam tam, K4 De D2.3 
Tl M2 °rajam tu), 

pervataradjdnam 3.135.4 (D5 parvatarm aruhya, Tl G1.2 M parvatarajendra); 
155.4; 160-10 and 11. 

manditkarajdnam 3.190.41 (K1.2 B2.4 Dn D 4.6 Gl. 3 Mi mandilcarajam, 
De tam). 

matsyarajanam 4.31.23 [D 6 G 1.3 M5 ma- (G1 ma-) tsyarajam ea, Tl G2 
M1-3 “rajarh tu, T2 matsya°), 32.8]. 

madrarajanam 1,181.30 [K2 °rajam co, N2. 3 V1 BD (except D2.5) madra- 
dhipatim], 

Tajardjanam, 3.265.23 (K1 rajarajatve, K2.3 °rdja team, Dn yaksarajam tam, 
TG 1.2.4 rajarajam ca, M °rijam tvam). 

dharmarajia@ 3.48.38, 104.5 (TG 2.3 M dharmarajena). 
matsyarajid 1.1.115, 4.29.4 (S] matsyariijias te, K °rajia te, B4 Dn? 

D 6.11.12 ‘°rajenc). 
virdtardjna 4.11.12. 
dharmardjie 3.37.35 (B3 D5 TG °rijam, De D4e "rdje, $1 K1.2 Dn D 1-3 

dharmardjdya dhimdn sa). 
mandtikarajne 3.190.31 (G1 M mandikarajaya), 
mMigarijniiah 1.16.13. 
pitrrajiah 2.8.38 (G3 °réjasya dhimatah) 
kiritarajnah 3,174.11. 
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matsyarajiah 4.17.5 (Bl D4 S matsyardjasamaksam, D 10 °rajasamipam). 

virdtarajiadh 4.7.11 (S virdterajasya babhiiva vai priyah); 11.1 $1 B 1.2 
virdtarajas, D2 “raja, S “rdje). 

Salvarajiiah 1.96.38 (KON 1.2 B Dn D 1.2.4 Salvarajasya, S bhigmas tasya 

paramtapa). 

pirvarajidin 3.282.7 (G 2.4 pirvarajakathasryaih). 

3. Compounds with sakhin 

pitrsakha 2.23.25 (B2 6 D12.6 pitrsakhas, D 3.5 G3 priyasakha). 

bharadvajasakha 1.121.8. 

priyasakhdyau 1.210.5. 

4, Compounds with pathin 

samsiktamrstapanthanam 1,168.19 (Sl K1 ‘ktamrstama@rgam ca, K4 “gfa- 

margam ea, T1 G2.3 siktasammrsta’). 

siktasatamrstapanthanam 1.213.232 (K3 sammrstasamsiktapatham), 

rathapanthanam 3,167.2. 

satpathi 1.206.109 ($1 K1 Dn 3 G 3 satpatha-, N3 sadvarte, V1 sadvratath, 

B 3.6 Da D 1.2.4.5 T3 G3.4 satpathe). 

5, Compounds with dhanus 

drdhadhanvinam 3.40.11. 
gandivadhanvinam 4.43.3. 
ugradhanvindm 3.1754 (K1. 4B 34 D 3.6 “dhanvenam). 

6. Compounds with gandha 

uttamapunyagandhi 3.112.8 (K3 °gandhavanti). 
punyagandhinad 3.44.2. 

punyagandhinim 3.44.2. 

7, Compounds with dharma 

martyadharmind 3,152.4 ($1 K1.2 B3 Dn D3.4.6 G4 martyadharmana). 

rajarsidharmini 3.275.29 (some Mss. rajarsidharmani, K1.2 sadvrttadhar- 

mini). 
—_ 

8. Compounds with adverb as the first member but used adjectively. 

akutobhayah 3.81.11, 136.18, 197.1, 266.14. 

evamiviryam 3.126.23 (D1.2 ati, BDc Dn 4.6 idrsam janayisyas). 

evamvratah 3.112.13. 
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atathocita 3.64.17 (B2.3 ayathocita, D1 eva gocate, G 1.2 margamandm 

tathocitd) . 

atathocitangah 3.225.11 [TG 1.4 M “citah sa (M1 san)]. 
kathamriipd 3.110.8 [$1 K1.2 katham ca ripa (K1 “pa)]. 
kathamyuktah 3.135.10 [B1.2 (both margin.). 3 mrto, G 4 vrtto]. 
kimnimittam 3.147.2. 

kithparah 3.94.12 (K3 Ke pare, K4 parah B2 M kalpitah, Dn D 4 kampitah, 
D3 G4 kith purd, D5 ke cana, G1 kim varah). 

kimprabhdvah 3.94.3. 

kimaedrah 3.1.4. 
kimaha@rah 3.1.4. 

kimviryah 3.258.4. 
kimviryih 3.188.6 (K3 kimkdryah). 
kimaharavihdrinah 3.188.6 (M1 kiméacara’). 
kimdyudhah 3.188.6 (M1 kimaharah). 
kimvasindh 3,188.6. 

kimaparakramah 3.258 .4. 

kvasthah 3.181.22 (M kvatha), 

kevasthah 3.294.41. 
tathagratah 1.33.5 (G3 Srutem). 
tathadinamadnasam 3.162.11 (T1 G3.4 °dinavadandm). 
tathayuktam (nalam) 3.74.7. 
tathayuktim 3.94.27, _ 
tathadyuktena 3.139.20. 

tathdriipa 3.65.9; 4.23.4 (K Dn 1-3-4-8-12 yatharipa). 
tathividhau 3.136.15 ($1 K1.2 putras cisya tathividhdh). 
tathadviryah 4.47.10. 
purdkarma 3.198.22. 

yathortukdlaramyah 3.248 ($1 athartu®, D5 sarvartu”). 
yathartuvars? 3.186.44 (T1 akdlavarsi). 

yathdlersin 3.153 .17. 

yathdgatena 3.42.41, 275.58. 
yathacite 3.191.25. 

yathacitau 3.41.4. 

yathdprakrtih 3.198.70. 
yathapratijnabhih 4.11.13. 
vathipramanatah 3,242.21. 
yathdbhdvasamdhitam 3.224.5 [$1 K1.3 B4 Dn D 1.2.5 M1 “bhavam (for 

bhava-) $1 K D1-3.5 -aamahita, Tl Gl. 2.4 samanvitam]. 

yathabhilasitam 3,281.28. 
yathdripini 3.159.7 (T3 G2 °ripam na, G4 “ripam na). 

yathadvidhah 3.252.10. 
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Yathdvrttah 3.6.11. 
yathasrantan 3.153.17. 
yathoktani 3,185.30. 

yathocitan 3.90.21. 

yathopadistah 3.280.10. 
yathdsvani 4.30.15 (Dn 1 D10 yathasvam te; D6 yatharharh te; D8 svani 

svdni, Ca yathdsvani; S svani sviny atra ksatriyah, TG 2 svani nara- 
dhipah, G1 svany atra parthivah). 

yathdsvan 4.50.1. 
svomaranam 3.81.126 (K2 Dn D5 naitasya maranamn bhavet, D2 naivatma 

miranam. vrajet). 

évobhiite 3.280.9; 299.28 (K1 gobhane). 
sarvatoramyath 3.146.353. 
sadapuspaphaladrumah 3.139.24 (T1 G1 sadéphalayutadrumah) , 
sadaphalah 3.297.54 and 55. 

sadaphalaih 3,132.1. 
saddsrotah 3.125.153. 

3%. Compounds with the order of component members changed, 
samvatsarartavah 1.21.6. 

bahulyabaladarpitaih, 2.20.18. 
vrsabhaikddasaphalam 3.83.11. 
puspavikacaih 3.146.2 (K4 D1.2 vikacaih puspaih), 
Yojanavimsanam 3.186.63 [K3 D 1-3 °kotinam, $1 K1-3 D5 yojandéndm (K3 

yena névam) samantadd hi], 
vdranamattavikramah 4.10.2 ($1 D8 varanarajavikramah: B5 Dn 1 D1.5 

“tulya", DT.95 mattagajendra’). 
aranyanityah 1.106.7. 
dharmanityah 1.103.20 (S °nityo hi dharmasya), 
Sastranityah 1.94.62. 
pirvatavdsanityoh 3.249.7 (K2 °vasamukhyah). 
vananityah 3.126.7 (K1 Tl vane (for vena’), 
taponityah 3.228.8 (T1 nitijias caiva radheya): 3.110.16 [Sl K3 D3.5 iti 

khyato, K1.2.4 D 1.2 T1 tato nityam (TI °tyo)]. 
dharmanityena 3.126.536 (D1.2 viryendmita buddhina). 
taponityasya 3.112.15, 11.6 (S1 K D3 Gl tapoyuktasya) . 
vidydtaponityih 3.93.15 (K3.4 De D1-3.5 TI “yuleta) . 
dharmanityasya 3.24.10. 

10. Compounds with hiatus - 

nardyanaurogatah 1.16.35 (Ko 24 D 5 ‘vibhiisanam: K1 *sirogatah, N3 G25 
M “siropagch Bd “mandgatah, D2 *siremanih; TG 6 sa ca niriyanarm 
gatah). 
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devarsindm 1.114.358 [$1 Ko 1.3 N B Da D 2.4.5 M devarathinim ca; E4 
*gandnam ca Dn DGG °nikayinam; G2.4.5.6 (Sup. lin.) “mahargsindm]. 

mirvergih 3.40.54 (K2 divyainy asrini yaihr bharan; K4 caksuh pirvavibha- 
vanam; S (T2 G34 om) caksuh pirvam munir bhavan). 

ll. Anomalous compounds. 

yatrasdyammgrhah 1.41.1, 3.13.10. 

vatrasayam pratisrayam 3.62.26 (5, “pratisrayat G1 °tandsraydm). 
yatrecchakanivasah [K De D2-5 Tl M1 yatheechaka (for yatrecchaka), BDC 

D2. 6 G3 Tl M -nipatas ca (for nivasdé ca).] 

12. Compounds with loose construction. 

putraddrena 1.45.25 

svaddre 1.173.24 [D5 svapatnyam; N2 V1 5B (except B6) Da Dn D 1.2 svada- 
resu. 

putraddram 3.1319 (Dn putraddradi nankcsati). 

paradara 4.13.14 [D1 bhartrdara@°, D4 ddra@ sma, G2 M4-5 paradaro’, Cap. 
darah smah Crp. anyaddrah smak Ca K as in text (Cr only dardsmi) j. 

pardaddére 4.13.19 (S D3. § paraddresu te, G3 “dérarata). 

gangayamunasangame 3.83.80 (for metre!). 
bhadramand 1.60.81, 

bhadramandm 1.60.58 [B (except BS) D (except D2) *mand TG °madam 

(G2 “tam, G3 ta) (N 3 haribhadrdmanagopi) ]. 
malyadamaih 2.19.18. 
savyasicau 3.89.29 (NG1 “sdcini), 

prthiviiijayah 4.36.1, 63.7.64 (D4 prthivipatih). 
bhiiminjayah 4.39.21. 
sigaramgama 3.61.34 ([T2 G (Gl missing) ségaropamam) J. 

padmakinjalkasaprabham 1.9.18 [K3 S (except G6 M1) “samibhim (M 3 as 
in text) N V1 D2 suprabham; BDa D3. 4.6.7 “varcasém]. 

matsyasagandhd 1.51.55 (Dn D1 G3 sa matsyagandhaiva, D3-5 “sugandhaiva, 

G45 ° sagandhaiva). 
matsyasagandhini 1.57.53 [Da matsyagandhé vardigana; DS tasy@ matsya- 

sugandhint; TG1.24-6 M sa tasya (T1 ca syai, T2 kanya G1.244 M 

casita, M3 tu syan; M5 to sa) matsyagandhini) ]. 

hamsasadharmaénam 2.38.38. 
mrgapaksisodharmaénah 3.116.12. 
safijalpanasahdsanat 3.1.27 [K2 BDe Dn D4, 6 safijalpac ca; DS sofijalpen (G1 

semsargena, G2 sambhdsanc-) ]. 
sarsipurogamah 3.80.47 (S1 K1 sarsigands tatha; K2, 4 Dn D3-5 sarsiganah 

pura, D1-2 rsipurogamah). 
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siiryendusaprabhe 3.194, 11 [B1-3 D (except D 13.5) G2 siiryasamaprabh]. 

savajrayasagarbham 4.30.10 [Dn 2 Cup sp sanndldyasagarbham, S (M2 om) 

drdhamayasagarbham, Ca as in text, Cc.s. cite vajriyasam]. 

kurindmysabham 1.112.1; 3.156.0. 
kurunémrsabhah 1160.12, 163.6, 182.5; 3.3.15. 247 [D2 T3 G (except G1) 

M1 adhipo (for rsabho), 26.2, 120.22 Sl Kl. 2 De adhipah (for r3a- 

bhah), D10 esa vai dherardjas tu]. 

pituh priyacikirgaya 1.94.85. 

purorvaiigavivardhanah 1.112.7. 

bhaskarasyitmasambhavah 1.126.5 (K 2.4 "syangasambhavah). 

mamdgamanakdiksimah 1.144.11. 

rajnah priyacikirsaya 1.155.48. 

vadavamukhadiptignes toyahavyapradam 1.19.16 (K1 “toyagni, K4 N 3 Da 1 

“diptagni) . 
visam patih 1,169.12, 183.4. 
visam pate 1.176.33, 187.22 [N 3 B (except B 5) D2 mahipate]; 192.17. T 3 

G2-4 viddthpatim); 192.25; 194.11, 18; 196.23, 197.25, 198.13, 205.18, 

225.18. 

astresu gatamadnasah 3.165,46. 

gavam tirthe 3.93.3 (D2 snétas firthe; DS mahdtirthe). 

ersnindm rsabhena 3.35.55. 

tava virya paritrdtah 3.91.7. 

tasya darganatrsnam 3.1424. 

piturkrdayatosanah 3.261.6. 

bhayasya ajnaih 3.146.28 [S1 K1.2 bhayaprajiaig ca, BDn D 4-6 T 2 (after 

corr.) G3 bhaydnabhijiaih]. 

raves tamisrigamanirgamén 3.16110. 

rimena krtamanyaveh 3.116.25. 



PURATANA PRABANDHA SAMGRAHA AND 

THE DATES OF CHANDA AND JALHA 

By 

Mata Prasad Gupta, Allahabad University 

Nearly twenty years ago, Muni Jina Vijaya compiled under the title 
‘Purdtana Prabandha Samgraha’ a number of prabandhas connected with the 

themes of the prabandhes of Mérutunga's ‘Prabandha Chintamani’. It was 
published in the wellknown Singchi Jaina Series. In this compilation he also 

included two prabandhas under the captions Prithviraja Prabandha! and 
Jayachanda Prabandha In these prabandhas there appear four chhap- 

payas, of which three are found in the Nagari Pracharini Sabha, Kashi edi- 
tion of Chanda’s ‘Prithviraja Rasau'? Therefore a new light has been thrown 
on Chanda and his work ‘Prithviraja Rasau’ by the publication of these two 
erabandhas, and this has been discussed by Muni Jina Vijaya in the Prasta- 
vika Vaktavya (preface) of the work.t While discussing his views, I pro- 
pose to put forward my own conclusions here, based on these new data, about 

the dates of Chanda and also of another poet, Jalha. 

In the aforesaid Prastavika Vaktavya, under the sub-heading ‘Sam- 

graha ke kuchha mahatva ké prabandha’ Muni Jina Vijaya writes: “Here 

I want to draw the attention of the scholars on one thing, that from the pra- 
bendhes dealing with Prithviraja and Jayachanda, which have been included 

in this work, we find that the contention of certain scholars about the 
authorship and date of ‘Prithviraja Rasau’, the wellknown Hindi epic, that the 

whole work is spurious and a creation of about the seventeenth century is 
not altogether correct. The three or four Prakrita verses, which are met 
with in the aforesaid two prabandhas (pp. 86, 88, 89 of Puritana Prabandha 
Samgraha), have been looked for in the ‘Rasau’, and out of these four verses 
three have, though in a deformed condition, yet verbatim been found out in 
the same. This proves that the poet, Chanda was decidedly a historical per- 

sonage and a contemporary of Prithviraija, the Hindu ruler of Delhi; that 
he was held in high regard by him and was his court-poet. It was he who, 
with a view to recite the glorious deeds of Prithviraja, composed a poem in 

1, Puratana Prabandha Sameraha, p. 86. 

2 Ibid, p. 88. 
3, Prithviraja Rasau, pp. 1496, 2182, 2502. 

4, Purdtana Prabandha Samgraha, Prastavika Vaktavya, pp. §-10, 

17 
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the Dééya Prakrita language, which (poem) was known by the name of 
‘Prithviraja Rasau’."= Hereafter he quotes the three verses from the praban- 

dhas, and giving their parallel reading from the ‘Prithviradja Rasau’ published 
by Nagari Pracharini Sabhai, Kashi, he emphasises the need of an authentic 
edition of the work.® 

We are not concerned here with the necessity or otherwise of an 
authentic edition of ‘Prithvirdja Rasau’, or even with the authenticity of the 

work. We are concerned here only with the able compiler’s views regarding 

the date of ‘Prithviraja Rasau' and its author Chanda. 

Muni Jina Vijaya is perfectly justified in holding that the work 

‘Prithviraja Rasau’ cannot be a fabrication of the seventeenth century, as the 

two prabandhas mentioned above contain verses composed by Chanda and 
one of the Mss. containing these two prabandhas is dated 1528 v.e.’ But is 
he justified to hold the above-quoted view about Chanda and his date only 

because certain verses appearing in the name of Chanda and composed in 
Désya Prakrita are referred to in the prabandhas in which Chanda appears 
as a court-poet of Prithviraja and these prabandhas are found in Mes, belong- 

ing to the fifteenth century of the Christian Era ? 

So far as the language of these verses is concerned, it continued to be 

in use even upto the fourteenth century of the Christian Era, as is borne out 
by ‘Prakrita Paingalam”™ and many other works. Hence the date of the Ms. 
viz. 1528 V.E., even combined with the form of the language used in the 

aforesaid verses, cannot be sufficient to establish that the author was a court- 

poet of Prithviraja, who lived in the twelfth century of the Christian Era. 

As for the dependibility of the account given by the writer or writers 
of these two prabandhas, in which Chanda appears as a court-poet of Prithvi- 

raja, the able compiler's view could have been justified only if a substantial 
portion of the work of Chanda had been referred to in these prabandhas and 
the facts stated therein could be corroborated with the facts known from 
history. But apart from that, I will draw the attention of the scholars to a 
very important fact about these verses which has somehow been overlooked 
by the learned compiler of ‘Purdtana Prabandha Samegraha’. 

If we closely examine the two prabandhas, we find that out of the 

four verses regarded by the learned compiler of ‘Purdtana Prabandha Sam- 
eraha’ as compositions of Chanda, two are really compositions of another poet, 

5. Thid., pp. 8-9. 
6. Ibid, pp. 9-10. 
7. Ibid. p. 3. 

8. Prakrta Paingalam ed, by C, M. Guosman, Preface. p. vii, 
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Jalha and not of Chanda. This is borne out by the name of the poet ap- 
pearing in the last two feet of these two verses. These verses are reproduced 
below from the text of Jayachanda Prabandha as it appears in the ‘Purdtana 
Prabandha Samgraha':9 

(i) Triphi laksha tukhar sabala pikhariain jasu haya, 
Chatidasain mayamatta danti gajjanti mahamaya, 
Visa Iakkha payakka saphar phadrakka dhonuddhara, 
Lhusadu aru baluyana samkha ku jénai taha para. 
Chhattisa laksha nardhivai vihi vinadid hé kima bhayau, 
Jaichanda na jdnaw “Jalhu’ kai gayau ki miu ki ghari goyau. 

(ii) Jaitachandu chakkavai déva tuha dusaha payanau, 
Dharani dhasavi uddhasai padai raéyah bhanganao. 
Ssésu manihin samkiyau mulku hayakkari siri khandio, 
Tuttao so hara dhavalu dhali jasu chiya tani mandio. 
Uchchhaliu réyu jasaggi gaya sukavi ‘B(J) alhu’ sachchat chavai, 
Vagga indu bindu bhuyajuali sahasa nayana kina pari milai. 

It may also be noted that only the first of the above two verses is 
found in the ‘Prithviraja Rasau’ published by the Nagari Pracharini Sabha 
of Kashi,” and even this verse is not found in the Mss. of the work belonging 
to other lines of transmission of its text. At least so far during the last 
more than two years of my work on the text of the ‘Prithvirdja Rasau', I 
have not met with these two verses in any of the Mss. of the other lines of 
transmission of the text of this work, 

How for the prabandha-writer may be relied upon for whatever he 
says, may further be gauged from the fact that he is not content with merely 
quoting these verses, but introduces both these verses with the following 
words: 

(i) “tadanu Chanda Balidda Bhatténa éri Jaitra Chandra pratyuk- 
tam”. 

(ii) “ténaiva poirvamuktam”. 

Therefore, it is obvious that the prabandha containing these references 
is nothing short of a fabrication done with the help of material supplied by a 
certain work of Jalha, and should in no case be treated with anything like 
historical seriousness. It may be that the other prabandha, viz. Prithviraja 

§, Puratana Prabandha Samgraha, pp. 88-89. 

10. Prithviraja Razau (Kashi ed.), p. 2502. 

1, Puritana Prabandha Samgraha, p. 88. 
12, Tbid., p. 83. 
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Prabandha also was similarly written, with the only difference that the 
verses referred to in this case happened to be the compositions of Chanda. 

Consequently the views of the learned compiler of the ‘Puratana 
Prabandha Samgraha’ about Chanda and his date seem to be hardly tenable. 

Yet a peep into the textual history of these prabandhas does help us 

in arriving at some approximation about the dates of Chanda and Jalha and 
it will be useful to turn to it. 

As has already been mentioned above, the two prabandhas in which 
the four verses occur are Prithviraja Prabandha and Jayachanda Prabandha, 
of which the former is available in two prabandha-samgrahas which have 
been named ‘P’ and ‘B’ respectively, and the latter is presentely available 

in ‘P’ only; the folios in which the latter might have occured being missing 
from ‘B’, it cannot be said with certainly that it occurred in ‘B’ also 

Further, ‘P’ collection contains 40 prabandhas while ‘B’ contains 71 
prabandhas, though the Ms. of ‘B’ being incomplete, many of its folios mis- 

sing from it, only 54 prabandhas are obtainable from it. And a number of 
prabandhas in the two samgrahas relate to common themes, though nothing 

can be said about their texts without seeing the Mss. of ‘P’ and ‘B’, except 
with regard to the following 8 prabandhas which have been compiled in the 
‘Purdtana Prabandha Samgraha’: 

Vikrama sambandhé Rama-rajya Katha prabandha, 
Vasaiha Abhada prabandha, 
Kuméarapala karitamari prabandha, 
Vastupéla Téjahpala prabandha, 
Prithviraéja prabandha, 

Lakhana Raula prabandha, 
Nyayé Yasévarmma nrpa prabandha, and 
Ambuchicha nrpa prabandha, 

Yet this number is sufficient for our present requirements, 

On a comparison of the two collections ‘P’ and ‘B’, the following 
conclusions seem to be inevitable: 

(i) The authorship of the above eight prabandhas compiled in the 
two collection is identical: this is borne out by the fact that the text of 
these prabandhas in both of them is almost the same. 

(ii) The two collections must have belonged to two distinct lines of 
transmission for their common text: this is borne out by the fact that no 

such errors or lacunae are found in them as are common to the two collec- 

tions. 

I me 
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(iii) In both the collections interpolations have been effected 
independently of each other: this is borne out by the fact that both the 
collections contain sentences, passages and verses not common to each other 

and of the nature of additional matter. 

(iv) This additional matter should have been in the form of 
adscripts at same stage earlier than the present one, as the Mss. of ‘P’ and 

‘B’ are not said to contain any such adscripts. 

It is therefore evident that from the authorship of these eight 
prabandhas down to the Mss. of ‘P’ and ‘B’ referred to above, their texts 
should have passed through at least three stages of transmission in the 
following manner: 

The authorship of the een common to ‘P’ and ‘B’ 

| | 
ae authorship of The authorship of 
a ‘B’ ae st 

The authorship of interpola- The authorship of interpola- 
tions in the form of adscripts tions in the form of adscripts 
in ‘P’ collection in ‘B’ collection 

Present Ms, of ‘P’ Present Ms, of ‘B’ (the last 
(1528 v.z.) folio being missing, the date 

of the Ms. is not known) 

Now, if we make an allowance of 50 years an average for each of 
these three stages of transmission of the text, which I do not consider to be 
excessive in any case, it may be easily surmised that the authorship of the 
prabandhas common to the two collections may be placed at about 1378 v.z. 

And, if we place the date of composition of the verses incorporated in the 
two prabandhas even fifty years ahead of this, the date of their composition 
approximates to about 1328 v.z. 

The date of Chanda, therefore, approximates to 1328 vz. The date 

of Jalha however cannot be approximated in the above manner, as the Ms. 
of ‘B’ is mutilated at the place where the Jayachanda Prabandha, in which 
the above-quoted verses of Jalha occur, should or might have occured. Yet 
the probability is clear that Jalha may be nearly as old a poet as Chanda, 

for it is quite likely that the author of Jayachanda Prabandha may be the 

same as that of Prithviraja Prabandha. 



A NOTE ON THE USE OF THE GENITIVE CASE 

IN EARLY HINDI PROSE * 

By 

Dayanand Srivastav, Caleutta University 

In early Hindi prose the genitive case covers a very wide range of 
expression, Besides genitive of possession, as—méi mathura ki ayi hwyi 
kans ki dasi hu (1 am maid-servant of Kans and have come from Mathura— 
PS); raja udayobhanu ka mandir (the temple of king Udayabhanu—NKP) ; 
candraivati ki sakhiyd (playmates of Candravati—RKK); and genitive of 
relationship, as—mai raja raghu ki befi hii (I am daughter of raja Raghu.— 
NEP); ye bhanje kang ke dou (these two nephews of Kans.—PS), it has 
the following functions or expressions:— 

(a) The genitive acts as the subject of the action denoted by the 
word it qualifies—ekd elci sri krsna ka caland sun (hearing suddenly the 
sudden departure of Krishna—PS); balrémji ka dna jan sab gwal bal daude 
dye (hearing the arrival of Balramji all gwalbal came running—PS); unka 
gina nacond sun dekh baldevji bhi nacane gine lage (having heard and seen 
them singing and dancing Balramji too began to sing and dance—PS): ap 
ka bacan ladaki ke jilane kd sadhan hai (your blessing is an instrument of 
bringing back this girl to life—NKP); jand mahdraj mahdrani aur gusai 
mahendar giri ka rani ketaki ke liye (going of the king, the queen and the 
saint Mahendragiri for the queen Ketaki—REKE), 

(b) The objective genitive in all the three texts is a more frequent 
idiom than the subjective genitive and it functions as the object of the action 
to which it governs (direct or indirect), thus—kapati ke marane ka kucha 
doga nahi (there is no harm in slaying a deceit—PS); itani bat ke sunate hi 
usd citrarekha ke nikat aya madhur bacan se béli (hearing this Usha came 
near Citrarekha and said sweetly—PS); sarahand jogi ji ke sthan ka (wor- 
shipping of the mendicant's place—RKK);: aur land usi bhabhat ka jo guriiji 
de gaye the (and bringing of the ash bestowed by the saint—RKK). In 
Rani Ketaki ki Kahani, the noun of action takes its object in the genitive thus: 
is kahani ka kahanewala dp ko jatata hai (the relater of this story relates 
it to you—REKK). 

*Prem Sagar—by Lallilal, Nasiketopakhyan—by Sandal Misra, Rani Ketaki ki Kahani—by Insi Alla Khan. Abbreviations PS = Prom Sagar; NEP = Nasiketopakhyan; 
REE = Rini Ketaki ki Kahani, 
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(c) In Nésiketopakhyan, Prem Sagar and Rani Ketaki ki Kahani 
the subjective genitive has an alternative expression, that is, it is used as 
instrumental genitive (having the sense of by), thus—mahdardj aur mahdrini 

ne apane bete ke likkehuye par sone ke pani se yo likha (the king and the 

queen wrote with gold-water on the letter written by their son—REK); 

talwar ke bal ham tumhari dilhan mila dége (we shall arrange for your 
meeting with your bride by the strength of sword—REKK); yah adharm 
ajine mera hud (this unpious deed has been done unconsciously by 
me—PSs). 

(dq) Reciprocal genitive:—Examples of reciprocal genitive are not 
available from Rani Ketaki ki Kahani and Niasiketopakhyan. But some 
astray examples are to be found in Prem Sagar; thus—paraspar apakd kerne 
wale jano ke ganakd ke jan (the members of the society of mutual assistance 

—PS). In fact this is the solitary instance of reciprocal genitive, which I 

could gather from Prem Sagar, The special feature to be noted is that 
both the genitives are here as possessive genitive. 

(e) Partitive genitive:—The occurrence of partitive genitive in all 
the three texts are very frequent. It expresses any thing as the part of a 

whole or group, thus—us jhunda ki yah gay idher cali ayi (this cow belong- 
ing to that herd is led astray—PS); yah us sabha ka sadasya hai (he is the 

member of that society—PS5). 

Examples of genitive governing a phrase or sentence is very common 
idiom in ‘these texts, thus—un jhagaddli détyo me ka mét ek détya hi (I 
am one of the members of the groups of those quarrelsome demons—PS): 

jare un pandavd me ka ek le & (you go, and bring one of the members of 
the Pandavas—PS). The reduplicated form of genitive in all the three texts 
is employed to express completeness, totality or intensity. The frequency 

of such examples is greater in Prem Sagar* than the other two texts (that 
is, Nasiketopakhyan and Rani Ketaki ki Kahani) thus unke piche rathé ke 
titi ke tate drgta dte the (after him chariots after chariots — group of 

chariots — were seen—PS): yah sun sab ke sab cakit rah gaye (hearing this 

all were wonderstruck—NEP); is par sabha ki sabha vidroh kar wthi (on 
this account the whole assembly rebelled—PS). 

Reduplicated partitive is also used as adjective in the superlative 
degree; thus: mithé ka mithd (very sweet), ache kd acha (best) and sundar 
ka sundar (most beautiful). 

(f) The appositional genitive or genitive of identity is a rare idiom 
in early Hindi prose. But the possibility of such occurrence is not completely 
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ruled out. In Prem Sagar the appositional genitive is much more frequent 
than Nasiketopakhyan and Rani Ketaki ki Kahani, thus—hamdre dono ke 
madrane ki iccha ki (he desired the killing of we two—PS); tumhare dono 
ke liye akriir mathura se dye hai (Akrur has come from Mathura for you two 
—PS); merd-terd dono ka asubh ménate hai (he desires ill of we two, you 
and I). , 

Under this we can also treat examples like—aisi jor ki Gdhi avi ka 
din ki rat hogayi (such a violent storm came that day turned into night—PS); 
usne aist maya ki ki din ki maha Gdheri rit hogayi (he spread his maya 
and day turned into very dark night—PS). 

(g) The genitive of race or family is a special idiom and is just re- 
verse of the partitive genitive, thus—yadu ka barhsa (family of Yadu—PS) 
and in, kaha siirya ka bathsa ki jiski kirti samast lok me prasiddh hai (my 
lord! I belong to the family of Surya whose superiority is acknowledged in 
the universe—NKP) where the whole is referred to the part. 

(h) The genitive is also employed to express the temporal sense, 
thus, vaisampayan kahate hai ki he raja das din ke bitane par candravati 
&yi (Vaishampayan says, ‘O King! after ten days Chandravati appeared— 
NKP); yah atha din ki bat hai (this is the happening of ten days); ek rat 
ki rani ban@yi (made her queen for one night—NKP); adhi rat ke samaya 
krsna pahiice (Krishna arrived at mid of night—PS): ek din Ii bat hai ki 
mai ne ek givya ek brahmana ko diya (one day it so happened that I gave 
a cow to a brahmin—PS). 

The temporal genitive in these texts is frequently employed to express 
the termination of a period, thus—rani ketaki ne do mas ki tapasyad ki (rani 
Ketaki did a worship of two months duration—RKK): jab dwaipar ke ant 
me Sri krsna awatar lége (by the end —termination — of Dvapar, when 
Krishna will take birth—PS); in, tin din ke bitane par we jiwit laut dye 
(after the termination of three days he came back elive—NKP) the temporal 
terminational genitive is employed as temporal subjective genitive. 

(i) The genitive in these texts is also employed to express some place, 
thus; parvat ke cofipar ka warf (the snow of the peak of a mountain); 
jamund ke tir parvat sam ja baitha (he fixed himself as a mountain on the 
bank of the river Jamuna—PS); mathura ki nariyi (women of Mathura). 

(j) The genitive of age is a special idiom in these texts, thus—jab 
usd sit waras ki hui (when Usha attained the age of seven years—PS); 
haméari budhape ki awastha ki ek kes kala bhi nahi (I am overpowered by 
my old age and not a single hair on my head has remained black—NKP), 
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(k) Genitive in these texts sometimes appears where dative of direc- 
tion was expected; thus: uttar ke gaye balardém abhi nahi laute (gone for the 
north, Balram has not yet returned—PS). 

(1) The frequent occurring of genitive for the dative of advantage 
is an essential feature of the early Hindi prose. "Thus—ek-ek rani ke das-das 
putra aur ek-ek kanya thi (ten sons and a daughter were to every queen— 
PS); aisi bat na to dekhane me ayi na to sunane me ki bind bharya kisi ke 
putra ho (this is neither seen nor heard that a son is born to a person with- 
out a wife—NKP); is de ke raja ke ek putra na huwa (not a son was born 
to the king of this country—RKK). 

(m) Instead of dative, genitive in Nasiketopakhyan, is used as in- 
direct object thus—apane pité ke kaun mitha dikhdiigi (what face would 
I show to my father). 

(n) In the following examples, we have genitive of purpose—wah 
uske khane ke kim ka na tha (this was no good for his food); yah wakat 
thaharane ka nahi hai (this is no time for staying). 

(0) Genitive in Prem Sagar is employed to express ablative idioms, 
as, brndaban ka dy@ hud (arrived from Vrindaban); parvat ka gird wah (he, 
fallen from the mountain—PS); the idioms—janm ka bhikhari (beggar from 
childhood); man ka kapafi (malicious from or of heart); occurring fre- 
quently in Prem Sagar and Rani Ketaki ki Kahani can also be treated under 
this head. Such idioms are regular in the texts taken for study and they 
have also been inherited by Modern Hindi Prose. 

Besides these, the genitive is employed in all the three texts as geni- 
five of material, as Kaiican ke mandir (temples of gold), ek daul cadi ka (a 
bucket of silver—RKK), us ne ghés ki daliya me putra ko rakh diya (she 
kept her son in the basket of grass—NKP); as genitive of price, eg., yah 
kitane k@ ghodé hai (of what value this horse is); as genitive of quality— 
bhati bhati ke parvat (varieties of mountain—PS), bade acambhe ki bat (an 
exciting happening—NKP); as genitive of cause, e.g., path ka har (tired of 
way), virah ki pir kise sundii (to whom should I relate the pang of separa- 
tion—PS); as genitive of purpose, e.g., citra rekhd likhaneh kd siman 
magiya Gsan par baidhi (having asked for the writing instruments, Citra- 
rekha took her seat—PS). 

Examples of elliptical genitive is a special feature of all the three 
texts. In certain cases the genitive post-position is also omitted, e.g., jeth 
badi teras ko (on the 13th day of Jetha), the regular expression should be 
jeth ki badi teras ko; krsna ko marnewala mith maga dhan pawega (slayer of 
Krishna would get wealth according to his desire—PS.), the regular form 

18 
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would be mih ka maga. In these examples the nouns appear as genitively 
dependent compound. 

The genitive post-position is frequently added to a verb and it ex- 
presses a substantive unit, e.g., ma@ro-méro kato-kdto ka sabd phailgayd (noise 
of ‘strike and slaughter’"—spread all over the place—RKE). 

The genitive post-position in Prem Sagar and Nasiketopakhyan is 

often employed with the verbs gaye and soye to express adjectival sense, thus, 

ya caudah ratna ke gaye ka sok hai, us soye ka khat uthad kar yaha rakh 
(bring here the bed that sleeping man—REKK). 

The compound genitive is a common idiom in all the three texts. The 
genitive is compounded generally with locative post-position par (an). Thus, 
parvat ke coi por ke barf (snow from the peak of mountain—), bhakhi 
akhé prthwi par ke dhan se nahi bhereti (hungry eyes are never satisfied 
by wealth of universe). 



TONES IN PUNJABI 

By 

Kali Charan Bant, Poona 

0.0 ‘This paper deals with the tone system of a variety of Punjabi spoken in 

the city of Amritsar, which is commonly designated as Majhi (referred to 

herein as Punjabi only). The name Majhi is applied to the dialect of Punjabi 

spoken in Majha (Midland) which lies between the rivers Ravi and Beas-cum- 

Satluj and includes the districts of Amritsar, Gurdaspur and Lahore. 

The citations herein as based on my own pronunciation and have been 

supplemented as a check in most of the cases with the pronunciation of the 

other speakers? 

0.1 The existence of tones in Punjabi “had long been a puzzle to the students 

and speakers of Punjabi till Dr. Grahame Batter discovered their true nature 

viz., that they consisted in altering the pitch of the vowel, technically called 

tones"4 But still the only descriptive statements of the tone systems of the 

various varieties of Punjabi are those contained in the works of Dr. Grahame 

Bary and Dr. Banarsi Das Jamiv4 The present paper (apart from describ- 

ing a different variety of Punjabi) differs from the earlier treatment of the 
subject in the application of the phonemic theory and the conclusions® arrived 
at can be briefly stated as follows: 

1, Punjabi has three distinctive tones. 

2. The position of tone is significant in a word. 

1. I am grateful to Dr. Gordon H. Fameanxs and Dr)... A. Gueasom for having 
fone through this paper and made many useful suggestions and also to Dr. William 
O. Barer and Mr. P. C. Gaxesnsunparam of the Deccan College, Poona, for the valuable 

help I have received from them. 
2. G. A, Gatesson: Linguistic Survey of India, Vol, [X, Part I, Page 651. 

3. The two informants with whom I have worked are Smti Bhagwati Dev (in 
January-February, 1956) and Shri Kenti Prakash Bam (August-September, 56). No 

difference in the speech of these informants has been found pertinent to the tones. 
4, B.D. Jam: A Phonology of Panjabi and A Ludhioni Phonetic Reader, Lahore 

(1934), Page 29. 
5. T, Grahame Bamey: “A Punjabi Phonetic Reader", (1913) based on the speech 

of village around Wazirabad and Gujranwala and “Linguistic Studies from the Himalayas," 

(1920) describing the Panjabi of Bilaspur and Nalagarh, B, D. Jam: ref, cit, ft, nt. 4. 
6. For difference in conclusions ref. to works cit, ft. nt. §. There iz no fourth or 

combined tone in the variety described by me and this is in fact the tone with the super- 
imposed intonation, 
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3. The feature of stress is not significant in the language and is an automatic 
predictable concommitant of tone. 

0.2 The Phonemes? of Punjabi are as under: 

(a) Segmental. 

Consonants. Bilabial Dental Retroflex Palatal Velar Glottal. 

STOPS 

Vels. t t c k 

Ved. b d j g 

Vels.Asp. ph th th ch kh 

CONTINUANTS 

Spirants. 5 5 h 

Nasals, m n D 

Lateral. l L] 
Flaps. r F 

Semi-consonants. w y 

Vowels. 

Class ] /I 3 U/ 

Class T/ie wa 5 0 u/ 

(Vowels of the Class I are phonetically short and those of Class II are pho- 
netically long). 

(b) Supra-segmental. 

1. Nasalisation ~ 

2. Tones — Even Tone - 

Falling Tone > 
Rising Tone / 

3. Word Juncture. (not written here). 

The following limitations on distribution are pertinent to a discussion 
of tones: 

1, All consonants occur initially, medially and finally except; 
/n/ does not occur initially, /h/ occurs only initially, 

7. Transcription used in this paper is tentatively phonemic and the symbols (with 
certain modifications) have been used as suggested B, Btoce and G. ‘Traces: 
"Outline of Linguistic Analysis” (1942), ” aid ; 
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/w/ does not occur finally except in a few proper names and 
/y/ does not occur finally. 

2. Consonant clusters are of four kinds: 
(a) Any consonants followed by a semi-consonant (initially and medial- 

ly only) 

(b) Any sequence of identical consonants except nn, yy/ (medially 
and finally only).® 

(c) Certain other sequences of continuants plus stop (medially and 

finally only). 

(d) Certain sequences of stop plus stop (medially only). 
There is the further restriction that no mono-syllabic or disyllabic word can 

have more than one cluster of classes b, c and d. 

3. All vowels contrast in accented syllables except before pause where vowels 
of the class I do not occur. Vowels of Class I occur as atonic vowels 
after pause and between consonants and of Class II as atonic vowels 

before pause. 

0.4 The present description of tones is restricted to mono-syllabie and di- 
syllabic words, the various types of which can be represented by the follow- 
ing formulas: 

MONO-SYLLABIC (C) (S) V(C) (C) 

DI-SYLLABIC (C) (S) V(C) (C,S) V(C) (C)?® 

11 Punjabi has three distinctive tones’ which can be called Even Tone, 
Falling Tone and Rising Tone respectively and the following are a few 
minimal triplets to show the phonemic contrasts: 

/bari/ “window” /bari/ “broom” /bari/ “outside”. 
/palla/ “eold” /palla/ “spear” /palla/ “proud”. 

/t30g/ “hang” /t 8 0g/ “manner” /téog/ “lege”. 
/k8y8/ “straighten” /kera/ “to get made” /k®ya/ “pudding”. 
/ca/ “wish”. /ca/ “shyness” /ca/ “tea”, 

/kdi/ ‘a kind of reed” /kai/ “grass-seller” -—/kai/ “green matter” 
(moss). 

8 The sequence of identical consonants occurs finally after vowels of the class 
I only. 

9. C. S. and V mean any consonant, semi-consonant and Vowel respectively. 

10. For a definition of a tone language see K. L, Pree, “Tone Languages” (1948). 
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2.1 Features of the Even Tone. 

The contour of Even Tone starts at a mid level and ends abruptly 
with a slight rise. It occurs on all types of mono-syllabics and either on the 
first or on the second syllable of the di-syllabics. 

2.2 Features in Mono-Syllabics. 

The Even Tone occurs in all types of mono-syllabics with all possible 
initial and final consonants or clusters and all possible vowels viz., /a/ 
“come”, /pi/ “drink”, /dwa/ “medicine”, /ch5k/ “to season a vegetable”, 
/dil/ “heart”, /daib/ “pressure”, /tyib/ “tube”, /wy50g/ “irony”, 
/swSrg/ “heaven”, /k"51/ “to boil”, and /chill/ “to peel off”, etc. 

In the checked mono-syllabics the rise is more distinct than in the 

unchecked ones as in /pa/ “to put” and /pap/ “sin”, Also different auditory 
effects in the starting point of the glide can be noted depending on which 
consonants occur at the beginning of the words. The starting point of the 
glide is lowest on the syllabics beginning with a voiceless aspirated stops, 

slightly higher on the syllabics beginning with a voiceless unaspirated stop 
and higher still on the syllabics beginning with a voiced consonant as in 

/khal/ “a game of cards”, /kal/ “death” and /gal/ “melt”. 

The glide has the same qualities in mono-syllabics of the type VC 
having vowels of the Class II as in /ap/ “self” and /ab/ “lustre”. 

In the types CVC and CVCC having vowels of the Class I only, the 
rise in the glide is more distinct on the latter as in /m3n/ “mind”, /m$nn/ 
“agree”, /k31/ “machine” and /k1 (/ “loneliness”, ete, 

In the type VCC where only vowels of Class I occur the low-start 

and the rise of the glide is more distinctly heard on the syllabics checked by 
voiceless unaspirated stops than those checked by the voiced or voiceless 
aspirated consonants as in /3kk/ “a plant”, /5gg/ “fire” and /3kk®/ “eye” 
ete. 

In the mono-syllabics of the types CSVC and CSV phonetic realisa- 

tion of the glide is similar to that of the type CVC (with the vowels of 
Class II) and CV and the preceding semi-consonant has no effect on the tone 

glide on the syllabic peak as in /pyas/ “thirst”, /pas/ “near” /wy&s/ “a 
name” and /wis/ “abode”, 
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2.3 Features in Di-syllabics," 2 

In the di-syllabics if the tone occurs on the first syllable, it has always 
a relatively lower pitch of the voice and rise of the glide is realised on the 
second atonic syllable. Also the first syllable has a slightly greater amount 

of stress than the second as in /pana/ “to put”, /kéla/ “art”, /mirdt/ 
“picture” and /nwérni/ “newly married.” 

In case the two syllables are separated by a consonant cluster the 
amount of breath force increases on the first syllable without having any 

significant effect on the relative pitches of both the syllables viz., /panna/ 
“am putting”, /jInda/ “living”, /challe/ “gram”, /pyalla/ “cup” and /c™rra/ 
“lead-shot”. 

If the tone occurs on the second syllable, the pitch contour is realised 
on this syllable. The first atonic vowel has always a low pitch (which is 
similar to that when the tone occurs on this syllable), but the pitch contour 

starts at the same level as that of the first atonic vowel and ends abruptly 
with a slight rise. The vowel bearing the significant tone has always in this 
case a higher amount of stress than that of the first atonic vowel as in 
/tela/ “tank”, /derya/ “river”, /mokan/ “house”, /sOmyan/ “goods”, 

/k*8rid/ “scratch” and /mUkhtyar/ “attorney”. 

3.1 Features of the Falling Tone. 

Words may have a different tone which may be called Falling Tone (or 
Falling Rising Tone). The glide of this tone starts at a low level falls down 
and rises to the mid-level and the pronunciation of words having this tone 
is also accompanied by a tonsiderable constraint in the larynx. The syllables 
having falling tone may be pronounced with a creaky voice, especially in a 
consciously slow pronunciation. 

3.2 Features in Mono-Syllabics. 

In mono-syllabics the fall and the rise of the glide occurs on the same 
syllable but the glide is more distinct on the syllables having vowels of 

Class II than those with the vowels of Class I as in /tir/ “everyone”, /tir/ 
“courageous”, /tar/ “to imagine”, /t3r/ “to place”, /tir/ “farthest” and 
/t0r/ “trick”. Moreover, the glide seems to start at a low level on the 
syllables preceded by a voiceless consonant, Instances of all consonants 
except the voiceless aspirated stops preceding the syllable having falling 

11. Various phonetic features of the mono-syliabics after pause and before pause 
are also found in the di-syllabics in similar environment and have been omitted from 
description to avoid repetition. 
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tone are found (except in the one word /khéd/ “to play") as in /pe/ 
“fear”, /pus/ “ugly”, /dar/ “to roar", /tUn/ “note of music’, /e 9 ss/ “habit”, 
/keérr/ “creaking sound", /lyin/ “bringing”, /kUnd/ “veil over the face”, 
/rat/ “night”. 

In the mono-syllabics of the types CSV, CSVC and CSVCC the glide 
is realised on the syllabic peak only and the semi-consonant has no effect on 
it vie, /tya/ “to meditate”, /lwar/ “black-smith", /pyas/~ /byas/ 

“practice”, /pwa/ “turn round" and /nyéyg/ “name of a religious sect”. 

In the mono-syllabics with the vowels of Class II the fall of the glide 
is more distinct than on the mono-syllabics with the vowels of Class J, 

similarly it is more distinct on the mono-syllabics of type CVCC than on 
the type CVC (both having vowels of Class I) viz, /pir/ “to attack”, /pir/ 
“crowd”, /pur/ “drizzels", /pUr/ “to crumble” /t31/ “to melt” and /¢6 ly 
“ugly man”. 

3.4. Features in Di-syllabics. 

When the tone occurs on the first syllable, the fall and the rise of the 
glide occurs on the same syllable (except when followed by a consonant 
cluster, a semi-consonant or on the first vowel of the sequence of two vowels) 
and the second syllable usually continues on the same level of pitch as the 
end point of the glide on the first, In this case the first syllable has always 
slightly higher amount of stress than the second atonic vowel viz., /néra/ 
“dark”, /kira/ ““horse", /tyarac/ “in the festivals” etc, 

If the two syllables are separated by a consonant cluster or a semi- 
consonant, or they occur in a sequence of two vowels, the fall of the glide 

occurs on the first syllable but the rise in the pitch is not completely realised 
on this syllable, but is continued also to the second atonic vowel viz., /banna/ 
“excuse”, /tiwa/ “attach”, /cimni/ “eye-lash", /minna/ “month”, /piia/ 
“aunt”, /pwai/ “turned round”, and /p4jjel/ Seomtastunl etc. 

If the tone occurs on the second syllable, the first atonic vowel always 

has a low pitch but the fall and rise of the glide occurs on the second 
syllable only, In this case the syllable bearing tone has a higher amount of 
stress than the atonic vowel as in /boana/ “get packed", /kobra/ “to be 
perplexed”, /cOromm/ “burden”, /woglat/ “countenance. 

The first syllable of the di-syllabics beginning with the consonant /h/ 
and having tone on the second syllable, may be dropped out from the 
pronunciation and the words may thus become mono-syllabics viz., /hala/ > 
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a/ “stir”, /hOwa/ > /wa/ “air”, Similarly the tri-syllabics may also be- 

come di-syllabics as /holwai/ > /lwai/ “sweats-seller”. 

In all di-syllabics the semi-consonant preceding a syllabic bearing tone, 

does not effect the realisation of the tone glide. 

4.1. Features of the Rising Tone. 

Words may have a third kind of tone which starts at about mid-level, 

rises high and falls down on the same syllable on which it occurs. According 

to the characteristics of this glide it may be called rising-falling tone or 

simply rising tone. This tone may also occur either on the first or on the 

second syllable of the di-syllabics. 

42. Features in Mono-syllabics. 

The rising tone may occur on words beginning with any consonant. 

The rise on the syllables preceded by a voiceless consonant is not so sharp 

as on the one with a voiced consonant, It occurs on all the possible vowels, 

combinations of the consonants and semi-consonants etc, viz., /@/ “this”, 

/6/ “that, /ar/ “business",/sfr/ “head”, /$é/ “undue encouragement”, /rii/ 

“essence”, /bod/ “enlightenment”, /sw4/ “ash”, /jwar/ “jewel”, /khél/ 
“open”, /méel/ “palace”, and /bUdd/ “wisdom”, ete. 

In checked mono-syllabics, slight variation in the end point of the glide 

is heard, depending on the occurrence of a voiceless or voiced consonant. 

'The fall on syllable checked by voiceless consonant is more distinct than the 

syllables checked by voiced consonants as in /k5s/ “please say him", /wyan/ 

“about to marry”. 

The fall of the glide is always greater on the unchecked syllables than 

on the checked syllables viz., /g&/ “to roam about”, and /gak/ “customer”. 

The rise of the glide is more distinct on the mono-syllabics having vowels of 

the Class II than those of the Class I as in /eér/ “to cook”, /c 4r/ “to climb”, 

/gar/ “difficult to understand”, /gUr/ “to become able”, /cir/ “a kind of 

wood" and /cfr/ “to be irritated”. It is also more distinct on the mono- 

syllabies of the type CVCC than on the type CVC (both having vowels of 

the Class I) as in /khlj/ “to be annoyed”, /mljj/ “suppression”, /m$g/ “a 

kind of herb” and /mégg/ “sky-light”. 

4.3. Features in Di-Syllabics. 

In the di-syllabics the tone may either occur on the first syllable or 

on the second syllable and in each case stress is an automatic accompaniment 

of the tone. If the tone occurs on the first syllable, the rise and the fall 

Y 
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of the glide occurs on that syllable, but the pitch of the following syllable 
is in level with the end point of the glide on the first as in /kéla/ “hasty”, 
/méla/ “garland”, /dyéri/ “entrance to the house”, /jém3t/ “trouble”, /sfra/ 
“end-point” etc. 

If the tone occurs on the second syllable the rise and the fall of the 
glide occurs on that very syllable, but the pitch of the atonic vowel is in 
level with the starting point of the glide, Also the fall on the unchecked 
syllable is more distinct than on the checked ones as in /m2la/ “sailor”, 
/m®lés/ “a kinship term", /t@nkh4/ “salary” and /kUrilat/ “grumbles”, 

In case the tone occurs on the first syllable and there is a consonant 
cluster or semi-consonant between the syllables, or there is a sequence of 
two vowels, the fall of the pitch starts on the first syllable and is completely 
realised on the second atonic syllable viz,, /b$kkar/ “broom”, /jidder/ “any where”, /dawa/ “law-suit", /daya/ “a unit of ten”, /réa/ “lived”, /rid/ 
“from the mind”, 

In the di-syllabies beginning with consonant /h/ but having tone on 
the second syllable, the first syllable is dropped out of the pronunciation 
or may sometimes be completely inaudible as in /héwar/ > [hwar] 
/hewar/ ~ /wir/ “smell”, /h@lwén/ > /lwén/ “red dye". Similarly the 
tri-syllabics may become di-syllabies with the drop of the first atonic syllabic 
as in /h2lwinni/ > /lwanni/ “of the red colour”. 

The semi-consonant preceding a syllabic bearing rising tone, does not 
effect the phonetic nature of the pitch lide either in the mono-syllabies or 
in the di-syllabies, 

9.1. The Position of Tone is Significant in a Word. 

From the above discussion it is evident that there is a three way tone 
contrast on the mono-syllabics and on the di-syllabics, there is a three way 
contrast either on the first or on the second syllables of the words. Phoneti- 
cally the contour on CVC is equivalent to the contour on both the syllables 
of the type CVCV as in /kal/ “death, /kala/ “black”, /kal/ “to struggle”, 
/kala/ “confusion”, /kdl/ “haste” and /kéla/ “hasty”. 

In the case of the three way contrast on the first syllable, the second syllable of the di-syllabics is atonic. Similarly the first syllable of the di- syllabics which have significant contrast on the second syllable, is atonic. 

On the basis of this three way contrast on the mono-syllabics which is phonemically equivalent to the three way contrasts either on the first or on the second syllable of the di-syllabics, we can say that the position of the 
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tone is significant in the language and that each pholonogical word has only 
one lexically significant and contrastive tone which can occur on any one 
of the syllables and the position of the tonemically significant syllable in the 
word is distinct from the atonic syllable (in the di-syllabics).™ 

6.1. Stress Automatic on Syllables Bearing Pitch. 

In the di-syllabics there is phonetic evidence for the occurrance of 
stress" along with the tones which can be shown as under — 

c,Vecv CVC iF 
c:vcv cVcy,yV 
cyvcv cvc,y 

There is no evidence in the language to show (a) that stress has any 
phonemic significance distinct from the tones!4 and (b) it alone is significant 
in the language because :— 

(a) in the mono-syllabics there is a regular three way contrast in 
tones and the stress cannot even be phonetically split apart from the tones, 

(b) in di-syllabics no contrasts of the types C ,VC V—C iV C Vor 
CVC V—C ¥ CV exist in the language, and 

(c) there is either a three way contrast on the first syllable or on the 
second syllable only. 

Stress, therefore, is an automatic predictable concommitant of tone 
and hence of no phonemic significance. Previous statements!5 that stress 
distinguishes pairs of otherwise identical words are the result of inadequate 
analysis of tone and the phonemic interpretation of the atonic vowels. 

12. For differences refer Bamxy: Punjabi Phonetic Reader, Page, XV. His statement “When several syllables normally having the same kind of tone come together, it is customary in rapid conversation to pronounce the tone only in the most strongly Stressed syllables”, is suggestive but quite ambiguous. 
13, The mark 1 before V means the phonetic stress, 
14. All pairs as listed by Jam (Page 166) except sUta “attention” and sU’ta ‘cause to be drawn out” are found in the variety of Punjabi described in this paper. 
15. Refer Jauv cj. 14 above, 
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0. In the course of collecting a short vocabulary list of Lushai, a 
Tibeto-Burman language of Assam, I made a preliminary phonemic analysis.! 
Though this is surely not the final word on Lushai, it does include an analysis 
of certain features that have been completely neglected in earlier discus- 
sions of the language. I present my analysis here then, as a contribution 

toward the fuller understanding of the Lushai phonemic system, not as a 
definitive discussion, Further work may very well modify some of the 
results reported here. 

According to my analysis Lushai can be described as having 23 con- 
sonantal phonemes and 5 basic vowels. Each vowel may occur either long 
or short and there are a large number of diphthongs. There are also 4 tones, 
each syllable carrying one or another of the four. 

1. Consonants: 

The consonants may be diagrammed as follows: 

Pep PE 2 

labial dental cacuminal velar glottal 

stops P,P, b t, £4 tt kk 2 

fricatives- 
&spirants f, v 5, z (h, position varies) 

nasals m n rat 

affricates c, 

flap r 

lateral 1 

1. My trip to Assam was made possible by a Research Fellowship from the Ford 
Foundation of New York. All the information reported here was obtained from a single 
informant, Shri Lal Thanhawla Samo, of Aijal, Mizo Hills, but a temporary resident at 
that time in Tura, Garo Hills. 
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/p/ A bilabial stop, voiceless but unaspirated, approximately like the 

in “spit.” /pe/ “give”; /pan-pa:r/ “flower”; /méi:va:p/ “ashes”. 

/p'/ A stop made in the same position as /p/ and like it unvoiced, but 

with an aspirate, like the “p” in “pit”. It contrasts with /p/. 

/b/ A voiced bilabial stop, contrasting with both /p/ and /p’/ but 

made with the same lip position. /ba:]/ “dirty”; /bén/ “ear”. 

/t/ A dental stop, unaspirated and unvoiced. Like the “t” of “stop” 

it has no aspiration, but it is pronounced well forward of the English “t” 
position, more like the French “t”. /pot/ “pull; /tui// “water”; /te: / “small”. 

/t/ An aspirated voiceless stop in the same tongue position as /t/. 
/¥in/ “tree”. /tau/ “crease”, 

/d/ A voiced dental stop, in the same position as /t/, /din/ “stand”; 
/di:l/ “lake”; /dim/ “black”, 

/t/ An unvoiced unaspirated cacuminal stop. To an English speaking 
person this sounds very much like /t/, but it is made with the tongue rolled 
well back and articulating against the hard palate. 

/toi?/ “rotten”; /{G:n/ “tie”. 

_ /t/ An aspirated unvoiced, cacuminal stop, made in the same arti- 

culatory position as /t/. 
{tit “cow: /ta/ “good”. 

Comparison with the bilabial and dental position would lead one to 

eapest 8 wlced weruminal: stop: ax-well,: but ers: Hoes ies San ertrae 
Lushai, .--..- 

/k/ A voiceless non-aspirated velar stop, much like the English “k” in 

“sky”, /t'lo:k/ “fly”; /kan/ “we”. 

/k’/ A voiceless aspirated velar stop, much like the English “k” in 
“key”, but contrasting with /c/. /k'a/ “that”: /k'al/ “congeal”, 

Like the cacuminal series, the velar series does not include a voiced 

member. 

/2/ The glottal stop. This occurs only as syllable or word final, and 

follows only short vowels, /se?/ “bite”; /hu?/ “wet”; //¢’a?/ “thick”. 

/f/ A labio-dental unvoiced fricative, very much like English “f’. 

/v/ A labio-dental voiced fricative, very much like English “vy”, /vom/ 

“throw: /va:r/ “white”. 
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Comparison with the stop series would lead one to expect that a dis- tinction might be made between’ aspirated and unaspirated voiceless fri- eatives, but such does not seem to be the case. 

/s/ A voiceless groove spirant, intermediate in position between the “s’ in “sh” of English. /sam/ “hair”: /sa/ “meat”. 
/z/ A voiced groove spirant, in the same position as /s/, and thus intermediate between English “z” and “zh” of “zoo” and “measure”, 
/ziim/ “narrow”; /zop-zdn/ “all”, 
/m/ A bilabial nasal, like the “m” in English “man”. 
/pum/ “belly”; /mei/ “tail; /ma:m/ “smooth”, 
/n/ A dental nasal, made with the same position as /t/, which is to say with the tongue slightly forward of the usual English “n” position, 
/pan/ “thin”: /Vin/ “liver”: /ne: n/ “along with”; /nam,/ “push”, 

I was unable to find instances of a nasal cacuminal, to correspond with the cacuminal stop series. 

/n/ A velar nasal like the “tg” in English “sing”. Unlike the English “ne’, however, this phoneme may occur initially as well as finally, 
/tla:n/ “mountain”; /qi:1/ “straight”; /gai?-tua?/ “think”. 
/t/ An alveolar unaspirated affricate, a little forward of the position of the “ch” in English “chair”, but not so far forward as “ts" of “hats”, It is in the same position as /s/, /€0:1/ “rub by hand": /ci: / “salt”. 

| /¢'/ An aspirated alveolar affricate, made in the same Position as /¢/, but with aspiration, /¢’u:m/ “cloud”; /c’é:m/ “below”. Again there seems to be no voiced affricate in Lushai. 

/r/ An alveolar flap, or very brief rol] made with the tip of the tongue. A good deal of breathy friction made by air passing the tongue tip accom- Panies this sound, /t'ar/ “new"; /ri:1/ “intestines”: ri: ]/ “snake” 
/l/ A voiced lateral, made with the tongue well forward against the teeth, as in French. /lai/ “dig”: /la:/ “head”, 

/h/ This phoneme occurs only as syllable initial, and it assumes in every case the phonetic shape of the following phoneme, except that it is unvoiced. When it precedes a vowel, it is much like the Engli “h”, an unvoiced pre- cursor of the later voiced vowel. Tt may algo occur fore /m/, /n,/ /n/, wneach ease being an unvoiced nasal of the type which follows it, Similarly 
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it may precede /1/ and /r/ as unvoiced. versions of these two phonemes. 
(See below under clusters). 

/hér/ “turn”; /hiat/ “scratch”. 

2. Vowels: 

There are five primary vowel positions in Lushai, which are them- 
selves quite simple, but each of them may be either long or short (and there 
is some slight accompanying change of position) and a number of diphthongal 
and triphthongal combinations are possible. I found the distinction between 
long and short vowels to be one of the most difficult aspects of the language, 
and I feel that my findings are most questionable at this point. I will dis- 
cuss each of the Lushai vowels and explain so far as possible the difference 
between the long and short versions. After that, I will discuss dipthongs 
and triphthongs. 

/a/ The long vowel /a:/ is pronounced in the low central position at 
about the location of the “a” in English “father”, The short vowel /a/ 
besides being shorter in time, is pronounced higher, almost though not quite 
as high as the neutral [2] in English, or the short “a” of Hindi. The dif- 
ference between these two is the greatest of any of the long-short pairs. 
Before /?/, /a/ is always short (as are all other vowels before /?/), but 
the /a/ is also pronounced low, in the usual position of /a:/ rather than 
higher in the usual position of short /a/. It is perhaps arbitrary whether 
these vowels before /?/ should be assigned to the Jong or to the short pho- 
neme, but if temporal length is taken as the most important criterion, then 
they are surely to be considered short. 

/C'a?/ “thick”; /ta:/ “good”; /ka/ “I”; /ka:/ “mouth”; /ar-si/ “star”; 
/zain/ “night”, 

/e/ Both long and short varieties of this vowel are pronounced very 
slightly lower than the “e” of English “bet”, a little bit in the direction of 
the yowel in “hand”, If anything, the long version is pronounced slightly 
lower than the short one, but the difference is not great, They are front 
unrounded vowels. 

/ee/ “you” (objective case); /¢':m/ “blow; /ti-sén/ “blood” 
/pe/ “sive”: /té: / tt ral”: /Ne?/ fond”, 

/ji/ A high front unrounded vowel, higher than English “i” in “bit”, 

but not diphthongized like the vowel in “beat”. When long /i:/, this tends 

to be pronounced slightly higher than when short /i/, 



' , o~ 
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/hni:m/ “smell”; /hnim/ grass”; /tT:/ “die”; /cil/ “saliva” /¢j:/ 

“salt”; A/ “thou”. 

/o/ A back mid, or low mid vowel slightly above the position of the 
first vowel in English “ought”, but closer to that vowel than to the vowel 
in French “beau”. It is barely rounded. Whether long or short, it is made 

in much the same positions, but the length difference is quite distinct. 

/ho:n/ “bark of tree”; /t’o/ “breathe”; /vot/ “cold”; 

/sé:-ta?/ “there—‘far’”’; /sd-ta?/ “there—‘not so far’. 

/u/ A high back vowel, which gives an acoustic impression of a sound 
intermediate between English “foot” and “boot”, but is almost completely 

unrounded, Long and short versions are pronounced in the same position. 

/e'un/ “stab”; /e’u:n/‘day”; /éi/ “is”; /nu: / “mother”; /ru?/ “bone.” 

The distinction between short and long vowels tends to be fairly clear 
and unambiguous when they are followed by a consonant. However, when 
they occur in open syllables, the difficulty is considerably greater. 

J. Herbert Lorrary, in his discussion of Lushai orthography in the 
preface to his “Dictionary of the Lushai Language” said that the circumflex 
(the conventional indication of vowel length) is often omitted from the a, i, 
and u, when these occur at the end of a syllable? This could mean that 
only one variety occurs at the end of a syllable, or it could mean that the 
orthography is imperfect. I felt, however, that in each case there were 
variations among the final yowels, which would have to be called differences 
in length, though in some cases the great preponderance of words had one 
length, while I could only discover a very few of a different length to con- 
trast with the others. For instance, the word for “I” /k&/ ends in a shorter 
and higher vowel than other words ending in /a/, such as /ka:/ “mouth”, 
For this reason I analysed most final a’s as long, though in the conventional 
orthography no distinction is made. The whole question of length is a vexing 
one, and its final analysis will require considerably more work. 

Diphthongs: A number of combinations of vowels occur, which are 
diphthongs in being monosyllabic, and in taking only one tone as a cluster. 
The diphthongs I have encountered, and there may very well be others are: 
&@:U, au, a:i, ai, eu, ei:; ei, iat, ia; ol; 0:1; ou; ua:; ua; ui; and the triphthongs 
iau, and uai. The vowel sequences here are quite simple, but the strict 

2. Lonnaiy, J, H. Dictionary of the Lushai Language, Royal Asiatic Society 
Bengal, 1940. ‘ of 
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determination of which of them are long and which are short would have 
required a good deal more investigation than I had time for. I am certain, 
however, that some variations of length can cause phonemic contrasts. For 
instance, /za:i/ “sing” contrasts with /zai/ “to cut”, However, whether 
either or both members of the diphthong may be long, or whether the whole 
diphthong as a unit is to be considered long, I do not know. Because of this, 
I have simply not indicated length when I do not know it, and only those 
yowels marked with the subscribed dot are at all reliably short. Where I 

discovered some sort of contrast between words, or where a vowel sounds 
particularly long or short, I have so indicated them, but not all are reliable. 
I feel most confident of those involving long and short a's, and most of these 
are marked. 

3. Tones: 

Surely the most interesting thing about the phonetics of the Lushai 

language is the tonal system. Unfortunately earlier studies of Lushai seem 

to ignore the tones completely, even though the simple fact of their presence 

at least is quite obvious, and a great many words are distinguished from each 
other only by differences in tone, Even Lonrnatn, in his dictionary, which 
on the whole is a very impressive piece of work, makes no mention whatso- 

ever of the existence of tones, and the orthography conventionally used does 
not indicate them. I have been told that foreigners seldom use the tones 
correctly, but are still understood, and apparently their absence in the writ- 
ing does not lead to confusion. Still they are a very fundamental part of 

According to my analysis, there are four tones in Lushai, each vowel 
or vowel cluster (or alternatively each syllable) carrying by necessity one 
or the other of these four tones. They can be conveniently and accurately 
labeled as 1) high level (marked as /4/); 2) high falling (marked 
as /a/); 3) low level (marked as /2/); and 4) low falling (marked 
/a/). The level tomes are considerably more resonant than the falling 
tones, and have a mildly sung quality, while the falling tones approxi- 

mate more closely the quality of ordinary speech in English, without 
much resonance, The low falling tone sounds about like the “yes” of finality 

as “yes, I will do that." The high falling tone is more like a “yes” which 
expects more to be said, as a person may say repeatedly “yes” when listening 

to the telephone, but it is not at all “questioning.” That is, it is definitely 
a falling tone, though it starts and ends higher than the low falling tone, 
The falling tones start at about the same level as is held constant in the level 
tones, but go lower in each case. This gives the low falling tone the quality 
of being the lowest of them all. The level tones maintain a very even pitch. 
There is never any rising quality to any of them. There are numerous 

20) 
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examples of minimal pairs, where the only difference is pronunciation is that 
of tone: 

/in/ “drink” ys, /in/ “house”; /¢a:n/ “to watch for” vs. /ca:n/ “joint”; 
/can/ “to share with” vs, /can/ “tail feather”; /¢’an/ “bread”; /é’ap/ 
“younger sibling”; /kal/ “walk” vs, /k’al/ “‘congeal, stiffen”, 

The complication of the tones is considerably augmented by several 
factors, For one thing, a beginner may confuse differences in tone from 
differences in length. In a few cases the pitch varies slightly depending 
upon the following consonant. For instance, and this is the most notable 
case, the low falling tone, particularly when it accompanies a short vowel, 
is pronounced slightly lower when it precedes n, |, m, or is final in the syl- 
lable, than when it precedes t, or ?. Another factor which can cause con- 
fusion is that the tone differences are entirely relative, and in asking an 
informant a list of words, one must make sure that he continues the same 
point of reference, After a slight pause my informant sometimes shifted 
considerably, every bit as much as the difference between tones, and I had 
to reorient myself each time to follow him. Furthermore, emphasis may 
raise the tone a bit, so that a low tone can get confused with a high one, if 
the informant tries to emphasise to make the pronunciation clearer, I tried 
for a bit to check the tones in sentences, but this did not prove very success- 
ful, and the same words seemed to shift tone considerably according to con- 
text, For instance, the final syllable in a sentence or utterance seems to 
have the tone dropped a bit, and I felt that the first one was likely to have 
the tone slightly raised. However, these are problems which I did not pur- 
sue very far, and the tone values which I have given in this paper are those 
found in isolated syllables, The shift in tone according to context means 
that the problem of analysing multisyllable words is considerably greater 
than that of single syllable words, I feel quite confident of having adequately 
analysed the single syllable words, but I have unanswered questions about 
longer ones. 

4. Syllable Structure: 

Although Lushai has polysyllabic words, phonetically the syllable 
is very fundamental.. Not only does each syllable carry a tone, but certain 
consonants and consonant clusters have limited distribution, some occurring 
only as syllable initial and others only as syllable final. All single conso- 
nants may occur as syllable initial except for the glottal stop. 
Finally, however, only /r/, /l/, /7/, the nasals /m/, /n/, and /n/ and one 
set of stops occur. The final stops, being unaspirated and unvoiced, are most 
reasonably grouped as members of the phonemes which initially are written 
/p/; /t/, (/, and /k/, though in the final position these do not contrast with 
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the aspirated or with voiced stops. The following imitial clusters are the 
most important: hm, hn, hy, hl, hr, and tl, and tl. In the latter two cases 
the /1/ is only vaguely voiced. Finally /1?/ occurs. There may be a few 

other clusters, though they do mot form a very important feature of the 

/t'la/ “wing”; /tli:/ “wind”; /tlé:m/ “few”; /tla: / “fall”; /hmei-¢’ia/ 
“woman”: /bhmet/ “squeeze”; /hne/ “suck”; /hnat/ “leaf”; /hpd:n/ “neck”: 

/hru/ “wipe”; /hrij/ “green”; /hleu?/ “swim”; /hla:/ “far”; /al?/ “burn”, 

5. Orthography: 

So far I have only incidentally mentioned the traditional orthography 
of Lushai, confining myself to the symbols which I have applied to the phone- 
mes as I have analysed them. For the sake of those who may be doing 

further work on Lushai, it may be useful to relate my symbols to those 

used more conventionally, however. The conventional orthography of the 

consonants is very adequate. Where my symbols differ, it is only to con- 

form to more usual linguistic work. I have used ' to refer to aspiration, while 
conventional Lushai uses “h". The subscribed period is used to show cacu- 

minal t, as in the common transliteration of the Indic languages, and I have 

followed that. Where I have used “é" and “yn”, conventional spelling uses 

the digraphs “ch” and “ng”. One apparent error in the usual orthography 

is the use of “ngh", as a cluster instead of “hng” (which I have written “hn”). 

This cluster is clearly of the same nature as the “hm”, and “hn” clusters, 

and though these latter are conventionally written with the “h” first, just 

as I have transcribed them, the “h” is written following “ng”, Ordinary 

writing also uses “h” for the glottal stop, which causes very little confusion 

since the glottal stop occurs only as syllable final, and the “h” only initially. 
However, the two are phonetically quite distinct. 

Long vowels are indicated by the superscribed circumflex, the short 

vowels remaining unmarked. Vowels not followed by consonants are, how- 

ever, frequently left unmarked, but there is very serious doubt whether 

the length of vowels in this position has been adequately analysed. The 

vowel which I have written /o/ is conventionally written as “aw”. This is, 
however, a simple vowel, and not a diphthong, and it seems phonetically more 

accurate to use a single symbol, though the “aw” is at least unambiguous. 

The symbol “o”, on the other hand, is conventionally used for the diphthong 

that I have marked as /ou/, and is much like the vowel in English “boat.” 

As I have pointed out, tone is completely unmarked in conventional Lushai 

writing. 
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By 

Jag Deva Suvcu, Government College, Chandigarh 

A perusal of the verbal forms of Bangru reveals that it makes use of 
certain prefixes to elaborate or modify the meanings of a root. We have such pairs as 

s®rahna ‘to praise’ 
bysrahna ‘to deprecate’ 
bhalna ‘to examine, see’ 
s §bhalna ‘to take charge of’ 

Still longer series is also available. We have 
g2)na ‘to putrify’ 
nygelna ‘to swallow’ 
pyeh?ina ‘to melt’ 
ugelna ‘to vomit out’ 
Ige8lna ‘(of crops) not to bear fruit because 

of too much water 
and also 

tyrna ‘to go across, swim! 
nytyrna ‘(of liquids) to settle down’ . 
utt®rna ‘to get down’ 
nyst@rna ‘to behave in an unbecoming manner’ 

Obviously in the above instances by, 83, ny, pf, 2, ete, are prefixes 
that are added to the root and these bring about a change in its meanings, Bangru makes use of the following prefixes. These are given below with 
their allomorphs. These do not have any fixed meaning. The force and centre of meaning varies as if with different verbal roots. However some sort of general meanings can be ascribed to them. 

1 a~@2 ‘all round’ 
2 u~e ‘out, intensity’ 
3. on) ‘completely, down! 
4. ny ~ ni ‘much, well’ 
o mys ‘beneath, improper’ 
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6. p~ ph 
7. per 

8. py 

9. by ~ bi 
10. bhi 

lL. 53 

‘out, thoroughly’ 
‘away’ 

‘intensity’ 
‘reverseto, apart, intensity’ 
‘against’ 

‘fully’ 

A few examples of the use of each of these prefixes may be cited below. 

1. 

2. 

i= 

u-—# 

b®]na 

18Ina 

j®lna 

p?rna 
dhunna 

k@sna 

I—o 

s8rma 

senna 

gelna 

ny ~ ni 

bahna 

up?jna 
p?kharna 

apph®rna = ‘to become flatulent’ 
bipphérna ‘to take airs’ 

‘to burn’ ubb=elna 

‘to do one’s ullSIna 
utmast’ 

‘to burn’ ujj2lna 

‘to fall’ uppe?rna 
‘to card’ udh2nna 

‘to tighten’ ukk?sna 

‘to trickle’ osserma 

‘to be smeared’ ossonna 

‘to putrify’ Sge?lna 

‘to conduct’ nybahna 

nytyrna 
‘to go across’ nyt?rmna 

nitt@rna 

‘to grow’ nyp?jna 

‘to wash’ nykharna 

‘to move, to nys*rma 
trickle’ 

‘to boil’ 
‘to tilt over’ 

‘to become bright or 

‘to scald’ 
‘to annoy, bother’ 
‘to raise one’s self a 

little’ 

‘(of clouds) to 
spread all round’ 

‘to knead’ 

‘(of crops) not to 

bear fruits because 
too much water’ 

‘to pull on’ 

"(of liquids) to set- 
tle down’ 

‘to grow’ 

‘to wash clean’ 

‘bo trickle’ 
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10, 

nys 
tyrna 

laghna 

per- 

bahna 

so — s6 

gevana 

JAG DEVA SINGH 

‘to go across’ 

‘to suffice’ 

‘to cross’ 

‘to conduct’ 

‘to putrify’ 

‘to tread over’ 

‘to forsake’ 

‘to drop down of 

its own accord’ 

‘to pervade’ 

‘to lament’ 

‘to move’ 

‘to graze’ 

‘to prepare’ 

‘to take a stand’ 

‘to lose, waste’ 

‘to heat’ 

nyst?rna 

pesarna 

p®kharna 
phe@ligna 

p®rbahna 

pyeh3]na 
pych®rna 

pychorna 

s 3gvana 

5 ®mana 
s Stana 

‘to behave in an un- 
becoming manner’ 

‘to stretch out’ 

‘to wash clean’ 

‘to throw the bones 
and ashes of the 

dead in the Gan- 

ges or in any other 

sacred stream or 

pond’ 

‘to melt’ 

‘to be left behind’ 
‘to lag behind’ 

‘to winnow’ 

‘to be scattered’ 

‘to spread all round’ 
‘to lament piteously’ 
‘to confound’ 

‘to move about’ 
‘to think over’ 

‘to be obstinate’ 

‘to take a stand 

against someone’ 

‘to collect together’ 
‘to torment’ 
‘to contain’ 
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We have also the prefixes s@t-, pu, phu, dut, puc in the following 
verbal forms: 

eee ‘to produce a hissing sound’ 

dutkarna ‘to spurn away’ 

puckarpa ‘to cajole, pacify a weeping child’ 

From the above examples it is clear that these prefixes are closely 
knit with the root. Nothing can be interposed between the prefix and the 
root. A root may be a free morpheme as in si-bhalna or a bound one as 
in ap-ph@rna. 

As Bangru is a descendant of LA family these prefixes are the histori- 
eally developed torms of the upasargas very much in use in the older speech. 
Huwever, here these have become an integral and inseparable part of the 
rout, We can set up the following correspondence between the Bangru and 
the Sanskrit prefixes, 

Bangru Sanskrit Bangru Sanskrit 

an 2 a p~ ph pro- 
p®r 

u~e ud-, ut- py Spi- 

Imo Syd- by ~ bi vi- 
ny ~ ni ni-, mir- bhi Sbhr- 

nys nis- 53 s9m- 

It is evident from the above table that Bangru does not have a prefix 
that is not there in the older speech. Similarly most of the verbal roots that 

admit these prefixes can be traced back to their historical origin. e.g, ¢3]na, 

J@lna, dhunna are derived from the Sanskrit roots gol-, Jv9l- and dhi. 

Next we have a class of verbal forms such as byana ‘to give birth to’: 
bys®rma ‘to forget’; byahna ;to marry’; ana ‘to come’ which cannot be split 
into two or more elements on the evidence from synchronic data. Are these, 
then, constituted of single morphemes unanalysable any further? But a 

student of the dialect will be tempted to interpret the first segment, namely 

by-, a- etc. as a prefix, simply because it is so elsewhere. But how to treat 
the second element ? It is not found anywhere else in the dialect, Obviously 
we have no grounds to break the form into two elements. However if we 

choose to go into the history of the words we find that Jana ‘to give birth to’ 
and byana ‘to give birth to’ are evolved from the same Sanskrit root Jon- 
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"ta be born’. In the course of historical development the two words have 
come to assume phonetically dissimilar forms. Thus by—in byana historically 

is the same element as it is in many other forms ie. a prefix. But now it 
has become as an integral part of the root. ana ‘to come’ Jana ‘to go’ (both 
from ya—to go) sum®rna ‘to remember’; bys@rma ‘to forget’ (from smr 
‘to remember’) bahna ‘to conduct’, byahna ‘to marry’ (from veh- ‘to carry’) 

have the same story to unfold. nycorna ‘to rinse’ from ni-Scut-; byrajna from 

vi-taj; bydh@kma ‘to shy’ from vi-d@ks ‘to go’ have a more transparent 
history. 

And yet there is another class of verbs such as ukna ‘to miss’ (from 

ut-krom) sohrna ‘to gather together’ (from sem-a-hr) p’sna ‘(of milk) to 

ooze from udders’ (from pr®-sru) ny2rhna ‘to stoop’ (from ni-Syv3-dhr) 
where the two elements, the prefix and the root, are so fused together that 
we can only make a guess. 

It may be observed in the end that these prefixes do not have the 
productive force of a living affix as they once had in the older speech, Their 
use is restricted to the forms that have come down historically and is not 
extended to new roots. In other words these verbal forms are historical 
survivals and the prefixes used therein are no longer living ones. 



ONOMATOPOETIC AND ECHO-WORDS IN KAMRUPI 

By 

Upendra Goswami 

Deccan College, Poona. 

§1. In the development of languages linguists have put forward many 
theories. Amongst them the Bow-wow or onomatopoetic theory supposes 
that objects are named after the sounds they produce. Thus “cuckoo in 
English, or miaou in Chinese, are clearly the sounds produced by the 
animals.”! In Hindi cat is called mydu as it makes sounds like mydu-mydu. 
Similarly the horn of a motor car is called bhopi as it produces a sound 
pé-po." In Kamrupi the cat is called meu, meukri or maekri, 
The Kamrupi word for a musk rat is sila, which seems to come from its 
sound sik-sik, Similarly the words sek-scikd, a kind of bird, or hudu, a kind 
of bird, seem to be onomatopoetic in origin. It is also to be noted that 
in calling or driving away different animals some onomatopoetic words are 
used differently. For example kur-kur is used for calling the puppies. The 
word for dog is kukur. Oh-oh is used for calling the dogs. In this way 
hor-hor and suh-suh are used to drive away cows and goats respectively. 

Apart from these there are a large number of expressions used in 
day-to-day speech in which sound and sense are united ‘in a marriage-union’, 
These words present before us such a picture which no equivalent word can 
do, They may be used as a verb, adverb, noun or as an adjective, With 
the addition of the suffixes-d, -ni or-id, the adjectival sense is indicated. 
With -i and -eni the sense of a noun is implied, With -¢ adverbial sense 
is indicated. With the verbal affixes the expressions may be used as verbs. 
For example: 

kin-kin-& boihrin ‘a mild shower’. 

khen-khen-id> khen-lcheind ‘peevish’. 

dhar-phar-i > dhar-phori ‘struggling in agony of mind or body’, 
pir-pir-eni > pir-pireni ‘a slight tickling sensation’, 
ken-ken-e nathkibi ‘do not be annoying like barking of a dog’, 

2, Sémanya Bhisd Vijtin—by Dr. B. R. Sansena, 
21 

‘ 
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Ai mok khes-khes-Aba dhoissi ‘he has begun to annoy me’ (by re- 

peatedly asking something). 

biz-bizoi ‘gives itching sensation’, 

§2. These onomatopoetic words also carry different sets of meaning: 

(i) the nature of an object, eg. 

phir-phiré kapur ‘thin cloth’, 

met-meita bhir ‘a heavy load’, 

(ii) the nature of a colour, eg. 

tik-tika rana ‘very red’. 

kis-kisa. kala ‘very black’. 

(iii) the different kinds of physical indisposition, e.g. 
tin-tin-i ‘feeling of headache’ 
sek-seki ‘the burning sensation of a wound’, 
xur-xuri ‘the itching sensation of the nose’. 

(iv) lonliness, thickness etc., eg. 
XEN-Xeina ‘lonely’ 

ghit-mita Gndhadr ‘thick darkness’, 

§3. The onomatopoetic words are formed in two ways. In one (A) 
the first element is repeated and in the second (B) in the second part the 
first consonant is changed. But the change of the consonant is not predictable 
as in the case of the echo-words (cf, §4). Again unlike the echo-words 
none of the elements or parts constituting the words carry any meaning 
independently. Below a list of such formations is given. 

(A) 

ken-keni ‘ery of a dog when beaten or cry of a 
child’, 

kal-koli ‘sound of a current or of the belly’. 
khas-khosi *hastiness’, 
khes-khesi ‘annoyance’. 
gir-giri ‘sound of indigestion of the stomach’. 
ghar-ghori ‘sound of a wheel or of throat’, 
ghur-ghuri ‘conspiration’, 
ghen-gheni ‘teasing of a child for something’, 
tah-tohi ‘bursting pain of a boil’. 

dap-dopi ‘blustering’. 



—iii : 

—i: 

dham-dhomi 

biz-bizi 

bhat-bhuti 

rap-ropi 

gal-goila 
kou-kouia 

ghen-ghrina 

sen-seind 
sou-souia 
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‘blustering’. 

‘burning sensation as from friction’. 

‘itching sensation’. 

‘sound of the stomach due to indigestion’. 
‘keen feeling of hunger’. 
‘the roaring sound of clouds’. 

‘loud as of voice’. 
‘very hot as of water’. 

‘very small as of fish’. 

‘very hot, burning’. 

‘liquid, watery’. 

zar-zoira > zazzoira‘dry’. 

then-theina 
tal-tuila 

dhak-dhoika 

pen-peind 
phur-phuira 

bhak-bhoika 

mau-muia 

len-leind 
xut-xuita 

hal-hoila 

‘tall as a tree with a few branches’. 

‘ripen’, 
‘very white’. 
‘paste-like’, 

‘light’. 
‘a man who speaks loudly’. 

‘polite’. 

‘tall and thin’. 
‘restless’. 

‘frank , out-spoken’. 

sir-sira>sissira pani ‘shallow’ water’. 

sil-sil 

pit-piteni 

keal-moli 

dag-mogi 

ghut-muita 

sat-boita 

sat-phoita 

lar-phoira 

‘cleansed’, 

‘jealousy’. 

(B) 

‘feeling of hunger’. 
‘a sense of uneasiness due to extreme 

heat’. 

‘dwarfish’. 

‘restless, smart’. 

‘restless, smart’. 

‘unsteady, slack’, 
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$4. The echo-words are those in which a word is ‘repeated partially and the idea of et cetera and things similar to or assimilited with that, is expressed.’ The first part of these words carries meaning and is used sepa- rately; while the second part has no meaning independently. Like the stan- dard Assamese Kamrupi also substitutes the first consonant by s—in the second part in the formation of these echo-words. For example: 

ghar-sar ‘house and similar things’, 
ghara-sara ‘horse and the like’, 
mias-siis ‘fish and the like’, 
mad-sad ‘wine and the like’. 
mithe-sithe ‘sweetmeat and the like’. 
kapur-sapur ‘cloth and the like’. 
khori-sori - ‘fuel and the like’, 
gakhir-sikhir ‘mill and similar things’, 
dat-sat ‘teeth and the like’, cf. Bengali dit-tit. 
zui-sui ‘fire and the like’, 
lem--sem ‘lamp and the like’, 
rod-sod ‘sunshine and the like’, 

If the original word begins with s-, the echo-word takes on t-. for example: 

shti-tati ‘lamp and the like’, 
sah-tih ‘tea and the like’. 
seni-teni ‘sugar and the like’. 

In this connection the following kannada formations also may be seen: hannu-hampalu ‘fruits and other things’. 
anku-donku ‘zig-zag’ 
nela-gila ‘oor and the like’. 
tuppa-gippa “ghee and the like’, 



NASALISATION, ASPIRATION AND MURMUR IN GUJARATI 

By 

P, B, Panprr 

Gujarat University and Deccan College, Poona. 

0-0, Gujarati has the following vowel and consonant phonemes: 

iesuo2J a2,vesyxhrilrimnonN, pb td td cj kg. An attempt 
is made here to discuss the distribution of the nasals and aitch.* 

1-0. The class of nasal phonemes in Gujarati has the following distinctive 
features :—Position of articulation i.e., labial, dental and retroflex (alveolar), 
and nasal resonance. Beyond the alveolar region, the position of articulation 
ceases to be a distinctive feature, and is conditioned by the following phone, 

Oral closure, therefore, is a determined quality in the previous group /m/, 
/n/ and /n/, while conditioned in the latter /N/. 

/n/ is a retroflex flap, and the flap is very quick in intervocalic posi- 
tions, The underside of the tongue flaps quickly over the innerside of alveolar 
arch; sometimes the ‘wipe’ is considerable, going somewhat above the alveolar 
arch, 

There are, thus, four nasal phonemes : 

/m/ bilabial, nasal 
/n/ dental, nasal 
/n/ retroflex, nasal 

/N/ nasal. 

1:1. Of the first three, /m, and /n/ have greater’ freedom of occurrence 
since they occur after pause, while /n/ does not; there is also a restriction 
on /n/, since /n/ does not occur before retroflex stops. 

Save for one loan-word from Marathi, /@nna/ ‘elder brother’, current 
mainly among the Gujarati speaking Marathis, ,‘n/' does not occur as a long— 
geminated—consonant, while /m/ and /n/ do,: /khOmma/ ‘pardon’, /konna/ 
‘string tied to the kite’, 

‘1. A note about the transcription: [‘] indicates aspiration (voiced if the preced- 
ing consonant is voiced, voiceless if the preceding consonant is voiceless, (—] below 
& vowel indicates a murmured vowel, # stands for pause, [ ] for phonetic transcrip- 
‘tion and / / for phonemic.) 

se ‘ a 

nel nao § mm bee \ 
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For other positions, their occurrence is fairly congruent ; 

amV, #nV:Vm#, Vn#, Vn #. 

VmV, VnV, VnV; VmC, VnC, VaC; (V—any vowel, C= any con- 

sonant), 

1:2, Examples: /m/, /n/, /n/. 

[man] ‘honour’ [kAnki] ‘husk-rice" 
[nam] ‘name’ [tsanki] ‘piece of bread’ 

[am] ‘thus’ [tsimki] ‘pinch’ 
fan] ‘command’ [kAnbi] ‘peasant’ 
[van] ‘complexion’ [vAnsi] ‘it (f.) was destroyed’ 

[pndit] ‘learned person’ [{5“nto] ‘building’ (participle) 
[dz4mno] ‘right (hand)’ [mito] ‘playing’ 

[b‘amto] ‘brahmin' [manto] *believing’ 

(derisive 

expression) 

1:3. The distinctive feature of /N/ is nasality—nasal resonance —only; 

it has four allophones in complementation. 

In the first three allophones, the contrast is localised in the following 

contexts : 

1. [p]: /8, oh/ = [n] A, g/ 
2. [mn]: /8, ch/ [mn] ¢, j/ 

3. [8] /9, 8h/ [2] /s, 8, r, 1, y, v/ and any murmured vowel? 

If the preceding vowel is other than /3/, /Sh/, then the first two 
allophones vary freely with the fourth allophone [~]. 

4. [~]: occurs as the nasalisation of the preceding vowels /i, u, ¢, 
),a/. If /8/ or /@h/ are followed by another vowel phoneme (the follow- 

ing vowel should not be a murmured vowel—see allophone 3), then it 
eccurs as the nasalisation of the vowel /3/ or /2h/. 

2, Phonetically this statement could be further refined, thus distinguishing the 
nasals before /s, 5, y, v, r, L’ according to the difference in the articulatory character 

of /s, 5, y, ¥, T, 1’ and thus setting up a few more allophones: one before /s/, another 
before /2/, another before /y/ and so on. But this is not relevant, since they all share 
a common feature in having a nasal increment of the preceding yowel /3/, which dis- 

them from other allophones. 

Tt may be noticed that the occurrence of the allophone [5] is mainly limited 

to the learned loanwords from Sanskrit, 
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/N/:— 
[b’ag] ~ [b'ang] ‘tobacco’ 
[ig] ~ [ing] ‘asafoetedia’ 
[vadzni] ~ [vandimi] ‘barren women’ 

[vidzno] ~ [vidio] ‘fan’ 
[d*nko] ‘gong’ [s?3y4m]_ — ‘control’ 
[bAnko] ‘brave’ [s83Mgn8] ‘joined’ 
[rng] ‘colour’ [s? SvenAn] ‘courting’ 
[sA,ntso] ‘machine’ [s® Svad] ‘dialogue’ 
[k2 3s] ‘proper noun of [s? Sar] ‘destruction’ 

a demon’ 

[v2 5s] ‘lineage’ [88 SrAks‘n] ‘protection’ 

[dat] ‘teeth’ [tsap] ‘clip’ 
[ka] _  *why' [b'3] ‘round’ 
[viti] ‘ring’ [eeu] ‘wheat’ 

[p'eto] ‘turban’ 
[lea] ‘I may take’ [15u is a 

dialectical variation] 

[& 3i] ‘some’ [dai] ‘curds’ 

1:4, The homorganie nasals (allophones 1 and 2), the ‘nasal increment’ of 
the preceding vowel, (as Grammont puts it ‘prolongement nasal de la voyelle 
precédente’ Traitée de Phonétique p. 365), and the nasalisation (allophone 4) 

are metrically equipollent (i.e. syllables of the type vowel--N are con- 
sidered long), This may lend further support to the bundling of these 
allophones in one phoneme. 

This patterning also points towards a relevant phonological feature that 
in Gujarati nasalisation, the point of articulation is distinctive from bilabial 
to alveolar (retroflex) region, and thereafter indifferent, depending only on 
environment, 

2°0, It would, thus be clear that in Gujarati there is a two-way /m/, /n/ 
contrast initially, and a four way contrast /m/ /n/ /n/ /N/ elsewhere: 
finally — before pause—, and after vowel and before consonants. ‘Thus, 
initially : 

/mat/ ‘mother’ 
/nat/ ‘caste’ 

finally : 

/kan/ ‘ear’ 
/kam/ ‘work 
/kan/’ ‘funeral procession’ 
/kaN/ ‘why?’ 
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iedially, wit aneels sand bela consonants : 
/cimki/ ‘pinch’ ‘s 
/manki/ ‘swift (mare)' = 
/janki/ ‘Sita’s name’ 
/vaNki/ ‘crooked’, 

We cannot say, therefore, that before stops there is only one ‘homor- 
ganic nasal’, or contrastive nasals are neutralised before stops, leaving one 
‘archiphoneme’ /N/, A more or less similar situation prevails in Marathi, 
where all the contrastive nasals are localised between vowels and conso- 
nants, and finally—before pause—with /m/ and /n/ contrast in initial 
Position. With these facts before us, the following remarks by Fx e 7 

hardly be acceptable: 

“Nasals and nasalisation in the Sanskritic languages raise fundamental 
questions of phonetic and phonological theory, and also problems for Roman 
transcription, Let us take Marathi for instance. In initial position only two. 
nasal consonants can be used, n and m, In final position, there is a three- 
term nasal alterance, but immediately preceding another consonant, espe- 
cially only one is possible, the nasal homorganic with the following conso- 
nant” (J. R, Fra, Proceedings of the Second International Congress of Pho- ~ 
netic Sciences, Cambridge, 1936, pp. 180-81,) 

Examples from Marathi, a few out of many available, are given below, which amply show that all the contrastive nasals—homorganie and 
heterorganic — oecur before consonants : 

[t#2mki] ‘nose ring’ 

[denka] ‘stroke’ 

[depka] ‘bell’ 
[tenk‘a] ‘salary 

2-1. Allen refers to Firth's remarks cited above and perpetuates the same 
error, going a step ahead by ‘enunciating’ an important phonological prin- 
ciple, which is: “n or m in a sequence Vnt or Vmp is a very different fune- tional unit from that in VnV or VmV; for whereas in the latter case n and m are mutually contrastive, this is not so in the former case. The homor- — 
Banic nasals form a single phonological unit and a phonological transcrip- tion will recognise the fact”. (W. S, ALLEN, Phonetics in Ancient India, 
London 1953, p. 45). 

In any phonological transcription of Gujarati or Marathi, distinction _ ‘ between contrastive nasal phones will have to be mentioned in V-C context, and this would apply to many other New Indo-Aryan languages, 
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2-2. The two facts that (i) the oiargiuiie’assal W tocalised Ba very 
limited set of environments (e.g. see the distribution of [9], Ln] above, and 
(ii) the contrast between different types of nasal phonemes is not neutralised 
before consonants, would prevent us from supporting the statements made 

3-0. Gujarati, like many other Indo-Aryan languages has a set of aspirated 
stops in contrast with unaspirated stops, and it has a set of murmured vowels 
in contrast with simple vowels, the murmur being usually referred to as 
voiced aitch. It is proposed here to interpret murmur and aspiration 
phonemically. 

3-1. Aspiration in Gujarati is the breathy release which immediately fal- 
lows the stop consonants, and which is voiced when the preceding conso- 
nant is voiced, unvoiced when the preceding consonant is unvoiced. Murmur 
is voiced breath, low pitched and simultaneous with the vowel. 

3:2, The following three sets of words will describe the situation: 

1, [bar], [b‘ar), [bar]. 
2. [por], [p‘ or], [por], ([p‘or], is a nonsense word). 
3. far], [ar]. 

In [bar], the vowel is clear, there is no aspirated release of the 
preceding stop either. In [hb‘ar], the vowel is clear, but it is preceded by 
aspirated release, which is voiced when the preceding consonant is voiced. In 

[bar] the underlined vowel is murmured, and there is no aspirated release 

of the preceding [b]. 

Similarly in [p2r], the vowel is clear, not preceded by aspirated 
release; in [p'or], the vowel is clear but preceded by aspirated release 
which is voiceless when the preceding consonant is voiceless: and in [par], 
there is no aspirated release of the [p], but the vowel is murmured. 

In [ar], the vowel is clear, in [ar] the vowel is murmured. 

3.3. We can consider the element of murmur [_] and the element of 

aspiration [*] in complementation: aspiration (ie. aspirated release of a 
preceding stop) leaving the vowel clear, while murmur being simultaneous 

with the vowel. 

3-4. Murmured vowels do not occur after aspirated release of stops. Vowels 

after aspirated stops— voiced or voiceless—are always clear. Murmured 

3:5. One phoneme /h/ whose distinctive feature is some sort of extra 
breath will have two allophones: [*] and [_]. When it is simultaneous 
2 
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with the vowel it is murmur, (murmur being described as sotto voce, with 
voicing and slight lowering of pitch), when not simultaneous with the 
vowel it is the aspiration of the previous consonant. Murmur is transcribed 
after the vowel, aspiration is transcribed after the consonant. 

Thus, we can rewrite the above sets of words, phonemically : 

1. /bar/, /bhar/, /bahr/. 
2. /por/, /phor/, /pohr/. 

3. /ar/, fahr/, 

Thus a nasalised murmured vowel, eg. [0] shall be represented in 

the linear phonemic transcription as /uhN/. 

3.6. [p‘at] ‘crack’ [bar] ‘twelve’ 

[b‘at] ‘cooked rice’ [b‘ar] ‘burden’ 

[at*] ‘hand’ [bar] ‘outside’ 

[ori] ‘boat’ [por] ‘last year’ 
[méd'i] ‘small cottage [por] ‘early morning’ 

for a wandering 
sanyasi’ [p'odz] ‘army’ 

[keq'i] ‘spiced and [ar] ‘obstruction’ 
cooked butter- 

milk’ 

(dari) ‘beard’ far] ‘bones’ 
[d'ar] ‘robbery’ [a] “myself” 
[lak] ‘hundred thousand’ 

3.7. In my dialect, and in the speech of many educated Gujarati speakers 
murmur alternates with its absence: 

Thus the following doublets are variations in speaking style: 

/bahr/ ~ /bar/ ‘outside’ 

/phr/ ~ fpr! ‘last year’ 
/mahruN/ ~  /maruN/ ‘my’ 

/vahr/ ~ fvar/ ‘aid’ 

/vahlo/ ~  /valo/ ‘dear’ 
/dahro/ ~ /daro/ ‘day’ 
/cahno/ ~  /kano/ ‘Lord Krishna’ 
/pohjuN/ ~ /poluN/ ‘bread’ 

The reverse does not happen, ie. the clear vowels do not alternate 
with murmured vowels, 
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3.8. One more important alteration may be mentioned here. A syllable-final 

voiced aspirate release alternates with the murmur of the preceding vowel: 

/labh/ ~ /lahb/ ‘advantage’ 

/vagh/ ~ /vahg/ ‘tiger’ 

/jaNgh/ ~ /jahNeg/ ‘thigh’ 

/soNgh/ ~  /sehNg/ ‘group’ 
/s@ghluN / ~  /sdhgluN/ ‘all’ 

This may be explained as progressive assimilation. This alteration may 

be considered as an additional argurient for not considering the aspirated 
stops /kh/, /gh/, /th/ etc. as unit phonemes. 

4.0. There have been some doubts about the phonetic character of the 

murmured vowels in Gujarati. 

41. In the Linguistic Survey of India (Vol. IX, Part II, pp. 347-352), 
Grierson has given a list of words in which ‘a slight h is heard, although 
the latter is not represented in writing’. CHaTrenm (5. K. CHarrers, 

‘Recursives in New Indo Aryan’, Indian Linguistics, Vol. I, No. 1, 1931) 
describes the murmured vowels following the consonants as stops accom- 
panied by glottal closure, and compares them to ‘similar’ sounds in Sindhi. 

Commenting on the above observation of Grienson, CHatrens1 further 
remarks, “now, this ‘slight’ h sound, which has been noted, is nothing but 

the glottal stop, or accompanying glottal closure........ Gujarati has thus 

consonants with glottal closure as specific phonemes”. (Ibid, p. 31). 

No glottal closure is noticed in [par] or [bar] or in any other example 
of murmured vowels. What is noticed is that the murmur is simultaneous 

with the vowel, and there is some lowering of pitch which we regard here 

as the function of murmur. 

4.2. Suction stops or ‘implosives’ as they are more commonly known, are 
distinctive in Sindhi, Suction stops in Sindhi were described by Turner 
(R. L. Turner, ‘Sindhi Recursives or Voiced Stops preceded by Glottal 

Closure’, Bulletin of the School of Oriental Studies, London, Vol. II, 
pp. 301-315), and he named them as ‘recursives’: “Prince Trovserzkor 
refers to consonants in the Caucasian languages accompanied by complete 
closure of the glottis (Bulletin de la Societe de Linguistique de Paris, No. 72, 
p. 204). There he calls them ‘recoursives’, a convenient term, I have angli- 
cized as ‘recursives™ (Turner, Ibid., p. 304). He further records Grahame 
Battey’s observation (in a note published in the Bulletin of the School of 
Oriental Studies, Vol. Il, Part IV, p. 837), “Finally Dr. Grahame Bamey in 

a note speaks of them as ‘implosives’ in which the breath is drawn in 
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instead of being expelled. According to him, the larynx is lowered and 
glottis closed. This action sucks the air back, but no appreciable amount 
enters the lungs. This description agrees generally with my own observa- 

tion”, .(Tunnen, Ibid). 

4.3. Phonetically, nothing comparable happens in the case of murmured 
vowels following stops. Cwarrersi’s observation, therefore, cannot be 
sustained. A few spectrograms and kymograms are reproduced here to show 
that no glottal closure is involved here. 

We can notice in the spectrogram that while the onset of voicing is 
immediate after the release of p in [p2r] and [por], it is delayed — being 
intervened by a period of voicelessness—in the case of [p'or]. [_] in 
[por] could be distinguished by the presence of random distribution of 
energy, more noticeable at higher frequencies, while [2] in [p2r] is free 

It is difficult to notice the difference in the onset of voicing when the 
initial stop is voiced, but that there is no glottal stop — closure — intervening, 
is clear on account of continuous vowel harmonics. 

In the kymograms for [p‘ap], [pap] and [pap], we also notice the same 
difference (p'ap and pap are nonsense words). In the case of [p‘ap], the 
vowel starts late, at the end of aspiration, while in the case of [pap] and 
[pap] the onset of voicing is immediate, That the initial in [pap] is not a 
stop with glottal closure is visible by continuous vowel vibrations after the 
release of p. 

4.4. This much aid from instruments is taken only to show that [pa] is not 
a ‘recursive’ or ‘implosive’ as described by CHatrersr in the paper cited 
above, and also in his various books (Indo-Aryan and Hindi, Ahmedabad, 
if42, Rajasthani Bhasha, Udaipur 1947). A more elaborate study of murmur- 
ed vowels from the point of view of acoustic phonetics may throw some 
light on the relation of murmured vowels with pitch in the languages like 
Gujarati, dialects of Rajasthani, Lahanda, Sindhi and Panjabi. 

4.5. It should be noted, however, that this difference of interpretation at the phonetic level does not affect CHATTERJ1’s hypothesis regarding the differential treatment of -h- between the Indo-Aryan languages outside the Gangetic Doab and the dialects spoken in the Doab region. “How far is the recursive treatment of aspirates connected with tone? “ (Cuarrerst, Ibid) suggests a further line of inquiry into the phonology of the languages outside the Doab, where languages like Panjabi and some dialects of Rajasthani have Phonemic tone, Sindhi has phonemic suction stops and Gujarati has murmured vowels. 
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1.0. 

LL 

13, 

By 

Edward C, Duaocr, Calcutta 

The following data is based on the ideolect of Mr. Bhabataran Datra 
of Calcutta, with whom the writer worked, in Calcutta, and at the 
Decean College Summer School of Linguistics, between December, 
1955, and May, 1956. 

Bengali verb stems may be divided into two broad classes: 

A. Stems of form la. CV- or 1b. CVi- 
2, (C) VC(C)- 

B, Stems of form (C)V(V)C(C)a- 

These stems may be described in terms of the vowel alternations which 
take place in them under certain conditions. 

Vowel phonemes® occur in the basic stems of these classes according to 
the following distribution : 

A. la, /e, a, 3/ Lb, /a, 2/ 

2. /e@, &, a, 2, of 

B. /i, #2, a, 2, 0, u/ 

Vowel alternations, when they take place, are of the following type : 

Basic Stem vowel Alternate Stem vowel 

1 e j 

2 = t 

3. a € 

4. > o 
5. o u 

Thus, the two stems might be, and hereafter are, referred to as low 
and high stems, respectively. 

1. My thanks are due to Professor Gordon Fameanzs, of Cornell University, and 

to Dr, William Batont, of the University of California, both of whom saw the greater 

part of the paper at the Summer School of Linguistics at the Deeean College, Poona, in 

1956, and whose comments and suggestions are incorporated herein, I am expecially 
grateful to Professor Charles Feecvson, of Harvard University, parts of whose unpub- 
lished description of Bengali I was allowed to see, and upon whose knowledge of the 
ee ee eon 

The phonemes of the language are: /p, b, t, d, t, d, k, g, ph, bh, th, dh, th, dh, 
kh, gh, & _j, &h, jh, hm,n,n, 14,7, rh, ie, @, a, 5,0, u, (length), ~ (nasalisation) /. 
Length of both vowels and consonants, is written as double vowel or consonant, Juncture 
and intonation have not as yet been analysed by ithe present writer, 
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14. It may be stated, as far as the present data shows, for the whole 
language, that, in words of CV,CV. pattern, where Vz is A/ or /u/, 

and V; is not /a/, V, is the higher of two possible vowels; or, in other 
words, that the stem is the high stem. This is true not only for verbs : 

/ken-/ “buy”, /kini/ "I buy” 

but for other structural classes as well :? 

/mt/ “actor”, /noti/ “actress” 
where V, is /a/, there is no change: 

/jan-/ “know” 

/jani/ “I know” 

2.0. Stems of class A: 

2.1, The statement of 14. can be enlarged, in terms of class A stems, 
except where the vowel of the basic stem is /a/, to include not only 
words of CVCV pattern, but words of CVV (C) and CVCVC patterns, 
as well 

Examples : 

Alternation Stem sub-classes 
Ala. A.Lb, A. 

1. e/i de- “give” _ ken- “buy” 
dii “I give” kini “I buy” 
diis “you _ kinis “you (desp.) 

(despective) give” buy” 
but de “give!” (desp.) ken “buy!” (desp.) 

2. w/e — — phel- “throw” 

pheli 

phelis 
phael- “throw !" 

(desp.) 3. d/o hD- "ba" 
5 i- “bear” p-r- “read” 

hoi 50i pori 
hos (see section 2.3.4.) 505 poris 
= SJ Pr 

3. A possible exception is the emphatic -i suffix, the addition of which does not change the vowel of the stem: 
Hb “all”, bi “all f(emphatic)". 

However, because this suffix can be attached to any part of speech, and because of various other indications of the relative freedom of the form there is the possibility of 
exception, 
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4, o/u — - oth- “rise up” 

uthi 
uthis 

oth 
— kha- “eat” eai- “want” jan- “know” 

Khai, etc. cai, ete. jani, ete. 

22. Vowel alternation in other situations is morphologically determined : 

aude The following statements may be made for all verbs of the class in 
question. 

22.1. High stem occurs: 

2. 

2. 

Before the -b- morpheme of the simple future, except in class 

A.la., and in class A.l.b. when the vowel of the basic stem is /a/, 

Before the -c- morpheme of the continuative, throughout, except 
where the vowel of the basic stem is /a/. 

Before the -l- morpheme of the simple past or conditional con- 
junctive, except in class A.1.b., when the vowel of the basic stem 
is /a/. 

Before the -t- morpheme of the past conditional (or habitual), or 
the infinitive, except in classes A.l.b. and A.2., where the vowel 
of the basic stem is /a/’. 

2a2. Examples: (all given in Ist person of their respective tenses). 

Class 

A.La. 

A.2. 

A. 

A.La. 

A.L.b. 

A.2. 

AZ 

A.La. 

ALb. 

A.2. 

Stem =b - -l -t 

de- “give” debo dicci dilam ditam 

ken- “buy” kinbo kinci kinlam kintam 

phe! “throw” phelbo phelci phellam pheltam 

h2- ‘be” hobo hocci holam hotam 

=)ji- “bear” S0ibo soiti soilam soitam 

bs “sit” bosbo boséi boslam bostam 

oth- “riseup” ut(h)bo ut(h)ci ut(h)lam ut(h)tam 
kha- “eat” khabo khacei khelam khetam 

cai- “want” caibo caici cailam caitam 

jan- “know” janbo janti janlam jantam 

2.3.3. The geminate -¢¢- in certain of the forms above is the allomorph of 
the continuative morpheme which occurs with class A.l.a, stems, 
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au 4. 

2.3.0. 

a4. 

2.4.1, 

2.4.2. 

EDWARD C. DIMOCE 

In class A.La. stems, except where the vowel of the basic stem is /a/, 

vowel alternation also takes place before the -3 personal ending 
morpheme of the 2nd person despective indicative, 

bo- “carry” bos “you (despective) carry” 

de- “give” dig “you (despective) give” 
kha- “eat” khas “you (despective) eat” 

In class A.lia. stems, where the vowel of the basic stem is /e/ (two 
stems only), the unexpected alternates /a/ and /s/ occur: /a/ before 

the -o personal ending morpheme of the 2nd person familiar present, 
and // before the -e personal ending morpheme of the 3rd person 
familiar present. 

de- “give” dao “you (familiar) give” daze “he (fam.) gives” 

ne- “take” nao “you (familiar) take” nme “he (fam.) takes” 

The following statements may be made for all verbs of the class in 
question, without exception. 

High stem occurs: 

1, Before the -(i)o morpheme of the future imperative. 

2. Before the -(i)e morpheme of completive and conjunctive forms. 

The morphemes are so written in order to distinguish them from 
the 2nd and 3rd present personal ending morphemes, with which 
they are homophonous, to indicate that high stem occurs before 
them, and to indicate the allomorph -io, which occurs after /o/ 
as in forms of h?-, below. 

Examples : 

Class Stem -(i)o -(i)e 

A.la. de- dio die 

A.2. ken- kino kine 
AZ, phzl- phelo phele 

Ala W- hoio hoie 
Al.b Bi- s0i0 S0ie 

A.2. bos- bosa bose 
AZ. oth- utho uthe 
Ala  kha- kheo khea 
Alb. Gai- ceo cee 

A2. jan- — jeno ea 
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2.0. Stems of class B: 

3.1. In verbs of this class, high stem occurs before the -(i)o and -(i)e 

morphemes, in stems of pattern CVCa-, except where the stem vowel 

is /a/, 

There are no occurrences of verbs in stem-vowel /e/ of this class, in 

the present data. 

Verbs occur in this class which have /i/ or /u/ stem-vowels, through- 

out; in these cases, the final -a of the stem becomes -i before 

-(i)o and -(i)e, and -o, elsewhere. 

3.2. Examples: (in the column under a/o, examples are in Ist person 

present). 

Stem -(i)o -(i)e a/o 

jira- ‘rest” jirio jirie jiroi 

ghuma- “sleep” ghumio ghumie ghumoi 

beka- “bend” (trans.) békio békie bxkai 

nra- “move” (trans.) norio norie n-ral 

otha- “Lift” uthio uthie othai 

kamra- “bite” kamrio kamrie kamrai 
lapha- “jump” laphio laphie laphai 

poiita- “arrive at” poucio potcie poicai 

40. Description of tense and personal ending morphemes, together with 

the allomorphie and morpho-phonemic statements which would complete the 

above picture, cannot be given here because of space considerations. They 

are, however, able to be stated in a very simple manner, and present 

few difficulties, of either method or presentation, 



SANDHI IN MODERN COLLOQUIAL TELUGU 

By 

Bs. KrisHvAMURtTI 

Andhra University 

0.0. One of the major difficulties that a non-Telugu speaker ex- 
periences in learning the present day spoken Telugu is its sandhi system. 
Sandhi may be defined as a class of alternations which occur among the 
phonemes of two or more morphs in close juncture or samhitd2 If the alter- 
nation is determined by a given sequence of phonemes rather than their 
status as constituents of certain morphemes, we call it automatic alternation. 
Most of the cases of sandhi in spoken Telugu are automatic. 

1.00. The phonemes of colloquial Telugu, fairly representative of the 

educated middle class language of the Coastal Districts? are as follows:— 

1.1, Consonants: — 

Labial Dental Alveclar Palatal Retroflex Velar 

Ss : kh 
a b fh a dh j ih 3 gh 

Affricate e ch 
i bb 

Spirants f 5 5 5 b 

Nasals m n n 

Laterals 1 ] 

Trill r 

Semi- w ¥ 
vowels 

1. In this definition, the scope of sandhi has been extended to include the alterna- 
tions that ocecur not only among the phonemes in immediate contact but also among 

those that are spaced by other phonemes. The explanation is that the phonemic alterna- 
tions are simultaneous with the occurrence of two or more morphs in close juncture (for 
examples, see §§ 4.2 ff). 

The traditional meaning in which the word Samhita is used by the Sanskrit gram- 

marians as “yarnanam stiseyltah sannidhih sombitd-samjnah syat" (ie. the closest pos- 
sible proximity between phonemes is sathhitd) suits well as a synonym for what is known 

as close juncture in Modern Linguistics (also see for definitions of close and open junc- 

tures, B. Buocn and G. L. Teacen, “The Syllabic Phonoemes of English", Language 24, 

p. 225). 
2. The coastal districts: Nellore, Guntur, Erishns, Esst Godavari, West Godavari, 
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If we are analyzing the speech of the uneducated classes, we have 

to eliminate all the aspirate stop phonemes from the list, since they are all 

replaced by the corresponding unaspirated ones, voiced or voiceless, e.g. 

educated dialect: /dharmam/ charity, justice; uneducated dialect : 

/darmam/, Even among the educated classes, aspirated and unaspirated 

stops freely alternate with differences in style, emphasis, tempo, etc., e.g. 

/pedda/ big: /péddha/ extremely big (emphatic); /inka/ still, /inkha/ id. 

(emphatic). 

111. Vowels: fie aou,ié@ #6 i/. On account of the absence of 

/@/ corresponding to /#/, long vowels are classified as separate phonemes. 

An alternative way is to set up /ie # a o u/ and a phoneme of length /—/'; 

in which case, /@/ occurs only before the phoneme of length fk 

12, Allophones:—Only a brief account of the allophones of the above 

phonemes is given in the following: 

After an open juncture, all voiceless stops are tenser than in close 

juncture. All voiced stops have spirantized allophones in the intervocalic 

position. /c/ and /j/ have two allophones each; [ls dz] (blade-alveolar 

affricates) respectively, before back vowels, and [¢ j] (prepalatal affricates) 

respectively before front vowels, eg. /ctici/= [tstci], /m/ has a bilabial 

spirant type of allophone [W] in the intervocalic and utterance-final position, 

eg. /mima/ = [maw] Maternal uncle or father-in-law, /wacc#m/ = 

[wicez'] we came. /n/ has the following allophones: [ny] before velar 

stops, [ii] before the palatal allophones of /c j/, [m] (dental nasal) before 

dental stops and [n] (alveolar nasal) elsewhere, i.e. initially, intervocalically, 

in gemination and before the blade-alveolar allophones of /c j/; e@2., 

/nannu/—[n‘nnu] me (accusative), /mana/— [mn] our (inclusive), 

/ancu/ = [Antsu] border. 

Some of the distinguishable allophones of the vowel phonemes are as 
follows: ,/e/ has an opener allophone [e] before an open juncture; in close 

juncture it is always [e] e.g. /ginne/ = [ginne] a cup; /ginnelu/ = [ginnelV] 
cups (pl. -lu). /a/ is always [4]. /i ¢ a u/ have zero alternants in the 
environment (V)C-C?(V). What C! and C* stand for will be specified 
in the following sections. All vowels have slightly lowered and retracted 
allophones when /a/ occurs in the following syllable, and when a geminate 
does not intervene between the two, /kira/— [kUr‘] vegetable, curry, 

ete., /goda/ = [ghd] wall. 

13. For the purpose of this paper at least, we have to set up two 
phonemic junctures, close and open. Close juncture is the feature of 
transition from one segmental phoneme to the immediately following one 
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without any distinctive pause. This has no relation to the fact that the 
phonemes in question are parts of the same morpheme or different morphemes, 
e.g. /wadu/ he, /wadiki/ to him [ (dative; morpheme division: wad-i-ki)]3 
An open juncture is the feature of transition from one segmental phoneme 
to the next with definite pause in between; sometimes, this pause is bridged 
by an intonational pattern, generally, of the type (rising-falling), Examples 
of the foregoing: 

1. wadu telisitelénattuga matlade@du He spoke with half-knowledge 
(ie. in a knowing-not-knowing manner), 

2. watiu telisi, telénatjuga matlad%du He, even after knowing, spoke 
as if he hasn't. 

Many more features of juncture can be distinguished in Modern Telugu 

speech but their phonemic analysis in the present state of our knowledge is 
not entirely clear* We need only to state here that the sandhi alter. 
nations to be discussed in this paper occur only in close juncture. 

Consonantal Sandhi: 

2.00. In sequences of (V)C'VC2(V), V stands for any of the short 
vowels i, a and u (rarely e) alternating with zero, This ¥ (~ ¢) marks the 
morpheme boundary, ie, either Y goes with the proceeding morpheme or 
the following one, or constitutes a morpheme by itself, A result of 
V-~ 0 (or in terms of process, the loss of the vowel between C! and C*) is 
sandhi between C! and C* which together alternate with a variety of 
sequences. Comparing the sequences of C!VC? with their corresponding 
sandhi alternants, we can analyze the data into four sets as follows: — 

21, ClYC? ~ CIC 

a {Vr — tr Eg. matradu A word doesn't come out (mata 

word, radu does not come). 
dvr ~ dr todrégam a raga called tédi. 

3. Hyphen (-) used bere and elsewhere in the examples is only intended to 
indicate the morpheme boundary but not as a mark of any distinctive feature. 

4. The whole question of the place of juncture in linguistic analyses needs further 
working and systematization. For the different views expressed about this, see 
W. E. Weumens “A Descriptive Grammar of Fanti", Language 22, Dissertation Series 39, 
p. 20; Rulon S. Weis, Language 23, p. 108; he says “Juncture wherever it occurs is a 
morpheme though often with no detectable meaning”; also ef, B, Brocn and G, L. Tracks, 
op. cit, 
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b pV¥m ~ pm 

bVm 

c, nVt 

nVd 

nVj 

nvr 

nvVl 

d. rVn 

rvl 

e. IVt 

IVd 

IVe 

IVj 

Vn 

IVr 

bm 

nt 

rl 

lt 

le 

Ir 

kadupmanta burning of stomach (kadupu 

womb or stomach, manta burning; also 

jealousy). 
gulabmogea a rose-bud (gulabi rose, mogga 

bud). 

danto @mpani? What is the business with 

that ? (dan-i-td with that, ém what, pani 

business) . 

iccindantd ..., with what has been given 

(icc-ina that given, dinto with the thing). 

winjarugu Hear and then move (win-i having 

heard, jarugu to move, stir; imper. sg.). 

manramudu.,., our Rama... (mana our, 

ramudu proper noun). 

winlédu That is not heard (win-a to listen, 

lédu no, not). 

warné cusznu I saw him (honorific) (wéar-i- 

n-@ him-only). 

marlédu It hasn't changed (mar-a changing 

lédu none). 

kalt6é tannzdu He kicked with the leg (kal-i- 

td with the leg). 

kaldu It won't burn (kal- to burn, -a- neg., 
=u it). 

paleembu a milk container (pal- milk, -a- of, 

cembu container), 

gajuljata a pair of bangles (gajul-a- of 

bangles, jata a pair). 

{ matalnakenduku? Why these words for 

‘me? (i these; mata-lu words, etc, ndku to 

me, enduku ? why). 

palrayi A marble stone (pal-a- milk-of, rayi 

stone). 

22, CYC-]jCC or CC 

Here, C3 results from partial assimilation to C' or C* as the case may 

be. We can call this componential assimilation, ie. some phonetic component 
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of one phoneme is assimilated to some component of the adjacent one in close 
juncture. 

a t¥n ~ tm Eg. pa&tnaku radu I don't know the song (pata 

song, niku to me, etc.). 
tv7l =~ ‘fi mathi words (mata word, -lu pl. suffix). 

b, nVt ~ nt wittam hearing (win- to hear; -atam noun- 
forming suffix). 

nVd ~ nd nindabba oil tin (nine oil, dabba tin). 

ce IVt ~ Hk caltam being sufficient (cal- to be sufficient; 

-atam, vide supra). 
IVa ~ ld caldam being sufficient (same as above, 

-adam dialectal variant of -atam). 

2.21. In these cases, it is clear that the alternation of n, 1 with n, 1 is 
through their assimilation to the retroflex phonemes in contact, There are 
also several cases of assimilation on allophonic level, e.g. /rajdu/ = [razdu] 
It won't take fire (from raj-to take fire, -a- neg., -du neut. sg.). In this 
case, since [z] nowhere contrasts with [j], it will be taken as only an 
allophone of /j/ before a dental stop in close juncture. Then, naturally, 
we have to include this in phonemics but not in morphophonemics, This 
raises a descriptive problem in Modern Linguistics, at least from a pedagogic 
point of view; namely, sandhi alternations which belong together as part 
of morphophonemics have to be split between phonemics and morpho- 
phonemics, simply because, in some cases, the assimilated phoneme turns up 
as a different phoneme but in others only as a non-contrastive componential 
transformation of the assimilated phone. Since the alternations tVn ~ to, 
and nV{~ nt are automatic, there can be no contrast between /n/ and /n/ 
in this particular environment, iie., before or after a retroflex stop. However, 
as /n/ elsewhere contrasts with /n/, we have to set up this alternation under 

23 CYC? ~ C2C2 

2.31. Stops: 

a. Velar series 

kVk ~ kk Eg, perukko Pull it out for yourself (peruku to 
pull out; -ké reflexive imper.). 

gVk — kk adukko Go begging! (adugu to ask, beg.) 
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eve ~ 8 

kVg ~ BE 

b. Palatal series 

eVe ~ ce 

j¥Vc ~ cc 

ivj ~ OO 

evi ~ ij 

c, Dental series 

{Vt =~ tt 

avt — tt 

dVd — dd 

tVd ~ dd 

Dental +- Palatal 

tVe =— ce 

dVc ~ ce 

tVji -~ ij 

dvj ~ ii 

d. Retroflex series. 

ve ~ 

qvt ~ 

tt 

taruggawundi It is deficient (tarugu defi- 

ciency; -ga in that manner; wundi it is). 

ceruggada sugar-cane (ceruku sugar-cane, 

gada stick). 

ciicceppu Look in and tell (ciic-i- having seen 

ceppu tell!). 

jaccettu jasmine tree (j&ji jasmine, cettu 

tree). 

gajjedi glass jar (gaju glass, jadi jar). 

cijjadisi poyinddu Seeing it, he got scared 

(cic-i- having seen; jadis-i- having feared; 

poyinddu he is gone, intensifier). 

pattalupu old door (pata old, talupu door). 

géttannindi Buffalo kicked (while milking) 

(gede she-buffalo; tann- kick). 

siddéniki? Why (do you need) the needle? 

(sidi needle, pin, déniki? what for). 

paddiram old thread (pata old, dairam 

thread). 

paecceppu old sandal (pata old, ceppu sandal). 

géce@rmam buffalo-skin (géde buffalo, 

c#rmam skin). 

rajjedi stone jar (rat-i of stone). 

léjjalubu No cold (lédu No, jalubu cold, Le. 

disease; this particular combination is 

infrequent in spoken Telugu). 

nattam planting (nat- to plant, -atam noun-~- 

forming morpheme). 

pattam singing (pad- to sing). 
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dVd ~ dd paddam singing (-adam a dialectal variant of 

-atam vide supra), 

Vd ~ dd naddam planting (naf- to plant 4- -adam). 

e. Labial series 

pYp ~ pp képpaddadu He fretted in anger (kGpa- n. 
anger, padu to feel). 

bVp ~ pp jaluppattindi (One) cought cold (jalubu cold, 
patt- to catch). 

bVb ~ bb jébbaruwayndi The pocket became heavy 
(jébu pocket; baruwu heavy). 

pVb ~ bb nabbanda a slab-stone (napa slab, banda 
stone, rock). 

2.42, The occurrence of sequences where both C! and C? are aspirated 
stops is usually rare; but where one of them is an aspirated stop and the 
other unaspirated, the principle of their sandhi alternation is as follows: 
When C* is an aspirated stop, C! is assimilated to C? in the matter of voicing, 
devoicing, and palatalization similar to the alternations described under 2.31. 

kVgh ~ geh ogghantayndi One hour has passed (oka one, 

ghanta hour). 
dVch ~ cch éccharjidabbu? Where is the money for fare? 

(édi? where; charji fare). 

On the contrary, where C! is an aspirated voiced stop and C2? an 
unaspirated one, C' alternates with the corresponding unaspirated voiced 
stop: 

E-g. dhVt ~ dt kadtelisindi The story is known to me (kadha 
story, telus- to be known). 

dhVe ~ de badeala taggindi The pain has subsided a good 
deal (badha pain, cala much) 5 

2.4. In cases where both C! and C? are identical phonemes of the 
sonorant group (i.e. nasal, lateral, trill, semi-vowel and sibilant), the alter- 

5, Some of my informants with whom I experimented with these utterances could 
not distinguish acoustically between dt and tt; so also between de and cc. 
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nation may be shown as C'C? or C*C* since the question of assimilation does 

not arise, @.g.: 

a. Nasals 

nVn ~ nn winnu I won't hear (win- to hear; -a- neg., 

-nu Ist pers. sg.). 

mVm ~ mm pammida....on the serpent (pamu serpent, 

mida on). 

b, Lateral 

(vV)IvVl~ OU nellu months (nela month, -lu pl). 

ce. Trill 

rVr ~ «mr varralédu He (honorific) hasn't come (varu 

he; ré- to come). 

d. Semi-vowel 

wVw ~ ww bawwell#du The brother-in-law has left 

(bawa brother-in-law; well- to go). 

e. Sibilant 

s¥Vs ~ 58 ciissarigd ceppu Look in and say clearly 

(ciis-i having seen; sari-ga- well). 

25. A different type of sandhi alternation involving mutual com- 

ponential assimilation among the phonemes involved may be formulated as 

cVve ~ Cc 

Here, both C! and C? are simultaneously assimilated to each other, 

with the result, that they alternate with a doubled phoneme which contains 

the phonetic components of both C! and C*, e.g.: 

a. @Vn ~ nn pannu I won't sing (pa@d- to sing; -a- neg.; 
-nu Ist pers. sg.). 

minnellu three months (midu three, nellu 

months). 

b dvVl ~ It ceillédu (One) hasn’t seen (ciid-a- seeing, 

lédu not or no). 
wallédu He is not (in or there) (wadu he, 

lédu no), 
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3.00. The sandhi alternations among consonants so far described may 

be represented clearly in a chart as follows: 

Okie «3 tt PGtas Ba ws 22 

cl 

k kk gg 

g kk gs 

c ec jj 

j ec jj 

t # dd fh tl tr 

d tt dd np q dr 

t ec jj tt dd 

d cc jj tt dd 

Pp pp bb pm 

b pp bb bm. 

n ne nj nt nd nt nd mn nl nr 

: 
1 le fj I =Wih Wd In 1 kr 

r rt rr 

w ww 

5 ss 

Vocalic Sandhi 

400. There is only one type of vowel-sandhi which can be called 

automatic. Since two vowels cannot occur in succession within the same 

morpheme, there ought to be a morpheme boundary between any sequence 

of two vowels. If they occur in open juncture, sandhi does not take place. 

As in the case of consonants, vocalic sandhi occurs in close juncture, 
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41 iv? ~ 2 (ie. in this environment V! has always a 

zero alternant). 

ie ~ e Eg. adekkada? Where is that? (adi that, ekkada? 

where). 

ia ~ 42 panayindi The work is finished (pani work; 

ay- to be over). 

ei Pe ginnikkallédu The cup is not here (ginne 

cup; ikkada here). 

ai ae 3 ayanikkallédu He is not here (ayana he). 

ue ~ e illekkada? Where is the house? (illu house) 

uo ~ oO atanuokkadé .... he alone .... (atanu he, 

okkad-é one only). 

Only a few examples are given above, but the rule operates without 

exception as far as my knowledge goes. Sequences where V! is /o/ are rare. 

4.2, Two more types of alternation which are non-automatic but which 

cover a wide area of vowel-sandhi in Modern Spoken Telugu are as follows: 

4.21, In a sequence of more than two syllables in close juncture, the 

vowel of the second syllable is assimilated in quality to that of the following 

syllable. The alternations may be set forth as follows: 

uCi/e ~ .. iCi E.g. kalis-i having met (kalus- to meet, -i 

past morpheme) kalisé adj. meet- 

ing—(-é non-tense adj. suffix). 

uCa ~ ..aCa kalaw-a in order to meet (kaluw- to 

meet, allomorph of kalus-, vide 

supra). 

This alternation operates without exception among the verb class. 

Exceptions occur among the noun class, e.g., mogudu husband, mogudimida. . 

on the husband (-i- oblique morpheme, mida on), not mogidi.... 

422 Final /i/ of a member of the N(noun) class alternates with /u/ 

before the plural morpheme -lu: 

E.g. gadulu rooms (gadi room, -lu pl.) 

kattulu knives (katti knife) 

5.00 So far, we have concerned ourselves mainly with the automatic 

alternations in spoken Telugu since it is easy for a non-Telugu speaker to 

master this particular area without having to wait till the morphological ana- 

lysis of the language is worked out. The non-automatic alternations or the 

morphologically conditioned alternations among the phonemes may well be 
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treated under the respective morphological classes rather than under mor- 

phophonemics. 

5.1 Sandhi alternations when phonemically represented introduce pro- 
blems of morphemic identification; for instance, the phomemic sequence 
/pattiyyi/ may represent morphophonemically either [paditiyyi] make a basin 
(for plants) or [patitiyyi] plant it and (then) pull. In cases of this type, 
where a given morphophonemic sequence automatically alternates with a 
single phonemic sequence, it is better to represent them in morphophonemic 
transcription than in the phonemic. This has the advantage of showing a mor- 
pheme in a single phonemic shape every time it occurs; in other words, the 
phonemic alternations among its allomorphs are automatically determined by 
the environment of the other phonemes. A statement about these alternations 
will however be made under morphophonemics. In the above example from 
Telugu, since the phonemic sequences V/dit/V and V/'tit/V do not occur any- 
where, they are always phonemically /‘tt/. Hockerr suggests this procedure 
4s a preliminary to morphemic analysis, which he calls “Preliminary Nor- 
malization.”® 

9.11 However, it should be noted that this procedure cannot be ap- 
plied to cases where non-automatic sandhi is involved. A good example from 
Modern Telugu is the following: /pannu/! tooth, plural /panlu/ teeth; 
/pannu/? tax, plural /pannulu/ taxes. Here, it is only the identification of 
the particular morpheme, i.e, pannu! or pannu®, that determines the sandhi 
alternation of /nnul/ to /nl/ or /nnul/ (zero alternation) respectively, 
Therefore, it becomes necessary here to represent the sequence only in 
transcription. 

6. “Problems of Morphemic Analysis”, Language 23, pp, 324-227, 



THE POSITION OF THE NASALS IN THE BHOJPURI 

PHONOLOGICAL SYSTEM 

By 

Bishwa Nath Prasan, Patna 

In Bhojpuri, there are only two unaspirated nasals m and n, 

differentiated before vowels, but before plosives and fricatives these opposi- 

tions do not occur, as the nasal always goes by the quality of the occlusive 

or the constrictive that follows. Each of the plosives and the fricatives has 

thus its corresponding homorganie nasal consonant which precedes the 

occlusion or the constriction, In their articulation, the soft palate is lowered 

and there is homorganic oral closure. ‘These nasal alternances forming groups 

with their correlates are tabulated below:— 

Plosives. 

Velar nk nkh ng ogh 

Palatal De teh 0j pjh 

Retroflex nt nth nd, ndh 

Dental nt nth nd ndh 

Bilabial mp mph mb mbh 

Fricative. 

Alveolar ns or as!, 

It may be noted that before h the nasal component has velar articula- 

tion so that n-+-h is pronounced as ngh in Bhoj., e.g., singh ‘lion’. 

1, n may maintain its alveolar articulation when it is followed by 5, or it may 

have alternatively a slightly open articulation in such contexts, because of the tongue 
taking the position for the fricative s without forming complete closure for n. This may 

be phonetically transcribed as ms, eg., binsi; or bAqsi:. 



Examples : 

or 

| 

It may be noted that there are limited number of words in Bhoj. 

having the homorganic class-nasals as the first element of such groups in 

the final position. The instances of the use of such groups are mostly inter- 

yocalic, mph represents a gap, the only word with mph being Wwmph, from 

the Englich ‘lamp’. The cross-marks indicate the gaps in the examples 
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ene: 

p*.ncha: 

p*nja: 

jh*njb“t: 

ghA.nta: 

kA nt ha: 

Anda; 

ih4n,d ha: 

m“nt“r; 

r“nthi; 

e*nda: 
dh“ndha: 

c*mpa: 

Amba: 

kh*mbha: 

bAnsi: 

(or b*msi:) 

compiled above. 

‘doubt’ 
‘Fan! 

‘riot’ 

‘comb’ 

‘unsteady’ 

‘watery dis- 

charge’ 

claw’ 

‘botheration’ 

“bell? 

‘a neck orna- 

ment’ 
‘egg? 

‘cold’ 

‘incantation’ 

“bier” 
‘dirty’ 

‘work’ 

‘a kind of 

flower" 

‘long’ 
‘pillar’ 

‘flute’ 

nj 

c*n sf, 

kAn ih 

jhun,d, 
ibAn,d Jb 
Ant 

p*nth 
bAnd 

e*ndh 

h*!,3k*Amp 

\4mph 

awl'mb 

th4mbh 

h‘ns 

(h4as) 

‘bank' 
ee 

‘colour’ 

‘association’ 

‘arbitrators’ 

x 
‘anger’ 

x 

‘miser’ 

‘throat’ 
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On the basis of these perceived phonetic seqences the following nasal 
alternances classed into six series of localization may be noted*:— 

Velar — 
Palatal — wz 
Retroflex —_ 
Dental — on 
Bi-labial — m 
Alveolar — on 

a (fricative) 

Moreover, there are occurrences of simultaneous nasal components with 
the following alternances (sinundsika forms) under the progressive or 
regressive effect of a nasal consonant, or in contiguity with a nasalized vowel 

preceding or following them:— 

(i) flapped retroflex n and wh. (iii) liquids # and 1. 
(ii) semi-vyowels § and #. (iv) aspirate h, 

The anundsika in the case of the vowels has been represented as their 
nasalization and has been represented by the symbol ~ placed over them. 

2, Our approach here in the treatment of the masals may be compared with that 
of M. B. Exewzav in his article The Nasal Phonemes of Sanskrit (Lang, XXII, 1946, pp. 
86-92), in which he has made some good suggestions regarding the ‘phonemic’ organi- 

zation of the Sanskrit nasale. His whole treatment is based on the assumption that the 
Sanskrit alphabet was phonemic in character, It is, however, not clear what meaning 
he attaches to the use of the term phonemic in this connection, The Sanskrit alphabet 
system, for all we know, was essentially syllabic and the modern Indian languages 
which use the Nagari syllabary or other cognate forms still preserve that character 
(op.cit. Fin, Sounds and Prosodies, TPS, 1948, pp. 122-33). According to his phonemic 
conception, EmMenzav treats the anusvira (n1) as a separate phoneme in Sanskrit, while 
in our treatment of the Bhoj, masals, the anusvara has been regarded as a bearer of 
prosodic features which serves as a compendium scripturae for y, n, n,, n, 0, M, 0 Or ® 

before another consonant of the same class, Even in Sanskrit the anusvara had a limited 
scope. ‘Its proper place in the interior of a word is only before fricatives’ (Siddheshvar 

Vana, Critical Studies in the Phonetic Observations of Indian Grammarians, p, 154). 

In Bhoj., we have shown by palatography that even before the fricatives the anusvara 
takes the prosodic colouring according to its context by assuming an alveolar articula- 
tion with proper oral closure or with slightly open aperture (isadvivrta), This charac- 
teristic articulation of the nasal without full oral closure is important from our point of 
view os it suggests the possibility of a similar feature in the utterance of the anusvara 
before the Sanskrit fricatives, and y, r, 1, v and h which were the only definite succeed- 
ing sounds to which an anusvara could be appended. Before the isatsprsta semi-vowels, 
the laterals and the tapped sounds the ansuvara took the Isatsprsta or partial contact 
articulation, and before the igadvivrta (slightly open sperture) fricatives it took isadvivrta 
articulation, Thus even in these contexts the anusvara was obviously not immutable, 
but took prosodic colourings according to its contexts as it did in the ease of the plosives, 

So far as Bhoj. is concerned the anusvara before h as already noted above takes 
Palio ition as n+h = ygh, and before y, r, 1, v, the anusvara does not occur 
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It has been differentiated in our treatment from the anusvara (nasal after- 

sound) which has been interpreted as equivalent to a vowel followed by the 

corresponding savarma or class-nasal of the following sound." 

There are only two nasal consonants n and m used in contradistinction 

from each other in initial, intervocalic and final positions in Bhoj. n, with 

flap articulation is found in intervocalic and final positions only in a few 

tatsama loan-words from Sanskrit used by the educated speakers in 

Sanskritic style and thus belongs to a different system, the common Bhoj. 

speaker using n in its place. There is thus no contrast between n and n,, 

Examination of the sequences in which the nasals occur shows at once that 

it is only medially before the stops of its own series, before h and the 

alveolar fricative s that each of the nasals occurs, taking upon itself the 

prosodic colouring according to its contexts, In the case of s following the 

nasal sound, alveolar closure is formed immediately before the articulation 

of the fricative, or the nasal may be pronounced with incomplete closure 

before s. This prepares us for evaluating », m, n,n, and n or = as consisting 

of a basic nasal articulation mn with environmental modifications depending 

upon the articulatory movement which it precedes. Thus it is the one unit 

n which is realized at the junctions with a consonant immediately following 

in the same word as 9, .0, 0,, 0 and n or # In the phonological transcription 

the analysis may be indicated by the employment of the basic symbol n 

which is to be interpreted as the immediate nasal in prosodic junction, with 

the junction prosodies as shown below :— 

n + [k, kh, g, gh] = 9 [k, kh, g, gh] 
n + [e, ch, j, jh] = wn [e, ch, j, jh] 
a+{[,h , AJ =—5 [., Bs A 

n+ [t, th,d, dh) =n [t, th, d, dh] 
n+ 5 = 05 or 85 

an+h = nfh 

As already noted above, the nasal component before h has velar arti- 

culation and n-+ hk is realised with an anaptyctic or prosodic g before h. The 
obstruant is physiologically a ‘denasalizer’ as it stops the nasalization process. 
n-h is thus equivalent to nEh at the phonetic level of abstraction. Note 

in this connection that the sequence n-+h is quite different from nh which 
symbolizes the aspirated form of n and has been treated as a unit conso- 

nant in the same way as dh, etc. In nh, the nasalization is a simultaneous 

component of aspiration (—nh), while in n-++h h is not nasalized, owing 
to the appearance of the prosodic g between n and h as a ‘denasalizer’. 

3. For a similar equation in the case of the anusvdra before plosives, see Panini, 
Astadhyayi 34.58, 
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a--h may, therefore, be phonologically represented by writing g above the 

line as n°h* to avoid confusion with n-+ gh (=ngh), which is phonologically 
different from n-++h, though the two sequences sound alike phonetically. 

nh is different altogether. 

As regards the medial® bilabial nasal m, it has to be noted that it 1s 

not the same m which is differential before yowels. The latter has oral 
closure followed by oral release while the former has no oral release after 
the closure. As a medial, m carries the same prosodic mark of junction 
having the same prosodic quality of co-localization with the plosives of 
the bilabial series that follow it as n has with the series of the obstruants 

following it, Thus medial m-like n has also to be interpreted as in prosodic 

junction, with the junction prosodies, 

m+ (p, ph, b, bh) =m (Pp, ph, b, bh). 

We are thus left with two nasals, m and n in parallel distribution with 
each other before yowels and in final position, and two medial nasals m and 
n, between which oppositions do not occur, There is still scope for analysis 
and further abstraction which may lead to the unification of these two medial 

nasals. Medial m and n have one common prosodic factor of going by the 

quality of localization of the obstruant that follows. This common factor 
of the prosodic mark of junction may be abstracted and symbolized by o 
to cover all the cases of the medial nasals. This one symbol will be adequate 

enough to serve as carrier of seven (including ») junction prosodies of the 
medial nasal in junction with a following obstruant. Thus 

e [k, kh, g, gh] = 9 [k, kh, g, gh] 
© [c, ch, j, jh] = m [e, ch, j, jh] 
e[, h, , bh] =m [t, th, d,, dh] 

© [t, th, d, dh] =n [t, th, d, dh] 
e [p, ph, b, bh] = m [p, ph, b, bh] 
0s — fis OF 85 

oh =n gh 

With this prosodic symbol we can unambiguously represent in phono- 
logical transcription 

geAnga: ‘the Ganges’ as gaega: 

pAwnc ‘arbitrators’ as paec 

4. The other possible devices of notation might be to use a different h symbol or 
hyphen for n-++h (n -h) or a ligature for nh, (aspirated n) and no ligature for n-+h or 
to represent the aspirated n as 7h or nh and n-+h as nh, 

5. The medial nasal is here used in the sense of the nasals in junction before the 
immediately following consonants within the same word. 

29 
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pn, dit ‘learned’ as paedit 
sint ‘saint’ as saet 

cAmpa: ‘a particular kind of as caspa: 

flower tree’ 

bAnsi: ; 
or ‘ute’ @5 baesi: 

basi: 
singh ‘lion’ as sioh 

This will also enable us to dispense with the two double consonants 

nn and mm, which can be conveniently represented as on and em respec- 

tively, e.g., 

p*nna: ‘page’ as paena: 
eumma: ‘kiss’ as cuema: 

The prosodic symbol « can thus play the same part as the anusvara 

could play in the Devanagari orthographic system. 

This discussion, however, is not meant to force a final decision as to 

whether the medial nasal should be handled by the use of the symbol o 

in the Roman orthography for Bhoj., but it does show the way to a higher 

level of abstraction yielding a result of wider range and more comprehen- 
sive value® 

Since we have already got m as a basic nasal symbol by virtue of its 
paralle] distribution with n in other contexts, it may be conveniently used 

for the m-like n, before the bi-labial plosives on the ground of articulatory 

similarity, for it does not mean the employment of any consonants as shown 

above, 

But it must be clearly understood that the similarity of articulation 
and the use of the same letters do not imply any phonological or so-called 

“nhonemic identity”. 

6. The present Hindi spelling in the Nagari ecript is very capricious in the use 
of the medial nasals. Esithi being free from the literary conventions has proved more 

successful in adjusting itself to the phonological demands by using the anusvara only 
in all cases of medial nasals, In Nagari, however, some write TF (rng) ‘colour’, while 

ethers write iy (ragg), some write @eaqy (IAmba:) ‘long’ while others write 4] 

(lagba:), The wee of the anusvara in such contexts is resented by the Sanskritists, 
who following Panini, “Anusvirasya yayi parasavarnah", 8.458, prefer to write invari- 
ably the phonetic savarna (homorganic) class-nasals before the following plosives and 
6 Se ee ee a This discussion might serve as a basis 
for the reformation and simplification of the Hindi spelling by the use of the anuzvara 
only in all cases of medial nasals, both in the interest of systematic writing and that of 
convenient printing. 

7. See Fire, on hypostatization of letters and the cramping effect of “one symbol 
per phoneme” (LP.A.), “Sounds and Prosodies’ TPS, 1948, pp. 129-136. 
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As all the vowels in Bhoj. can be nasalized, it will be noticed that 

generally it is with the vowels of long duration that the nasalization or the 

‘anundsika’ occurs and the ‘anusvara’ or the nasal after-sound of the class 

to which the following sound belongs, occurs with the vowels of relatively 

short duration. But at the same time there are several instances of ‘tad- 

bhawa’ words in which the ‘anundsika’ is used with a ‘short’ vowel also, 

eg, h*s\l ‘laughing’, r“g%l ‘colouring’, siga:r ‘decoration’, *jo:r ‘light’, 

®kuri: ‘small sprout’. Such is specially the case where an original 

‘long’ vowel is shortened on account of its antepenultimate position, as is 

done in the case of the strong and the long forms of nouns and of the causal 

verbs, @.g., 

4: gan ‘courtyard’ agena: 

ba:s ‘bamboo’ basowa: 

bhi: jal ‘wetting’ bhija: wal ‘causing to wet’ 

phé: kal ‘throwing’ phék?wa:wal ‘causing to throw’. 

Similarly the ‘anusvara’ or the class-nasal after-sound is also found 

after a vowel with relatively long duration in a number of ‘tatsama’ and 

‘'semitatsama’ words from Sanskrit, e-g., 

ka:nd, (ka:n,d,) ‘canto’, 

sornt (sa: ut) ‘quiet’, 

pa:nd,.e: (pazn,d,e:) ‘a title’. 

Besides, Bhoj. has instances of syllables ending with the nasal n, e.g., 

bahi:n ‘sister’ 

hizn ‘short’ 

li: n ‘being absorbed’ 

and also of syllables with nasalized vowels, e.g., 

ht: ‘even’ 

It: ‘take’, 

In order, therefore, to avoid ambiguity, and also in consideration of 
the vocalic character of the ‘anundsika’ and its distinct prosodic implications 
as syllabic nasal, it seems desirable to represent it phonologically by the 
special symbol ~ placed over the nasalized vowel. 

As regards the nasalized consonants in Bhoj., viz., the nasalized forms 

of y, w, r, | and h, (¥, #, #, 1 and h), no separate symbol is necessary for 
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them as the ‘anundsika’ in their case is dependent upon or associated in 

every case with the nasalization of the preceding or the following vowel. 

In other words, they are parts of the nasalization process. They therefore 

do not need any special diacritical mark over them, The nasalization mark ~ 

placed over the adjoining vowel will be sufficient to indicate the nasal com- 

ponent in their case without ambiguity. 

It may be pointed here that since the nasalization process affects y, w, 

r, | and h, and the vowels preceding and following them simultaneously, it 

may not be necessary, when this feature of the effect of nasalization in such 

cases has been stated, to mark the nasalization more than once, and that 

can be done in the syllable which may hold y, w, r, | and h themselves, e.g., 

ba:ya: ‘left’ may be written as ba:ya:, 

kii: Wa: ‘well’ may be written as kusiba:, 

di: hi: ‘give’ may be written as di: hi:. 

It is thus clear that from the total phonetic data of two phonematic 

nasals m and n six (or seven including #) medial nasal alternants, five types 

of nasalized consonants, besides the nasalized vowels, we have abstracted 

only three units for phonological purposes which may be placed under 

three main types of articulation: — 

(i) The bilabial nasal symbolized by m 

(ii) The lingual nasal symbolized by n 
(iii) The vocalic syllabic nasal symbolized by ~ 

Or in terms of phonological categories, we may place them under the 

following three heads:— 

(i) The phonematie nasals in parallel distribution . manda 
(ii) The prosodic nasals on ie 
(iii) The nasal prosody (nasalization) bound up with 

the vowel system es 

This simple treatment, which does not involve any complicated 
prosodic statement® so far as Bhoj. is concerned, and this minimum number 
of units is capable of taking account of all the phonetic and distributional 
data with nasal modulation in Bhoj? 

& Which Exwexrav seems to be afraid of in the case of possible prosodic treatment 
of the Sanskrit nasals (op. cit—Emmsrav, The Nesal Phonemes of Sanskrit, Lang., XXI, 
1946, p. 92). 

9, It may be of interest to note that the observations made here about Bhojpuri 
will be found broadly applicable to the other eastern speech-forms like Magahi, Maithili 
and also to several of the Hindi dislects like Brajbhiisd and others. 



THE LANGUAGE PROJECT AT THE DECCAN COLLEGE* 

By 

S. M. Katnz, Poona 

1, The Decean College, originally established in 1821 and closed in 
1934 as an undergraduate college in arts, was revived by the Government 
of Bombay in 1939 as a foundation for research and postgraduate studies, 
principally in Linguistics and History, providing opportunities for sustained 
and planned research in the field generally comprised by the terms ‘humani- 
ties’ and ‘social sciences,’ The department of Linguistics provided for re- 
search and postgraduate instruction in Indo-European, Dravidian, Semitic 
and Sanskrit (especially Vedic) studies with four chairs, Similarly the de- 

partment for Social Sciences included chairs in Proto- and Ancient Indian 

History, Medieval Indian History, Maratha History and, in particular, in 
sociology-Anthropology. The objective of the Linguistics Department was 
not only the conduct of planned research in the field of Indian Linguistics 

by members of the faculty, but imparting training to postgraduate students 
in the field of historical and descriptive linguistics. 

2, At the time of establishing these two departments at the Deccan 
College only one University in India was imparting postgraduate instruction 
in linguistics. There was a full course in linguistics consisting of eight papers 

at the M.A, level at Calcutta, thanks chiefly to the early presence of two 
eminent Indian linguists there, Dr. I. J. S, TamaporewaLa and Dr. 5. K. 
Cuattrers1. It was the intention of the Reorganisation Committee appointed 

by the Government of Bombay that an active centre for training and research 

should be established in Western India at the Deccan College, although lin- 
guistics was still not a major subject of study in the University of Bombay, 
though Bombay was the first to recognize the value of such studies by ac- 
cepting the Wilson Philologica]l Lectureship in the latter half of the nine- 
teenth century. However, the intrusion of the second global war within a 
month of the revival of the Deccan College in its new shape hindered the 

* This paper should mote appropriately be entitled “Project for Linguistic Develop- 
ment and Research at Deccan College with special reference to studies in the principal 
Indian languages.” It gives the history and progress of the project from 1953-1856. 
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planned development of all its departments. Most of the field work could not 

be carried out, and in linguistics a large part of the research undertaken de- 

partmentally centred round the study of texts rather than living speech. 

Nevertheless, the work planned out and executed by the departments 

of the Deccan College indicated the need for undertaking two fundamental 

but long-term projects: a Dictionary of Sanskrit on historical principles and 

an Ethno-Linguistic Survey of India, by both the linguistics and social sciences 

departments. Accordingly these projects were submitted to the Govern- 

ment of India for financial assistance during 1946. During 1945 two impor- 

tant steps were taken towards the realisation of these objectives. The first 

step was the establishment in Poona of a regional university, the first of 

such to be founded in the Bombay State, In the draft statutes a special Board 

of Studies in Linguistics was established although linguistics was not yet a 

major subject of study at any stage of university education. The second step 

was the acceptance by the Indian and Bombay Governments of a certain 

financial liability for establishing a small nuclear department at the Deccan 

College for extracting material for the Dictionary of Sanskrit on historical 

principles, from an approved Minimum Programme consisting of over 2000 

separate texts from the earliest Vedic to about the end of the 18th century, 

covering every aspect of Sanskrit learning. 

$. The second project submitted by the Deccan College for an Ethno- 

Linguistic Survey of India could not find a ready response either at Govern- 

mental level or among scholars interested in such studies. The main reason 

why scholars could not undertake this stupendous but urgent research was 

that their number was small and those competent to undertake sustained 

research were already committed to other studies. There was no training 

centre, other than at Calcutta and Poona, where the necessary tools of re- 

search could be acquired. Even these centres lacked the equipment neces- 

sary for carrying on such work, apart from personnel to undertake the 

necessary training project. 

The interest shown by the Rockefeller Foundation of New York in the 

problems of communication in India and the application of linguistics to the 

solution of such problems assisted the Deccan College during 1953 to organise 

a conference of linguists and educationists. This conference was called at | 

the Deccan College in May 1953, following a conference called by the Uni- 

versity of Poona on the problems of a medium of instruction at the univer- 

sity level, consequent upon English ceasing to be such a medium, This 

conference, presided over by Sir Ralph Turner, Director of the School of 

Oriental and African Studies, University of London, deliberated for three 
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days and unanimously recommended that steps be taken to initiate three 
important projects by the Deccan College." 

4. The Governing Body of the Deccan College resolved that the Direc- 

tor should submit, on the basis of the recommendations made by the Con- 
ference and the special reports submitted by the Standing Committee, a 

phased programme of study and research and indicate the steps necessary 
for undertaking them with full details of financial outlay and personnel re- 

quired. Following a short visit to the United States and to Europe under 
the Rockefeller Foundation, the Director submitted a short-term project for 

linguistic development and research at the Decean College with the primary 

object of organising three schools of linguistics during 1954 and 1955, asso- 
ciating both senior and junior linguists from the United States and the United 

Kingdom with their counterparts in India, for intensive training in descrip- 

tive and historical linguistics and use of modern techniques of descriptive 

linguistics and their applications to problems of communication. 

L $The following is the text of the Resolutions: 

I. Fundamental Needs of Indian Linguistics: 

1. It is the considered opinion of this Conference that it iz necessary that 
a knowledge of the history of a language should form an integral part of the study 
pertaining to that language. This Conference therefore recommends that all Uni- 
versities should include the scientifie study of lancuages in their curricula for the 

B.A. and M.A. degrees and provide for this teaching by the creation of Depart- 
ments of Lingulstics. 

2. As a fundamental Humen Science, Linguistics, In the opinion of this 
Conference, should form part of the equipment of workers in Anthropology and 
in the practical domain of some aspects of Social Services. The Conference con- 

sequently draws the attention of the Anthropological Survey of India and of other 
relevant organisations, Governmental or otherwise, to the necessity of providing 
for same special treining in Linguistics among their workers, 

3. The Conference also recommends that for the proper teaching of lan- 
fuages and linguistics, laboratories for Experimental Phonetics be provided at the 
Universities. 

4. The Conference further recommends that the following fundamental tasks 

in connection with the immediate needs of Indian Linguistics be undertaken: 

(a) Historical Grammars of the principal Indian Languages in a uniform series. 
(b) Translation inte principal Indian Languages of the most important stan- 

dard books on General and Indian Linguistics written in foreign languages. 

(ec) Dialect Studies and Dialect Geography be given a top priority since the 
material forming the basis of these studies ts fast disappearing. 

(d) Critical editions of important texts in the principal Indian languages. 

(e) A new Linguistic Survey of India on comprehensive and modern lines to 
be undertaken on an all-India level. 

(f) Establishment of « Bibliographical Service for Linguistics (specially 
Indian). 
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This preliminary project of 18 months commencing from Ist July 1954 

had the following three distinct aims: 

(a) Training of between 60 to 75 Indian scholars in essential field 

techniques for linguistic research in modern Indian languages for 

supplying the personnel for long-term projects like the new Lin- 

guistic Survey of India. 

(b) Associating younger American scholars with the training of 

selected Indian scholars and giving the essential elements for 

pursuing their own field of research and acquisition of knowledge 

in the particular language selected by each, 

(c) Bringing together senior linguists from India, United States and 

the United Kingdom not only for joint participation in the instruc- 

tion of the training programme but also for clarification of dif- 

Il. The Project for Common Vocabularies of the Principal Indian Languages: 

1, In the opinion of this Conference the Project submitted by the Deccan 

College is one of great significance to the scientific study of Indian Linguistics as 

well as to its application to practical problems. The Conference, therefore, recom- 

mends that it should be undertaken 8s soon &5 possible with the co-operation of 

scholars from all parts of the country. 
9 This Conference further recommends that: 

(a) The organisation and direction should come from the Deccan College who 

are the sponsors of the Project under the general supervision of its Director. 

(b) A Standing Committee consisting of: 

1. Sir Ralph Tomer, (Chairman) 

2. Sr. 5S. EK. CHarreni 

3. Dr. Baburamn Samsexa 

4 Professor T. N. SaeekAnNTAIYA 

5. Dr. S. M Karne (Convener) 

chould be constituted to advise the Director on m
atters of organisation and 

direction of work on the Project. Members of the Standing Committee 

should be exofficio members of the Consultative Body of Experts envisaged 

in the Project, etc. 

Il. Training Facilities for specialisation in Indian Linguistics for Indian and 

1. ‘The Conference recommends that a Summer and or Winter School be 

inaugurated at the Deccan College in which Indian and Foreign Experts can give 

intensive training in principles and methodology of modern Linguistics as applied 

to Indian Languages. 

@ ‘The Conference requests the authorities of the Deccan College to extend 

the training facilities desizned for the special st
aff to be recruited for the Project 

to other scholars interested in Indian Linguistics. 

staff to participate in the activities of the S
chool. 
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ferent techniques and methodologies for evolving a suitable 
approach to Indian Linguistics. 

The preliminary project of training was supported by a generous grant 

from the Rockefeller Foundation, apart from the nominal fees charged for 
registrants and the scholarships awarded by the Government of India. 

5, The first School of Linguistics under the preliminary project opened 
en 15th November 1954. In his imaugural address Dr, Suniti Kumar 

Cuatrensi, the doyen of Indian Linguists, reviewed the sustained progress 

of Linguistics in India right from the days of Panini, and invited the attention 

of linguistic scholars to the rapid strides made by descriptive linguistics in 
recent years, particularly in the United States. lt was a happy augury, he 

said, that a linguistic school of the type usually known as a Linguistic Insti- 
tute in the United States was being organised for the first time in India, 

and the Deccan College which had done pioneering work in linguistics was, 

in his opinion, the most appropriate venue, for the holding of such schools. 

The school would present the latest development of research in various fields 
of linguistic science and offer opportunities for discussion of current problems, 

demonstration of techniques and stimulation of research in each aspect of 

the linguistic field 

Advantage was taken of the halding of the Winter School of Linguis- 

tics to organise the first annual meeting® of the Linguistic Society of India 

in continuation of the School. A majority of the registrants of the School 

enrolled themselves as members of the Society and participated in its two- 

day programme, the first day of which was highlighted by the distribution 

of certificates to successful registrants completing their courses, at the hands 

of the President of the Society, the late Dr. L J. S. Tanaronewata, in whose 

memory the present volume of Indian Linguistics is being published. 

Dr. TARAPOREWALA also happened to be the first Director of the Deccan 

College. By inviting the first annual session of the Linguistic Society in 

Poona the Deccan College established an inseparable link between the Society 

and the language project sponsored by it. As a result of this the Society 

was registered in Calcutta and was augmented by the incorporation of the 

Indian Philological Association. The Linguistic Society of India also spon- 

sored, jointly with the members of the faculty, the special jubilee volume 

of Indian Linguistics offered to Dr. CHATTERII, and inaugurated the new 

series in a revised format as the joint publication of the Linguistic Society 

®. Originally the Deecan College had extended an invitation to the Linguistic 

Society to hold such annual meetings as far back as in 11, 

26 
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of India, incorporating the Indian Philological Association. The Linguistic 
Society thus became co-sponsor of the language project at the Deccan College, 

6. The second School of Linguistics was organised during the summer 
of 1955 from May 9 to June 18. Compared to the total number of registrants 

which was 75 for the first Winter School (of whom 60 actually attended the 
courses), the actual number of those who registered for the second school 
was more than double this number. While the sign of increasing numbers 

was encouraging as interest in linguistic studies spread and opportunities 

were offered, the organisers were caught unprepared to cope up with the 

large number of practicals in phonetics and phonemics in view of the limited 

number of members of the faculty. 

This school was inaugurated by a general lecture on linguistics by Prof- 

essor Henry M. Hornicswa.o, the Senior Visiting Linguist from the United 
States, At the concluding function of the school, presided over by the Head 
of the Bombay State, Dr. Hare Krushna Manras, certificates were distributed 
to successful candidates. 

7. During 1955-56 Dr. Gordon H. Famsanxs, Associate Professor of 
Linguistics at Cornell University, was invited to the post of Senior Visiting 

Linguist at the Deccan College, to participate in the training programme. 

Dr. Biswanath Prasap of Patna University was appointed Indian Visiting Pro- 
fessor to be in charge of the training programme and to assist Professor 

FAIRBANKS in directing and coordinating the work of junior Indian and US. 

scholars, Two junior research associates from the United States arrived 
during August-September 1955 for specialising in Bengali and Kannada res- 
pectively.? 

On the basis of the results of the first two Schools twelve fellowships 

were recommended and seven accepted for one year’s intensive training in 
descriptive linguistics at the Deccan College.* 

8. In view of the strictly limited number of senior faculty members 

available in India who* could participate in the training programme at the 
Decean College, the Rockefeller Foundation had agreed to offer a certain 
number of fellowships in the United States for such scholars as were spon- 
sored jointly by the Deccan College and the institutes employing them. 
Among the first batch of scholars so deputed were Professor T. N, SREEKAN- 
tarya of Karnatak University, Dr. P. B. Panprr of Gujarat University and 
Mr, V. I. Susramontam of Travancore University, They attended the differ- 

3. Viz., Mr. E C, Dmtocx and Dr, W. O. Batcur respectively. 
4 See Table No, 1 below. ; 
& See Table No. 2 below. ~ | 
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ent Summer Institutes of Linguistics in the United States before joining the 

Universities to which they were assigned. 

9. The third and last school of linguistics under the preliminary pro- 

ject was held in the autumn of 1955, from October 17 to November 26. 

81 scholars registered for this school. The school was appropriately inaugu- 

rated by Mr. B. G. Kuen, Chairman of the Official Language Commission 

which was then in session in Poona, With the experience of the past two 
schools the third one was much better organised, in phonetic and phonemic 

practicals as well as in the distribution of courses. A continuing programme 

of studies for those who had attended the previous session was made possible. 

Another feature of significance in the two schools held during 1955 was the 

bringing of informants for some of the primitive languages of India® with 

which the majority of registrants had no direct acquaintance. These courses 

in field methods proved both attractive and instructive. 

10. The close association between the organisation of the three 

schools of linguistics and the Linguistic Society of India resulted in the acces- 

sion of strength to the Society in its life- and annual membership. Most of 
the members of the faculty were either original life members or newly recruit- 
ed life members, while all registrants became ordinary or life members at 
the time of enrolling themselves for the schools. This new accession to the 
sirength as well as stimulation of contacts between members of the faculty 
and registrants at the schools brought on new life to the Society. The six- 

teenth volume of Indian Linguistics was presented to Dr, Suniti Kumar CHat- 

TERJI on the occasion of his sixty-fifth birthday during the All-India Oriental 
Conference at Annamalainagar (in December 1955) at the hands of Dr. S. 
RaDHAERISHNAN, Vice-President of India and General President of the Con- 

ference. Broad-based on membership drawn from every nook and corner 
of India the Linguistic Society has become the mouthpiece of this new acti- 

vity in linguistics sponsored by the language project at the Deccan College, 

11, With the end of the preliminary project the Deccan College 
reviewed the position and came to the conclusion that there was still need 
for a continuing programme for linguistic development and research in order 
to supply the personnel requirements of long term projects like the Linguis- 

tic Survey of India or for applications of linguistics to problems of communi- 
cation, ete. In particular it was felt that the personnel requirements for con- 
tinuing the summer and winter schools of linguistics were much below the 
minimum, necessitating the drawing upon the same group of senior linguists 

6. See Table No. 3 below, 
7, See Table No. 4 below, 
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from different parts of India for each school so organised. No University 

was offering a comparable course for descriptive techniques; the demand for 
such courses more than justified a continuing of the summer schools. In the 
meantime the University of Poona provided for the introduction of a full 

course of general and special linguistics (each comprising four papers at the 
postgraduate level for the M.A. degree, effective from June 1958). Similarly 

the Government of Bombay approved the introduction of postgraduate first 
and second year diploma courses in Linguistics at the Deccan College with 

effect from June 1956. The Regulations for these latter provide for due cre- 
dit to be given to those who attend the Summer and Winter Schools of Lin- 
guistics jointly sponsored by the Deccan College. 

The language project at the Deccan College was chiefly responsible for 

the widening interest in linguistic studies all over the country. The organi- 

sers felt that the time had come to hold such schools outside Poona in order 

to carry the advantage to different parts of the country. The problem of find- 

ing an adequate number of faculty members to impart instruction during 

such schools from within the country necessitated the pooling of resources 

on a global basis, the chief source still being the United States and the United 

Kingdom. The Standing Committee felt that until the end of 1959 the per- 

sonnel requirements for conducting summer schools of linguistics could not 

be met entirely from the country. Moreover it was also felt that while lin- 

guistics should find an honoured place in university curricula the time 

had not yet arrived for universities to institute a major postgraduate course 

in linguistics primarily for lack of competent personnel. Consequently it 

was felt that the Deccan College and the Poona University must supply the 

impulse and direction for some time to come; it was only when the linguistics 

department in Poona was thoroughly organised and adequately manned to 
supply a continuous stream of competent linguists for filling in the require- 

ments of other universities interested in instituting departments of linguistics 
that such departments could actually be started without starving any of those 

previously set up. The Committee felt that such development should be en- 
visaged on a phased basis; till that time the Deccan College should continue 

to take the lead in conducting the training and research programme and build 

up a strong postgraduate department of linguistics in all its branches (general, 

descriptive, historical and comparative) for supplying the needs of other uni- 

versities. The first phase for such a development was envisaged as the moving 

out of the Summer School from Poona to different parts of India on a co- 

sponsorship basis. Since the members of the faculty were primarily to be 
drawn from India and all the available members were intimately connected 

with the Linguistic Society of India as original or newly recruited life mem- 

bers. the Linguistic Society offered to be one of the co-sponsors of the con- 
tinuing programme for linguistic development and research with the Deccan 
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College. The third partner in this growth would naturally be a University 

situated outside the region of Poona, Invitations had already been received 
from the Universities of Annamalai and Agra for holding future summer 
schools in their campuses. Taking all these things into consideration the 
Deccan College approved a continuing programme of linguistic development 

and research at the end of the preliminary project. As before, the funds for 

this development were principally received from the Rockefeller Foundation. 

This second programme was divided into two phases of 15 and 27 months 
respectively. The first of these phases is coming to an end on 31st July 1957. 

12. Under the first phase of the continuing programme it was decided 
to hold two summer schools of linguistics which would provide graded con- 
tinuing courses to registrants from previous schools in addition to basic tool 
courses for new registrants. The Advisory Committee also replaced 
the autumn or winter school of linguistics by organising a linguistic seminar 

confined to a few selected senior scholars, including the fellows and fellows- 

designate, with the object of carrying on directed research and offering op- 

portunities for advanced students for consultations with members of the 
faculty without formal teaching in joint projects of research. 

The first summer school under the continuing programme of linguistic 

development and research at the Deccan College attracted 142 registrants. 
The school was inaugurated by the Rt. Hon’ble Dr. M. R. Javaxar, for eight 

years Vice Chancellor of the University of Poona and Chairman of the Gov- 

erning Body of the Deccan College, and was concluded by the distribution 
of certificates to successful candidates at a joint function of the school and 

the local members of the Linguistic Society of India by Dr. Sukumar Sew, 
President of the Society and a Member of the faculty for three of the four 
schools of linguistics so far organised. 

13. As a part of the policy of giving further training abroad to both 

younger and senior scholars the Rockefeller Foundation again awarded re- 
search fellowships. With the return of some of these scholars from abroad 

after a year’s further study and training, the membership of the faculties re- 

quired to handle the different courses during the summer schools will be 

greatly strengthened, though the number will not be adequate until 1960. 

Similarly two additional junior linguists from the United States were 
enabled to come to India for study of Hindi (Braj) and Kannada (Northern 

Standard) under the Language Project at the Deccan College.® 

8 Viz., Mr, Lewis Leviee and Dr, William C. McCormack respectively. 
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On the return to the States of Dr. Fampanxs as Senior Visiting 
Linguist in 1956, his place was offered to Dr, H. A, Gueason, Jr. of Hartford 
Seminary. Likewise on his return from U.S.A. Dr, P. B. Panorr of Gujarat 
University was invited to join the Deccan College as Visiting Professor of 
Linguistics in the place of Dr. B. N. Prasap, 

14. The three years during which the Deccan College has been active 
in organising the development of linguistic studies in India have led to 

fruitful results, Among the Universities which have newly entered the field 
of linguistics since 1953 may be mentioned the following: 

1. Agra (with its Institute of Hindi Studies). 
2. Ahmedabad (Gujarat University: Department for Gujarati Lite- 

rature and Linguistics). 
3. Aligarh (with a special project for the linguistic survey of the sur- 

rounding region). 

4. Annamalai (with a Silver Jubilee Department for Dravidian, 
specially Tamil, Linguistics). 

5. Baroda (with two special papers in Linguistics at the M.A.). 
6. Dharwar (Karnatak University, with two chairs for Kannada and 

7. Travancore. 

8. Waltair (with a special department for an etymological dictionary 

of Telugu). 

These are in addition to the Universities of Calcutta and Poona which 
had already established departments of linguistics. 

The Union Government have had under active consideration the set- 
ting up of a new Linguistic Survey of India. Though presumably no steps 
may be taken during the Second Five Year Plan period the consequent delay 

may well turn out to be a period of preparation if the response to the schools 
organised by the Deccan College is a safe indication. 

15. Significant developments have taken place within the Deccan 
College itself. The most important project on which the College started its 
work since 1948 on the Dictionary of Sanskrit on historical principles is now 

constituted into an autonomous department with a full-time Director and 
Editor in charge and an enlarged staff, working under the supervision and 

control of a Board of Editors appointed jointly by the Union Government and 
the Governing Body of the Deccan College. 

The Government of Bombay approved the first and Second Year nost- 
graduate dinloma courses to be started at the Deccan College with effect 

from June 1956, and it is expected that the first examination will be held 
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in July 1957, As part of the second five-year plan of development for the 
College, Government have also sanctioned the creation of two Readerships 
in Indo-Aryan and Austro-Asiatic Linguistics, The first stage in self- 
sufficiency regarding faculty needs has thus been definitely achieved, and 
regular training can be imparted with the minimum assistance of the staff 

now available through the current development project. 

16. A special committee of the Linguistic Society of India met on 
June 16, 1956, and recommended to the Society the sponsorship of organis- 
ing the preparation and publication, in a uniform series, of historical gram- 
mars of 18 principal Indian languages and comparative grammars of Indo- 
Aryan, Middle Indo-Aryan and Dravidian languages.’ While accepting this 
recommendation the Society also resolved to bring together, through the 
members of the faculties of the schools of linguistics, all such universities 
which have facilities for undertaking field work in descriptive linguistics 
directed towards working out in detail sections of the proposed Linguistic 
Survey of India, and get the individual plans fitted into an over-all coordi- 
nated project and have them submitted to the University Grants Commis- 
sion for support. Similarly a special conference of Vice-Chancellors and 
Educationists was proposed to be called for discussing the organisation of 
linguistic studies in different Universities and finding ways and means of 
holding periodic Schools of Linguistics in different parts of the country. 

9. Assamese: Upendra Goswamt, 

Bengali: Suniti Kumar Cxarrezsy, 

Gujarati: Prabodh B, Panorr, 

The Linguistic Society of India hopes to be able to publish between two and three 
volumes each year, beginning with 1958, 
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17. The first of the autumn linguistic seminars sponsored under the 
continuing project of research and development in linguistics was organised 

between the 18th of October and 17th of November 1956. In all 36 scholars 

(out of 48 enrolled) were selected to attend the seminar, including past 

and present fellows and the fellows-designate. The emphasis was more on 
perspectives rather than formal basic teaching in linguistics; consequently 

the seminar concentrated mainly on discussions on specific problems of 

research and training in field methods. Six field methods courses were orga- 
nised as under : 

1. Sindhi : Indo-Aryan 

2. Korku > Munda 

3. Lushai : Tibeto-Burman 

4. Bodo : Tibeto-Burman 

2. Nkonde : Bantu 

6. Iraqui-Arabic : Semitic 

Each group consisted of 5 to 10 registrants and they were directed to work 

out phonemic analyses of the particular languages while working with native 
informants, 

The object of these seminars was the completion of directed research 
in the field of descriptive linguistics by which means each individual scholar 
trainee would receive intensive guidance for working out set problems and 
making a contribution to linguistic studies in general. The training spread 

over two or three previous summer schools would be exemplified in a piece 
of completed research under supervision of the faculty of the seminar and 

thus enable each individual scholar thereafter to continue research on his 
OWT. 

Students who had problems of their own individual research were 
enabled to consult various members of the faculty taking part in the Seminar. 

This ensured their getting guidance not only from teachers of their own 

universities but also of other universities, thus widening their scope and 
bringing them into stimulating contact with active research scholars from 
different parts of the world. 

18. By providing fellowship grants to selected junior Indian lin- 

guists,” tenable at the Deccan College for one year ordinarily, the project 
has enabled them not only to receive intensive training in descriptive and 
comparative linguistics but also to achieve an adequate scientific description 

10. See Table No, 1 below, 
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of their own idolects. At the end of the project will accumulate, ready for 

publication, accurate descriptions of some of the more important languages 

of India. Along with these, the fruit of the field-methods courses in the 

autumn Seminars will yield similarly descriptions of some of the less known 

dialects and primitive languages. Towards much of these studies the junior 

linguists coming from the United States and the United Kingdom will have 

opportunities of contributing significantly. 

19, It is as yet too early to estimate the contribution that the project 

for linguistic development and research sponsored by the Deccan College 

will make towards establishing linguistics in India, There has been con- 

siderable awakening among the scholars regarding the real scope of linguis- 

tics as a science. The demand for further instruction, even during the hot 

summer months when these schools are organised, is an indication that there 

is real need for continuing to give such assistance to those requiring and 

demanding it, It may be that at the end of the current project at the Deccan 

College in 1959 Indian Universities will be sufficiently organised to sponsor 

these summer schools under their own financial arrangements and with the 

aid of Indian staff drawn from different parts of the country. The present 

organisation hopes that even when that stage is achieved the country will 

not be denied the aid of foreign experts who may cooperate with their Indian 

colleagues on the present basis. 

The Deccan College project has not yet touched on the question of 

the application of linguistics to the problems of communication, A. begin- 
ning has been made in analysing the phonemic and syllabic frequencies of 
some selected modern Indian languages with a view to design scientifically 

the basis for a system of speed-writing. The Government of India have 
considered the possibility of commissioning the Deccan College and similar 

institutes with research into other Indian languages for devising the scientific 

basis for a system of speed-writing. 

As yet there are no scientific methods evolved for teaching a second 

or third Indian language to adult literates; similarly the development of a 

scientific system of teaching English as a foreign language to speakers of 

various Indian languages has not yet received adequate attention. In the 

courses offered for the Summer Schools of Linguistics greater attention will 

be directed towards language teaching methods. Part of the work of the 

junior American linguists will be not only a description of the languages 

selected by them for study, but also the compilation of teaching materials 

for use in the United States. Dictionaries of some of the principal Indian 

languages, particularly of the sub-standard or local standard speeches appear 

to be necessary as aids to teaching materials, 
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The contribution that linguistic studies can make to the problem of 
intercommunication with the development of regional languages as media of 
instruction and vehicles for the expression of thought a all levels has yet 

to receive proper consideration. It was parily as a resull of the synonymic 

dictionaries of Indo-Aryan and Dravidian languages pjected by the de- 
partment of linguistics at the Deccan College which led to the College ulti- 
mately to sponser this development and research project However, it now 
appears certain that the Deccan College will concentrsie om fundamental 
issues and together with the University of Poona, develp a strong depart- 
ment to supply the needs of other Universities. The fed of applied lin- 
guistics, therefore, is open for other universities and ijotitutes as soon as 

they are ready with the requirements of staff and finanes. 

The Linguistic Society of India, at its last annual meeting in Poona in 
1956, resolved to sponsor, jointly with the Anthropologial Society and the 
Anthropological Survey, researches regarding the tribad jamguages, Part of 

such work has been included in the field methods courses of autumn seminars; 
but an integrated project requires to be worked out in detail Doubtless the 
leadership shown by the Linguistic Society of India will to a large extent 
determine the success of this project. 

20. This fruitful cooperative project sponsored by tre Deccan College 
has brought together Indian, American and British linguists for training and 
res@arch; perhaps by the time the present project coms to an end other 
countries in Europe and Asia may also contribute their qvoia of senior and 
junior scholars. With the attainment of independence the study and develop- 
ment of Indian languages has acquired importance, nevssitating scientific 
description and recording of unrecorded material, paricularly from the 
spoken standard dialects. Linguistic conflicts arising from lek of scientific 
knowledge can only be solved by continuous application xad propagation of 
scientific techniques. Herein lies the utility of linguistic: both for science 
and knowledge as well as for application of such knowlelge for the resolu- 
tion of misunderstandings and conflicts. 

India was among the first of the countries where sientific linguistics 
was born and practised. Even after the lapse of more ghia twentyfive cen- 
turies when descriptive linguistics established itself in the West, Panini still 
continues to be the model. It is therefore significant that the West and India 
have once more come together to reestablish linguistics have. Let us prove 
ourselves worthy heirs to both and build up a new tradition and a new 
approach to Indian Linguistics. — 

21. A few Tables are reproduced below to illustnte the arguments 
and statements contained in this paper. 
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TABLE No. 1 

List of Fettows anp Fetiows-DesIcNAatTE 

FeLtows—1955-56 

Shri H. S, Bruictr Kannada. 

» G. C. Goswami Assamese. 

» K.S. R. SHarma Telugu. 

,» A. R. Kevrar Marathi, 

, V. V. Suvcx Hindi. 

» M. A. GAFraR Urdu. 

» H.S. Ananta NaRAYANA Tamil (Sanketi), 

Fettows—1956-57 

Shri Upendra Goswami ... Assamese, 

» Kalicharan Ban. --» Panjabi. 

» C.M, Nam --. Urdu. 

» RR. D. DesHpanve ... Marathi, 

» P. W. UrnpHwaresHe .-. Marathi. 

» R. P. Acarwar .-. Hindi. 

Smt. Swarnalata Prasap ... Hindi, 

Shri Jag Deva Suvan --» Hindi. 

Smt, V. Rasam ... Tamil 

Shri K. Dorarswam1 ... Kannada. 

Fe.iows-DesicnaTeE—1957-58 

Smt. Suhasini Lappv --» Marathi. 

Shri R. N. Gamuantr ... Sanskrit, 

» T. S, Manickam --- Tamil. 

» K. V. Namepuprmrpap ... Malayalam. 

» R. C. Hmemarte ... Kannada. 

or 

» M. R. RancanatH Kannada, 

» B.N. Buartr Gujarati, 

» G. N. Reppy Telugu. 

» B. B. Kacuav Kashmiri. 
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TABLE No, 2, 

deputing authority, 
-—- i ee = — 

ol 
be at | bral 

5. No, Name Place eg lah 

Eva < 

1. H. V. Baaram Bharatiya Vidya Bhavan, Bom- ae a ae 

bay. 

2 J. Burron-Pace School of Oriental & African — _ 
Shuidies. 

2. J. A, B, van Borresex Utrecht University, Holland, P -_ =_- — 
4, William 0, Bemmr California University, U.S.A. —- — F F 
5. John Bnover London University. _- — — F 
6. 5. EK. Cmarrenz Professor Emeritus of Indian P P_>_ 

Linguistics, Calcutta Unil- 
versity. 

7. G, B, Dra Agra University P Pr = 
8. Edward C, Dmocr Californian. University, U.S.A, — - P 

§, Gordon H. Famnanns Cornell University, U.S.A. — —- FP F 
10. Charles A. Fescuson Harvard University, U, S. A. - —- — FP 
ll. G, 5, Gat Kannada Research Institute, — BF 

Dharwar, 

12, P, C, GawesnsrrmanaM Deccan College, Poona, —- PF FP — 
13, A, M. Guatace Karnatak University, Dhar- —- — F Ff 

war, 
14. JIchn Gimrenz Cornell University, U.S.A. P P P P 
15, Henry M. Hoesmswato Pennsylvania University, —- FP —- — 

U.S.A, 
16, N. G, Fatecear M, 8, University, Baroda, — - P — 
17. Iravati Kanve Decean College, Poona. — FP P - 

18. S. M, Karnage Deccen College, Poona, P P P P 
19. Julius D, Lanwrro.izo* Ceylon University = =| —_—_ — 

20. Masood Husam Aligarh University, Aligarh, F P P a 

7. T. P, Mrewarsmsumpanmamn Madras University, Madras, —- — FP F 
22. M.A. Mrnespatz Decean College, Poona, P —- P — 

Gm. T. N. Nanasmana Mysore University, Mysore. es ee 

4. §S. V. Pras Travancore University, Tri- _- - —-_ — 
vandrim, 

235. P. B, Panorr Gujarat University, A’bad. P P ee eae 

26. B. N. Prasap Patna University, Patna. P PrP FP = 
97. Baburam Sarsmva Allahabad University r “Pp. Pie 
28, C. BR. Sankaran Deccan College, Poona, P ee, Te ey il 

29. Sukumer Sew Calcutta University. P P = 

30. Aryendra SHARMA porn: University, Hydera- —- — = BF 

31. T. N. Saeexanrarra Karnatek University, Dhar- Pr PO OR, 
war. 

_ P= Participated 

= 2 > 
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Sr. No. ed Place 23 alae 
2 

82. G. J, Somayast Andhra University, Waltasir. P BF — -— 
33. V. L Sumamonimam Travancore University, Tri- P—-— — — 

vandrum, 
34. Udai Narain Trwant Allahabad University. -— —«— 
35, 1 J. S, Tamaronrwara Retd. Director, Deccan Col- PP, Bo a sm 

lege. 
$6. S. T, Tutruts Poona University, Poona. = «= Op 
37, Dhirendra Varma Allahabad University. P P — = 
38, Uriel Wenvmricn Columbia University, U.S.A. —- — PP Pp 
39. D. J. WuayYaRAtse University of Ceylon. =~ Pl ae ee 

* Could not participate owing to previous commitments). 

TABLE No, 3 

List of participants who have received Overseas Fellowships from the 
Rockefeller Foundation: 

1. Professor V. IL. Supramonram. 
2. Dr. P. B, Panorr. 
3. Prof. T. N. SREexKANTAIYA, 
4. Dr. N. G, KaterKar. 
5. Dr. A. M. G#ATAGE. 
6. Dr. G. S, Gar. 
7. Sri A. R. Kevxar. 
8. Sri H. S. Brice. 
9, Sri. G. C. Goswamr. 

10. Shr M. S, Prat. 

TABLE No, 4 

Lust or INFORMANTS 

Summer School 1955: 

Shri Ramchandra Srvcx ... Mundari. 
» Bhabendra Narzt .-. Bodo, 

Autumn School 1955: 
Shri Atram Gancuv Gondi 

» Atram Laccruv Gondi 
» Tekam Krattt . Kolami. 
* dra Sinch - Mundari 

Summer School 1956 

Shri A. R. Sarto . Lushai. 
» J. T. Knorr Koli. 
» S&S. G. Sarmncpg Warli, 
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TABLE No, 5 

Table showing Students of the Four Linguistic Schools distributed according to their 
Mother-Tongug 

=. No. Languages Winter Summer Autumn Summer Total 
194 1955 1955 1856 a me 

Assamese 
4 

Bangru 

Bengali 

Bhojpuri 

Chiki Chiki Boli 

English 

Gujarati 

i 

| oo on 

Boe | i ee os Be 

- PRPs Po mp oo pf 

le Sees | 
» & | 

ee S&S} Re | | 
| | | 

a 

oi 

Punjabi 

Rajasthani 

mS bo oA 

[ 

Tamil 

Telugu 

Tulu 

Urdu 

= | 

wa | | 

4 | 

Seo Brwowoh pe Rien nwe Sul Bupa k 
OT er oree Fe: ia ape Ng eae pa pall ae Gage oe eld | oo | 

NSBRPPRRESERER ERR ERE E 

Total 
fe) 162 81 142 460 
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TABLE No. 6. 

Table showing students of the first four Linguistic Schools distributed according to the 

States of India and the neighbouring countries, 

Sr. Name of the State. Winter Summer Autumn Summer Total 

No. 1954 1955 1955 1956 

1 =©Andhra -_ « 5 1 3 13 

2, Assam > 4 — 6 14 

3. W. Bengal 4 5 8 20 

4. Ehopal -_-= 1 2 _ 3 

5. Bihar TL 5 10 | 24 

& § Bombay +. B 32 41 160 

7. Ceylon ete — — _ 1 

8. Coorg BE i — _ Ff 

9 Delhi +» ¥@ _ 2 8 

10. Himachal Pradesh — _— 1 Zz 3 

li. Hyderabad - va 10 1 1 15 

12 Madhya Bharat ae ee 1 2 3 6 

13. Madhya Pradesh 2 8 a 5 18 

14. Madras “ a 8 T 27 49 

15. Mysore a |" 15 7 7 36 

16, Nepal ar wd _ a - = 8 

ly, Orissa os 4 7 _ 6 17 

18, Punjab w« _ 6 3 12 

19. Rajasthan = 3 1 2 6 

2. Saurashtra re z 2 6 li 

21, Travancore and Cochin ay Oe 4 — 3 10 

22. Uttar Pradesh « «= 12 3 14 31 

EE 
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TABLE No. 7. 

List of Institutions, etc, depuling their staff for study in schools 

Annamalai University, Annamalainagar, 

Bombay University, Bombay, 

Baroda University (=M, S. University) Baroda. 

Director, Social Service Department, Government of Hydersbad, Hyderabad. 

Director of Public Instruction, Chandigarh, Punjab. 

Director, Department of Anthropology, Government of India, Calcutta. 

. Director of Education, Government of Bombay, Poona, 

Government of Coorg, Coorg. 

. Gauhati University, Gauhati, (Assam). 

Karnatak University, Dharwar. 

Ehandesh Education Society, Pratap College, Amalner, 

Lucknow University, Lucknow. 

Mysore University, Mysore. 

Poona University, Poona. 

Sir Parashurambhau College, Poona, 

Utkal University, Cuttack, (Orissa). 
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TABLE No. & 

Alphabetical List of Registrants for the Four Schools of Linguistics in 1954-06 

(P = Present) 

a 

Sr. Name Winter Summer Autumn Summer 

No. | 1954 1055 1955 1956 

H. G. R. Adiga, B.A. ay 

R, P. Agrawal, M.A. 

Smt. Susheela Ambike, MLA a 

M. Annamalai, M.A. Ps 

Cc. L, Anteny, B.A. (Hons.) = 

¥. B. Arun, M.A. “~ 

G. P. Arya, M.A. ia 

SM. Ayachit, MLA. ¥ 
5. M. K. Badiuzzaman, M.A. an 

G. M. Bal, MLA. as 

B. C. Balakrishnan, B.A. (Hons.) =A 
N. Balasubramanya, M.A, FS 

N. Balusamy, M.A. ar 

Smt. Gita Bandyopadhyay, MLA, ss 

5. R, Banerjee, M.A. _ 

G. 5, Banhatti, M.A, oe 

S. N. Banhatti, MLA. = 

P. ¥. Bapat, M.A., PhD. ia 

Vv. V, Bapat, M.A. 45 

L. 5S, Baral, MLA. os 

WN. Beladakere, B.A. (Hons.) a 

P, C. Bhandari, M.A. i 

K. C, Bhatia, MLA. os 
U. 8, Bhatnagar, M.A. aa 

B. N. Bhatt, M.A. ve 

iC. Bhattacharva, MLA. ae 

nt, Perin P. Bhenia, B.A. a7 

. Bhawe, M.A. PhD. ae 

. Bhupatkar, M.A., BT. - 

. Biligiri, M.A. - 

' 4 Borah, B.A, (Hons.) be 

t. Nirmalprobha Bordolol, MA, .- 

_G. Borse, M.A., LLB., B.T. 

_N. Chakravarti, B.A. (Hons.) 

lo | 

Bec aah Suse a ON 

a: un pd oo af H a 

2 is 
St > af bk FP : Li 

gilt iel t ielosl i oosol teolool I i iolol lwul ola 
ASBHUSSRSRBRESBRNBRERBPSSESSRERRE Sees ae eS 

Phwol lt lol iat i tot FELL ot ol ool lool | lool | ee ee ee ee Dollllowovluwloost titi itt iwwol ol lilt | 
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[ , : a El 
Sr. Winter Summer Autumn Summer 

Name 1954 1955 1955 1956 

A. Subbaraya Chetty, MLA. a 
Smt, B. S. Chetty, MLA. ns 

Smt. R. ¥. Damle, B.A. = 
V.P 

. Dave, B.A. (Hons.) os 
ca Sr bh oo r 59 9LS 

5 = ad | 
& P 

E Pe s i 

PRR PPO! zat & 

2 a = bs 

. M. G. Deshmukh, MA. PAD. 
. K. A Deshpande, BA(Hons.) .. 

. Deshpande, M.A. “s 
. Devare, MLA., Ph.D, LL: B: 7 
. Devendran, MA. i 
hangi Devi, MLA. cr 

. Dhanal, M.A., B.T. id 
. Dharwadker, M.A. P 

Dhond, M.A., LL.B. - — 
- Dike, MLA. et — 
. Dixit, MLA. és > 

75, Ss, Dixit, MLA., PhD., D.Litt. i 7 
76. G. M. Dolke, MLA. = are 
TT. K. Doraiswamy, M.A. = = 
78. Smt. Padma Drons, M.A. Be = 
79, Chandulal Dubey, B.Sc, M.A, os — 
80. Bhabataram Dutta, M.A. a = 
fl V. A. Gadre, M.A, BSc. BT. = a: 
82, M. Abdul Gaffar, M.A. LIB. “ P 
8. G. 3. Gai, B.A., PhD. = = 
a4. 

Ba. 

BG 

87 

04 | — 

belli t bolo tl toot bdo lh Pte Dt Td 

Pollol i i lol lol Pl ileal lit tit Ete i! 

NPSBRAISKREREASSSARHZERASSEASREBR 

| a | 

MOOR Asha 
| ‘arg | 

dente) 

stl leet tle l lel deol Ll oe | ol dtd tl dood 

R. N. Gaidhani, M.A, -# — 
P, Ganguly. 3S _ 

. C. B. Garg, M.A., B.Sc. ry — 
D. V. Garge, MLA, PhD. us P 

Lb l | lool 

Ll oesvl | uool welovol i oll lol i lool lo lt hd dd deol ool lo | do | 
| 
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ae
 

— 

Sr, Winter Summer Autumn Summer 

No, 1954 1955 1955 1956 

\ | 

oa ; 

95. Upendra Goswami, M.A. = 

96. B.S. Govindarajan, B.A. (Hons). .. 

97. K. G. Gujarathi, M.A. i. 

96. S, S. Gupta, MLA. ¥e 

99, Rajeshwar Guru, MA. ue 

100, A. F, Haider, M.A. o 

101. Prof. 5, &, Harnam, B.A. va 

102. Smt. M. HR, Harshe, ar 

103. Dr, R. G. Harshe, B.A., D.Litt. i? 

104. D. M. Hatvalne, MLA. oF 

105, D, E. Hettiaratchi, M.A., PhD. an 

106. KR. C, Hiremath, M.A., Ph. D. as 

107. Prof, Siddheshwar Hota, MLA. ae 

108. Smit, S. M. Irani, MLA. B.T. ee 

105. Smt. Usha G, Ithape, M.A. x 

110. K. D. Iyengar, B.O.L., BAT. 

ili. §, N. Iyengar, B.A, B.T., M.Ed. v 

112. D. 5. Jag, M.A. a 

115, M, B. Jaiswal, M.A. +" 

114, Janardan, M.A. oe 

A. N. Jani, MLA., PhD. ae 

D. Javaregowde, MLA. oa 

Smt. V. Jayakumari, MLA. Si 

V. E. Jha, B.A. (Hons.) = 

B. J. Jhaveri, M.A, PRD. cf 

L, G. Joag, M.A. rr 

B. L. Joshi, MLA. =e 

G,. Joshi, MLA a 

eee ee 

ai 
REBREBEBRES aot bi i fe 

NB 
: S 

ot 
, Kalani, BA. (Hons.) ae 

bolt bbl deol wo LEE I EE toll tbeewl Lil 
i 
ef aa BBR 

= ug . a E 5 

rn tn Id 

z > 

g H SP LperwmP PP rirer red Ppolt diol t towtwemal ool sh title ttt tol ti bool ot bl mL beoeaseulasl tol telulwaal tome! | lol lag ol BE lol 
Eanitkar, 

MM. As 
— fa 
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OOo Lill ——————————————— 

Sr. 

No, 
Name 

Winter Summer Autumn Summer 

1554 1955 1955 1956 

269, 
270, 
271. 
272, 
273. 
274, 
215, 
276, 
aii, 
278. 
279. 

280, 

BREE REBSHRARNPERHERESHREEEE 

BRE 
e 

Y. Sadasivan, 
R, Sahai, M.A. 
Jagabandhu Sahoo, M.A. 
EK. C. Sahoo, M.A. 
Smt, Rama Saksena, MLA. 

5S. V. Sampath, M.A. 
K. 8. R. Sarma, M.A., M.O.L,, M.Ed, 
A. Q. Sarvari, MLA. LLB. 
KE. Mahadeva Sastry, M.A. 

K. Sivaramakrishna Sastry, MLA. 
M. R, Sastry, M.A. 
N. 8. Sastry, M.A. 

Smt. 8. A. Sathe, MLA, 
Dr. Satyandra, 
Smt. R. Seethabai, B.A, (Hons.). 
§. EK, Sen 

emt, Sunanda Sen, B.A. (Hons). 

Smt. Sunita Sen, 

B, K. Sengupta, MLA. 

Smit. A. L, Shah, B.A. (Hons.). 

Smt, Sita Shahani, M.A 

R. Shanmugam. 

V. 5. Shanmuga, B.A.(Hons.). 
S, N. Shantheveerappa, M.A. 

Dr, B, R. Sharma, M.A., PhD. 

Smt, Urmila Shukle, M.A. 

Dr. Fateh Singh, M_A., D.Litt 

Gulwant Singh, M.A., M.O.L, 

dag Deva Singh, MLA. 

Namwar Singh, M.A. 
Rajkishor Singh, MLA. 
Ram Singh, M.A., PhD. 

R. EK. N. Singh, M.A, 

5. P. Singh, MLA. 
¥. V. Singh, B.A. 

B. D. Sinha, M.A. 
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rr 

Sr. Winter Summer Autumn Summer No, Name 1954 1955 1955 1956 
——————— ee 

515. B. L. Sinha, M.A, or 
316. R. K. Sinha, MLA. r 
317. G. Sitaramaiah, MLA, aa 
318. H. J. Sivasankarappa _ 
319, G. D. Solanki, MLA. os 

EK. G. R. Somanahally, M.A. -“s 
Dayanand Srivastay, M.A. * 
K. Subbaramappa, M_A., B.Ed aE 

. N. S. Subramanyam, M.A. ee 

5, V. Subramaniam, B.A. (Hons.) ,. 
. &. ML Sudarshan, MLA. i. 

J. Suryanarayana = 
A, T. Muthu Swamy, B.O.L., B.T. .. 
Narsyana Swamy, C.R., B.A. (Hons.), .. 
P. Palani Swamy és 

5. D. Swami, MA. cy 

G. V. Tagare, M.A., Ph.D. ie 
V. N. Tangirala, B.A. (Hons.) ““ 
G. H. Tarlekar, MA. BLT. = 
B&B RK. Tatti, B.A. ia 

N. C, Tembhekar, M.A. - 
B, N. Tewari, M.A. in 
L. N. Tiwari, M.A,, LL.B. aa 
D. Thoomati, B.A. (Hons.) ah 

E. Todmal, M.A. oe 
Sikander Toufig, MA. oe 

H, 8, Tripathi, MLA. ve 
Smt. Ramkumari Tripathi, MLA. .. 
B. B. Trivedi, M.A. ae 
J. G, Trivedi, B.Sc. MLA. a 
G. P, Upadhyaya, M.A. + 

A. N. Upadhye, MA, D.Litt. = 
P. W. Urdhwareshe, M_A, - 
VY. R. Vaidya, M.A, BT. ‘a 

N. M. Valand, M.A. er 
Prof. 8. G. Valimbe, M.A. “as 
Veerabhadraiah, H.M., M.A. < 
K. Venkatachalam, M.A. se 
Dr, C. S. Venkataswaran, M_A, PhD. 

B, B. Verma, M.A. be 

Smt. S. Vinodabai, M.A. is 

EK. B, Vyas, M.A. re 

Smt. Prema V. Warnmali, M.A.B.T. .. 
N. V. Krishna Warrior, M.A. MLLitt .. 

S. L. Yadav, MLA. aad 

WV. V. Vardi, MLA. Tay 

Mohammed Zakir, M.A. - 

Bee eee eee te eee cee ee eee eae 

| | 
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THE SHIOTI DIALECT OF NORTH-WEST PAHARI 

By 

Siddheshwar Varma, New Delhi 

During the present writer’s second linguistic expedition to the Kashmir 

Himalayas, conducted in 1930, it was communicated to him by some of the 

coolies engaged by him, that the language of a village, officially called Siut 

(but by the inhabitants themselves Shitit) was quite unintelligible to them, 

though it was situated only about 10 miles from their habitats. The access 

to this village was extremely difficult, so that in some places, on the way, 

even cows could hardly pass. Nevertheless the writer, with the party, manag- 

ed to reach the village, though, in one spot, they had to walk on all fours! 

The village consisted only of 11 houses, the total number of speakers 
being estimated between 40 and 50. This hamlet belonged to the estates of 

a petty Raja, called the Raja of Chineni, who explained subsequently to the 

present writer that the linguistic isolation of this village had been due to 

nine months’ continues snowing there, so that for most of the year this 

locality used to be entirely cut off from the adjoining territories. The follow- 

ing sketch will show the geographical situetion of this village. 

PADARI 

BHADARWAH! i 

BHADARWAH 

KASHMIRI 
SRINAGAR 

a 

o JAMMU 

DOGARI 

PAN) ABI 
From (he ahove sketch it will appear that the village Shit is about 

125 miles to the North-east of Jammu, 

a 
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A communication of this dialect was already made by the present 
writer in his article in J.R.A.S, Bengal, Letters, Vol. IV, 1938, Article No, 1, 
p. 3. 

The striking feature of the dialect lay, not in its vocabulary, which 
hardly differed from that of the adjoining areas, but in pronunciation. The 
syncopations and mutations of individual words were so amazing that in 
connected speech they assumed even still more baffling forms. The greatest 
havoc on these phonetic changes was caused by gender, particularly by 
feminine plural, which presented curious deviations from the norms in the 
neighbouring dialects. 

The following phonetic data will illustrate the notable trends of this 
dialect —: 

I, Mutation due to final vowel [7]—: 

Like most of the languages of New Indo-Aryan, this dialect has only 
two cases, viz, direct and oblique. Now if the direct case ends in [i], the 
stem-vowel of the oblique case shows a transformation, Thus, for “elephant”, 
the direct case has [hati], but the oblique ease has [heti]. The neighbouring 
dialect Khashali fortunately presents to us the preceding stage of this oblique 
form, for in that dialect the oblique is [heiti]. This [i] in [ei] of the 
Khashali form is evidently an epenthesis, influenced by the final [i], as is 
paralleled in many Indo-Aryan languages like Bengali, and in Iranian, The 
[e] of [hett] in Shitti is much closer than [e] of [heiti] in Khashalt, 
and thus is a mutation or “Umlaut” of [ei]. Compare similar examples 
in Suiti—: 

“fish” direct case machli, oblique michli 
“beard” direct dari oblique dir 
“water” direct pani oblique pini 

Il. Mutation due to gender, as illustrated by the following words in fem. 
plural —: 

Fem. sg. Fem. pl. 
ad all i] shri SIrl 

“queen” rani rini 

“mare” kori kuri 

“clever” sidni sini 

“married” bidori béuri 
* broad ” ceri ciri 

“mother” mali mili 

“went” gidf gidi 
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“eats” khadi khidi 

“does” getti gitti 

“comes” édi idi 

*shall be” bhéli bhiili 
“will go "  pisli pisli 

“will die” mérli mirli 

“ate” khadi khi 
a came J ai i 

“made to drink” pltai pil 

That such mutations become all the more baffling to the hearer when 

used in connected speech, will be appreciated if some of the above words 

are put in connected speech. Thus—: 

“his mother struck me” [tiria milia aiimara] 

“may all be queens” [siri rini pon] 

Conclusion 

The above study, it may be presumed, has given us the following 

points —: 

(1) The Shitti dialect is a remarkable example for the scientific 

study of language “in air-pump”, that is to say, if a linguistic region is 

left entirely to itself, it is likely to evolve phonetic rather than lexicographical 

variations. 

(2) Evidently a single example is far from being adequate for driving 

us to a definite conclusion. It is therefore necessary that a copious number 

of such isolated areas be investigated, in order to enable us to arrive at 

safe results. 



PHONETIC TRANSCRIPTIONS IN THE HISTORICAL AND 
COMPARATIVE STUDY OF INDIAN LANGUAGES 

By 

Suniti Kumar Cuarrers, Caleutta 

The basis of language is the spoken word, The written form of it of 
course has its value from various aspects, particularly from the historical 
context, but in the last resort it is based on the spoken word (except where 
the written form seeks to picture or symbolise the idea behind the word and 
not its phonetic representation as it affects the ear). It was this phonetic 
aspect, this auricular basis of the word as the component of language, which 
Was insisted upon by Patafijali in his Mahabhasya (2nd cent. 5.c.) when he 
declared that pratita-paddrthako dhvanié éabdah ‘the sound by which an 
object is made out is the word,’ and further, more pithily, tasmad dhvanié 
éabdah ‘therefore, the sound is the word.’ 

In learning a language, where we are more interested in reading and 
understanding and writing it than in speaking it, we are accustomed to pay 
greater attention to the written word than to the spoken one. The acquire- ment of classical languages which dominated the last so many centuries in 
the educational systems of different countries was generally tolerant of bad Pronunciation, as diversity of pronunciation was universally recognised, but would not condone wrong spelling, “Orthography” was the first step of grammar, consequently, and attention to orthoépy or right pronunciation was haphazard and secondary, the student being left to his own devices, by 
imitating good pronunciation as best as he could. When the teaching of modern languages which were to be acquired for both speaking and writing gradually came to take an importance which was increasing with the years, 
attention to the spoken word had to be paid, and the Science of Phonetics, to which students of language felt drawn inevitably from the fourth quarter of the last century, came to the assistance of language teaching as soon as it became established in its own right, The tentative experiments and advances made by investigators and scholars like Bett and Sweet and JESPERSEN during the last century placed the Modern Science of Phonetics on a sane objective basis, and the contribution made by the ancient Indian phoneticians (indirectly through Sanskrit studies) came also to give it the value of a tradition, 

Phonetics has now largely come to its own, not only as an independent subject but also as ancillary to linguistic study and investigation. Different 
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groups of scholars in the various advanced countries have taken up the task 

of devising a suitable all-inclusive set of symbols — a comprehensive phonetic 

script —for all the various sounds occurring in human speech. Some of 

these phonetic scripts, like Sweet's, for example, are absolutely new creations, 

without any reference to any of the existing alphabets. Others have sought 

to build up phonetic scripts on the basis of the Roman alphabet, Experience 

has shown that a totally new system of writing, however reasonably conceived 

and artistically executed, generally fails in its purpose — the total newness 

of the symbols becomes the inherent and insuperable disqualification for 

the acceptance of such a newly conceived phonetic alphabet. The scripts 

on a Roman basis are more easily acceptable, and some of them have become 

quite popular too. 

Phonetic research and study have now advanced far enough towards 

standardisation and universalisation, and it is now time that a single 

standardised system in the representation of the sounds of language, a sort 

of Universal Phonetie Script, be adopted by all workers in phonetics and 

linguistics all over the world. The importance of an internationally accepted 

set of symbols for any science will be admitted by all, and this point need 

not be stressed. Without this, science suffers from a severe handicap in its 

progress through individual as well as international co-operation. The same 

symbols and figures in Mathematics, in Chemistry, in Physics and other 

physical sciences have made international advance a matter of course. In 

certain other sciences, the adoption of a common set of symbols is also 

becoming an acknowledged necessity, e.g. in Biology, Certain symbols, bor- 

rowed in some cases from Mathematics, for example, are being employed 

internationally in Linguistics: e.g. =, \/, >) <, and * + meaning respectively 

a cognate or a semantic equation, a verbal root, progress in sound or sense 

towards, descent from, and a hypothetical form, and a moribund or dialectal 

word as an alternative or allowable sound or form, etc. 

Speech sounds form the basis of language. It is strange that with 

nearly a century and a half of history behind it, the linguistic science has 

not as yet adopted a universally accepted set of symbols to indicate the 

sounds of speech. In Chemistry, the elements which go to make up this 

physical world have got their symbols, Au, Na, O, H, K, Fe, Cl, ete., which 

for scientists all over the world stand respectively for Gold, Sodium, Oxygen, 

Hydrogen, Potassium, Iron, Chlorine, ete. We are speaking here of Inter- 

national Symbols, not of International Technical Terms, which with the 

languages of the world grouping themselves as those of Greco-Latin, or 

Germanic, or Slav, or Indo-Aryan (Sanskrit), or Semitic (Arabic), or Sinio 

inspiration, will be impossible of achievement, — the imposition of a few words 

of Greco-Latin or Pure English origin through the predominance of English 
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(or Anglo-American) can hardly be called an international employ of a particular set of technical terms. 

The Roman alphabet as used for the languages of Western Europe, through which the greatest advance in Science has been made in the present age, has been a very great blessing. In instituting linguistic research through 

different scripts — Devanagari (for Sanskrit), Persian, Avestan, Greek, Armenian, Cyrillic, Irish and Gothic, in addition to Latin. At the present day, transcriptions into Roman have made for students of linguistics the learning of so many scripts unnecessary, and Roman and Greek (for Greek words) are the only Scripts which feature in works on Linguistics: and thera 

those of the Indo-European family but also languages of other speech families like the Semitic, the Sino-Tibetan, the Ural-Altaic, the Bantu and the rest, 
This was mostly the work of professed students of Linguistics who occupied themselves with the languages of one or more particular families, In their hands, quite 4 number of extended types came into being to meet the requirements of individual languages and scripts. As it was mostly a case of each worker tilling his solitary furrow, there was not much eo- operation, consultation or co-ordination: there was either 4 wide or general 

Thus a varied and a copious extension of the Roman alphabet came into being in the wake of the progress of the linguistic science; and individual workers who were not Satisfied with the wide choice offered by the ever- increasing progression of dotted and capped letters could 0 in for a few more, With money for new types forthcoming, the type cutters were ready to serve the demands of scholarship. But the number became unma for all but only highly specialised presses, These extended or modified letters Were at the outset for indicating various letters of alphabets like the Arabic, 
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Armenian, Devanagari, Cyrillic and the rest; then they were taken recourse 
to denote differences in sound also within the same language, and even at 
times were made to suggest some phonological history behind a letter or 
the sound it represented at a given stage in the history of the language. 

Typographical difficulties prevent us from giving specimens of the 

various modified (dotted and capped) letters that are in use among students 
of linguistics, Lack of co-ordination through General Phonetics, and also of 

a single Phonetic Script accepted by all (certain difficulties in the matter of 
having a single script for all languages, although the script is based on the 

Roman, have to be admitted, particularly when there is to be considered the 

need to transliterate the original alphabet), has resulted in the multiplicity 
of symbols. Thus a nasalised vowel (@) or (5) for instance, is indicated 

in the follolwing ways 

[en, em, €, a] or [on, om, 6, o,] 

and the symbols [e o,], again, indicate not a nasalised vowel at all in an 
old fashioned transcription of Old English or Anglo-Saxon, but they just 

indicate respectively an [e] sound which has been derived from an earlier 
[a] through Umlaut (haria > here *manniz, “*manni > menn) and an 
[o] sound which is from an earlier [a] occurring before a nasal (land > lo,nd, 
mann > monn, lamb >lomb). The Palatal stop sounds are represented in 

various ways—[k, g; ky, gy; kj, gj; ty, dy; ti, dj; K, g; € d’J]; and the 
Palatal affricate sounds are denoted by [B, 8; K, g; ki, gi; ts, dz; ¢, &] besides 

the different ways of representing these sounds in various European languages 

employing the Roman script, like (ch, j) as in English, (teh, dj) in French, 
(tsch, dsch) in German, (cs, ds) in Magyar, (¢, c) in Turkish, (cz, dz) in 
Polish, ete. 

It would not be easy now entirely to do away with the current ‘scienti- 
fic’ Roman transcriptions which have been in use for Indo-Aryan (Sanskrit, 
Pali, Hindi, etc.) as well as the Dravidian languages, for Iranian (Avestan, 
Old Persian, Pahlavi or Middle Persian, New Persian), for Armenian, for 
Church Slav and other forms of the Slav speech, for Arabic and the rest. 

For Romanised Chinese we would do better in abandoning the Wade system 
and adopting the Gwo-yeu, which has the great advantage of including the 
representation of the tones along with the vowel and consonant sounds; and 

the Japanese National Romazi should similarly replace the practical if 
inconsistent (from the point of view of Japanese kana writing) Hepburn 
system, For Vietnamese, the current Romanisation should be retained. 

For Indonesian (Malay), a system steering clear of the ificonsisten- 

cies of both the English and Dutch orthographies, and agreeing more with 
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the Indo-Aryan (though matters of detail are not necessary) should he 
adopted: a language which is going to serve some 75 millions of humanity 
as its national language deserves a consistent system, when it has voluntarily 
adopted the Roman script. The Romanisation adopted in the Tamil Lexicon 
of the University of Madras for Tamil is about the best, although I would 
suggest substituting []] by [z]. For Mon (Talaing) and Burmese, the 
strict Romanisation proposed by BLacpen and Durorssiir should be adhered to—the modern pronunciation being indicated by means of the ordinary 
Roman transcription which we find in Modern Burmese personal names, 
place names and words (the transliteration or the transcription within 
brackets, according to the context), or better by means of proper phonetic 
transcription (with the International Phonetic Association Script). An 
analogous system for Siamese should be adopted. Ordinary Tibetan Romani- 
sation seeks to combine both the historical spelling and modern pronunciation, 
and we should always have the two together for linguistic work — the 
transliteration, followed by modern pronunciation (in the standard speech 
or in the dialects). 

The transcription of the written word, however, does not solve the problem, but it is a great help in historical linguistics, presenting an ideal or static aspect of the language at a particular epoch. But a much needed reform is in the matter of indicating the sounds of Primitive Indo-European, and the still more ancient “Indo-Hittite." Here the absence of a consistent system which is universally accepted becomes a source of much confusion, particularly to novices and to those who have no gtip over phonetics and phonetic scripts. Some of the accepted technical terms also require revision. Thus, the sounds which are described as “Palatale” by most authorities on Indo-European are not really “Palatals” as we understand for modern speeches, and even for Sanskrit: they are just Velar sounds which are slightly advanced when they occur before the front vowels — they are “hard” sounds like the English ¢ in cot or k in kid and g in got and in give. They are not the pure palatal stops which we hear, Burmese (ky, gy in ordinary Roman transcription) or in dialectal English (as in kid, gaiety), and which were the old values of the Sanskrit, Similarly the “Velar” sounds of Indo- European should be described as Uvulars: [q qh G ch]. Scholars engaged in Indo-European researches should come to an agreement about the symbols to be employed for these so-called “Palatale” which are really Velars: (lk, K, k;, g, @ g:) are used for these, and [q, k, c, g] are used for the so-called “Velars” (really Uvulars), and the “labialised Uvyulars” are denoted by [k”*, q, a"; g, G, G™). Then, again, vocalised r, 1, m,n ete, are denoted by [r | ™ 4], which are apt to get confused with the retroflex [r 1 n] and the anu- 
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below stands for devoicing. I make a suggestion that for representing the 

sounds of Primitive Indo-European, Primitive Semitic, Primitive Sino- 

Tibetan and other reconstructed speeches, we adopt in general the alphabet 

of the International Phonetic Association, The employment of the letters 

of this alphabet is precise and clear: the alphabet is all-inclusive: and the 

phonetic analysis on which it stands is the most scientific and up-to-date. 

At the present day, the position which the International Phonetic 

Association has attained in the Science makes its alphabet the most suitable 

means for indicating the sounds of language at any given period in its history 

and among any particular community or section of the people. It is not, 

of course, a perfect system, as no human device can be perfect; but it is 

the best of all the systems that are current now, generally speaking. A 

greater use of it is to be made of phonetic transcriptions in this system for 

linguistic work. Thus Vedic Sanskrit as it was spoken at the time of the 

redaction of the Vedic hymns into the four Veda books (c, 950 B.c., accord- 

ing to the date proposed by Parcrrer and by H. C. Ray CHaupHURI 

separately, and supported by L. D. Banwerr) certainly differed in pro- 

nunciation from Wedie of some centuries earlier, and from Classical 

Sanskrit as it was taking shape as a literary language when Panini 

wrote its grammar some five centuries later (c. 450 n.c.); and the 

Prakrit dialects of c, 200 a. were similarly very different in their articula- 

tion from Prakrit dialects of say 600 a.v. All these could not be properly 

understood from simple transliterations of passages from the Veda, from 

the Mahabharata, from a 3rd century 5.c, inscription of Asoka, from the 
Prakrit portions of the Mrechakatika. Similarly for all the periods of Indo- 

Aryan and in different parts of the country. Mere transliteration from the 

Tamil script in the same manner will not give us any idea of the unfolding 

of the phonetic history of Tamil from a sequence of texts from Old Tamil 
of the Sangam age, from Middle Tamil of the time of Meykanda Devar 
and Tayumanavar, and from Modern Tamil, down to the extremely colloquial 
speech of the present day where a large scale elision of interior consonants 

is leading the language to a newer stage of development, Phonetic transcrip- 

tions, and that, too, in an alphabet which does not permit any confusion, 
thus become a sine qua non for any investigation which can have an 
objective value. 

To give one or two striking examples. An Old Indo-Aryan word like 
kathayati (teqafa) has become in Modern Bengali kay (sq) or one 
like yoga (qt) has become Bengali jo (aft). The full history of the 
development cannot be had from the successive forms as they are given by 
Prakrit and Early Bengali, which can be denoted by the Devanagari script 

as waafe, safes, safe. ete, eee, te and sq, and os atv, a, ster, a. 
But a series of phonetic transcriptions of the successive stages, preferably 
30 
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a 2 Bnished phonetic alphabet like that of the IPA, makes the line of changs exceedingly easy to follow: 

[kathajati > kAthejti > kAthe: ti > k\dhe:di> kajhe: ai > kab > koheé > k ike > kShe > k5é> kits] 
[iauga > jauga > jo:g\ > Jo:ya > Jj0:y8 > F30:3 > f Jory 

To arrive at each of the above stages in the line of development, a thorough appreciation of the phonetics of the language from period to period becomes imperatively necessary; and a full alphabet (with symbols for all characteristic sounds) such as is presented by the one adopted by the IPA. becomes a natural help in work of this kind. We all know that the first letter of the Sanskrit alphabet the short vowel & had two Pronunciations in ancient time, one the older, more open [a] as the proper short of the long vowel [4], the vivrta Or open pronunciation, and the other was a close pronunciation, a samvrta one, which was like that obtaining in Northern India in accented syllables at the present day, the sound as in English cut, hut, son, The last sitra of Panini is not capable of being understood unless the commentary came to our rescue, and told us that what is in practice, ie. in actual pronunciation in the laukike bhasd of Panini's time but a close (samvrta 4, [A] in the IPA. Script), is to be considered for grammatical purposes as an open, vivrta [a] ([¢] in the IPA, script), In other words, the old value of = # as a wide or open vowel (a) in Vedic had changed to a close vowel (*) in Panini's time, and this was an important fact of historical Phonology to which Panini was fully alive, but which was obscured by the alphabet of Panini not having two symbols for it. 

of the pre-Aryan Harappa and Mohen-jo-Daro script was adopted for it, The employment of an alphabet to write the language alone could make the cee ayn Of the mass of hymns and ritual formulae current among the 

current among the Aryan-speaking or Aryan-using Hindu People, of mixed Aryan-non-Aryan origin, of c. 10th century B.C. into the primitive Puranas and in the ballads of the Ur-Mahabhirata. At first, the writing of the Vedic 
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that the orthography was not yet a perfect one —it was in many matters 
a very hestitating, make-shift system. Thus in Aéokan Brahmi, and later too, 
the double consonants were not indicated properly—a word like vassa 
being written either as vlisa or as vasa, and certain conjuncts could not be 
tackled properly by the scribes, -vy- being written yv, for instance. 

This makes it all the more necessary to give phonetic transcriptions 
of our early inscriptions, with their faulty orthography, for linguistic work. 
This was attempted quite regularly by Dr, F. W. Taomas who took care to 

give, beside a rigorous Roman transliteration, a tentative phonetic transcrip- 

tion indicating the double consonants and other points in pronunciation some 
Early Indian inscriptions, With an imperfect system of writing like the Kha- 
roshthi which not only did not indicate the double consonants but also ignored 
the long vowels, a phonetic transcription becomes doubly necessary. The frag- 
ments of the Dhammapada and other MSS, giving in Kharoshthi specimens of 
the North-Western Prakrit as it was in vogue as a literary language in the 4th 

century A.D. also require to be phonetically elucidated, and this cannot be 
done from a mere transliteration but only through careful transcription by 
means of a script like the IPA., a transcription which in itself would be 
a phonetic reconstruction of the highest importance. 

An attempt to represent the pronunciation of an Indo-Aryan dialect or 
speech at a given place and within a given period would be a great correc- 

tive to loose thinking in the matter of historic development of the language, 

and supply us with the true perspective. The vexed question of the evolu- 
tion of New Indo-Aryan from late Middle Indo-Aryan (Apabhraméa), when 

we have before us a mass of literature of a rather artificial type produced 

by persons speaking early forms of New Indo-Aryan but sticking to a more 
archaic orthography which belonged to the earlier MIA literary tradition 
of the Apabhraméa, can be very largely made simpler by insisting upon the 
purely phonetic and phonological aspects of the question, 

The above method has yielded very substantial results in the study of 
the Western European languages like English, German and French. In my 
own work I attempted to establish the pronunciation of Old Bengali in its 
formative period (c. 1100 a.p.), and of Early Middle Bengali (of c. 1400 a.p,), 
much as they have established the pronunciation of Old English and of 
Chaucer, and Shakespeare, in English, and of the language of the Chanson de 
Roland, of the works of Villon and of Montaigne in French. We should at 
the same time, as phonetic exercises primarily, cultivate the habit of reading 
Specimens of a particular language at a given epoch, in the pronunciation 
which obtained at the time. This of course is not for every day work, or for 
appreciating the matter or content of a great work of literature, but is in 
connection with a thorough study of the language. Scientific exactitude 
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should be our aim, and phonetic transcriptions (through an alphabet like 
that of the IPA) of say Vedic in the pronunciation of 1000 pc. (which can 
be arrived at only after a very painstaking phonetic study and analysis and 
historical and comparative enquiry), of an Aéokan edict of c. 250 B.C. in the 
something near enough to the actual pronunciation of an official of Pitaliputra, 
of Sauraseni Prakrit of c. 400 a.p., of Sauraseni Apabhraméa of c. 900 an. 
of a poem by Kabir of c. 1450 a.v. will then take its legitimate place in the 
historical study of a certain type of Indo-Aryan. 50 too in the case of 
the Dravidian languages, We read a Tamil poem of ¢. 500 a.p, in a modern 
Tamil pronunciation, just as a Persian scholar of the present day finds nothing 
wrong in reading Firdausi of c. 1000 a. in the pronunciation in vogue in 
Modern Persian of the year of grace 1957. And yet how much of the history 
of the language becomes clear before our eyes if we try to follow the historic 
method underlying an attempt to read the work as the original author him- 
self read it! The value of this method for establishing or demolishing the 
alleged antiquity of a particular text or MS. can be easily appreciated. We 
have followed this method in establishing the antiquity of certain Early 
Bengali texts with considerable success. Like grammar, vocabulary or 
thought-content, or literary and other atmosphere, or matters of reference, 
nuanees in pronunciation which can be detected by a rigorous phonetic 
analysis of a particular text specially when we try to render it in its restored 
pronunciation, and that too with a rigorously phonetic transcription at once 
give out the secret behind the language, and enable us to conjecture or 
ascertain the date or age, 

Apart from the historical study of a particular language, a careful 
phonetic analysis, properly indicated by means of an all-inclusive phonetic 
transcription, of facts in a modern dialect or spoken form of a language is 
sure to place before us new facts and along with them new problems which 
must be solved if we are to unravel the past history of our languages, A 
case in point is the modification of the aspirate [h] and the voice aspirated 
stops [gh, jh, dh, dh, bh] in a large number of New Indian speeches which 
form a ring round the Central or Midland group of New Indo-Aryan (e.g. 
Hindki, Eastern Panjabi, Sindhi, Rajasthani and Gujarati, as well as East 
Bengali, as opposed to Western Hindi, Kosali, Nepali and other Pahari 
speeches, the Bihari dialects, and Western Bengali). The written form of the 
word in Hindki or Eastern Panjabi, in Marwari or East Bengali reveals noth- 
ing: a word like ghord is spelt in the same way everywhere, but in the actual 
pronunciation of the word in these different speeches is a revelation (Hindki 
gorda, East Panjab kWora, Marwari g’oro, East Bengali g'urd—tone or pitch 
modulation being substituted for the original aspiration, along with other 
changes). This is an aspect of the question which we must place in the 
forefront, whenever detailed study of an Indian language or dialect is taken 
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in hand, whether by an individual scholar or organisationally in the form 

of a much necessary new Linguistic Survey of India—viz. the thorough 

study of the phonetics of the language as one of its basic elements. 

Below a few tentative phonetic transcriptions of Indian languages at 

different periods as illustrations of a historical phonology of Indo-Aryan in 

its earlier periods (Old Indo-Aryan — Vedic; Middle Indo-Aryan — Early or 

Agokan, and Second or Sauraseni Prakrit). Similar phonetic transcriptions 

can be made for Indo-Aryan at subsequent periods in the various parts of 

the country: and of the cultivated Dravidian languages like Tamil — 

Malayalam, Kannada and Telugu, following the various stages of their 

development, 

Illustrations 

I Rig Veda, I, 1. t, d=t, d, alveolar. 

1. agnim i:lai purduhitad (-tam) 

jad,ndsia daiwam (daiti4m) rtuidam 

Rauta:raai ratna dhé:tamam. 

agnii(p) pé:ryaibhir fsibhir 
fliau ni:tana:ir uta 

si daiud: diha wtakgati. 

agnina: ralim agnauat 

péus,am aiid diiidi-ditiai— 

jagisAa iii; rduattamam. 

Sgnai, 4m iadnam adhiiaréi 
iliciidtaa (p) paribhu:r asi, 

si id daitidisu gacchati. 

agnir (J)hduta: kaiiikratus 

daitiéu daitaibhir 4; gamat. 

jid anga da:gugai tuam 

dgnai, bhadra» karigiasi 

taudit tat satia4m apgirag. 

fipa tia: gnai ditidi-ditiai 

ddusa:iiastar, dhiii: taiam 

namdau bharanta dimasi, 
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8. ri:Jantam adhtiard: nA: 0 

gaupa:m rtisia di: ditiim 

9. sé nag(p) pitditia su: nétial 
agnai su: pa:ianiu bhatia, 
Sacasila: mas suastdiai. 

If, Asoka Inscriptions: Rock Edict I: 

(a) 

(b) 

Mansenra; AjA*~ diArm/dipi de: va: n(m) prije:n* prijAdArcina: rn:a: likha: pita: hidA no: kicci Ji: ye (for i:vo;) a:rSbhittw (=a: Mbhitiia:) pr\juhotAvije (for pr 3 uhotAvvo: ) no: pi os “(m)a:I6 ALAA vijN (for MeArt Avv\).  bAhukA (m) hi do:s\(m) s\ma: gAsgA de: va; n\(m) Priye: (for priyo:) prij- drei: ra:da:  (?)drikkhati. asi pi cu (or oA) e:kAtij\ (for ekAtt\) stma:JA saidhumt\ (Shbz, sre: si*m*\t3) de:va:nA prijs prijdreino ra: Jine: (for Mp:0:). pura: m‘ha: nAgAgsj (for m/ha: msswi, -spi)..de: va:n’ prij*ss\ prijdArcissa ra: Jing (for ry: 0;) AnudivA (so: ) bAhu:ni pra:nA. eA. oDAsra: ni a:M[bhij isu (-isid) — su:pa:rtha;je: (for -jA), sp. (= s0:) ida: ni Wda: Aji (=j4m) dharmdipi likhita: t\da: tinnj (for trjo:, Shbz.) je(v)  pra:na:ni (for pra: na:, Shbz)}. a: MbhijAnti due (=dwo:) mATura: eke: (for e:ko:) mrige (f mrgo: ) se: pi (for so:pi) ey mrige (for mrgo: ) no; dhruys*, e:ta:ni (for ae: fa:) pi cu tinni (for trAjo:) Pra:na:ni (for Shhz Pra:na:) pAecha: no- @: MbhicrAnti, JAUGADA: ijAm dh4mm/Alipi khApinpA|Aggi P/vw\t\ssi_ de: va: - mm pije:n\  pijAdAssina: la: Fina: likha: pita: — ida no kiechi Ji: yA, a: IAbhittu PYWohit\vije no: Bi c* sAma: Jer kAt,tAvije: bhukam hi do:s\m *“ma:d"ssi dekkhati de: va:n’m pije pijAdAss- la:Ja: atthi Pi cu e:kAtija: Ama: Ja: sa: dhumAta- de: va: nim PijAssA pij*dssine la: Jine: puluv’m mAfa:  nAs\¢si de: va: nAm Pij‘ss\—pijAdAssine: la: Fine: Anudiy\gtm bDARu: ni Ba: DASA UGA RAs: nj a: bbhijisu su:p\Mtha:je se: AZJA (j)Ada: ijAm diAmmlipi likhita: Hinni je:v\ pa:na:ni a: MbbhijAnti — duye- mJurla: eke: Mige: se:pi cu mige: no: dRuvAm. e:ta:ni pi cu tinni Pa:na;ni pAccha: no: a; WbbhijissAnti, 
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(c) Guan: ijsm db‘mm‘lipi de:va:n4m oprije:mn4 prijAdAssina: 
ra:na: (r\gna:) le:kha:pita: idb4 nA kinei Ji:wm a:r‘bhitpa: 
prduchitayjm m4 c\ stma:do kattavjo: bD*hukam hi do: 
eMm s‘ma:dJ4mBi passati de:va:n4m prijo: prijAdAssi ra: Ja: 

asti pi cu e:kAcca: ma: Ja: sa: dhum/ta: de: va: n4m 

prij‘d‘ssino ra:no (for mggo: ?). pura: maha:nAsmhi 
de: va:n’m prij‘ssa prijd‘ssino: ra:no: (=r“nno: 7) 

Anudiv’s*m bShu:ni pra:n-s*t\— sShsra:ni a: Mbbhisu 
sup*ttha:j*, se: “Jo jada: 4j4m dhAmm/lipi likhita: | ti: 
e:yv\ pra:ma: a: mbbhAre: su:p*ttha:j4 dvo: mo:ra: 

e:ko:; mAgo: so:pi mago: n* dhuvo: e:te: pi tri: pra:na: 
pYecha: oA a:m\bbhiso“re: 

{l, From the Mrechakatika, Act V1: Specimen of Sauraseni Prakrit, 

elina: peife:si g*b4p “Ni-da:ryke:riyare: sufton 

yAria:e: ki:lifm. te:m(j)* 5a: 0i,i: a: t\éa: (6) un’ 

tim mAggAnt’ss\ me: itm mttiya: s*y"tia: kins 
dinna: to: bhAnasi— rwie:, kim mm‘ e:éace: 

mAt,t iva: — syAria‘e: th* jje:PA so:PAmm  sfyhqitm 

de:hi tti, Wddhi:, BAddhi:. “jMm pi na:m* p/r\s\mptte 

sant\pp\ai “bhA(y)A BA* kA(8) AntA, pokkh/r-BAtt/- pAqib’- 

JALApindu- s‘rise;hii ki:|Asi tum‘m puris-bha: (y)*dhe: 

e:hil...... Jatéa, ma: ro:h: sofMnn ‘\s\(y) Aria: e: 

ki: Lissai. 

rpini(yje:, ka: e:sa: 7 

pijumo de: gumAmidJida: da:si: 
Ja:3A, AHJA(y)a: de: IAnAni: bho: 4i (Sho: éi:). 

rAwni(y)e:, Ali(y)4m bbAna:si tum‘m. J4(8)i “mha:nAm 
ADI” (y).a: dn Ani:, ta: kiss AlAnkiéa: 7? 



GLIMPSES FROM BORO FOLK SONGS 

By 

Pramod Chandra Buatracwarya* 
B. Barooah College, Gauhati 

1. In the course of my studies in Boro language of Assam, I have 
had opportunities to listen to many a folksong presented in accompaniment 
with typical Boro instruments. I like to present below three Boro folksongs 
on love and romance not from the musical point of view, but from a minor 
linguistic approach. Boro is an important Sino-Tibetan speech spoken in 
the districts of Assam valley, and northern districts of West Bengal. This 
language is usually known as Bodo or Plains Kachari. But the people call 
themselves Boro and their speech is nationally known as Boro [/b5: /r5:]. 
According to the census of India, 1951 the Boro speakers of Assam (including 
Dimasa, Hairamba and Boro-Kachari Dowan) are estimated at about two 
lakhs. The language has three main dialect-regions: Western (Northern 
districts of West Bengal and a few portion of Goalpara), Central (most of 
Goalpara, Kamrup, Darrang and Nowgong), and Southern (North Cachar 
and Mikir Hills and some areas of Cachar district). 

2. The texts of these songs represent the form of Boro speech spoken 
in the central dialect-regions. The first two songs are gathered from Shri 
Madaram Brahma of Kokrajhar, Goalpara (Assam) in 1953. Shri Brahma 
is a Senior Government Officer and is related to Hon'ble Shri Rup Nath 
Brahma of Assam cabinet, This form of speech spoken in Goalpara is easily 
understood in western and central dialect-regions. The reading of these songs is given by Shri Bhabendra Narzi in normal voice quality. Shri Narzi tomes 
from Rangia, Kamrup (Assam) and he has been attached to the School of Linguistics, Deccan College, Poona since 1955, as a Boro informant. The third folksong is procured from Shri Narzi. 

a 3. The brief phonemic writing conventions of these texts are given ow: 

/p, t, k, b, d, g, m, n, 9, r; 1; ¢; 2; i; e; a; 0; 3; u/ represent segmental There are three significant tones in the language. These tones associated with features of length, stress, and voice quality represent three 

“The writer is doing research in the University of Gauhati under the guidance of Dr. B. K. Barva and Dr. Sukumar Sew. 
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suprasegmental phonemes. A syllable has been described as the minimum 
unit of a Boro utterance. A syllable possesses one of the six vowel phonemes 
as its nucleus with or without single or cluster consonantal phonemes 

associated with one of the three suprasegmental phonemes. The glottaliza- 
tion is a phonetic feature associated with tones. 

The tones are termed as high, mid and low. The tonemarks in case 
of high and low tones are shown before the relevant syllable. The mid tone 
has not been marked in this transcription. 

For high tone /// we have usually clear voice with short syllable 
nucleus with final glottalization, rarely we have clearer musical voice with 
overlong syllable duration; there is association with high level of pitch, pitch 
may rise from mid to high, sometimes from low level to high: — 

/‘bi/ [/br?], he; //za/ [/dza?], eat. //ha/ [‘ha::], what is it? 
(emotional context). 

For mid tone we have normal clear voice, associated with medium 
pitch with variable quality of syllable nucleus (usually short or half long) 
and there is absence of glottalization in the syllable final position, The 
pitch is either mid-rise or mid-level. The tone is left unmarked in phonemic 
transcription. 

/hor/ [h:r], night; /ctr/ [cdr], iron; /ce/ [ce], one. 

For low tone /\/ we have usually less clear or breathy voice 
associated with low pitch and longer syllable duration without the feature 

final glottalization. The pitch falls from mid to low or high-mid to low. 

/\bi/ [\bi:], to beg; /yza/ [\dza:], to be; /yhor/ [,h9:r], to 
£ down. 

These three level of tones contrast each other, and inspite of a con- 
siderable range of phonetic feature, the Boro utterances are syllabically 
brought under a tonemic analysis. Tone is inherent to each syllable of 

the Boro words of main system; loan words and usually unknown foreign 
words at the first stage remain tonally neutral. But the process of naturaliza- 
tion slowly goes on work and in a later stage, the loan words and un- 
common foreign words are garbed in Boro phonology and they acquire the 

usual features of tones postulated above. These are observations from our 
study of Boro mono-syllabic and disyllabic words in isolation. The modifi- 

cation of tones at syllable and word boundaries has often been noticed. The 
writer is grateful to Dr. Suniti Kumar Ceartrers for bringing first these 

ideas in 1953 and to Prof. John Burton-Pace for favour of offering a 
methodology to work out tones in 1955, 

31 
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Position to alveolo-palatal position. /S/ is an unrounded mid-yowel with a considerable range, typically Boro in production. /u/ has also allophones uttered with unrounded lips, This short analysis of Boro phonemes is expected to do something in correct reading of the following texts. The proper names are tonally not marked in our transcription. These are shown in italics, 

4. The text of each song is followed by a translation-meaning with an eye to the context of situation. The social and philological aspects of Boro Folksongs are not discussed in this elementary paper. 

(1) 

ci‘kla: /déivlai ns ‘tan\lai gin 
ai/a yrai lai gin, 
sor slai/nd /tan\lai gin 
apa ‘ia bn \laigon. 
“Bi Si ada larubandarz, 
sada larubandaru. 

\een/ra: zinga \da/ci zingada/ci 
yanpbadi \hiu/a \ta na i,ao, 
zinga \da/ci a/gdi zinga \da/ci 
zipga \da/ci a/gbi réndaciméndaci. 

Maiden: “If I go to fetch water (and thereby to meet you alone in secrecy), mother would reproach me; if I go to bring fire (from a neigh- bouring house and thereby to meet you secretly), father would beat me. 

O my elder one (lover) Larubandaru, 
O my elder one Larubandaru !” 
(In a tone of helplessness) , 

Youth: “Don’t be sorry, be not sorry, 
(do not meditate these things) 
O my younger one (beloved) Réndacimdndaci, when there is a youth like me; 
(who is in your love) 
O my sweet one!” 
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(2) 

ci‘kla: ha/zd \ko ro/ao ha/zé \koro/ao, 

,bon/pan dan/nd /tap/béla /tap/bila, 
‘na god/ran be dor gd/ran 

Ja/bd \la/bd \ada porbacu /zdhlao. 

slab \la’bd \ada porbacu /zdhlao. 

ycen/ra: de de \la’bé gin a/gdi gageri-cona 

‘zu .con na/ndi \din ‘de 

“hi ba \konaiao. 

,zoca mai‘ron \din /ka/de 

ynég ycon na ‘noi, 

\de «de \la’bS gin a/gdi gaycri-cona, 

Maiden: “When you go to cut the fuel 

at the foot of the hills, 

bring me dry fish and meat, 

O my hero Porbacu, my elder one bs 

Youth: “Certainly, certainly, O my sweet Gangcri 

Will I bring you these things. 

Prepare for me more liquor (/zou), 

and conceal in the midst of cloth-heap, 

and keep ready the boiled rice 

of sweet scented paddy (after you husk it). 

O my precious Gangeri, my sweet one, 

these will I bring for you.” 

ycen/ra: ha/zd ykoroni hoylo lo/ka, 

an/zon ai/zb za/gin/a \ndplo/ka. 

ci‘kla: ada ha‘tai \cali/ni 

‘tao din gri/lo \ndy \bai/ka. 
aycan mu/ta g6/zép 

M5 lo yndén \dén/ka. 

Youth: “The hololokha vegetable 

grows on the hill, 

so you grow in my heart. 

You are the only maiden 

who happens to be the mate of my life.” 
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Maiden; “O my elder one! 

don't be sorry, 
be not melancholy; 
you shall 
a bottle of perfumed oil, 
a pair of bracelets 
and a dazzling garlands: 
so that I can have these 
just after my arrival at your house !" 

9. These songs present a few Boro words of diverse interests, The word, \ada, literally means my elder brother, here it denotes the lover; s0 also the word for younger sister (a’goi) has its special meaning here as the lady love. The philological interpretations of a few Boro words like ‘doi, ha/z6, etc., and their probable influences on the formation of Indo- Aryan river-names and toponomy are reserved for future discussion. 



FIELD-NOTES ON NAHALI 

By 

Sudhibhushan Buarracnarya, Calcutta 

1. In the Linguistic Survey of India, Vol. IV, Nahali has been describ- 

ed as a mixed language having a Munda speech allied to Korku as its base, 

with borrowed elements from Dravidian and Indo-Aryan. The Munda, 

Dravidian and Indo-Aryan traits are unmistakable in Nahali. But if we 

analyse the inadequate material published in the Linguistic Survey of India 

on this speech, a good number of forms will be found in it which cannot 

be called Kolarian, Dravidian or Indo-Aryan. Some scholars are therefore 

not prepared to accept the theory of a Kolarian base for Nahali and are 

very much inclined to trace in those unidentified traits the remnants of a 

lost family of speeches which was spoken in India in pre-historic times. 

Unfortunately, the nature and extent of this unidentified element in Nahali 

could not be ascertained from the insufficient data available on this speech. 

It was therefore felt that fresh material should be collected on Nahali to 

aid a solution to this problem (Robert SHAFER, Ethnography in Ancient India, 

1954, p. 13; T. Burrow, The Sanskrit Language, p. 376). 

In 1954-55 I undertook a survey of the Kolarian languages under the 

auspices of the Department of Anthropology, Government of India, which 

is at present the only Institution in India to offer facilities for the study of 

obscure tribal tongues. In course of my field-work in the Burhanpur tahsil, 

Nimar, I luckily came across a few Nahili-speaking Nahals through the 

kind help of Shri Dasarath Patet of Kanapur village. I studied the speech 

from those informants for a short time. The main object of this paper is 

to make available this new material on Nahali to those scholars who are 

interested in this problem. 

2. According to the Census of 1951, only 1196 persons speak ‘Nihali’ 

in the 3 districts of Nimar, Amraoti and Buldana. The Nahdls have been 

‘mentioned in old documents as hill robbers’, and appear to be an ancient eth- 

nic group of Western India, now concentrated in Khandesh. They may be 

tentatively identified with the ancient tribe called Nahalka, mentioned 

(II. 27, 42-3) as an off-shoot of the Nisidas, who were 

settled in the hills and forests’, and were ‘addicted to vices’. It is interest- 

ing to note that the Korku and others call these people by the name of 

but the people themselves use a different nomenclature, viz. Kalto, 

i 
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3. I have seen that the Korku consider the Nahal to be an inferior 
section of their tribe, In a Korku folk-tale recorded by us the Naha] have 
been characterised as an inferior type of people addicted to vices and cow- 
killing. The Nahal clan-names, collected by us, are: Kakri (cucumber), 
Jambu (blackberry), Boy or Jhara (grass), Cokob’ (leaf of tree), Joppo 
(water), Cicca (tamarind), Téta (maize), Dhapri (bank of river), Kélya 
(fuel), and Chocho (kind of fruit). Most of these clan-names have also been 
found among the Korku. The Nahal now-a-days live mostly in a region 
that lies contiguous to the West and South-west of the Korku tract. Apart 
from their connection with the Korku, they also appear to have some rela- 
tion with the Bhil, for the reason that they are also counted as an inferior 
section of the Bhil of Khandesh (R. E. Entuoven, The Tribes and Castes of 
Bombay, Vol. I, 1920, p. 174). The Nahil tract lies in-between those of the 
Bhil and the Korku. It will be an interesting study to find out the exact relationship of the Nahal with their two great neighbours. From a study 
of the Nahali speech we can only find out the Korku and Kolarian traits 
in it, But in the absence of any precise knowledge about the original 
language of the Bhil, it will not be possible at the present stage to ascertain 
the Bhil element in Nahali. We are giving below a short account of this speech in the hope that competent persons will analyse the material to find out the different elements contained in it. 

4. Nahali sound-system essentially agrees with that of Korku. Th vowel length is of lesser importance in this speech which is a characteristic feature of many Kolarian tongues in contradistinction to Dravidian and old Indo-Aryan. A tendency to diphthongise or split up a long vowel can be noticed in Nahali. Examples are ké- (kii6-) ‘to bring’, kér- (kiiér-) ‘to take away’, j6 (jiid) ‘T’, iépta ‘honey’, iénken ‘will go’, kanti (kianti) ‘for’, ‘for the sake of’, etc, The a is a low, fronted sharp vowel which occurs as equivalent to Sk. a in most of the non-Aryan speeches of central and southern India. Nasalization of vowels occurs mostly in respect of a, 8 and 6, but is not very frequent, The Linguistic Survey of India has given the Nahali word for ‘head’ as perig, but the form collected by us is péi. 

5. The varition in the pronunciation of a dental and retroflex t and d is noticeable in Korku and Nahali which perhaps indicates the existence of alveolars in those speeches, now disintegrating due to the influence of modern Indo-Aryan ; cf, Nahali dud, dud ‘milk’, Korku khiti, khiti ‘field’, ete. Checked consonants are less frequent in this speech than in Korku: Nahali jiloguij’ ‘earthworm’, The glottal stops, heard in many Kolarian speeches, are not found in Nahali and Korku. The aspirate stops and voiced h are pronounced with greater ease in Nahdli, which perhaps indicates that the Dravidian traits to be found in this speech are less fundamental. The only sibilant is dental 
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in Nahali. But a sibilant is often changed to palatal affricates c, ch, two 

frequent sounds of this speech. Thus, Nahali chocho ‘a clan-name’: Korku 

soso ‘id,’ ; Nah&li manco, mancho ‘man’: Sk. manusya ; Nahali vorcho ‘year’ : 

Sk. varsa; etc. 

6. Consonantal sandhi plays an important part in Nahali. Thus ardo, 

addo ‘tree’, jiloguij’ ‘earthworm’ +- pl. ta = jilvguitta. This change is more 

evident in Nahali conjugation ; for example: delem-be ‘drink (Imperative)’, 

biji delen ‘do not drink’, delen-i ‘did not drink’, delevka (or delenka) ‘is 

drinking’, ete. But Korku is very liberal in permitting clusters made of 

different types of consonants. Vocalic variations also occur in Nahali. But 

there is still much confusion in this matter. 

7. The unidentified elements in Nahali are more visible in the struc- 

ture and lexical material of this speech. It has 3 numbers, singular, dual 

and plural, but exclusive and inclusive forms are not distinguished in it. 

The dual and plural suffixes are added only to animate objects as in Korku, 

but the suffixes for dual and plural in this speech are ihtel (or hitel, tel) 

and ta, respectively, which come no where near the Kolarian, Dravidian or 

Indo-Aryan suffixes denoting number. Examples of dual and plural forms 

from Nahili : 

kal ‘woman’, dl. kéthiltel ; mancho ‘man’, dl. manchihltel ; mév ‘horse’, 

dl mavihltel ; kalto ‘a Nahal’, dl. kaltihitel, etc. The corresponding pl. forms 

will be kél-ta, man-fa, m&v-ta and kalitta. 

An -1 suffix has, however, been recorded forming the pl. of the 3rd 

person pronoun. Thus, etey ‘he’, ittel ‘they two’, etla ‘they’. There is an -l 

pl. suffix found in many Drav. languages. 

The first and 2nd person plural (and also dual) forms are tyéko and 

néko ; cf. tyéko gita bommoki ‘we two are brothers’, néko gita bommoki ‘you 

two are brothers’. This ko is obviously the Korku pl. suffix -ku found in 

many other Kolarian speeches. The word bommoki is difficult to explain. 

It may be derived from a Nahdli word whose cognates are found in Korku 

as bokeya, in Juang as b 5k, in Mundari as boko, meaning ‘younger brother’, 

with an infixed -mo- denoting dual number; cf. Gadba biya» ‘brother’, 

bimiyan ‘two brothers’; bilon ‘sister’, biimulon ‘two sisters’, 

8. There are some peculiarities in the declension of Nahali nouns and 

pronouns, Many nouns are found to end in -0. Thus, mancho ‘man’, palco 

‘son’, bologo ‘bear’, datgo “branch of tree’, paco ‘five’, kimo ‘work’, etc. A 

similar -o is found in Korku; e.g. koro ‘man’, but the pl. is kor-ku; rojo 

‘daily’, méghnatho or mai?natto ‘a Korku god identified by some Korku 

with Meghanatha, son of Ravana’. 
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9, The same suffixes are found to be used for the accusative and 
genitive, and instrumental and locative in the declension of nouns and 
pronouns in Nahali. The cases will therefore fall under the following four 
heads: 

Cases Suffires used 
Acc. and Gen, -n, =a 
Instr. and Loc, -ki (-ke) 
Dat. -ke (-ki, -ge) 

Abl. -kon 

10. The Nahaéli word for ist person sing, is 46 'T’ which form is found 
to be used only in the nominative. In other cases e) is used which is 
perhaps related to im, i0 ‘T, used in many Kolarian languages including 
Korku, This e) and 2nd person sing, né and pl, l@- are found to take oblique 
increments -g, -n and -l, respectively, before taking the caseformatives. 
Thus, e0-g-e-n arabe ‘see me', efey né-n—en araka ‘he sees you (sing.)’ jiia 
ld-I-a-n araken T will see you (pl.)’, etc. 

1]. The different cases in Nahali are illustrated below: 

(i) Accusative and Genitive: -n: etlam peteki ‘make them sit’ (for 
the change of -n to -m in etlam see § 6), heren edvgoki ‘frighten this person’, 
backaren biji dpaet-kama ‘do not make the child weep’, cértan cekibe ‘catch 
hold of the thieves’, iti manchon mandibe ‘tell this man", ete. 

itgi-n avar ‘our house’, an manta-n avar ‘other mens house’, ete-n 
ayrere ‘his mother’, bai-n kokhor ‘sister's fowl’, ete. 

~na; etey ivi méth jen-na araken ‘he will see us three persons’, etla 
ingin-na civgo-kamai ‘they frightened us’, here-na kattokka padabe ‘beat 
this person to death’, né ete-na arthiki “you make him weep’, jd efey-na 
aver-kon bi-kamai ‘I turned him out of the house’, ete. 

kél-na kupra ‘wife’s cloth’, etey-na kdllere ‘his wife’, tyéko-na aba 
‘father of us two’, han néni-na avar ‘whose house is this?’ ho mancho-na 
abare ‘that man's father’, evge dai-na palcure ‘my elder brother's son’, ete. 

The genitive -a found in Korku and many other Kolarian languages ean also be traced in Nahai, But it appears that -e is used in the sing. and -a in the pl. in this speech. Thus, ev-g-e Gtho ‘my husband’, e0-g-a aver ‘our house’, nén-e paleo ‘your (sing.) son’, laa kokhor ‘your 
(pl.) fowl’, ete. 

A possessive case can also be formed in Nahali without using a suffix. Thus, addo kajar ‘top of the tree’, né rupya ‘your rupee’, etc, 
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(ii) Dative : In Korku -ke and -ken are used both in acc, and dat. 

But in Nahai -ke (-ki) is found only to form the dative case. Thus, ev-g-ke 

ma ‘give me’, etey-ke bebe ‘give him’, e0-g-ke né0 koyi ‘what have you 

brought for me?’, nani-ki beken ‘whom shall I give?’, ev-g-ke cito pati ‘I felt 

hungry, lit. hunger came for me’, né-ke bi cdto pafi ‘you were also hungry, 

lit. hunger came for you too’, etc, 

A stray form has been recorded in our material in which kidnti has 

been used as a postposition to denote a dative idea; e.g. hin mancho-kiénti 

nan kéyi ‘what have you brought for this man?’. Kianti or kanti is also 

used to form infinitives of purpose: e.g. ara-kdnfi ‘to see’, fyé-kanti ‘to eat’, 

etc. 

(iii) Instrumental and Locative: -ki: cakoto-ki addo beribe ‘cut 

wood with axe’, junu-ki cakhavbe ‘sweep with broom’, mochor-ki cuttibe 

‘pound with pestle’, etc. 

i biya-ki kalto bete ‘there is no Nahal in this village’, hin-ki nan jere 

‘what has happened at this place?’, addo-kajar-ki ‘on the top of the tree’, 

gham-ki kupra jeldi patarka ‘cloth will be dried up soon in sunshine’, etc. 

In dovgor-ke erka ‘going to the hills (for wood)’ the implied dative 

idea (‘for wood’) is more prominent than the locative sense expressed in 

‘to the hills’. 

(iv) Ablative: -kon: addo-kajar-kon ‘from the top of the tree’, hin- 

kon eger ‘remove from here’, etc. 

In Hindi -se is used both in instr. and abl., which has perhaps influenced 

the following formation in Nahali: 

enge-kon % kamo bekkamay jere ‘this work will not be done by me’, 

i mancho-kon jereka ‘it will be done by this man’. 

12, In many languages in India kinship terms are inflected to show 

the person of the possessor. This trait has a very wide distribution in 

India and is found in the Kolarian, Dravidian and Tibeto-Burman languages, 

and also in Burushaski (see M. B. Emeneav, “Dravidian Kinship Terms”, 

Language, Vol. 29, No. 3, 1953). In some Kolarian languages terms denoting 

limbs of the body and those denoting articles of material culture are also 

inflected to show inalienable possession. In Nahali and also in Korku the 

kinship terms are inflected, but these terms take the suffix only when th
ey 

stand in relation to a 3rd person. Thus Nahali etga aba ‘my father’, but 

eteyna aba-re ‘his father’. The inalienably possessed kinship morpheme for 

the 3rd person is -re in Nahali and Korku, -ro in Juang, -de in Gadba and 

Didey, -doi in Parengi and -te in Santali and Mundari. The Nahali kinship 

3 
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terms are of a highly classificatory type. Even opposite sexes are sometimes 
expressed by the same word in this speech. 

13, The most important feature of Nahali conjugation is its simplicity, 
Verbal ideas are expressed mostly with the help of separate words, Nouns, 
adjectives and adverbs are not often used as verbs in it as is done in Korku 
and other Kolarian languages. The number and person of the object and 
subject are not shown in the verbs in this speech. In this matter Nahali 
differs particularly from the Kolarian tongues most of which are noted for 
their complicated verbal system. A Nahali verbal form consists only of 
the base and the tense particle, at times glides or union vowels intervening 
between them. 

14. The following tense particles are used in this speech: 

(i) -ka—to form Habitual Present and Present Imperfect tenses, 
Examples are: dhér boy tye-ka, jd chokra tye-ka ‘cow eats grass, I eat 
bread’, etey dinaka ara-ka ‘he sees every day’, etc. 

corto dokco-ka ‘blood is coming out’, j6 dovgorke er-ka ‘I am going 
to the jungle’, manfa addo beri-ka ‘men are cutting wood’, backar apa-ka 
‘the child is weeping’, né cd@vgo-ka ‘you are being frightened’, etc, 

(ii) -ken—to form future tense. Examples are: ara-ken ‘will see’, 
pada-ken ‘will kill’, cakhav-ken ‘will sweep’, Gla-ken ‘will be wet’, cakha-ken 
‘will ascend’, etc. 

The Present and Future tenses are usually distinguished in this speech, 
although the Present tense particle -ka is sometimes used also to form the 
Future tense, Thus, jalii-ka ‘will descend’, pete-wa ‘will sit’, kama-ka ‘will 
do work’, fye-ka ‘will eat’, ete, 

(iii) -i(-y, -yi) —to form Past tense. Examples: bett-i ‘died’, pada 
‘killed’, cakhav-i ‘did sweep’, cakha-i ‘did ascend’, 6la-yi ‘became wet’, cdvg—i 
‘were (was) afraid’, kama-i ‘worked’, cutti-yi ‘pounded’, adik-i ‘was burnt’, 
etc. 

(iv) -(y)a, -(y)e—to form Past tense. Examples ; ara-ye ‘saw’, tiye-ye 
descended’, cyé-ya ‘urinated’, ofti-ya ‘pulled out’, ghata-ya ‘searched’, icha-ya 
‘pinched’, ete. 

The Linguistic Survey of India has suggested that kadine or kedine 
is a suffix to form Present Definite, which is perhaps wrong. The word dan 
is used in this speech, as in Korku, as an auxiliary yerb in Past Progressive Sang rice cf. Hindi tha. Thus, ara-ka dan ‘was seeing’ and ara-ka- 

i ‘had seen’. 
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15. The Korku method of pronominalising the verb to form transitives 

and causatives are not found in Nahali, The method of using special affixes 

to form transitives and causatives which is followed in many Kolarian 

speeches and also in most of the Dravidian languages, is also not adopted 

in it, The usual practice to form transitive and causative verbs in Nahali 

is to add the root kama- ‘to do’ with the base of the principal verb. The 

twa verbs form one unit which follows the conjugation of the latter. Thus, 

cokob patar-i ‘leaf dried’, but j6 e%ge kdlna kupra patarkama-y ‘T dried my 

wife’s cloth’: joppo raban-ken ‘water will become cool’, etey joppo rabankama- 

ken ‘he will cool water’; poyye aphir-ke ‘bird is flying’, né aphirkama-ke (ka) 

‘vou are making it fly’; jalii-ya ‘descended’, jd eflan jalikama-y ‘I made them 

descend’: similarly, kherikama- ‘to pull’, golakama- ‘to heap’, etc. 

Sometimes a different word is used to denote a transitive or causative 

idea. Examples are: bi- ‘to rise’, ocol- ‘to lift’; adik- ‘to burn (intr.)', otti- 

‘to burn (tr.)’; apa- ‘to weep’, arthikama- or apaevkama- ‘to make to weep’; 

betto- ‘to die’, pada- ‘to kill’, etc. 

16. Second person Imperative singular and plural verbs are mostly 

formed by adding -be. Thus, uri-be ‘kindle (fire)’, ghata-be ‘search’, bi-be 

‘rise’, be-be, ‘give’, mer-be ‘play’, cana-be ‘dance’, etc. The transitive and 

causative verbs which are compounded with kama- ‘to do’, are exceptions, 

for they use -ki to the base to form the 2nd person Imperative. Examples 

are: ketto-ki ‘put out fire’ (future tense, ketfokamaken), eger-ki ‘remove’ 

(future tense, egerkamaken), delev-ki ‘make to drink’ (fut. tense, 

deletkamaken), pete-ki ‘make to sit’ (fut. tense, petekamalen), etc. 

The suffixes -ye and -ke have also been used in a few verbs to form the 

Imperative. Thus, ulta-ye ‘fall’, la-ke ‘be wet’. The 2nd pers. Imperative 

of iyér- ‘to go’ is ede, and that of pito ‘to come’ is piya. It is found that in 

most cases the 2nd pers. Imperative ends in an -e which may be related 

to the Korku Imperative suffix -e. 

17. The formation of negative verbs has the same variety in Nahali 

as is found in many Kolarian speeches, particularly Korku, The negative 

word in Nahali is bete ‘there is not’ ‘it is not’, which is sometimes changed 

to betel, betela, hey betela, etc. Thus, efey hitiki hey betela ‘he is not here’, 

hoti paraynki jappo betela ‘there is no water in the river’, hi avarki mancho 

hey betel ‘there is no man in the house’. The negative of Imperative verbs 

is formed by using biji, bij bic, etc., before the base of the verb. Examples: 

bie cavgo ‘do not be afraid’, biji kd ‘do not bring’, biji pato ‘do not come’, 

biji iyér ‘do not go’; bij anci ‘do not select’, bij jalil ‘do not descend’, bij 

udi ‘do not rub’, etc. The negative word usually precedes the verbal form: 

but in one instance it has been found following the verb: katam biji ‘do not 

be silent’, Transitive and causative verbs which usually form the affirmative 
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Imperatives by suffixing -ko (see § 16) adds an extra element -ka to the root 
in the negative forms. Thus, biji pete-ka ‘do not make to sit’, biji gola-ka 
‘do not heap’, bij jalii-ka ‘do not make to descend’, etc. In the remaining 
verbs the real base of the verb is found to be used. 

In forming the negative of past tense het, hoc, hop, hok, etc. are used 
before the verb. Examples are: hot pada ‘did not kill’, hoc ciivgo ‘was (were) 
not afraid’, hok kér ‘did not take’, hop puri ‘did not send’, hoc cakha ‘did 
not climb up’, hot jal ‘did not descend’, hoc jaliika ‘did not make to descend’, 
e°ke cato hop pato ‘I did not feel hungry’ etc. It appears that consonantal 
sandhi does not always take place in Nahali. 

In the formation of the negative of rest of the simple tenses bikil, bek, bac, ete. are found to precede the verbal base. Thus, bikil betto ‘will not die’ ‘is not dying’, bikil pada ‘will not kill, ete,.’, bikil cakhay ‘will not sweep’, cfito bep pato ‘hunger will not be felt’, bibil kotto ‘will not beat’, bac eavgo ‘will not be afraid’, bek kér ‘will not take’, bileil jaliika ‘will not make to 
descend’, etc. 

18. The use of inflected conjunctives is a peculiar feature of many 
Indian languages. .All the Kolarian languages, as far as I have seen, can now form conjunctive participles, But while working on many of them I noticed that the informants sometimes prefer to split up the sentence with € conjunction to avoid a participial formation. It may be a native element ef this speech-family which is borne out by the fact that in Korku and Nahali the conjunctives are formed by adding «lo which means ‘and’: cf. 
Nahali j6 tyé-do pati ‘having eaten I have come’. 

19. The search for native elements in Nahali is generally confined to its lexical material. But the fundamental points of the structure of a speech may also be of some help to us in this matter. I have therefore given above a short summary of Nahali grammar which, I hope, will be taken into account in determining the real affiliation of this speech. A short voca- bulary of Nahaéli, collected by us, will now follow, 
1. akhandi ‘finger’ (cf. Sk, atgustha ‘thumb'), 2. aginbi- ‘to perspire’ (cf. Korku; Sk. agni ‘fire’ ‘heat’), 3. agri- ‘to shut’ (cf. Sk, ergala ‘bolt of door’), 4. atgarako ‘shirt’ (Sk, avga-raksa-): 5, atgub- ‘to yawn' (Korku ; Sa. atgop’ ‘id.’), 6. adgluij- ‘to bathe’, 7. accha ‘good! (Hi.), 8. achud- ‘to hang something’, 9. aji ‘husband's younger sister’ (Sk.), 10. anci- ‘to select’, 11. adek- ‘to burn (intr.)’, 12. ardu, addo ‘tree’ (cf. Par, ara ; Sk, daru ‘tree’), 13. anda ‘bad’, 14. an ‘other’ (Sk, anya ‘id.”), 15. aphir- ‘to fly’ (Korku ; San. apir- ‘id.’ ete.), 16. aphir-kama- ‘to make to fly’, 17. aba, ba ‘father’ (oc- curs in many Dray. and Kolarian languages of central India), 18. ay ‘mother’ (Sk, drya-), 19. ayi below’, 20. ara ‘to see’, 21, anti ‘for’, 
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92, apa- ‘to weep’ ‘to cry’, 23. dpaevkama- ‘to make to cry’, 24, apo 

‘fire’, 25, €@rthi- ‘to make to weep’, 26. avar ‘house’ (Sa. orak’, 

Mu, era, Korku wra ‘id.’, ete.), 27 Atho ‘husband’ (Korku dhotha ‘id."), 28. 

iyér-, ed- ‘to come’, 29, ioga ‘here’ (Korku), 30. icha- ‘to pinch’ (Mundari 

icha- ‘id.’, ete. ; cf. Go, kiccana, Ol. kisk-, Kui kisa ‘id’, ete.), 31. itiki ‘here’, 

32, ittel ‘they two’, 33. immni- ‘to be’, 34. ira- “to cut with sickle’ (Korku, 5a, 

Mu., etc., ir- ‘id.’), 35. ir ‘two (fem. neut.)’, irar ‘two (masc.)’ (Dravidian— 

see Emenrau, Kolami, p. 198, vocable No. 302), ir-jen ‘two persons’ (Sk. 

jana ‘person’), 36. ilur ‘husband's younger brother’ (Korku ilur, Mu, iril 

‘id.’), 37. ugaen- ‘to remain’ ‘live’, 38. ugar- ‘to open’ (cf. Sk. udghatana ‘id.’), 

99, udi- ‘to rub’ (Korku uwred- ‘id."), 40. uman ‘to measure’ (Korku), 41. uri- 

‘to kindle’, 42. ura- ‘to rise’ (cf, Hi. uth- ‘id.’), 43, ulta- ‘to fall’, 44. eger- ‘to 

remove’, 45, etger ‘burning charcoal’, ‘fire’ (Sk. a%gara ‘id.’), 46, ete, etey 

‘he’, ‘that person’, 47. ediigo ‘fly’ (Korku ruku, Par. aroi, Gad. uroy, Mu. 

roko, Semang roai), 48. er- (iyr- ‘to go’ (Par. iai-, So. iy, yir ‘id."). 49. ocol- 

‘to lift’, 50, oti ‘that’, 51. otti- ‘to pull out’ (cf, Ta. oti ‘break off’, 

etc.: see Emeneav, ibid., p. 227, No. 619), 52. odov ‘buffalo’, 53. 

oyja- (oyjakama-) ‘to carry on head’ (Korku), 54. oro millet’ (Korku), 

55. orta- ‘to return’, 56. ortak- ‘to be lost’, 57. ovari ‘son’s wife’, 

‘younger brother’s wife’ (cf, Hi. bouhdri ‘’), 58. dtho ‘chin’ (Sk. ostha ‘id.’), 

59, dra ‘air’, 60. Gla- ‘to be wet’, 61, dlakama- ‘to make wet’, 62, Ghan ‘mortar’, 

63. kakheyt- ‘to comb hair’, 64. kaka ‘mother’s younger sister's husband’, 

father’s sister's husband’ ‘father’s younger brother’, 69. kaki ‘father’s younger 

brother’s wife’, 66. kakri ‘cucumber’, ‘name of a Nahal clan’, 67. 

kaggo ‘mouth’, 68, kajar ‘top of something’, 69. katan- ‘to be 

silent (Korku), 70. katto- (kotto-) ‘to beat’ (cf. Mu. kutao ‘id’; 

may be a Drav. word: Ta. Ma. Ka. kottu ‘id’, Tl, katham ‘tortoise 

(Korku.; East Beng. katha ‘id.’), 72. kathla ‘armpit’ (Korku), 73. 

kande ‘tuber’ (Korku; Hi. kanda ‘id.’), 74. kapatit- ‘to tremble’ (Hi. kapna 

‘id.’ : the particle -tin, -tifi is also used in Korku and some other Kolarian 

speeches to verbalise loan-words), 75. kapor ‘winnowing basket’, 76. kaplij’ 

‘butterfly’ (Korku), 77. kama- ‘to do’ (Korku; Hi kam ‘work'), 78. karchi 

pitcher’ (cf. Sk. kalasi ‘id.’), 79. karyom ‘elder brother's wife’, 80. kalto ‘a 

Nahal person’ (there was a tribe in ancient India called Karkataka), 81. 

kalattel ‘wife's elder brother’, ‘his wife’, 82. kanti ‘for the purpose of, 83. 

kimo ‘work’ (Hi. kam ‘id.’), 84. kav ‘lech’, 85. kavra ‘crow’ (Korku), 86. 

kallen ‘egg’, 87. kita- ‘to winnow’ (may be Dravidian), 88. kiyam ‘tomorrow’ 

(cf. Mu, mia» ‘day after tomorrow’), 89. kuguso, kuguchyo ‘hair’, 90. kupra 

‘cloth’ (Hi. k@pra ‘id.’), 91, kuba- ‘to be intoxicated’ 92. kura ‘unripe’, 93. 

kui ‘water well’ (Korku; Sk, kipa ‘id.’), 94. kadu "bamboo door’, 95. ketto- 

kama- ‘to extinguish fire’, 96. keda- ‘to be felt’ (7), 97. kepa ‘louse’, 98. kerchi- 

to itch’ ‘scratch’ (cf. Hi. kh@juland ‘to itch’), 99. kelli ‘cow calf (Korku), 
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100. kokéy ‘ant’, 101. kokhor ‘fowl’ 102, kocakama- ‘to bend’ (tr.), 103. kottu ‘to pound’ (cf. Hi. kitnd ‘id’), 104, kotto (see kafto-), 105. kotra (see nidirtay kofra), 106, kobdur (Korku; cf, Hi, k@butor ‘id."), 107. kon, kom 
‘from’, 108. ké- ‘to bring’, 109. kago ‘snake’, 110, kar- ‘to take away’, 111. kél ‘woman’ ‘wife’ (cf, Kharia konsel, Mu, kuri ‘id.’), 112. kolya ‘fuel’ ‘a Nahal clan’ (Hi. kéyla ‘charcoal’), 113, khanda ‘shoulder’ (Sk, skandha ‘id.’), 114. khanda- ‘to carry on shoulder’, 115. khara ‘field’, 116. kharuka 
‘many (animate)’, 117. khuri ‘leg’ (ef. Sk. khura ‘hoof’: Dray. kal ‘leg’), 118. kheda- ‘to drive cart’ (Korku; East Beng. kheeds- ‘to drive’), 119. 
kherikama- ‘to pull’, 120, kheriyan ‘threshing floor’ (Ma, khelihan ; Sk. 
Khala ‘id.'; most probably Dray. loan; see Emenzau ibid,, p, 201, vocable No, 339 kalave), 121. kchobo ‘much’ (Hi, khib ‘id."), 122, gadao- ‘to bury’ (Hi. ga@rna@ ‘id.’), 123, gadri ‘ass’ (Sk. gardabha ‘id.’), 124. gardan- ‘neck! (Hi. g2rdan ‘id.'), 125. gara ‘cart’ (Hi), 126 gita ‘younger brother or sister’ ‘wife's younger brother's wife’, ete., 127. gullu ‘name of my Nahali informant’, 128. geri ‘fishing hook’, 129, gothi ‘clan’ (Sk. gasthi ‘id.’), 130. gon ‘with (asso- Ciative)’, cf. -kon, 131. gora kelli ‘male calf’, 132. golakama- ‘to heap’, 133. golga ‘ear-wox’, 154, ghata- ‘to search’ (Korku), 135. ghim ‘sunshine’ (Korku ; Hi.), 136, ghutari ‘deer’, 137, ghirka ed- ‘to go for defeacation’ 138. chaka- ‘to ascend’ ‘climb up’, 139. cakhakama- ‘to make to climb’, 140. cakhaw- ‘to sweep’, 141. cacakkama- ‘to heat’ (cf. Korku cata ‘hot'), 142. cactiko ‘hot’, 143, cana ‘dance’, (cf. Hi. naea ‘id.’), 144. cana- ‘to dance’, 145. carkad ‘waist’, 146. carko ‘black-faced monkey’, 147, cago ‘stone’ (cf. Mu. cidgi ‘id."), 148, cato ‘hunger’, 149. cdto pato- ‘to be hungry” ‘lit, hunger to come’, 150. can ‘fish’, 151, cdvg- ‘to be afraid’, 152. cikal, sikal ‘earth’ (cf. Sk. cikilah ‘mud’ ‘mire’, Old Beng. : cikhila id), 153, cigam ‘ear’, 154. cicea ‘tamarind’ ‘a Korku elan’ (Korku), 155. cutti- ‘to pound’ (eee kottu-), 156. ceki- ‘to hold’ ‘arrest’ ‘catch’ (cf. Hi, Ma, chék. ‘id.’), 157. cekoto ‘axe’, 158, ceyni ‘previously’, 159. cerk- ‘to fall’, 160, cerkokama- ‘ta make to fall’, 161, cergo- ‘to run’, 162. cokob ‘leaf of tree! ‘a clan’ (Korku, San. Mu., Nahal, etc, sakom ‘leaf’), 163. coggom ‘pig’ (Korku sukri, San Mu. sukri, Sa. kombun, Par. konmon ; Orang kumokn ‘id.’ ; Sk. Sikara ‘id.’), 164. copo ‘salt’ (a Drav. word; Pj. cup ‘id.’; for othe etymas see Emenrar hid p. 243, vocahle 870), 165. corto ‘blood’, 166, can ‘nose’, 167. car ‘thief (Hi, etc.), 168. cy® ‘to urinate’, 169. cydkama- to make to urinate’, 170, chati ‘chest’ (Korku; Hi.), 171. chikar ‘hunt’ (Hi. sikdr, ete., ‘id’), 172. chidu ‘wine’ (Korku sidu: Sk. sidhu ‘id.’), 173, chim(n)- ‘to sew’ (cf. Sk. siv- ‘id.), 174. chunduku ‘hox’ (Hi, sondul- ‘id.'), 175, chii ‘needle’ (Hi. sti ‘id.’ 176, che ‘yesterday’ (cf. Kur. cho; Sk. hyah ‘id.”), 177. cheri ‘goat’ (Korky siti: cf, Sk. chégqala, Beng. cheli ‘id.'), 178. chokra ‘hread’ (Korku so- ra ‘id."). 179. jappo ‘water’, 180. jappo batam- ‘to be thirsty’, 181. jambu ‘black- berry’ ‘a Nahal clan’ (Sk. jambu ‘id.'), 182. jara ‘fever’ (Hi. jara bulchar ‘ma- 
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larial fever’), 183. jaran ‘crab’, 184. jari ‘root’ (Korku ; Hi. jr. ‘id.’), 189. jalu- 

‘to descend’, 186, jal kama- ‘to make to descend’, 187. jaldi ‘quickly’ (Hi), 

188, jiki ‘eye’, 189, jiki kapri ‘eye-brow’, 190. jiki yato ‘tears’, 191. jilyguij’ 
‘earthworm’ (Korku jilogod’ ‘id."), 192. junu ‘broom’ (Korku ; Mu, jono, 5a. 

janon, Par, juno ‘id,’), 193. jid ‘bamboo’ (cf. Korku, etc. mad ‘id.’), 194. jere- 

‘to remain’, 195. jo ‘I’ (cf. Burushaski je, ja, Pasto =*, Newari ji ‘id,.”), 196. 

joppo, jappo ‘water’, ‘a Nahal clan’, 197. jhuri ‘swing’ (Hi. ete. jhula ‘id.’), 

198. tarsya ‘kind of animal called in Ma, etc. taras, 199. tar- ‘to throw’ (cf. 

Hi. daind), 200. fugiti ‘ripe’ (past participle), 201. tevre ‘lip, 202. tyeko 

(taku) ‘we two', 203, tiye- (té-) ‘to eat’ ‘to chew’ (may be Drav.; Ta. tin 

‘id.'; for other etymas see Emeneav ibid., p. 247, vocable 921), 204. téya ‘wife's 

brother or sister’, 205. tembriya ‘tiger’, 206. tota ‘maize’ ‘a Nahél clan’ (cf. 

Hi, bhutta), 207. thagativkama- ‘to deceive’ (Korku; Hi, thegand ‘id.’), 

208. thuk- ‘to spit’ (Hi. thiikna ‘id.’), 209, thekri ‘forehead’, 210. thendey 

‘moon’, 211, dadi ‘beard’ (Korku ; Hi. dé@rhi ‘id."), 212. davgo ‘branch of tree’ 

(Korku; ef. Hi, dao ‘big stick’), 213. dando “upper arm’ (Korku), 214. day, 

dai ‘elder brother’ (any senior man not much older than the speaker’), 

215. dia, dia, ‘day’ (Korku; Sk. divd ‘id.’), 216. din, din ‘day’ (Hi, etc.), 

217, dinoka ‘daily’, 218. dukri may ‘father’s sister’, 219. dugi ‘red-faced 

monkey’, 220, dud, dud ‘milk’ (Beng. etc.), 221. dedda ‘frog’ (Korku), 

999. delen- ‘to drink’, 223, delevkama- ‘to make to drink’, 224. devta ‘Sun’ 

(Sk. devata ‘god’), 225. do ‘and’ (Korku; Kha. Mu. oro ‘id.”), 226. dodgor 

‘forest’? (Korku, Ma. etc.), 227. doba ‘bull’ (Korku), 228, dovga ‘a variety 

of ant of sig size’, 229. dhapri ‘bank of river’, ‘a Nahal clan’ (Korku), 

230. dhulla ‘dust’ (Sk. dhuli ‘id.’), 231. dhor ‘cow’, 252. tandur ‘rice’ ‘paddy’ 

(Sk. tandula ‘rice’), 233. dhava ‘distant’, 234. nakko ‘nail of finger’ (Sk. 

nakha ‘id.’), 235. na%gar ‘plough’ (occurs in most Indian speeches), 

236. napyom ‘mother-in-law’ ‘husband's, elder sister’ ‘wife’s elder brother's 

wife’, 237. nako ‘you two’ (see né), 238. nad, nan ‘what’ (may be Drav.; cf, 

Pj, nav ‘why’, ndto ‘what’), 239. nani ‘who’, 240. nara ‘adam’s apple’ (Korku 

nara, ‘id.’), 241. nay ‘dog’ (Drav. word; Ta, nay; for other etymas see The 

Parji Language by T. Burrow and 5. BHATTACHARYA, p, 178, mnetta), 

242. nalku, nalo ‘four’ (Drav. word ; see EMENEAU ibid., p. 222, vocable 566), 

243. nivay ‘why’, 244. nitto- ‘to enter’, 245. nidir ‘white ant’ (Korku nindir 

‘id.’), 246, nidirtav kotra ‘inside of anthill’, 247, né ‘thou’ (Drav. word, see 

Emeneav ibid., p. 225, vocable 601), 248. pakin ‘peacock’ (cf. Beng. pekh 3m 

‘peacock’s tail’), 249. pakoto “bone’, 250. pago ‘tail’, 251, patar- ‘to dry (intr.)’; 

patarkama- ‘to dry something’, 292. pada- ‘to kill’, 253. parayn ‘river’, 

254. parka ‘all’, 255. palco ‘son’, 256. pat-, ply- "ta come’, 257, parod ‘bank 

of river’ (cf. Sk. param ‘id."), 258, pala ‘leaf (Korku), 259, pasi-ki ‘near’ 

(Hi. pas), 260. pico ‘five’ (Hi. ete. pac ‘id.’), 261. pi- (pa-) ‘to come’, 262, pirju 

‘daughter’ (see paleo), 263. puri- ‘to send’, 264. puch- ‘to wipe away’ (Hi. 
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ete, poch- ‘id.’), 265. pejikoemkama- ‘to drive away’, 266. pete- ‘to sit’, 
267. petekama- ‘to make to sit’, 268. petek- ‘to tear (intr.)’, 269. petekkama- 
‘to tear something’, 270, pendri ‘shin of leg’, 271. pey ‘head’, 272, poyye ‘bird’, 
273. popo ‘belly’, 274. phuphu ‘father’s younger sister’ (Hi. etc.), 275. phejer 
‘morning’ (Hi. etc.), 276. phor ‘fruit’ ‘mango’ (Sk. phala ‘id.'), 277. bakan- 
‘to leave’ ‘release’, 278. backari ‘child’ (Hi. ete, bacea ‘id."), 279. batam- (see 

jappo bajam-), 280, batuko ‘mango’, 281, badra ‘sky’ (Hi. ete, badol ‘id."), 
282, baba ‘father’s elder brother’ ‘father’s sister’s husband’ (Beng. baba 
‘father’), 283. bai ‘elder sister’, 284. bachye ‘younger’, 285. bay ‘today’, 
286, ba, eba ‘father’, 287. bate, bate ‘now’, 288. bardo ‘sickle’, 289. baro- ‘to sing’ 
(Drav. word ; Ta. patu ‘id.’; see Emeneav ibid., p. 230, vocable 652), 290. bi 
‘also’ (Korku ; Hi. bhi ‘id.'), 291, bitil ‘sand’ (Korku ; Mu. gitil ‘id.’), 292. bidi 
‘one (fn.)' (Mu. miad, Par. boi, Sa. mid, San. mit, Korku mia ‘ one’), 
293. bidum ‘one (m.)', 294. biya ‘village’, 295. birtom ‘husband's elder 

brother’ ‘wife's elder sister’ ‘father-in-law’, 296. bi- ‘to rise’ ‘sun to rise’ ‘to 
come out’, 297, bikama- ‘to turn out’, 298. budu- ‘sun, moon to set’ (cf, Hi. 
biirna ‘id.’), 299. bumli ‘navel’ (Korku; Mu. buti. San. buka ‘id.."), 900, bekki- 

‘to reap’, 301. bete ‘not’, 302. betto- ‘to die’, 303. beri- ‘to cut wood’, 304, berko 
‘eat’, 305. boko, bokko ‘arm’, 306. bokki- ‘to tie something’, 307. bokko minjar 

‘palm of hand’, 308, botor ‘hare’, 309. bommoki ‘brother’ (dl.), 310. bay ‘grass’, 
‘a Nahal clan’, ‘fodder’, 311. bologo ‘bear’ (Sk. bhalluka ‘id.’), 312. bhaga ‘big’ 
‘older’, 313. bhaga- ‘to grow’, 314. bhaga day ‘elder brother’, 315. bhaga may 
‘father’s elder brother's wife’ ‘mother’s elder sister’, 316. bhavri ‘back of the 
body’, 317. bhanja ‘sister's son’ (Hi.), 318. bhilla ‘kite’ (Korku), 319. bheriya- 

‘to fill (intr.)’ (Hi. ete, bhar- ‘id."), 320. bheriyakama- ‘to fill (tr,)', 321, ma- 
‘to give’, 322. makan ‘but’ ‘even then’ (Korku; San. mankhan ‘id.’), 323. 
matgar ‘crocodile’ (Korku; Hi m@g@r ‘id.’), 324. maikko ‘bee’, 325, mancho 
‘man’ pl. manta (cf. Sk. manugya, ete, ‘id.’), 326. mandi- ‘to speak’ (Korku), 
o27, mavsi ‘mother’s younger sister’ (Hi.), 328. méto ‘thigh’, 329. mandu, 
mando ‘rain’, 330. maney ‘we (pl.)’, 331. mama ‘mother’s brother’ ‘father's 
younger sister's husband’, 332. mimi ‘mother’s brother's wife’, 333. may 
‘Mother’ (Hi. méyi ‘id.'), 334. mav ‘horse’, 335, mitgay ‘where’, 336, mijar 
inside’ (see kajar), 337. mindi ‘evening’ ‘night’, 338. miyan ‘how much’, 
339. murkitij’ ‘mosquito’, 340. meur ‘anthill’, 341, menge ‘tooth’ ‘jaw’, 
342. mer- ‘to play’, 343. mera ‘near’ (Korku), 344. merokama- ‘to make to 
play’, 345. mokhne ‘elbow’ (knee 7), 346. mochor ‘pestle’ (Sk. musala ‘id,"), 
347. monda ‘heel’, 348. math, motho ‘three’ (Drav. word; see Emeneav ibid., 
p. 219, vocable 551), 349. yéepta ‘honey’, 350. rabanka ‘cold’ (Korku), 
351, rabankama- ‘to coo] something’ 352. rupya ‘rupee’ (Hi. etc.), 353. latka 
‘a god worshipped by the Nahal in the month of Phaélguna (Feb.-March). 
The Korku worship Ravana who, according Hindu mythology, is the King 
of Lavka, In Korku speech lanka means ‘distant place’; e.g, khad lavka ‘very 
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far off, 354. lay ‘tongue’ (Korku la», Mu. San. Sa. alav, Par, Gad, Khar. 

lav ‘id.”), 355. 1 ‘you (pl.)’, 356. lo- ‘to burn’, 357. léfijo- ‘to draw water’, 

958, vorcho ‘year’ (Sk. varga ‘id.’), 359. simburu ‘rheum of nose’ (Korku 

simru, semru ‘id.’), 360. sik- ‘to learn’ (Hi. sikhna ‘id.”), 361. sokra (see 

chokra), 362. soso (see chocho), 363. ha, han ‘this’ (Korku), 364. haru- ‘to bite’, 

365, hardo ‘turmeric’ (Hi, hrdi), 366. hatu ‘market’ (Sk. hatta ‘id.’), 367. hi,i 

‘this (dem.)’, 368, hitini ‘here’, 369. hinki ‘here’, 370. hiyan ‘this much’, 371. him 

‘cold’ (Sk, hima ‘id.’), 372. heogen ‘me’, 373. hetti, etthi ‘elephant’ (Sk. hasti 

a), 374, hey betela ‘there is not’, 375. here ‘this (pron.)’, 376. hutiki “there, 

377. ho ‘he’, 378. hondar ‘rat’, 379. holoy- ‘to shake’ (Hi, hiland ‘id.’), 380. 

howta (hou + pl fa) ‘they’. 
90. We have made an attempt to show the Kolarian, Indo-Aryan and 

Dravidian elements in Nahali vocabulary. Most of the Kolarian words found 

in this speech agree closely with Korku which unmistakably points out to 

the intimate connection between these two tongues. The next Kolarian 

language with which Nahdli has closer lexical parallels is Mundari, and not 

Santali. It is also interesting to note that the Kolarian words in Nahali, on 

the whole, agree more with the western and northern Kolarian speeches, ie. 

Korku and the speeches of the Kherwari group. The Nahali words identified 

by us as Dravidian are not many. Most of them in phonetic details agree 

more with their cognates in the central Indian Drav. speeches, For example, 

Nahali copo ‘salt’ agrees more with Pj. cup, OIL Kol, Naik. Poya sup, Go. 

sovar ‘id’, but in the south Ta, Ma. Ka. Tu. Te. Sav. have uppu, Ko. To. 

up, Kod. uppi ‘id.’. The Indo-Aryan words found in Nahali have greater agree- 

ments with their cognates in Hindi, Hindusthani and Marathi. 

21. Our comparative study of Nahali words is far from complete. 

But the main issue, I hope, has been made sufficiently clear that a large num- 

ber of words of this speech cannot be called Kolarian, Indo-Aryan or 

Dravidian, The number of such words as shown in our list may be reduced 

as a result of further deliberations. But the present problem is that a large 

number of basic words in Nahali denoting limbs of the body, important 

animals and articles of material culture, etc. are significantly aloof. Some 

scholars are therefore inclined to believe that Nahali originally belonged to 

a different speech-family which is now extinct, and that these words are 

remnants of that ancient tongue. It has been posited further that the native 

elements in Nahali represent the lost speech of the Bhil ‘race’. 

22. The problem of race and language in India has not
 yet been 

solved. The number of speech-families found in the mainla
nd of this coun- 

try is four. But the speakers of these languages are class
ified into different 

races the number of which is likely to excee
d the above number. It is there- 

fore quite plausible that a few more speech-families existed in Indian main- 

33 
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land in the past, The high percentage of the unidentified elements in Nahali leaves little doubt that the base of this speech belonged to a family which is 
now lost. 

Kolarian : 

Dravidian : 

Indo-Aryan ; 

Abbreviations of names of Languages 

KK. (Korku), San, (Santali), Mu. (Mundari), Jua, (Juang), 
Khar, (Kharia), Sa. (Savara, Saora), Gad, (Gadba), Par, 
(Parengi), Did. (Didey), Bon, (Bonda), Nah, (Nahali), etc. Items from Semang, Sakai, Orang, etc, of Malaya Peninsula 
have also been quoted. 

Ta. (Tamil), Te, (Telugu), Ma. (Malayalam), Ka. (Kannada), 
Tu, (Tulu), To. (Toda), Ko, (Kota), Bad. (Badaga), Kod. (Kodagu), Go. (Gondi), Kol. (Kolami), Naik, (Naiki), Pj, (Parji), Ol. (Ollari), Kon, (Konda), Kui (Kui), Kur. (Kun 
rukh), Brah, (Brahui), Dray. (Dravidian), etc. 

Sk. (Sanskrit), Pkt. (Prakrit), Hi (Hindi, Hindusthani, Urdu), 
Ma. (Marathi), Beng. (Bengali), etc, 



A WARLI TALE 

By 

Gajanan M, Parti, Visnager. 

The following is the text of a native folk-story recorded from the 

Warli informant, Shri. Sonyaii Gopal Sanvenz, a trained primary Head- 

master from Chinchani (Dist. Thana), on 10th June, 1956, when he attended 

the Summer School of Linguistics at Poona as an informant. 

The Warlis belong to the tribal races of Thana District. They live 

mostly in the interior places away from the cities and towns, and carry on 

their simple life by agriculture, forest cutting and manual labour in towns. 

Even in towns they keep themselves aloof from other people and carefully 

protect their customs and culture. 

The story exemplifies the native colloquialisms, and wonderful simi- 

larity in linguistic characteristics with standard Marathi of which their 

speech is a dialect. The dialect has the usual grammatical forms viz., Noun, 

Pronoun, Adjective, Adverb and Verb. The Nouns have inflections for 

cases and number and the verbs have inflections for tenses, moods, genders 

and number. The following morphemes of the case inflections should be 

noted :— 

[A] (i) Nom, Sing bhakor (£) 

wagh (m.) 
*kombda (n.) 

*jambhay (£) 

(ii) Obl. Sing. —ek > ek ~ eke; *dusra >dusre; *Lopla > toplya- 

*mon > m®2na-; */ghSr/ > /gh9ra-/, /pani/ > /panya/-; 

/to/ (pronoun) > /tya/- ~ /te/-; /mi/ (pronoun) > /mii/; 

*/man/ > /mani-/; */khin/ > /khindi-/; /dis/ > /disa-/; 

/wat/ -~ /wate-/; 

(iii) “ Nom, pl. — 5: ~ ¥j~%a~ Y # | 

cf. /dala:/: /kombdi/, /bhakri/; Vjambheya/; /wagh/. 

(iv) “ Oblique pl. — ~ -an- cf. */dhor/ > /dhoran-/ 

(v) ~~ Instrumental = “-na ~ Yon 

Yn after -0 and -a endings. 

ef, /wad,hghon/; /tyan/ 
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¥-na after -i and consonantal endings, 
ef, /porina/, /j@wayna/, 

(vi) ~ ablative — ~-/fi- 

ef, /ghorapaj fi/ /m®ghar /i/ 

(vii) ~ locative = Yt ~ Yj 3427 « 
cf, /manat/; /kaUhi/; /ghe@ra/; /dis/. 

(viii) “ (prep.j-- — “oe ~ ¥-uc 
vowel endings take “-c = cf. /SSkalic/; /b®rec/, 
consonantal endings take “-ue=cf. /ekuc/; /pharuc/: 
/ye...enuc/, 

[B] The conjugational tenses, etc.:— We come across the usual three tenses, 
the present, the past and the future, The plu-perfect and the poten- 
tial forms of +/hona, “to be" are noteworthy. 

The present tense :—Ist person :— /ahé/, /jay/ 
2nd per. :—/jatiy/ 
ard per. :—/she, /kera '/, /sangs-/, 

The past tense:—3rd per, :— /ala/, /ali/, /bandhii/, /basla/, /dila/, 
/dili/, /gela/, /geli/, /sodJa/, /wisrli/, /pila/, /bhujlya/, 
€tc., etc. 

The verb has the gender and the number of the subject. 
The future tense :—/ghen/, /yen/, /khan/, /hoyl/, /pad,91/, 
The Ist per, sing, forms in st, Mar, would be /ghein/, /yein/, /khain/ 

instead the forms given here. These forms are homophonemic 
with the gerunds of the same roots. Cf. /pori ali pani ghen/, 

The pluperfect :— These forms are found in /didhel/, /nidhel/, /anel/, /thewel/, /nangel/, etc, Wonderful similarity of these forms is noticed with the similar Gujarati forms, Cf. /apel/ “given”, 
/didhel/ “given”, etc. ‘These forms may be used as participles in the sentence. . 

The potential forms are noticed in the auxiliary roots of the compo- site verbs. The auxiliary root Vhona, “to be” has an allomorphic base V@sna in St. Mar. The Warli dialect does not use the latter one and instead of the St. Marathi forms */wisorli Ssawi/, */zala Ssawa/, */kapla Ssawa/ and */zali Ssawi/, it uses /wisdrli howi/, /zala howa/, /kapla howa/ and /zali howi/. 
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The imperative forms, apart from the St. Mar. type, are formulated 

by an additional bound morpheme /-jos/ after the usual imp. forms of 

Qnd person. Cf, /sanga/; /raha/; /jayjos/; /sanjos/. 

The Gerunds are usually formed by addition of bound inflexional mor- 

pheme ~“-un to the bases of all roots excepting those monosyllabic roots 

with vowel endings. Cf. \/sapgana > /sangun/; \/rehna > /rahun/; 

\/watna > /watun/;>/besna > /p2sun/; /dh@run/, /dhokun/, ete., and 

\/ehena > /ghen/; \/yena > /yen/ [(yenuc)]; \/jana > /jan/ where 

the “-n only to the oblique base. 

The infinitive of purpose are formed by addition of Juya ~ “-aya 

ta the bases either ending in vowels or consonants. The meaning is similar 

to the dative case of the nouns. Cf. /sangaya lagla/ and */kamala lagla/ 

or /panyala geli/ and */sangaya gela/. The bound morpheme ~-sat,hi is 

sometimes added. Cf. /Achayasathi/, /jayasat hi’. 

The peculiar causal formation is found in the sentence (15). /porina 

bes basla jewOwla/. 

The indeclinables including prepositions are found as /na/; /hi/; 

J-wer/; ‘/-c/; /eya/; /ata/; /mOnga/; /ikde:/; /eth3/; fagdi/, /9s8/; 

/odhyat/; /-sathi/, ete. 

The adjectives /motha/ ~ /mote/, /bes/; the numerals 7ek/, /don/ 

are available in the story as also the pronouns /mi/; /tumbi/; / to/ [obl. 

sing. /te/, /tya/]; /t/s /eyo/ are found. 

[Cc] THE TEXT 

(1) Ek wad,hgho hota. (2) tya-ci eku-c pori. (3) ti-ho phar dur 

One old Warli was. His one-only daughter. She-also very far 

pernun didhel. (4) tya-ce ghera-pal fi ek disa-ci bhi od,he dur 

having married given. he-of house-near-from one day- land so much far 

didhel, (5) ek dis wadhghoce m¢?n-at ala jawa pori-ce ghora 

given. One day old Warli-of mind-in cam
e let me go daughter-'s house 

pahna. (6) khober hi ghen a don dis pahna hi rohan 

guest. News also I will take and 
two days guest also having stayed 

yen. (7) dusre dis wad heho mote pahet-ratiwSr ut hla. (8) don 

T will come. Second day old-Warli very dawn-night-at got up. 

naglicya bhakri bhujlya. (9) pora-la kha-ya-sat,hi na ma-la-w  nahari 

Ragi-of bread baked. Child-to eating-for and me-to-also breakfast 
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hoyl. (10) bajar-ca- dald- anel te ghetlo-, (11) bes gati 
will be. market-of grams were brought they were taken, fine knot 
bandh-li na pori-k@d,a- jaya-sat,hi nighala, (12) jata-jat& dupar ali, 
was-tied and daughter-to going-for started. Going-going mid-day happened, 
nimb?r phar zala. (13) ty to ndi-ce kat hi wiswaya b@sla, 
heat of the sun very happened. There he river-of on the banks for rest sat. 
(14) caukh?n, khan bhaker khali, pani pila; Na menga 

quarter (about morsel) bread (was) eaten, water (was) drunk, and then 
fila zala t2s4 wat,e-la lagla. (15) San-ce dhoran-ce m@ghar fic 
cool was then way-on started. evening-at cattle-of behind-only 
pori-k2d.3- jan pohécla, (16) pori-na bes bas-la jew2wla. daughter-to having gone reached. Daughter-by fine father to was fed. 
(17) tyanha bhakSr ane] ti pori-ce pora-la 

By him also bread was brought that daughter-of children-to 
wat,un dili. (18) dala: wat-un dil- 
having distributed (was) given. Grams having distributed (were) given, 
(19) Sekalic — nihari_ kel, §=— (20) J8wiy  wadhehola sangaya 

Morning-in breakfast (was) made. Son-in-law old-Warli-to telling 
lagle. (21) Kard- mama, aj tumbhi jatay: jat howa t2 jayjos, 
started. What-ch mama, today you are going (if) going are then; go. 
(22) mit3 kam ahe tikd,9- jaycd ahé. (23) S88 sanzun to ta gherat fi I (for one) work is there going am, Thus having told he (really) house-in-from 
gela. (24) pori ufhli ti panyala Beli. (25) Wadheho m@nat kara-. 
went, Daughter got up she water-for went. Old-Warli mind-in does. (26) porina _biji_kombd,i sodJi na y§ toplya-kholici kya soda nabi. 
daughter-by other fowls (were) left and this basket-beneath-of why left not. 
(27) Wisarli howi. (28) Wad hghe topla ukawiun nangs: ty 

(She) forgotten might have. Old Warli basket having lifted sees (and what) 
tekhel bh@la motha mor dhorun anel, (29) Wad hgho that-beneath very big peacock having caught was brought. Old Warli 
corakla. (30) tay Fp jSwiy mala jaya sang=- ho, (31) mor (was) surprised. (This is why) son-in-law me-to for-going tells, peacock 
khaya wat p2d.al to, (32) b2-ra. (33) Od hyat pori ali pani 
for eating share will fall, Alright. Just then daughter came water 
ghen. (34) Wadheho porila sapg?-. (35) Bay, mi t3 ata 
having taken, Old Warli daughter-to tells. Daughter I (really) now 
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ghora jay. (36) J@wyala sanjos gel 35a. (37). Wad hghon 

home-to am going, Son-in-law-to tell I went thus (that (ind.)) Old Warli-by 

héluh@lu jaya cal mani, (38) pori-ce gh®ra-pai- fi b3re-c 

slowly for going walk placed. | Daughter-of house-near-from much-too 

dur gela na mani-t-le eke zada-khd] be's sahi mang-un b9sla. 

far went and pasture-land-in-of one tree-beneath fine shade having seen sat. 

(39) pekki ni‘j kad hii. (40) nang®r sutnica wekhet zala 

Too-much sleep (was) taken. Plough umyoking-of time been 

howa na wthia-. (41) Wicar kor, (42) ata j Swayna 

might have and got up. (He) thought does. Now son-in-law-by 

mor kapla howa, bhaji-vy zali howi. (43) Moraci bhaji 

peacock cut might have, curry-to been might have. Peacock-of curry 

khan Ley ic jay. (44) ikd,o: j?whasna moraci bhaji kerayci 

I shall eat then only I go. Here son-in-law-by peacock-of curry making-of 

Leyari keli, (45) Odjhbyat Wadhgho porst yenuc rSh\la. (46) pori 

preparation made, Just then old W4rli again having come remained. Daghter 

sapgaya lagi, “ba kya alas.” (47) 3g3° kay 

telling-for started, “father why have (you) come. Oh (daughter) what 

sang. (48) aj mal9- khayj@t hota. (49) te khindit bhele motha 

shall I tell. Today to-me about to eat was. (In) that pass very big 

wagh mohord- ala. (50) to jat may, kay nay. (51) jambhdya det 

tiger in front came. He going not, (anything) not. §-Yawnings giving 

b@sun rSbMla, (52) manzew9r pel k@raya lagla.(53) Oro: j Sway, 

having sat remained Me-on mark doing started. Oh son-in-law, 

pharuc mothana to. (54) na Sgdi rang3* (55) eyo Lumhi mor 

much-too big (really) he. And (very) near. This (by) you peacock 

dhakun thewel odhe wag, na mi 9t,h3. (56) mepgd sanga himmet hol 

having covered kept thus far, and 1 here. Then tell courage will 

kay pud,ha jaya, (57) na himmdt cala-. (58) 9sa ta mi 

(what) ahead to-go. Not courage (walks). (As a matter of fact) I 

pha‘r napgel wagh, pon 9sa nahi nangla. (99) tiy mi peret ala ma”. 

many have seen tigers but such one not seen, ThusI back came (really)”. 

(60) “Alas ta atha rdha.” 
“You have come then now stay”. 
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[D] Lexical notes :— 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 
(4) 

(3) 
(6) 

(7) 
(8) 

(11) 
(12) 

(13) 

(14) 

(15) 

(17) 
(22) 

(25) 

(28) 

(30) 

(31) 
(32) 

wad.hgho— old Warli. Cf. Skt. *“Vrdhdhak < V vrdh.” to 
grow; > \/wadhne (mar). 

ti-ho—she (really). Words like /ho/ (30), /t8/ (22), /to/ 
(31), /na/ (53), (59), /Ss& t?/ (58), are the colloquialisms 
of the dialect. ‘ 

p?rnum dena = to give in marriage. 
ek disaci bhGl odjhe dur— at a distance which would require 

one day’s journey. 
bhiii— land, earth, passage. (Cf. Skt. “bhumi”). 
od.he —so much (cf. mar. evd,hé). 
ménat yena—“to come in mind”, “to strike”, “to think”, 
khober — “news”; 
hi — “also”, “too”. 

mote p9het rativer— “too early in the morning”. 
nagli—the grain called as “Ragi”. 
gai bandhli— “tied a nice bundle”. (Cf. [mar.] gat,h = knot). 
jatajata—“as he was going” (repetitive form to show continuity). 
dupar zali— “it was midday” (noon). 
nimb@r phar zala— “it was too hot”. 
t3y— “there” ef. tiy = “therefore, thus”. (59) 
noi—“river” (cf, [mar.] n@di). 
caukhen, khan — “about a quarter” (just to make the morse). 

This is purely colloquialism. 
fila zala tesi—“then (when) it was cool” (in the evening). 
Watela lagna— “to start on the journey” (path). 
Sance dhorance m®ghar f ic = “in the evening just behind the 

cattle only”. 
Watun dena — “to distribute”, . 
Jayeé ahé —“I am going”. Jacé is a peculiar form of the pre- 

sent participle. Cf. *Jayci ahe— “she is going”. 
m®nat korna—“to think”. Cf. (5) above. The constructions 
differ though the meaning conveyed is the same. 
tlopla (n.) — “basket”. 
nangna— “to see”. 
t’v—‘“then”, Cf. [mar.] té in the phrase j6....té. 
t8y §c— “This is why”. “It is for this reason.” Cf. [mar.] 

teric. 
Wat,a p@d,91 to — there will be an additional share. I know. 
The nasality and the vowel length have phonemic value in 

the dialect. Cf. /Osa/ “like this”, /asi/ “thus”. */bora/(n.) “good”: /b9-ra/ “alright”! 
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(37) Cal manna = “to start, to be on foot”. 

(38) man (f.) —“pastureland outside the village.” 

(39) p2kki nivj kadhli— “(he) had a good sleep”. 

(40) napger sutnica wokhot— “the time of the unyoking the 

plough”, (in the evening). 
(45) perat yenuc rohla— “did come back”. 

(50) to jat nay kay nay —“nor was he going nor doing anything.” 

(51) “He sat yawning”. 

(52) pel kerna—“to keep watch on”, “to mark on”, “to concen- 

trate upon”, 

(56) himm®t hona— “to have courage”. 

(57) na—“not” (negative particle). “na has three different meanings 

in this tale. (1) na= “and”; (2) na = assertive particle with- 

out any special meaning ef. (53); and (3) na = “not” negative 

as in present case. 

himmst calna— “to take up courage”. 

(9) & (19) /nahari/ & /nihari/ = “breakfast” 

(60) /ata/ (35) & /athi/ = The distinction is due to male & female 

speech. 

[E] Phonological notes :— 

/o-/ < /ev-/ (mar.) cf. odhyat < evdhyat; odhe < evd,he. 

/n/ is partially substituted in place of /n,/ in S
t. Marathi, apart from 

its origin from other sources. Cf. */pan,i/ (St. mar.) > /pani/; 

*/parnun/ (st. mar.) > /p?rnun/; 

/c/, /j/ & /2/ are mostly dental affricates except where they are fol- 

lowed by front vowels or /y/ or when they
 occur in Tatsama 

words from Skt. where they are palatals. Cf. /ekuc/; /aj/; 

/caukhan,/; /jat/; /jayed/; /sanios/; /tyaci/; /naglicya/; 

/sance/ but /wicar/ (Sk.) = thought. 

The active and passive voices are generally followed according to St. 

Marathi grammar; the construction in (16) is peculiar. 
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